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The purpose of this study was to describe and explain strategies used by ear players to hear 
and play chord progressions when playing unfamiliar rock songs. To this end, three rock 
songs were written and recorded especially for the study. One song was designed to be very 
easy to play for experienced rock musicians, using three chords, combined in standard 
patterns. The second song was written to be a little more difficult, containing some unusual 
chord progressions; and the third song used chords and chord progressions that are very 
seldom heard in rock music. 

To find possible differences between instruments, and between players with formal education 
and players without such education, the six informants were one bass player, one keyboard 
player and one guitar player with formal education, and one bass player, one keyboard player 
and one guitar player without such education. In a combined test and interview, the 
informants one by one played to the three songs at first listening, without having heard the 
songs before and without knowing anything about the songs except which keys they were in. 
The informants' playing was recorded on video and audio tape. Immediately after playing the 
songs, the informants watched the video tape and commented on their own playing; the 
interviewer also had the opportunity to stop the tape and ask the informants about interesting 
points. After this, the informants were interviewed about their playing, and about their views 
on ear playing in general. The informants' playing on the audio tapes was transcribed to sheet 
music and analysed together with the audio and video tapes - the video tapes showed hand 
movements and other body language that the audio tape could not record. 

The results were divided into listening and playing strategies. Listening strategies found were: 
listening for well-known harmonic formulas; listening for instrument sound and idiomatics; 
listening for the bass part and deducing the chord from this; and listening for the melody to 
deduce chords from this. Playing strategies found were: playing chords or melodic figures; 
playing by searching for the bass part, and if possible, building the chord from the bass note; 
and finally, playing by either consciously building up one's knowledge of the song, or by 
using "instant learning", something that several of the informants showed by not only 
repeating what they had played correctly, but also repeating mistakes: it seems that what is 
once played stays with the player, and is thus instantly learned. 

The main differences between the three instruments studied was that bass and guitar players 
tend to play more than keyboard players, who might be more used to fulfilling a role of not 
playing all the time; and that the keyboard players in this study went less for finding bass 
notes and building chords from these than the guitar players did - the task for the bass players 
of course being just finding bass notes, not playing chords. There was little difference 
between the group with formal education and the group without such. Differences found were 
mainly in the informants' way of talking about their playing. 

Conclusions in short: ear playing is learned by playing by ear, and furthermore, genre by 
genre; by playing for instance heavy metal or 1960's rock by ear, one learns such styles and 
becomes a better ear player in these, by learning clichés, harmonic formulas and other 
stylistical traits of the genres. 

Key words: Music, Music education, Rock music, Pop music, Ear p l a y i n g , 
P l a y i n g by ear, Formal and i n f o r m a l l e a r n i n g . 



Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to describe and explain strategies used by ear players to 
hear ana play chord progressions when playing unfamiliar rock songs. To this end, three 
rock songs were written and recorded especially for the study. One song was designed to 
be very easy to play for experienced rock musicians, using three chords, combined in 
standard patterns. The second song was written to be a little more difficult, containing 
some unusual chord progressions; and the third song used chords and chord progressions 
that are very seldom heard in rock music. 

To find possible differences between instruments, and between players with formal 
education and players without such education, the six informants were one bass player, 
one keyboard player and one guitar player with formal education, and one bass player, 
one keyboard player and one guitar player without such education. In a combined test 
and interview, the informants one by one played to the three songs at first listening, 
without having heard the songs before and without knowing anything about the songs 
except which keys they were in. The informants' playing was recorded on video and 
audio tape. Immediately after playing the songs, the informants watched the video tape 
and commented on their own playing; the interviewer also had the opportunity to stop 
the tape and ask the informants about interesting points. After this, the informants were 
interviewed about their playing, and about their views on ear playing in general. The 
informants' playing on the audio tapes was transcribed to sheet music and analysed 
together with the audio and video tapes - the video tapes showed hand movements and 
other body language that the audio tape could not record. 

The results were divided into listening and playing strategies. Listening strategies found 
were: listening for well-known harmonic formulas; listening for instrument sound and 
idiomatics; listening for the bass part and deducing the chord from this; and listening for 
the melody to deduce chords from this. Playing strategies found were: playing chords or 
melodic figures; playing by searching for the bass part, and if possible, building the chord 
from the bass note; and finally, playing by either consciously building up one's knowledge 
of the song, or by using "instant learning", something that several of the informants 
showed by not only repeating what they had played correctly, but also repeating 
mistakes: it seems that what is once played stays with the player, and is thus instantly 
learned. 

The main differences between the three instruments studied was that bass and guitar 
players tend to play more than keyboard players, who might be more used to Mfifling a 
role of not playing all the time; and that the keyboard players in this study went less for 
finding bass notes and building chords from these than the guitar players did - the task 
for the bass players of course being just finding bass notes, not playing chords. There was 
little difference between the group with formal education and the group without such. 
Differences found were mainly in the informants' way of talking about their playing. 

Conclusions in short: ear playing is learned by playing by ear, and furthermore, genre by 
genre; by playing for instance heavy metal or 1960's rock by ear, one learns such styles 
and becomes a better ear player in these, by learning clichés, harmonic formulas and 
other stylistical traits of the genres. 

Key words: Music, Music education, Rock music, Pop music, Ear playing, Playing by ear, 
Formal and informal learning. 
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Preface 

Mark how one string, sweet husband to another, 
Strikes each in turn by mutual ordering 

Resembling sire, and child, and happy mother, 
Who, all in one, one pleasing note do sing: 

Whose speechless song being many, seeming one, 
Sings this to thee, "Thou single wilt prove none." 

(W.S., Sonnet VIID 

Like music is created by different parts in harmony, as noted by the Bard, a 
doctor's thesis is also a result of the concerted efforts of several persons. 
While I may have played the lead part in this thesis, I owe my gratitude to 
all who have supported harmony and help. Thus, my thanks go, first of all, to 
my supervisors, Sture Brändström at the School of Music in Piteå, and Lars 
Lilliestam at the University of Gothenburg. Also, to professors Christer 
Wiklund in Piteå, Christer Bouij in Örebro, and Ewa Öhrström in 
Stockholm, for supplying valuable comments; and to my colleagues in Piteå, 
Anna-Karin Gullberg, Cecilia Ferm, Helena Stenbäck and Lena Vesterlund, 
for seminars and discussions. A special counterpoint part has been played by 
my friends Hans Hjortek and Micke Långs, on whom Tve tested many ideas 
during long nights at the local pub; I owe you one. 

Technical and practical help was supported first of all by Oscar Lovnér, 
sound engineer; also by Solveig Vidarsdotter, who transcribed the 
interviews; and by Mathias Lundquist, who helped with the music 
transcriptions. Students at the Studio Musician's program in Piteå played on 
the model recordings, which were engineered by Erik Nordström. Four very 
accomplished musicians, who will remain anonymous, helped with analysing 
the informants' playing. Finally, the six informants in the study must also 
remain anonymous, but deserve special thanks for enduring the ordeal I put 
them through; thank you, guys; I owe you one, too. 

A lot of other people have helped in more ways than I can remember; family 
and friends; band mates; computer experts; fellow musicians; and so on. To 
all of you, as well as to everybody mentioned above and anyone that I might 
have forgotten, my unreserved thanks. This book would have been 
impossible without your help. "Thou single wilt prove none." 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A rock and jazz drummer celebrates his fift ieth birthday. Late at night, 
there's a jam session. The drummer has played in a band together with two 
guitar players and a singer, who are all at the party. The bass player in the 
band, however, is not at the party - instead, another experienced rock and 
jazz bass player sits in. The spontaneously formed group will play the song 
"Someone Else Is Steppin' In", recorded by the New Orleans rhythm and 
blues singer Denise LaSalle. 

One of the guitar players describes the song to the bass player: "It's an 
ordinary twelve-bar blues in A, and when we come to the bridge, you'll hear 
the chords."1 The bass player makes a strange gesture, simultaneously 
nodding, shaking his head and shrugging his shoulders; by this single, curious 
movement he manages to convey the message: "Well, okay, I get it, although 
I'm not quite sure that I really got it, but I guess I ' l l hear and notice where 
the song goes, and even i f I don't, it's no big thing." 

The band starts playing. The two blues choruses go by without problems. 
When it's time for the bridge, the guitar player turns towards the bass 
player, demonstratively showing the chords with his left hand and using 
body language to convey exactly when the chords change. The bridge has the 
following eight-bar chord progression: 

1 For explanations of terms like "twelve-bar blues", "bridge" and so on, see Appendix i, page 251. 
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C H A P T E R i 

D A D B7 E7 

The bass player makes it through the progression without problems, playing 
a typical, stylistically correct bass part. When the bridge returns later in the 
song, the bass player remembers the chord progression (which is quite 
common) - he has learned the song. 

Later the same week, I myself am filling in for the guitar player in a dance 
band.2 There's no rehearsal and no written music; at most, there are quick 
comments about key and style right before each song. During the count-off 
to one song that I've never played and hardly heard before, the leader of the 
band quickly says: "Tomas Ledin3 in D major." Although the band leader 
doesn't give any signals like showing chords and using body language, as 
happened in the example above, the key and the style description "Tomas 
Ledin" give me enough information to make it through the song. 

Next week, I'm listening to an ensemble class at the School of Music in 
Piteå, a department of Luleå University of Technology, Sweden. Five 
classically oriented girls in the second year play rock ensemble. The teacher 
is a very experienced blues and rock guitar player. He has no formal music 
education whatsoever. At this time, I still have not decided exactly what my 
thesis will be about, and I'm listening to the class mostly out of interest: how 
does this musician teach? The teacher is rehearsing Little Willie John's 
"Need Your Love So Bad", as recorded by the English group Fleetwood 
Mac, with the girls. The girls have problems learning the song. Even when all 
instrumental parts (drum part, bass part, keyboard and guitar parts) are 
shown by the teacher, and the chord progression - a variation of the 12-bar 
blues - is written on the blackboard, the students have a hard time with the 
song: i f somebody plays a chord or note that is "wrong", they don't seem to 
be able to find their way back into the song - the teacher has to stop the 
song and start it from the beginning again. 

2 Swedish dance bands are a phenomenon unique for this country, not seldom selling albums in the 
100000+ range, but regarded with a certain contempt by music critics and musicians in other genres: 
Lilliestam (1998, p. 309) notes that dance band music has been called "simple, bland... 'non-music'." (enkel, 
utslätad... 'icke-musik'.) Musically, dance band music might be described as less aggressive versions of 6o's 
pop music, with some influences from Swedish folk music (ibid, p. 312), with a more crooning vocal style 
than 6o's pop... and also with more reverb. 
3 Tomas Ledin is a Swedish mainstream rock singer, stylistically comparable to e.g. Bryan Adams. By saving 
"Ledin in D major", the bandleader informed me about a harmonic language in the same style as the 
Beatles (see chapter 4); I was quite prepared for what chords to expect. 
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\ I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Of course, there is a difference in rock musical experience between a 45-
year-old rock bass player, and classically oriented music students in their 
early twenties. Still, the differences in coping with the rather simple chord 
progressions seemed a little too great. Wi th my own background in mind, I 
started thinking about what the reasons for these differences could be: 
What made the bass player a good ear player, while the music students were 
not? I f i t is possible to pinpoint how ear players think and solve problems, 
maybe music education institutions could find new and hopefully better 
methods for teaching ear playing. 

My own background 

I started playing electric guitar at the age of 14, around 1966, influenced by 
English pop groups like The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, The Who and The 
Kinks. After playing in bands for some years, I got interested in classical 
guitar and was accepted to the music program at Framnäs Folk High School 
in the north of Sweden in 1972. Five years later, I became a teacher at the 
then new School of Music in Piteå. 4 At first, I taught bruksgitarr, which 
might be translated as guitar for practical use: at this time, every student at 
Schools of Music at university level in Sweden had short courses in guitar 
and piano for practical use, which means mainly accompaniment. 

In 1981, I went to the Musician's Institute in Los Angeles to study electric 
guitar for one year, and then returned to the School of Music in Piteå. 
During the eighties and nineties, jazz and rock slowly entered the 
curriculum of this school: in 1988 the Jazz and Rock program started, and in 
1994 the Studio Musician's program. During the early eighties, I also started 
playing in jazz and rock bands outside the School of Music. 

A double perspective 

Teaching at the School of Music and playing in outside bands gave me a 
double perspective: both the view from inside a music institution, looking 
out, and the view of people outside the same institution and looking in at it. I 
was already well aware of the problems concerning European art music, or 
classical music, in relation to genres like jazz and rock inside music 

4 The School of Music in Piteå is a part of Luleå Technical University and one of six state music colleges in 
Sweden. A closer description of the school, as well as of Framnäs Folk High School, can be found e.g. in 
Brändström and Wiklund (1995), p. 126 ff. 
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C H A P T E R i 

institutions, with classical music being seen as the aesthetic norm, superior 
to popular music.5 Now, it also seemed that views of jazz and rock differed 
inside the institutions and outside of them. I n short, what was seen as great 
rock music inside the institutions6 was considered sterile or lifeless outside 
the institutions; and on the other hand, what was seen as great outside the 
institutions7 was seen as crude and primitive inside the institutions. A study 
of this phenomenon was made by Gullberg (1999 and 2002; see page 13). 

One side of the discrepancy mentioned above is found in rock criticism. 
Below are a couple of examples: 

Gabby Glaser, singer and guitar player in the group Luscious Jackson, 
interviewed in the Swedish newspaper Expressen (Börjesson, 1997): "He 
(Yngwie Malmsteen) is a typical example of guys who have to show their 
technical proficiency on their instrument all the time. I hate that kind of 
music school students."8 

Paul Grey, bass player in the group Eddie and the Hot Rods, interviewed in 
the Swedish newspaper Norrbottens-Kuriren (Ehnbom, 1997): "It's not 
important to be a technically perfect musician. People want the music to 
convey a feeling that makes them feel good. ... (Classically trained musicians) 
can't jam, but have to follow a pattern all the time."9 

Review of Jennifer Batten's CD Momentum (in the Swedish newspaper 
Aftonbladet; Olofsson, 1997): "This might possibly be a hit in the listening 
room of a music college. Boring guitar masturbation for the rest of us."10 

I t is actually not uncommon that rock musicians express a certain resistance 
to formal theory knowledge; Lilliestam (1995; pp 230-231; 240-241) cites some 
examples, among them the famous quote from Jimmy Page, guitar player in 

5 For such views, see e.g. Adorno (1941); Meyer (1967); Dahlhaus (1992); for discussions of such views in 
music education, see e.g. Tagg (1982); Olsson (1993, p. 133 ff), and Green, (2001, p. 99 ff). 
6 E.g. the American group Toto, whose music is well-produced, skilfully played by technically accomplished 
musicians, and well-polished. 
7 E.g. the Canadian singer and guitar player Neil Young, whose music depends more on feeling than on 
technical perfection. 

o 
"Han (Yngwie Malmsteen) är ett typiskt exempel på killar som hela tiden måste visa hur duktiga de är på 

sina instrument. Jag hatar sådana där musikhögskoleelever." 
9 "Det är inte viktigt att vara en tekniskt perfekt musiker. Folk är intresserade av att musiken förmedlar en 
känsla som far dem att må bra. ... (Klassiskt skolade musiker) kan inte jamma utan måste hela tiden följa ett 
mönster." 
1 0 "Det här kan möjligen bli en hit på musikhögskolans lyssningsrum. Tröttsam gitarronani för oss andra." 
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the heavy metal group Led Zeppelin: "The good thing about the guitar was 
that they didn't teach it in school." Also, stories abound about musicians not 
wanting to be told too much, e.g. bass players being irritated when told that 
the chord progression is for instance A major to B minor, not wanting to 
hear about major or minor but saying "Just tell me the notes"; or musicians 
not wanting to know the names of chords or scales; and so on. 

The opposite view, mainly existing within higher music education 
institutions, holds that theoretical and instrument-technical knowledge is 
not only a good thing for music, but also necessary. According to this view, a 
faster drummer is better, maybe not because of the fact that the drummer 
plays fast now and then, but because the drummer has the technical prowess 
to do so at will . A guitar player described this view by saying: "When I was 
young, I wanted to play as fast as possible. I compared the ability to play fast 
with cars - i f a car can do 100 miles per hour, i t can obviously also do io 
miles per hour. I thought that the ability to play fast also meant an ability to 
play slow. Later, I unfortunately realised that this was wrong."" Tagg (1982) 
suggests that this view is a consequence of teaching jazz and rock in the 
same way as traditional Western art or classical music, and of music 
educational institutions trying to "assimilate the new musical materials by 
casting them in its own familiar ideological moulds" (p. 241). This means 
"running courses which concentrate on the intramusical and instrumental 
aspects of the music, aspects which can be conveniently graded in terms of 
individual student achievement" (p. 242). A discussion of this view can also 
be found in Gullberg (1999, 2002). Gullberg had one group of music students 
and one rock group without formal music education arrange and record the 
same song in their own versions. Different student groups then listened to 
the two versions of the song. When asked which one they preferred, music 
students to 80% preferred the technically accomplished version of the music 
students (Gullberg 1999, p. 83), giving reasons as "More arranged and techni
cally demanding"12 and "More complicated in harmony and so on. I also feel 
that the musicians are better"13 (ibid, p. 85). 

While it might be a somewhat romanticised view that rock music can not be 
taught, or, indeed, should not be taught in schools, it is not certain that a 

1 1 The American jazz guitar player Don Mock, in conversation at Musician's Institute in Los Angeles, fall 
of 1981. 
1 2 "Mer arrangerad och tekniskt krävande." 
1 3 "Mer komplicerad i harmonik mm. Jag tycker också att musikerna är duktigare." 
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formal music education automatically gives the tools needed by a rock 
musician.14 On the other hand, during the eighties and nineties, just from 
playing in bands, I noticed a change in myself as a musician: from having a 
need to write things out for myself when playing rock and jazz in the 
beginning of the eighties, I gradually became more of an ear player during 
the late eighties and the nineties. In my first band, during the 1960's, I was 
notorious for having a bad ear: one of my band mates once said: "You have 
no ear for music. You only have ear wax."15 During my own music education, 
ear training was mostly concerned with the relation between sounding music 
and written notes (see chapter 2, p. 22). As to hearing chord changes, this 
was something that was almost never touched upon. The first time I began 
really hearing chord progressions was while teaching bruksgitarr: playing 
simple two, three and four chord songs with students five days of the week, 
for several years, slowly melted the ear wax. Also, while teaching rock 
ensemble at the School of Music in Piteå, I transcribed several hundred rock 
tunes (about 300 of which can be found in Johansson, 1998b, and 
Hjortekjohansson, 2001) - and after this, and many years of playing with 
non-reading fellow musicians, I noticed with a certain glee that I was gaining 
a rumour for having a good ear. 

The research question 

But how did this happen? How does a musician go from "hearing nothing" 
to "having a good ear"? What does it mean to "have a good ear"? What was 
the difference between the students trying to play "Need Your Love So 
Bad" and the two other examples cited in the beginning of this chapter? In 
other words, how do ear players function? 

I decided to delimit this study to rock music and chord playing. The 
purpose of this study thus is: 

To describe and explain strategies used by rock musicians to hear and play chord 
progressions when playing unfamiliar rock songs by ear. 

1 4 A review of research regarding this problem can be found in Ericsson (2002, p. 7 ff). 
1 5 "Du har inget musiköra. D u har bara öronvax." 
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A singer, drummer or horn player will not play chords. Thus, the study was 
delimited to bass players, guitar players and keyboard players - the 
instrumentalists whose responsibility i t is to perform the chords. The choice 
of instrumentalists also made i t possible to look for differences and/or 
similarities between instrument groups. In other words, do guitar players 
play by ear in the same way as keyboard players? - and so on. 

To at least hint at another interesting angle, namely i f formal music 
education is important for ear players in rock music, I decided to test one 
group of formally educated musicians, and one group without formal 
education. Al l in all, six informants participated: a bass player, a guitar player 
and a keyboard player with formal education; and a bass player, a guitar 
player and a keyboard player without formal education. 

Key concepts of the thesis 

A strategy, according to Merriam-Webster's online dictionary, is - apart 
from military and evolutionary strategies - "the art of devising or employing 
plans or stratagems towards a goal." A stratagem, in its turn, is "a cleverly 
contrived trick or scheme for gaining an end." In this study, the word 
strategy is used about any method, any "trick or scheme", conscious or 
unconscious, that a musician will use towards the goal of hearing chord 
progressions and being able to play them. 

A rock musician is a musician in the genre of rock music. What is meant by 
rock music in this thesis is briefly discussed in chapter 3, p. 35. 

A chord progression is the order of chords in a musical piece using chords, for 
instance a rock song. The chord progression describes which chords are 
used, and for how long. A typical example would be a twelve-bar blues in A. 
There are several variations to the blues progression, but one common 
variation in rock music can be written like in the following example (one 
chord symbol per bar): 

I Ä Although a sax player (or singer) might outline chords in different ways, it is not his or her primary task 
to supply a chorda! background for the melody or solo. 
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A 7 

D 7 

E 7 

Ay 
D 7 

D 7 

A 7 

A 7 

A 7 

A 7 

A 7 

A 7 

This chord progression can also be verbally described as "four bars of A 7 , 
two bars of D 7 ". . . and so on.1 7 

To hear a chord progression means to hear what chords are used, and for 
how long. In the first example on page 7, the guitar player showed the 
chords to the bass player and used body language to indicate when a new 
chord would come. In this study, I decided to avoid such extra-musical 
signals and to use pre-recorded music on tape (see chapter 5, p. 114) - not to 
study how musicians use visual symbols for chord changes, but to study how 
a musician finds his or her way from the sounding music itself. 

To play the chords means what the musician will do on his or her 
instrument. I t might seem self-evident that a chord is played by playing the 
chord, but in fact there are many strategies that can be used: there are many 
variations of for instance an A 7 chord on different instruments; also, an A 7 

chord might be replaced with A, A no3 (an A chord without a third), or A9, 
to mention just a few variations; and these variations can be played in 
different rhythms, arpeggiated in different ways, and so on. 

Unfamiliar rock songs here means songs that the informants had never heard 
or played before. To this end, three rock songs were written and recorded 
especially for this study. Although the chord progressions were partly 
standard - mostly for the first of the three songs, see p. 100 - the songs in 
themselves were still new and thus unfamiliar.18 

Finally, by ear means that the musicians in the study had no written material 
- no sheet music and no written chord progressions - to rely on. The 
concept of playing by ear is discussed in chapter 2, p. 29, as well as through
out chapter 3. 

Quite a few musical terms from the field of rock, and also jazz, are used in 
this text. While it is supposed that the reader has a certain understanding of 

In chord progressions, important bass lines or bass notes are also often indicated; e.g. "A7, AjlC#, D." 

See page 98-99 for a discussion of this. 
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musical theory concepts, some specialised rock and jazz terms might need 
explaining. Appendix i on page 251 is a list of such terms, providing short 
definitions and explanations. 

Structure of the thesis 

Chapter 2 is a review of Previous Research. Here, concepts like musical ear 
and ear playing are discussed in the light of previous research. 

Chapter 3, Playing Rock Music By Ear: A Primer, is a short introduction to the 
world of playing rock music. The words By Ear might seem somewhat 
redundant, as rock is an aurally traded music genre and rock players using 
written music still are exceptions. However, the word By Ear are there to 
put the emphasis on this aspect of rock playing - the chapter is not mainly 
about instrument sounds, stylistic aspects, ideological questions and so on, 
but about how rock musicians learn and play songs by ear. The word Primer 
is used as a reminder that rock music, even when pared down to the aspect 
of ear playing, is a field too large to describe in a few short pages. 

Chord progressions used in rock music are discussed in chapter 4, Studies In 
Rock Harmony. This chapter contains summaries of one study of chord 
progressions in The Beatles' complete output, and one study of chord 
progressions in 10 famous rock albums of the 1990's. 

Method (chapter 5) describes the method used to test and interview some 
accomplished rock ear players in trying to find their strategies. The results 
are presented in chapter 6, Results, and discussed in the final chapter, 
Discussion. Since this study is exploratory, due to the lack of previous 
research in the field (see next chapter), the Discussion also contains 
suggestions for a theoretical perspective. 

Enclosed with this book is a CD, containing the songs written and recorded 
for this study, as well as the informants' playing. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PREVIOUS R E S E A R C H 

This chapter is an overview of some recent research pertaining to the con
cepts of musical ear, of hearing chords, and of playing by ear. To find such 
research, databases such as the Swedish library service LIBRIS and the In
ternet service OCLC, reference lists in books, as well as personal networks 
were used. I t should be noted that, compared for instance to the field of 
sight reading, where there is no lack of studies1 - concerning fields such as 
eye movements, preview of structural units, errors in reading, and so on - it 
seems that less research has been done regarding mechanisms and strategies 
of ear playing. This might conceivably be related to the fact, mentioned be
low (p. 21 - 22), that ear training in music education is mainly concerned 
with the relation between sounding music and written notes. The emphasis 
on written music in western music culture has been commented upon in 
many contexts, e.g. by McPherson (1994), in suggesting a more important 
role for improvisation in music education, and by Gullberg (1999, 2002) in 
her study of rock playing and rock listening inside and outside of music 
schools.2 I f the academic traditions had been as concerned with ear playing 
as with reproducing written music, the field of ear playing might possibly 
have been more thoroughly mapped. 

1 Sioboda (1985) reviews among others Sloboda (1974,1977), Weaver (1943), and Wol f (1976) 
" See also Lilliestam (1995, p. 3 ff.) for a discussion of this. 
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Musical ear, or "gehör" 

The word gehör2 is defined in Sohlman's Music Encyclopaedia (1975, the arti
cle "gehör") as "the ability to solely by ear correctly hear a certain musical 
structure (a melody, a rhythmical pattern, a chord progression and so on) 
and be able to show this in a concrete way."4 This showing in a concrete way 
is discussed later on in the article. The reason why this is regarded as a nec
essary part of the gehör is that 

gehör is impossible to show in other ways. A person can say that he has 
highly developed representations of tones, based on a good gehör (he 
can make detailed representations of musical structures with his inner 
ear) but i f this is actually true, i t has to be possible to show it in some 
way.5 

As examples of this showing, Sohlman's mentions direct reproduction (to 
play or sing from memory); to sing melodies directly from written music; to 
be able to perform rhythms in for example jazz, folk music and Viennese 
waltzes in a genuine way; and to be able to notice and identify wrong notes 
and other mistakes in heard music. Here, it is also worth noting the defini
tion of gehörsmusik, suggested by Lilliestam (1995, pp 1 - 2; in English, gehörs
musik has been called orally or aurally traded music): music that has been 
created, played, distributed, and retained in memory without sheet music.6 

The latter part of this chapter is dedicated to the subject of playing by ear. 

The ability gehör is commonly divided in perfect or absolute pitch and relative 
pitch. Perfect pitch is defined as the ability to "being able, without external aid, 
to identify, imagine and reproduce a certain absolute pitch" 7 (Sohlman's, 
1975). The important word here is "absolute." The Grove dictionary (2001) 
has a somewhat more complicated definition: "The ability to identify the 

3 The Swedish word "gehör" (from the German word, meaning "hearing"), as can be seen from the defini
tion, is a broad term, traditionally pertaining to pitch, rhythm and chord discrimination in musical con
texts. Searching for a corresponding term in the Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians (2001), I found 
nothing on ear training or ear playing, brief articles on solfege and solmization, and finally a longer article 
on pitch recognition under the heading "Psychology of Music". An English translation of "gehör", convey
ing the same feel of general musical ability, might be "musical ear". 
4 förmågan att med blotta örat korrekt uppfatta en bestämd musikalisk struktur (en melodi, ett rytmiskt 
mönster, en ackordföljd m m) och kunna ådagalägga detta på ett konkret sätt." 
5 "inte är påvisbart på annat sätt. En person kan säga sig ha väl utvecklade tonföreställningar, baserade på 
ett gott gehör (han kan för sitt inre öra föreställa sig musikförlopp, kanske in i detalj) men om detta fak
tiskt gäller, så måste det på något sätt kunna ådagaläggas." 
6 Musik som har skapats, spelats, spridits och lagrats i minnet utan hjälp av noter. 
7 "utan hjälpmedel kunna identifiera, föreställa sig och reproducera en bestämd absolut tonhöjd." 
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chroma (pitch class) of any isolated tone using labels such as C, 261 Hz, or do 
('passive' absolute pitch), or to reproduce a specified chroma - for example, 
by singing or adjusting the frequency of a tone generator - without reference 
to an external standard ('active' absolute pitch.)" 

Relative pitch, on the other hand, is "the ability to perceive relations between 
pitches without identifying their absolute pitch."8 (Sohlman, 1975.) 

The difference between absolute and relative pitch can be described as fol
lows. A musician with absolute pitch might say, "it was the notes Ab, Bb and 
C", while a musician with relative pitch instead might say, "it was an upward 
movement in two whole-tones," or, " i f the first note is considered as the 
root, the other two notes were the second and the third of the scale." 

Curiously, absolute pitch doesn't seem to be absolute. The ability to identify 
absolute pitches varies within a spectrum where one extreme is "to be able 
to identify in principle any sound, consisting of steady oscillations, as a cer
tain note or as a note in between two notes according to a certain standard"9  

(Helgesson, 1996). Absolute pitch, of course, is impossible without some 
kind of consensus about pitches and tuning systems, for instance Western 
major and minor scales and standard tuning (A = 440 Hz). The other ex
treme is the ability to only recognise one tone absolutely. Helgesson writes 
that this tone is most often A or C. This form of absolute pitch has been 
called "quasi-absolute pitch" (Hargreaves, 1986, p. 87) and can be found for 
instance in oboe players, who often play the note A as a tuning note for 
symphony orchestras. 

Relative pitch is not surrounded by the same strange nimbus as absolute 
pitch. Relative pitch also is a lot more common: anyone who can sing a sim
ple tune, or who is able to hear when a note in a simple tune is wrong, by 
definition has some kind of relative pitch. 

Ear training 
Both absolute and relative pitch can be developed by practising (Hargreaves, 
1986, p. 100). Within music education, ear training has traditionally been an 
important subject. Ear training, in music education, is in principle only con-

8 "förmågan att uppfatta tonhöjdsrelationer utan att fördenskull kunna identifiera deras absoluta tonhöjd." 
9 "att kunna identifiera i stort sett alla ljud, som är på något sätt regelbundna svängningar, som en viss ton 
eller som en ton som ligger mellan två toner enligt en viss standard." 
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cerned with relative pitch. Within music education it has also been highly 
concerned with the relation between sounding music and written notes 
(Reimers, 1993, p. 5). When testing relative pitch in entrance tests to music 
education, one will thus find tasks like: 

• write the melody that you hear; 

• write the rhythms that you hear; 

• mark the differences between the written music and the music you hear; 

and so on. Ear training within music education is of a similar character. 

Memory in pitch discrimination 

In one test of pitch discrimination, subjects were played two tones with a 
five second interval in between (Sloboda, 1985, p. 174, citing Deutsch, 1982). 
Their task was to say i f the second tone was a) identical to the first one or, 
b) a semitone from it. When the interval between the two tones was filled 
either with silence or with a speaking voice, most of the subjects were 100% 
accurate. When the interval between the two tones was filled with other 
tones, the accuracy decreased to 68%. 

Sloboda writes that these test results seem to give "a very gloomy conclusion 
about musical memory. Memory for individual pitches seems incredibly low, 
i f it cannot survive a few succeeding notes." Sloboda then argues that the 
problem with Deutsch's test was both that tones not in the chromatic scale 
- fractions of a semitone - were used, and that within the chromatic scale, 
note combinations not "designed to form common musical patterns within 
the scale framework" were used. 

In another study by Siegel (1974), also cited by Sloboda (1985, p. 176), two 
tones were also played to the subjects with a five second interval, but in this 
case the tones were either a tenth of a semitone or three quarters of a semi
tone apart. The task was to decide i f the second tone was lower or higher 
than the first. Siegel tested music students with and without absolute pitch. 
In differences of a tenth of a semitone, the two groups didn't differ. In dif
ferences of three quarters of a semitone, the group with absolute pitch suc
ceeded better, since this group was able to assign different verbal labels to 
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the two tones. With a difference of only a tenth of a semitone, both tones 
were given the same label. Sloboda concludes that the verbal labels were a 
memory aid for the students with absolute pitch. 

The tests related so far can be said to concern a micro-level, trying to iden
tify single notes. A test on what might be called a macro-level was made by 
Sloboda (1985, p. 191). Here, the subjects were to reproduce whole melodies, 
of "a definite melodic phrase structure," but containing too many notes for a 
perfect first recall to be likely. 

Sloboda found that the subjects would often sing individual notes in a way 
that differed from the original, while phrase structure, implied chord pro
gression and several rhythmical and melodic patterns were correctly repro
duced. An experienced listener, Sloboda writes, will not remember a melody 
as a series of isolated episodes in the music, but rather through "global in
formation which specifies some parameters of the overall structure" - e.g. 
metrical structure, chord progressions and repeated melodic formulae. 

I t is easy to find corresponding examples from musician's everyday life. I will 
present two instances from my own experience. 

The first example was that I tried to learn jazz tunes by ear before I was fa
miliar with the harmonic conventions of jazz. This seemed impossibly diffi
cult, and I can recall at least one occasion where I simply had to give up. 1 0 A 
few years later, after having studied jazz harmony, I returned to the same 
tune and immediately heard the chord progression: D m 7 - G7 - C was fol
lowed by C m 7 - F 7 - Bb, and so on, just as in so many tunes that I had 
studied in the intervening years. Now, the harmony moved along paths that 
were well-known to me. 

The other example is from my time as a university teacher of improvisation 
within jazz, blues and rock. Many of the music teacher students taking these 
courses came from a classical background. This was evident both from their 
rhythmical sense (timing) and from their sense of intonation, especially con
cerning blue notes. A favourite memory is the very classically oriented stu
dent who, speaking of blue notes, wistfully said: " I have worked for ten years 

1 0 It might be noted that the student group mentioned on page io of the Introduction were in a similar 
situation: the chord progressions and style were unfamiliar to them. 
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to learn to play in tune, and now I have to learn to play out of tune!" Having 
not worked with blue notes before, this student simply heard them as out of 
tune. 

One might suspect that Siegel's test of micro intervals would have given dif
ferent results i f the subjects had been for instance Indian sitar players, who 
daily relate to such intervals. On the other hand, people with raga music, 
which uses drones and has no chord changes in the Western sense, as their 
only background might have difficulties in distinguishing Western harmony: 
different musical styles have to be learned before they accomplish meaning 
for the listener. 

Grouping mechanisms 
In his "Orality and Literacy. The Technologizing of the Word" (1982; 
Swedish edition 1990), Walter Ong writes that "you know what you remem
ber." Ong uses Euclidean geometry for an example: When we say that we 
"know" Euclidean geometry, we don't mean that we keep all the proposi
tions and proofs of this in our head at all times, but that we can recall them 
in our memory. Ong poses the problem of remembering long and compli
cated series of thoughts (p. 47), and notes that this is generally done by the 
help of memory aids, such as rhythmical patterns, alliteration and assonance, 
formula expressions and so on. A famous example of this is the Iliad and the 
Odyssey, with their hexametric rhythmical organisation and abundance of 
formula expressions: "Sing, O goddess, the anger of Achilles son of Peleus", 
and so on. Knowing - remembering - that rhythms, rhymes and formulas 
will return, the text is easier retained in memory. 

That similar mechanisms might work in music is hinted at in Ong's state
ment that longer, verbally based thoughts tend to be highly rhythmical 
(Ong, p. 47). Serafine (1988, p. 80 ff.) suggests that a music listener uses four 
practices, without necessarily having verbal knowledge about them: closure, 
being ways of recognising closure in the music (e.g., in many Western prac
tices, the dominant - tonic harmonic pattern); abstraction, recognising me
lodic patterns in different situations; transformation, recognising patterns 
when they are varied or transformed (by e.g. ornamentation and transposi
tion); and hierarchic structuring, deciding what patterns are important in 
terms of background and foreground, focal tones, and so on. Living in a cer
tain musical culture with certain tonal and rhythmical conventions, a listener 
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will pick up these conventions and apply them to music that he or she hears, 
giving meaning to the music: A listener "must have practice-specific musical 
know-how to make sense of musical patterns" (Elliott, 1995, p. 90). 

Sloboda (1985, p. 162 ff.) cites Meyer (1973), writing about implications in 
melodies. According to Meyer, a melody will create implications for future 
events - e.g., a Western listener, hearing a descending major scale (like for 
instance the ending of "Twinkle, Twinkle") will become more and more ex
pectant of the final tonic note. Of course, a descending major phrase will 
not always end on the tonic, but the scale is well-known enough that the ex
pectancy is still there, shaping the listener's experience of the melody. 

Research about sight reading points in the same direction. Sloboda (1985; p. 
71) cites a study by Shaffer (1976) involving copy-typists. When experienced 
typists were given a text with words in random order, their performance was 
virtually unaffected, but when letters within the words were randomised, the 
speed of typing dropped very rapidly. Seeing and grasping well-known words 
allowed the typists to use a set of hand and finger movements as one unit, 
while seeing random groups of letters did not allow such well-practised 
units. 

Proof-reader's error, meaning the failure to detect spelling or typing errors 
when scanning through a typescript, due to unconsciously restoring incor
rect words to their correct form, is also mentioned by Sloboda (1985, p. 74 
ff.). Sloboda cites several studies of how misprints in musical scores might be 
overseen depending on their context. As well as the phrase "She raised the 
wine glass to her..." might be expected to end with the word "lips", melodies 
and chord progressions also seem to give expectations in a certain context. 
Thus, a Western listener, hearing the chord progression of "Twinkle, Twin
kle", might with or without conscious thought expect a C chord at the end 
of the phrase; here, symbolised by the question marks: 

C C F C 
G C G ??? 

Like in the case of remembering verbal texts, rhythm is certainly also very 
important to the experience and remembering of chord progressions. That 
rock music, as indeed much other Western music, very often is based on 
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four- and eight-bar periods can be seen in my own studies of rock harmony 
(chapter 4; also Johansson, 1998a and 2000b), as well as Björnberg (1987; p. 
66 ff.); Lilliestam (1995; p. 210 ff, and 1998; pp. 333 - 334); and Moore (1993; 
pp. 39 - 41). In such periods, chords are combined according to certain con
ventions, regarding both which chords are used and for how long they are 
allowed to sound. These conventions are almost impossible to put in words 
in a comprehensive way; to hint at them, it might suffice to say that a four-
bar period of the chords (one beat per chord): 

C-C-C-C, C-C-C-C, G-G-G-G, C-C-C-C 

is quite common in "Western music, including rock, while a four-bar period 
of the chords: 

C-B-B-B, B-B-B-B, B-B-B-C, C-C-C-C 

although not impossible, would be very unusual. This is due not only to the 
fact that the C - G combination is more usual than the C - B, but also to 
rhythmic placement of the chord changes: listening to Western music since 
childhood, Westerners become used to chord changes occurring most often 
at bar lines, sometimes at the third beat of 4/4 bars, and quite more seldom 
at the second or fourth beat. 

Thus, an ear player in a certain gerne will learn conventions and clichés that 
makes the music of that genre easier to learn, remember and understand -
the music will gain meaning for the musician. 

On hearing chords 
A chord is defined in Western music as "a simultaneity of three and more 
notes"" (Parncutt, 1989, p. 2). Chords are most often constructed by super
posing triads (ibid.): the third C and E, combined with the third E and G, 
makes a major triad. When superposing one more third, for instance G and 
B, the result is a seventh chord. 

During the Renaissance, major and minor scales replaced the earlier modal 
system (Parncutt, 1989, p. 5). From the seventeenth century, chords whose 

1 1 Although medieval music used two note chords (Parncutt, 1989, p. 4), and modern styles like heavy metal 
also depends largely upon chords of only two notes, the root and fifth (Walser, 1995, p. 43). 
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roots belong to the prevailing diatonic scale and are close to the tonic on the 
cycle of fifths began to be used - for example, using notes from the C major 
scale and chords that are built from notes in this scale, like C, F and G major 
chords.12 This framework sets up what is called a key, and a piece using C, F 
and G major chords with C as tonic thus is said to be in the key of C major. 
The tonic of the key will act as a kind of home base, a centre maintained by 
the use of chords harmonically related to the tonic, i.e. subdominant and 
dominant. This style, called functional harmony, is still a staple of Western 
music; Parncutt even writes (1989, p. 5) that it has "a kind of unity and bal
ance which had not been present in earlier musics." 

Parncutt (1989, p. 129 ff.) made an experiment with pairs of chords, playing a 
C major triad, followed by one of the eleven other possible major triads from 
the chromatic scale. The listeners, when played pairs of chords such as C -
G or C - Db, were to rate the pairs of chords as "very dissimilar", "sort of 
dissimilar", "sort of similar" or "very similar." Parncutt found that factors 
such as proximity of roots on the cycle of fifths, voice-leading according to 
music theory (p. 131), and common tones between the chords, made the lis
teners perceive chords as more similar. I t should be noted that Parncutt's 
experiment, just using pairs of chords, was divorced from the temporal and 
other relationships existing in real music. 

Another experiment with chords was made by Krumhansl (1990, p. 177 ff.). 
Krumhansl played listeners short sequences of pitches and chords, where
upon a single pitch or chord was played; the listeners were to decide how 
well this fitted the context. After establishing a key, the tonic, subdominant 
and dominant triads of this key were considered to fit better than triads on 
other scale degrees. Tonal harmonic relations are thus considered to be built 
up in long-term memory through abstraction and schematisation of pitch 
usage in tonal music (Krumhansl 1990, p. 137). Both Parncutt's and Krum-
hansl's results indicate that, by listening to a style, i t seems that we learn for 
instance what chord progressions and melodic progressions to expect from 
the style. 

1 2 However, Serafine (1988, p. 53) notes that "scales and chords do not exist in music", meaning that "music 
moves helter-skelter in many directions, and we discern scales and chords in it because we attempt to bring 
order in the goings-on there." Serafine suggests that scales and chords are an attempt to systematise and 
explain events in music, and goes on to say that "analytical reductions can elucidate a style only after that 
style has made its way into the public domain" (p. 5$). 
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Salzer (1952) writes about chord grammar and chord significance, chord gram
mar being "the purely descriptive means of registering and labelling each 
chord and relating it to different key centres" (p. 10), while chord signifi
cance also takes into account "the special, architectonic purpose of a chord 
within a phrase" (ibid.). Thus, two grammatically identical chords might ful
fil totally different functions, even within the same phrase. This adheres 
closely to the position categories discussed by Jersild (1971, p. 13 ff): the rhyth
mical placement of a chord is crucial to its function - or in other words, to 
how the chord is perceived or heard. 

To summarise, the following aspects all might have relevance to how chords 
are heard: 

• Harmonic rhythm. Where, in a phrase or form part, is the chord found; 
and what do we generally expect in this place? 

• Bass line. What does the movement of the bass line tell us? Serafine (1988, 
p. 49) mentions for instance "bass movements reflecting clear dominant-
tonic relations"; also, for example a bass line descending stepwise will in
dicate something about the chords used. 

• Melody. I f the melodies of a style are "singable and locked into the har
mony by mostly using chord tones" as Lilliestam writes about rock music 
(1998, p. 27; see chapter 3, p. 36), the melody will also reveal something 
about the harmony. Of course, this is not unique for rock music; there 
are any number of folk songs, children's songs and classical pieces - Beet
hoven's Für Elise comes to mind when writing this - with melodies based 
on chord tones. 

• Chord extensions. Using extensions and alterations changes the sound of a 
chord - a G triad obviously does not sound the same as a Gi3b9, even i f 
both might be used as dominants preceding a C chord. 

• Style and sound. Serafine (1988, p. 52) notes that parameters like timbre 
("sound") and dynamics "have not been given rigorous analysis and are not 
precisely notated." Although some writers have touched upon sound, like 
Brolinson/Larsen (1990, p. 60 ff) and Moore (1993, p. 136 ff) , Serafine's 
statement still holds. A style also tells us what to expect: an E - Bb - F 
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chord progression in a Mozart symphony would be as surprising as a dia
tonic major melody with appoggiaturas in a heavy metal song by Metal
lica. 

Playing by ear 

The difference of reproducing melodies from written music or by ear by 
singing or by different instruments is mentioned by both Sohlman's (the ar
ticle "Gehör") and Reimers (1993, p. 3). To play melodies from written music 
is supposed to be, from a gehör point of view, "a lot easier" than to sing writ
ten melodies; on a piano the task is only to "read the written music correctly 
and depress the correct keys."13 But, on the other hand: "When it comes to a 
melody that one remembers, it might be easier to reproduce it directly via 
singing or maybe whistling than to play it on an instrument."14 

To reproduce a melody on an instrument, obviously some knowledge of the 
instrument is necessary: memory and knowledge about which sounds that 
will result from different activities on the instrument (depressing keys on a 
keyboard; depressing strings on string instruments; different combinations 
of valves on brass instruments; and so on). Four different ways of remem
bering music are mentioned by Lilliestam (1995, p. 45): 

Auditory memory is to remember how a song or a musical motif sounds. 

Visual memory is to remember how something looks. Lilliestam mentions the 
piano keyboard ("an excellent visual map of musical notes"), scales and 
chords on the guitar - also when presented as chord or scale diagrams - and 
so on. 

Kinaesthetic (motor) memory and tactile memory are to remember how it feels 
when we play or sing. Very small movements of the fingers, for instance, 
may be important to intonation on string instruments. 

1 3 "rätt avläsa notbilden och trycka ned rätt tangenter." 
1 4 "beträffande en melodi man kommer ihåg kan det vara lättare att direkt återge den genom att sjunga eller 
kanske vissla än att 'ta ut den' på ett instrument." 
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Verbal memory means that verbal labels for what is to be done also can sup
port the memory. " I t is a twelve-bar blues in A" might be one example, or, 
"the bridge starts on the sub-dominant." 

Verbal labels might differ between different groups of people. As of this 
writing, I play in a rock trio, consisting of myself, with almost 30 years of 
music theory experience, on guitar, and with a bass player and a drummer 
with about 20 years experience of rock playing, but without formal training 
and knowledge of formal music theory. Verbal labels used in this band in
clude common terms for form parts (intro, verse & c) , common chord 
names (G7, F#m7), as well as some terms like "syncopation", "upper har
mony part", and so on. On the other hand, terms like "subdominant", "third 
in the bass", "parallel motion" and so on are not used.15 

Absolute and relative pitch in ear playing 
Both absolute and relative pitch seem to be involved when playing by ear. 
The same pitch can be found in several places on string instruments like the 
guitar: for instance, the note ei is the open E string; f i f t h fret on the B 
string; ninth fret on the G string; and so on. Many guitar players recognise 
the sounds - the timbres - of the open strings, as well as the sounds of 
chords with one or more open strings in them, like for instance an open G 
chord in the first position, consisting of the following notes, from top to 
bottom: 

G - third fret on the I s t (E) string 
B - OPEN 2 n d (B) string 
G - OPEN 3 r d (G) string 
D - OPEN 4 t h (D) string 
B - second fret on the 5 t h (A) string 
G - third fret on the 6 t h (E) string. 

In a case like this, an accomplished guitar player probably hears both the 
timbres of the open strings, and the specific voicing of the chord. I n fact, 
the five major chords in open position on a guitar, i.e. chords located on the 

15 Why this is so - why some music theory terms are used in such a band and some others not - is an inter
esting question. More or less offhand, I would guess that terms tend to "leak" over from people like myself, 
with knowledge of music theory: some terms will gain acceptance, like syncopation, that is a practical and 
useful concept; other terms, like subdominant, wilTseem high-brow and not very useful in a situation where 
everything is played by ear. To stay with the examples mentioned above, a rehearsing band might also find 
it useful to discuss an upper harmony part in the vocal... but for practical use, it is not very interesting if 
this part, sung by ear, is in parallel motion or not. 
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first two or three frets, and using one or more open strings (see Moore, 1993, 
p. 54), namely the chords of C, G, D, A and E major, all have specific voic-
ings, and Moore notes that "a chord of E played in open position is not at all 
the same as a chord of E played in the D position with a capo on the second 
fret." Furthermore, it's not uncommon to lower the whole tuning of the gui
tar by one, two, or in some cases even three or four semitones. A fingered E 
major chord will then sound as Eb, D, Db or C major, respectively; however, 
most guitarists will still think of the chord as E major (cf. Lilliestam, 1995, p. 
44; and transcriptions such as Metallica, 1991).16 Thus, when transcribing or 
playing by ear songs where guitars and maybe bass are detuned in this way 
on a recording, a guitar player will often detune his or her own guitar to the 
same pitch, to get the specific voicings that are on the recording. 

In a similar way, bass players might recognise open bass strings. Keyboard 
instruments, on the other hand, are "comparatively undifferentiated with 
respect to chord shapes" (Moore, 1993, p. 54) - i.e., a specific voicing heard 
from a keyboard will not imply a key in the way a specific voicing from a gui
tar will do. 

Playing by ear or from written music - a continuum 
The importance, for all musicians, of playing by ear has been noted by re
searchers as early as Mainwaring (1941). Thus, Priest (1985) writes that 
"playing by ear should be the basis of all musical playing." Playing by ear and 
playing written music are not two sharply defined fields, but rather a contin
uum, where the player can lean to the direction of ear playing or the direc
tion of note playing in a certain moment. 

A description of different ways of writing for chord instruments in jazz and 
rock arranging can be found in Hjortek/Johansson (1999, p. 70 ff) . The most 
exact way is to write every note in standard notation: the player then just 
plays what is written. The next stage is to write rhythms for the chords, 
chord symbols and top notes for the chords. The player now has freedom to 
voice the chords in different ways. I t is also possible to write only chord 
symbols and rhythms, which gives more freedom in choices of voicings; and 

1 In such transcriptions, songs are written according to fingered chords; in Metallica (1991), e.g. the song 
"Sad But True" is played with E minor fingerings, but with the guitars tuned down to sound in D minor. 
The music is written in E minor, but with the comment "Tune down one whole step: string 6 = D, string 5 = 
G..." and so on. 
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the most open way is to just write chord symbols and leave voicing and 
rhythms totally to the musician. 

A logical way to continue this continuum might be to describe the chord 
progression orally, either in terms of "A7, D7, A7, A7..." or with expressions 
like "a twelve-bar blues in A." And still a step further might be to play the 
chord progression for the musician, on an instrument or as some kind of 
demo.17 

This last step means that the movement through the continuum is com
pleted: from pure note playing to pure ear playing. I t should also be said that 
none of these steps really are pure - the ear will no doubt be used even i f 
every note is written, and different kinds of memory, as cited above, will be 
used even i f the musician plays by ear. 

The example above pertains to chord instruments within jazz and rock, but 
similar principles can be found in all kinds of music and for all kinds of in
struments. Thus, the following styles of musical performance are defined by 
McPherson (1994): 

Sight-reading: using musical notation to perform existing music for 
the first time that has not been previously audiated.18 

Performing Rehearsed Music: reproducing existing literature from 
notation that has been previously rehearsed and learnt over multiple 
practice sessions. 

Playing From Memory: reproducing aurally on a musical instrument 
an existing piece of music learnt from musical notation. The perform
ance should attempt to provide a faithful reproduction of the musical 
notation at the same pitch level as notated by the composer. 

Playing by Ear: reproducing aurally on a musical instrument an ex
isting piece of music learnt using an aural orientation (such as by sing-

1 7 A demo is a preliminary version of a song, recorded for the purpose of selling a song to a record company 
or for teaching it to other band members. 
1 8 Meaning, most probably, musical notation where "everything" is written out. One might ask if it is still 
sight-reading if the player plays a rock song from a sheet with chord changes? Or if a harpsichord player 
performs a Baroque piece with figured bass? 
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ing or imitating a live or recorded model). The reproduction can be at 
the same pitch level as the original or transposed to another pitch level. 

Improvising: performing spontaneously on a musical instrument crea
tively formulated material. The improvisation can complement existing 
musical criteria or constraints, or be freely constructed according to the 
musician's own chosen framework. 

One more style might be considered in this context: the ear playing coun
terpart of sight reading, i.e. playing from ear something that one has never 
heard before. W i t h the kind of verbal cues mentioned in the Introduction 
("a twelve-bar blues in A"; "Tomas Ledin in D major"), or even without such 
cues, rock musicians not too seldom perform songs live without having 
heard them before - no doubt more often than classical music is sight-read 
in concert situations.19 When transcribing or playing by ear a song that the 
musician has never heard before, the first run-through of the song might be 
considered the equivalent of sight-reading. Also, when learning songs, just as 
a reading musician might first read the written music without an instrument, 
an ear player might first want to listen to the song without playing along. 

I t should be noted that both in the case of sight-reading and of ear playing, 
the music will most often consist of patterns and clichés that have meaning 
for the musician, as hinted at in the section on proof-reader's error above. A 
new musical piece might be recognised in different ways - an accompani
ment pattern or a chord progression, or the form of a song, will give associa
tions to music heard and played before. Still, the song or musical piece as a 
whole is new. 

Thus, a continuum for ear playing might include the following: 

Playing by ear something (a song) heard, learned and played 
before. This is what happens for instance when a rock band plays song 
from their repertoire: the songs are well-known to the players in the 
band, and are once learned, probably by ear.20 

1 9 This would be true for rock musicians in cover bands, playing in bars and pubs, more than for a band like 
The Rolling Stones, say, on a world tour. However, even musicians in a world touring band might find 
themselves onstage in unprepared jams - and will probably have been through a phase of such jamming 
earlier in their career. 
1 0 According to Lilliestam's definition of ear playing (see page 20), the songs would, strictly speaking, have 
to have been learned by ear. For practical purposes, however, I do not think that it matters very much if a 
song, played by ear for maybe ten or twenty years, was originally learned by ear or from written music - but 
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Playing by ear something heard before, but never played be
fore. This happens for instance when a bar cover band plays a tune 
that might be well-known listening to everyone in the band, but that 
the band - or players in it - has never attempted before. I t also happens 
when a musician has heard a song a couple of times on the radio, and 
then buys a CD, goes home and starts working to learn the song. 

Playing by ear after being told the harmony (chord changes) 
and style of a song never heard or played before. "Being told" 
here might mean either playing from a chord chart21 or from more or 
less complete verbal instructions ("a twelve-bar blues in A"; "Tomas Le
din in D major"). 

Playing by ear and without instructions something never heard 
before.2 2 

In this thesis, ear playing is studied from the last point of view: playing by 
ear something that one has never heard before. Although improvisational 
techniques no doubt will be used in such a context - using stylistically ade
quate rhythms, chord voicings, bass lines, fill ins, and thus drawing from a 
library of patterns that the player has learned before - this study is above all 
concerned with what an ear player might call "getting the chords right", and 
with getting them right at the first go. 

it does matter if it has been played only from paper for twenty years, and then suddenly once is played by 
heart; in such a case, it is hard to say if the player is really playing by ear. 
2 1 Or, once again, does the use of a chord chart mean that this is sight reading? - cf. footnote on p. 32. 
2 2 See pages 98 - 99 for a discussion of this. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PLAYING R O C K MUSIC 
B Y E A R : A P R I M E R 

The purpose of this chapter is to give an introduction to the world of play
ing rock music, especially the ear playing aspects. First, the term rock music is 
defined; then the processes of learning rock songs by ear from records, and 
of learning and playing songs by ear in rock bands, are discussed, together 
with some aspects of interpretation and improvisation. Since three of the six 
informants were to have formal music education, the chapter ends with a 
short look at rock (and jazz) music in schools. 

What is rock music? 

In books on the history of rock music (e.g. Blokhus & Molde, 1996; Brolin
son & Larsen, 1990; Johansson, 1999), rock music is described as beginning 
with the American rock and roll of the 1950's (Elvis Presley, Little Richard, 
Chuck Berry, & c) , continuing with the mostly English "pop" of the 60's, 
with groups like The Beatles and The Rolling Stones, and "rock" from the 
late 60's and onward - Jimi Hendrix, The Cream et al in the 60's; David 
Bowie and others in the 70's; and so on. Genres like heavy metal, reggae, 
punk and so on are considered to be parts of the nebulous field of rock mu
sic. 
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Lilliestam (1998, p. 27) mentions the following musical traits in the musical 
world of rock music: 

The music is aurally based. Sheet music does occur, albeit seldom; in certain 
styles, during studio recordings. The music is composed on the instrument 
and thus influenced by the possibilities and limitations of the instrument. 

The music is mainly guitar and keyboard based. This means, among other things, 
that keys that work well on the guitar, e.g. C, G, D, A, E, and Am, Dm and 
Em, often are used. 

The harmonic structures are based on triads and four-note chords. These chords 
work well as backing for both modal and diatonic melodic structures. In cer
tain styles, e.g. jazz-influenced harmony or drones may occur. 

The melodies are singable1 and locked into the harmony by mostly using chord tones. 

Drums and bass are a rhythmic and harmonic foundation for the music. 

The most common meter is 4/4. The back-beat, i.e. the stressing of beats 2 
and 4 in a 4/4 bar, is "one of the most important traits that keeps the musi
cal style area of rock together." (ibid.)2 

The musical forms are most often based on variants of verse and chorus, sometimes 
combined with a bridge. 

The music is usually performed on electrical instruments and/or acoustical instru
ments, amplified through a PA system. 

Lilliestam's definition is quite broad and means, among other things, that 
Swedish dance bands like Vikingarna and Sven-Ingvars are included in the 
field of rock music. Lilliestam notes the distinction between style and genre 
made by Fabbri (1982) - style being the sounding music, and genre the 
sounds plus extra-musical factors like dress codes, lyrical context, imagery 
and so on. W i t h such terms, it would seem that for instance Swedish dance 

1 Singable melodies, according to Pechstedt, Kershner and Kinsbourne (1989), have "smaller intervals and 
fewer skips" than less singable melodies. 
2 "ett av de viktigaste dragen som håller samman det musikaliska stilområdet rock." 
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bands are stylistically within the bounds of rock music mentioned above, 
while they are not in the genre of rock music. 

The terms rock music and pop music are often used synonymously. At the same 
time, the terms might be used in opposing ways. Moore (1993, p. 3) thus 
writes that "rock was the antithesis of pop",3 and that there is an opposition 
between 'authentic' rock and 'commercial' pop". During the 1990's, this view 
seemed to change, and the possibly most important magazine for rock music 
in Sweden was called - Pop. When this magazine listed the 100 best albums 
in the world (issue #10, 1994), they included not only rock acts, i.e., acts 
commonly considered to be rock music, like Bruce Springsteen and the 
Rolling Stones, but also reggae singers like Burning Spear and rap groups like 
Public Enemy. The magazine thus seemed to take the view that the big field 
of styles and genres usually called "rock" should be called "pop" instead.4 

Possibly, the term pop no longer means commercial; the word commercial 
might instead be used for big rock acts, playing for 50000+ audiences in 
sports arenas, and with more regard for making money than for artistic 
credibility.5 

For this study, concentrating on chords and ear playing, Lilliestam's defini
tions above are quite sufficient, and no distinction is made between rock 
and pop. Instead, the word rock is used to cover the entire field, from the 
1950's and onwards. 

In this text, there are also many examples from the field of jazz music. This 
is because jazz and rock music have much in common, for instance the prac
tice of learning songs from records, as described below. 

3 What was in the early 6o's called "pop" is commonly considered to have "grown up" around 1967-68 and is 
subsequently called "rock"; cf. e.g. Blokhus and Molde (1996, p. 220). 
4 Also, when Gullberg (1999) asked one group of music students and one non-schooled group of rock musi
cians to make a "rock song" from a given melody with lyrics, the two versions were very stylistically differ
ent, but both groups referred to their own version as a "pop song" (Gullberg, 1999, p.68). 
5 On the other hand, and just to point to the confusion with regard to values in this terminology, Bono, the 
singer in Irish group U2, seems to feel that "rock" has more to give than "pop", at least in some respects: 
"Pop music wilftell you that everything is all right. Rock music, on the other hand, tells you that everything 
is not okay... but that you can change it." (Bono in the Swedish TV show Jukebox, SVT 1 January 9, 2001!) 
For more discussion of the terms rock and pop, see Lilliestam (1998, p. 22 ff). 
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Learning songs from recordings 

Ever since the advent of recorded music about 100 years ago, musicians in 
jazz and later rock have learnt songs from recordings. The following is a de
scription of how this has been done, with regard both to technical condi
tions and working methods. Depending on a musician's age, he or she might 
have learnt from vinyl records and/or tape decks, or from CD's. The differ
ent media mean different problems and advantages, as described below. 

The first jazz recordings were made 1917 in New Orleans. Beginning that 
year, the Original Dixieland Jazz Band sold about a million copies of the 
song "Livery Stable Blues" (Collier, 1978, p. 73). Very soon, jazz musicians 
started learning songs, solos and other musical material from gramophone 
records. This practice of learning songs was later taken up by rock musi
cians. 

Sometimes musicians didn't even have record players, or they lived some
where where it was impossible to get hold of the records they wanted. Thus, 
a Romanian musician told me about growing up in 1960's Romania and be
coming a jazz musician. He and his friends would listen to Voice of Amer
ica, the American radio station, which played the latest jazz recordings. The 
sound of the radio station would fade in and out: one night, this musician 
and his friends would be able to hear and maybe even learn the first eight 
bars of Antonio Carlos Jobim's "The Girl From Ipanema", a famous bossa 
nova song from the early 60's - but after these eight bars, the sound would 
fade out, and the bridge of the song would have to wait until the next time 
Voice of America played "The Girl From Ipanema" at an occasion when ra
dio reception was good. 

Having the song on a gramophone record makes it possible to repeat it over 
and over again. "You just sit down in front of the stereo with your guitar and 
play the record over and over until you learn i t" (Bennett, 1980, p. 223). 
Thousands of aspiring jazz and rock players have experienced something like 
the following, a guitar player trying to learn the song "Sunshine Of Your 
Love" by the English group Cream (1967): 

What happened was we got the album and so one day I got up all my 
nerve and tried to play along. Of course the guitar wasn't in tune with 
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the record and I didn't understand about that, but somehow I managed 
to hit a note that sounded reasonably close and I kept putting the nee
dle back in the groove and trying to play along, and so one day I came 
up with something that resembled that riff. Some of the notes were 
wrong, but I had the rhythm down cold. I knew it wasn't much, really, 
but it was like I had won. (Guitar player interviewed in Bennett, 1980, 
p. 224.) 

Vinyl records will get worn, making the sound quality worse, increasing hiss 
and crackling sounds. I f a record is worn or damaged enough, it might stick 
in a groove, becoming impossible to play. On the other hand, some record 
players have several speeds: most notably the 78 rpm (revolutions per min
ute) used until about 1950, and the 45 rpm (used on singles) and 33 rpm (used 
on LP albums) speeds, but sometimes even speeds in between. Thus, jazz 
trumpeter Henry "Red" Allen learned to improvise "in all keys in New Or
leans by playing along with records set at every different speed. Each speed 
would put the music in a new key" (Berliner, 1994, p. 170). Wi th some re
cord players, i t was also possible to play a song at half-speed, lowering the 
sound one octave. This made it easier to hear quick passages in the music. 

A practical problem when learning songs, or getting songs, as it has been 
called (Bennett, 1980, p. 223) from vinyl records is to find the right place in 
the right groove. With practice, it was and is possible to attain great skill in 
this, as shown by DJ's (disc jockeys) in hip hop from the 1970's onwards 
(Blokhus and Molde, 1996, p. 434), but when trying to get songs, i t still 
means that i f you're trying to learn a five-second passage, you have to let go 
of your instrument and put the gramophone needle in the right place every 
five seconds. 

Another way of playing songs or passages at half-speed was to record the 
music onto a reel-to-reel tape recorder with two speeds. Such machines, by 
manufacturers like Studer and Philips, became available to the public in the 
1960's. They typically have speeds of either 15 ips (inches per seconds, corre
sponding to 38 centimetres per seconds) and 7,5 ips (19 centimetres), or 7, 5 
ips and 3,75 ips (9,5 centimetres). What has to be done is to record a song or 
passage with the higher speed and then rewind the tape and play it back 
with the lower speed. There are some problems with this: playing at half-
speed means a considerable increase in tape hiss, and the musician still has 
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to let go of his or her instrument to push Stop, Rewind and Play for every 
play-through. 

Cassette tape recorders became popular around 1970 and are still quite 
much in use. Cassette machines with two speeds are not very common, but 
many models have a "Review" function: you can press Rewind without 
pressing Stop, and the tape will fast-rewind until you let go of the button, 
whereupon it automatically returns to Play mode. This makes the process of 
finding the right place in the music a little easier. However, due to the low 
speed (normally 1,875 ip s o r 4>75 centimetres per second) of cassette tapes, 
the sound quality is less than perfect. 

Wi th the breakthrough of digital technology, it became possible to record 
entire songs, or sections of songs, and make loops of the recorded material.6 

This could be done for example with samplers,7 by manufacturers like En-
soniq and Akai, which became commercially available to the general public 
in the late 1980's. Around the same time, small dedicated digital 
"transcription machines" also became available for general use; one example 
was the Ibanez Rock & Play RP 50.8 Both samplers and transcription ma
chines gave (and give) the possibility to transpose the material to other keys. 

A big breakthrough of digital music technology for general users was the CD 
player, which came in general use around 1990. With a CD player, it is pos
sible to make an eternal loop out of any part of a song, without going 
through the trouble of recording the song onto another medium: one just 
has to press a button to decide where the loop will start, and to press again 
to end the loop. This loop will not have the added tape hiss and slightly de
teriorated sound of a tape recording, and it will play over and over again with 
the same sound quality until the Stop button is pressed, leaving the musi
cian's hands free for his or her instrument. The looping function on CD 
players is a great tool for learning or getting songs. This is quite far away 
from listening to Voice of America night after night, hoping to get another 
couple of bars down before the sound fades away. 

6 Actually, it was (and is) possible to record something on reel-to-reel tape machines and to manually cut 
the tape and make a loop out of it, a technique often used in electro-acoustic music. It is quite possible 
that someone somewhere used this technique to learn or transcribe songs, although I have never heard of 
this happening. 
7 A sampler being a digital recording machine. 
8 Such defeated machines had a very short time in the limelight, soon being replaced by the looping func
tion on CD players, by computer software and by digital instrument effect boxes including looping func
tions, like the proudly named "Boss ME 30 Guitar Multiple Effect With Phrase Trainer." 
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Tricks used to get songs from CD's or other phonograms include listening 
to each stereo channel separately (since different instruments might be 
panned more or less to one stereo channel); using the tone controls to get 
more or less treble, midrange or bass (e.g., when listening for a bass part, you 
might want to cut some treble); or listening in ear phones or in different 
sound systems (as anybody who has worked in a studio and then taken a tape 
home for listening knows, different rooms and different speakers and ampli
fiers can change the sound of recorded music in drastic ways). 

Working methods 
The way a musician works in getting a song depends on the musician's pur
pose. Is he or she going to create a note-for-note score of the music, tran
scribing every note of every part and writing the result on paper? Or is the 
purpose to write down the lyrics, form scheme and chord changes for use in 
a cover band? Or maybe to learn one specific part by heart? This is a way of 
working used in many cover bands: everybody in the band has a CD or tape 
of the song, and everybody learns his or her own part at home. At the next 
rehearsal, i f all the band members have done their homework, the song can 
be played without further ado. Sometimes, however, band members may 
have different opinions about the music: 

The first big fight we had was about whom had the song right. I t was a 
four-chord change - regular old schlock rock...9 I don't even remember 
the name... well, anyway Pete had decided that the third chord was -
let's say this is in G - a C, and I said it was an A minor. ... I t finally got 
to "you stupid asshole, you can't play for shit anyway"... something like 
that... and I was so pissed off I just packed up my guitar and got about 
ten feet of rubber pulling out of the driveway. (Guitar player, inter
viewed in Bennett, 1980, p. 225.) 

Regardless of the purpose of learning the song, it is very probable that the 
musician will at first try to get acquainted with it - of course, supposing that 
the song is new to the musician. A song never heard before will probably be 
listened through a couple of times, just so that the musician will get into the 
feel, sound, and overall impression of the tune. I t is quite possible that the 
musician will do this with his or her instrument in hand, and maybe start 

9 "Schlock rock" is a term for American pop music around i960, often described in terms like "white, clean, 
sentimental, commercial", and with artists like Pat Boone and Paul Anka (see Blokhus and Molde, 1996, 
p. 165). 
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testing small figures or chords against the recording; trying to find the key of 
the song, and so on. 

At some stage, this testing will turn into more serious playing. The musician 
will enter a stage of solving problems: what is this chord here? this bass line? 
this synth melody? This is where the musician might use for instance the 
looping function on a CD player. I f the music is to be written down, this is 
also where the musician will start putting pen to paper. The problems will 
be solved (or, in some cases, not be solved - sometimes a musician, especially 
i f not too accomplished, might have to give up), and after a while the song 
will hopefully be learnt. 

There are no clear-cut methods for this process. One musician might like to 
listen for bass parts at first, while another tries to get the chords or the mel
ody; or the same musician might work in different ways for different songs. 
A few examples of different musicians' ways of working can be studied in 
Green (2001, pp. 61 - 71). The method chosen might depend e.g. on what 
instrument the musician plays, and on what the purpose of learning the song 
is. Chance might play a role - suddenly the musician hears a descending bass 
part, for instance C, B, A, and tries to put chords over this, maybe C, Em/B, 
Am, or C, G/B, Am; or suddenly a keyboard or guitar chord is recognised, 
leading to an understanding of a chord progression. And of course, the song 
might be easy or hard for the musician to get, depending on the song and 
the musician's abilities; one song might be learned in five minutes, while an
other might take hours of hard work. 

After successfully getting a song in this way, the musician will either know 
the song, or his or her own instrument parts in it, more or less by heart; or 
he or she will have it written down on paper in some way; or both. 

Learning songs in a band 

As mentioned above, one way of learning songs in a band is that all the 
members in the band learn the songs at home and then put the different 
parts together at rehearsal. However, it is probably more common that one 
of the band members more or less teaches the other players the song. This is 
what happens with original material, where of course the composer knows 
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the song better than the other band members. I t also happens quite often 
with cover material, for instance in cases where one band member is so to 
speak the driving force, the one who really wants to play a song, and who 
will probably know the song better then the others. 

Written music in the form of standard notation is very unusual. Notated 
parts might be used for instance in a studio, with paid studio musicians, in 
certain genres (see Lilliestam, 1995, p. 163). As Lilliestam notes, lyrics and a 
chord chart, or possibly only a chord chart, might also be used. 

Drawing from my own experience and from previous research, e.g. Lil l i 
estam (1995; p. 160 ff) , I'd say that it is more common in rock bands to work 
entirely by ear, that is, without writing anything down. This might be done 
in two ways: either by one musician showing the others the chord progres
sion, riffs and so on, or by using an existing recording of the song - i f the 
song is a cover; or a demo version - i f the song is an original. These two ways 
of working are often combined. The band might first listen to a recording, 
whereupon the person who knows the song best shows chord progressions 
and so on to the others. Thus, Fornäs, Lindberg and Sernhede write about a 
young rock band: 

Two new songs are on the agenda for today. The arrangements are de
cided by everybody, even i f Lollo and Conny are the two driving forces. 
Everybody has the freedom to try out what they want to play. ... Conny 
has problems with the synth, which has broken down. Instead, he walks 
around and gives instructions to the others. ... (Conny) has done most 
of the work with these four songs.10 (Fornäs, Lindberg and Sernhede, 
1989, p. 93.) 

Although the amount of freedom given to individual band members in 
"trying out what they want to play" might vary, the above quote seems 
pretty representative, as can be seen in Cohen (1991, p. 136), Green (2001, 
pp. 79 - 82), Gullberg (1999, p. 57); Lilliestam (1995, p. 162), Saar (1999, pp. 
115,118) and Öhlund (1987, p. 51). The bands interviewed or observed in these 
studies all have one member (or a couple of members) knowing the song and 

1 0 Två nya låtar står på programmet för dagen. Arrangemangen bestäms tillsammans, även om det är Lollo 
och Conny som driver på. Alla har frihet att pröva sig fram till vad dom vill spela. ... Conny har problem 
med synten som lagt av. Han går i stället runt och instruerar de andra. ... (Conny) har gjort merparten av 
jobbet med de här ryra låtarna. 
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teaching it to the others; and the band members in all the cases have the op
tion of input, of changing suggested instrument parts or coming up with new 
ideas. A typical case might be that of British group The Who, where guitar 
player Pete Townshend wrote and demoed most of the songs before teach
ing them to the band. In an interview with Rolling Stone writer Jann Wen-
ner, Townshend said that his demos were "very simple, (the demo) would be 
economical, tasteful and just a vehicle for the song, and i f I use the piano or 
drum, it's as simple and effective as possible. ..." Townshend also said that 
he would suggest instrumental parts, e.g. bass riffs, on the demo record, but 
that the other members of the band would "take them up and go from 
there" (Wenner, 1968). 

I t is possible that the band members can get or learn a song from one or two 
listenings to a demo or a previous recording. I f not, or i f the song is an 
original that is not demoed, the composer or the player who knows the song 
best will play the song on his or her instrument, possibly also singing. The 
rest of the band will watch and listen before trying to play themselves. Nor
wegian musician and band instructor Øyvind Nordahl points to the impor
tance of watching: 

Rock is based on an oral tradition. I t is about listening, watching 
and copying (emphasis in original). That is the most important kind of 
learning in rock'n'roll.11 (Berkaak and Ruud, 1994.) 

One of the band members interviewed in Öhlund (1987) says about learning 
a song, after watching and listening while another band member played the 
tune: "Shit, I didn't know it, but then, I've never seen it before"12 - he talked 
about seeing the song, not about hearing it. This is common even with musi
cians who have many years of experience; thus, English guitar player Eric 
Clapton said about playing with Bob Dylan: "When you rehearse with Dy
lan, you listen hard and watch his hands for the changes (my italics; Lilliestam, 
1995, p. 163). The practice of watching is also mentioned by Green (2001, p. 
82). 

Visual signs also might be used to show for instance when band members 
should begin to play, or when a new form part is coming up (Öhlund, 1987, 

" Rock baserer seg på en muntlig tradisjon. Det går på å høre, se og ta etter. Det er det viktigste lærings-
grunnlaget i rock'n'roll. 

Fan, jag kunde den inte men jag har ju aldrig sett den tidigare. 
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p. 48): somebody might nod, give the other band members a look or use 
other forms of body language. 

When showing the song to other band members, the song might be played 
through in its entirety. I t is also possible that the musician that shows the 
song to the others divides the song into sections, going through for instance 
first the verse, then the chorus, the bridge and so on. When the band has 
got all the form parts, the song can be put together into its entire form. 
Such a method of working is described in Johansson (1996). However, a rock 
band working in this very structured way probably has quite some experi
ence. A parallel would be somebody learning a song from a record and being 
structured enough to learn or transcribe onto paper for instance the entire 
bass part before moving on to the chord instruments.13 

Since many rock bands are self-taught, i t is not certain that band members 
have any knowledge of music theory in the traditional sense (see p. 30). Af
ter working for a couple of years, musicians will probably have learnt such 
terms as are exemplified on pages 251 - 257 of Appendix 1: chord names (e.g. 
"G7"), terms for form parts (e.g. "verse"), technical terms (e.g. "distortion"), 
and so on. However, it is possible to learn chord progressions without 
knowing the names of the chords ("The chord looks like this. Put your index 
finger here..."),14 and in certain situations, a small social group like a rock 
band might evolve a language of their own, or at least some terms of their 
own. Lilliestam (1995, p. 43) mentions blues musician Son House, who called 
every note and chord below the f i f th fret of the guitar "major"; notes and 
chords above the fifth fret were "minor." While this might seem funny at 
first glance, it should be remembered that words like "major" and symbols 
like "G7" are used for communication, and as long as the communication 
works in a group of people, the words and symbols fulfi l their function.15 

1 3 And while it probably takes some experience to work in this structured way, it is not sure that structure 
automatically follows from experience. I have played with many experienced musicians and learnt songs 
without dividing them into sections and so on; also, the Clapton quotation above, as well as many stories 
told about different rock acts, hint that this kind of structured working is not something that you neces
sarily arrive at with experience. 
1 4 An experienced Swedish studio musician, formally educated and making his living both as a musician and 
as a teacher at a music college, told me a story about recording with a very famous Swedish rock singer. In 
the studio, this singer taught the band his songs by singing them to the band. After one such run-through, 
my friend the studio musician asked about one chord in the song: "Was that an A add9?" This question 
made the singer - who obviously didn't know the name of this popular chord - somewhat irritated, and he 
answered something like "Oh, that's what it's called?", demonstrating the negative view that rock musicians 
sometimes might take to theoretical knowledge. 
1 5 Of course, learning the "wrong" names for things will mean some problems when moving on to other 
situations. But having a name on a thing or a category of things means that it is not too hard to learn a new 
name. Say for instance that you have learnt to call all minor chords "sad chords." Upon being taught the 
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With all this emphasis on watching and visual signals, it might seem some
what strange that this study was done with pre-recorded songs, meaning that 
the informants had no visual help at all. However, it should be remembered 
that songs are often learned from CD's and other phonograms, a situation 
where no visual signals are available.16 Thus, the aim of this study is to find 
what's common in the different situations (learning from records and learn
ing in bands), namely, listening for the chords. Also, in this study, there is no 
communication between the informants and other players - but still, the in
formants carried with them symbols and memories from earlier playing in 
bands and other situations, which no doubt influenced their playing. 

Interpretation 

In chapter 2, page 20, musical ear was defined as "the ability to solely by ear 
correctly hear a certain musical structure (a melody, a rhythmical pattern, a 
chord progression and so on) and be able to show this in a concrete way." 
This holds true for practising musicians in aurally traded genres like rock 
music: to function as a musician in such genres, it is necessary to be able to 
hear what's happening in the music and to be able to perform in a stylisti
cally adequate way. The following sections deal with how this is done. 

Music is a form of communication, on many different levels. A musician 
might be said to communicate with his or her audience; and also, there is 
communication via different kinds of symbols between musicians. One ex
ample is written music, where a composer sets down symbols on paper. The 
symbols are interpreted by musicians (and, in some cases, conductors) to 
make sounding music. Also, the conductor uses a wand to communicate his 
or her intentions to the orchestra. In smaller groups, there are other kinds 
of communication via body language and sometimes even via verbal symbols 
- and of course via the music itself (Reinholdsson, 1998). 

term "minor", you would already have the category of chords represented in your mind; it would only be a 
matter of learning a new name for this category. 
1 It might be mentioned that filmed performances can be used to get visual signals from musicians that 
one might never meet in person. After publishing the study on the Beatles' harmonic language (1998; see 
chapter 4), I got a letter from a Beatles expert, describing how he could see in films from tne Beatles' early 
years that "John Lennon used a C major chord with the G note on top", and so on. Like making physical 
loops of audio tape for transcription purposes, however, I would say that watching films for the purpose of 
getting chords is not very common. 
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The symbols used when making music might be divided into intra-musical 
and extra-musical. Intra-musical symbols are all kind of sounding signs used 
within the music itself, the sound of the music. Among such signals in rock 
music could be mentioned chord progressions, melodies, riffs, bass lines, 
drum fills, timing, blue notes and so on. For somebody familiar with a (rock) 
musical style, using a certain chord or a certain r i f f or drum fill will signal 
something about the music. Two examples are a song using three bars of a C 
chord and then changing to C7, which in many traditional rock styles will 
signal that the next chord will be F; or a drummer playing a fill in the last bar 
of a form part of a song, signalling that a new form part is coming up in the 
next bar. On the other hand, extra-musical symbols might be sheet music, 
body language or verbal comments, as stated above - anything not heard on 
a recording, or not supposed to be in the music itself. 

I t should be noted that the process of communication is not as simple as 
one might think at first hand. One example of this is written music (here, 
meaning the standard Western way of writing music), where the symbols tell 
a musician what notes to play (the vertical positioning of notes on the staff) 
and in what rhythm (different note values). However, written music is quite 
a blunt tool. Wiggen (1966, p. 28) commented on the two examples below: 

Franz Schubert 

In the first example, the performer is informed to play the note C as a 
whole-note. I n the second example, a C whole-note is also to be played - but 
now written by Franz Schubert; a fact that gives the knowledgeable per
former a world of information about style and interpretation. 
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Although this example is somewhat extreme, many writers have commented 
on the many aspects of written music that are not explicitly written on the 
page; a few examples are Elliott (1995, p. 166); Hultberg (2000; e.g. p. 21 ff); 
Reinholdsson (1998; pp. 260-272); and Rostwall and West (2000, p. 38). Of 
course, there are also a great many books about the interpretation of certain 
musical styles, like Dart (1964) about early music, i.e. European renaissance 
and baroque music. Examples of what is not written out on the music page 
range from rhythmic conventions (i.e. the notes inegales of French baroque, 
see Dart, 1964) to ornamentation and in some cases improvisation (Rostwall 
and West, 2000, p. 35). 

Playing music from a written score without knowledge of conventions might 
make the resulting sound differ quite a lot from the composer's intentions, 
as in the following anecdote: A Swedish jazz musician told me about being 
on tour in the far north of Sweden during the 1950's. In a remote village, he 
met a group of young musicians, who somehow had managed to get hold of 
sheet music for bebop tunes by Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie, and to 
read about bebop music in magazines - but they had never actually heard 
bebop played. Their unique version of Parker and Gillespie tunes, said the 
musician who told the anecdote, sounded far more like Swedish folk dances 
than like bebop. 

I 'm not sure that this anecdote is quite true. However, i t could have been -
because bebop tunes could be played from sheet music in a way that their 
rhythms would sound like Swedish folk dances. This is because the symbols 
in written music (e.g., two consecutive eighth-notes, or dotted eighth fol
lowed by sixteenth) can be interpreted in many ways. In jazz, the concept of 
"swing", meaning here not the musical genre but the way triplet eighths are 
made to sound, is crucial (see e.g. Berliner, 1994, p. 244 ff.). Another expres
sion for rhythmical pregnancy, used in both jazz and rock, is "groove" (see 
Blokhus and Molde, 1996, p. 30): when music is performed in an acceptable 
way, the music is said to "groove" or "swing"; when not, groove or swing is 
not present.17 Such nuances are invisible in written music. The musicians in 
the remote village, i f they ever existed, obviously had a different concept of 
"swing" than the jazz musician who heard them. 

1 7 Both "groove" and "swing" also are used in other contexts; for instance, "groove" can be used to define 
different styles, saying for instance that a song has a reggae groove, and "swing' is of course a jazz style. 
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Symbols 

Language makes i t possible to group together an enormous group of objects 
under one symbol. It's probably safe to say that most musicians in Western 
culture are familiar with the chord symbol "G7." However, since a G7 chord 
might be played and voiced in many different ways, the G7 symbol also has 
to be interpreted. Asked to define what a G 7 chord is, a novice musician 
without theoretical tools might for instance place his or her fingers on a gui
tar fretboard like in the diagram below, and boldly state: " I know G7. This is 
G7." When shown another variant of G7, this musician might be very sur
prised. 

Later in his or her career, the same musician, now with some theoretical 
knowledge, might define G7 as "a chord consisting of the notes G, B, D and 
F." The musician now has the ability to recognise different variants of the 
chord - for instance, G7 with a B bass note, or G7 without the fifth of the 
chord - and still place them in the class of G7 chords. Even later in the mu
sician's career, now playing piano in a jazz group, he or she might think of 
G7 as a symbol for the Mixolydian mode; or, i f going in another direction 
and ending up in a heavy metal band, the musician might consider G7 as an 
infinitely boring and folk song-sounding chord.'8 

In the same way as a C whole note in written music in itself tells us nothing 
about style, a G7 chord symbol thus can be interpreted in many ways. Even 
i f we return to the guitar G7 diagram above, this one chord can be plucked, 
strummed or struck in an infinity of ways. Dynamics and tone will affect the 
sound, as well as choice of guitar (electric or acoustic, and so on) and choice 
of strings (steel, nylon, heavy or light gauge,'9 and so on). In a similar way, a 

1 The American linguist Steven Pinker (1999, p. 304) writes that humans group objects together under 
headings like "birds" or "furniture", but that the objects under a heading are not equal in our minds - when 
we think of "birds" for instance, we are more likely to think about sparrows than about penguins. The most 
representative member of a category is called a "prototype." In the matter of chords, this would mean that 
every musician has his or her own prototype for e.g. a G7 chord - the first inner picture or sound that ap
pears when confronted with the symbol "G7." 

9 The gauge of a string is a measure of its thickness. A thicker string for the same pitch (for instance, the 
high E string) will give a different sound than a thinner string. Since the string's pitch is a function of its 
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simple standard G7 voicing on piano or other keyboards might also be 
played and made to sound in an infinity of ways. 

Knowing that we are to play G7 in a bebop style or in a Beatles style gives us 
a direction of how to treat the chord symbol. There are, however, still many 
choices to be made: should the music be treated as a fixed work of art, or as 
an expression of a formula? 

Formulas 

Clichés like for instance chord progressions, bass lines, rhythmic figures, 
scales, and melodic figures are what makes things recognisable in music, in a 
way that might be compared to words and sentences in language. To play a 
genre like rock music by ear, it is necessary to be able to recognise such cli
chés, and to perform them in a stylistically adequate way. 

Some clichés in rock music have been called formulas by Lilliestam (1995; p. 
30). According to Lilliestam, a formula is: 

A characteristic musical motif or pattern, having a recognisable es
sence, even i f the exact performance of the formula can be varied 
vvdthin certain limits. 2 0 

Examples of formulas are the twelve-bar blues chord progression; the I - vi -
IV - V progression; the I - V - I V progression; various riffs, comping fig
ures, and so on. By familiarity with such formulas, musicians are able to 
communicate and understand music very quickly, as when jazz musicians in 
a jam session say "Rhythm in Bb":21 this short sentence informs the knowl
edgeable musician about 32 bars of chord changes. This kind of grasp of the 
entire construction of a song is a part of what has been called expert perform
ance (Sloboda, 1985; p. 98 ff.). While inexpert performers tend to devote 
their resources to local problems, making it hard for them to see the forest 

thickness and tension, the tension in a thick string tuned to E will be greater than the tension in a thinner 
string tuned to the same pitch. 
I O Ett karakteristiskt musikaliskt motiv eller mönster, vilket har en igenkännbar kärna, även om det exakta 
utförandet av formeln kan varieras inom vissa ramar. 
2 1 The chord progression described as "rhythm" or "rhythm changes" originated with George Gershwin's "I 
Got Rhythm", an A A B A song of 32 bars from the musical comedy "Girl Crazy" (1930). The A section of the 
tune is based on I - vi - ii - V and the B section or bridge consists of III7 - VI7 - II7 - V7. 

The chord progression of "I Got Rhythm" is one of the most popular in jazz music. There are more 
than 100 jazz tunes based on this chord progression (Aebersold, 1979). 
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because of all the trees, an expert solves local problems rapidly and often 
without conscious thought. This seems to me like a spot-on description of 
the cases mentioned in the Introduction of this book, pp. 9 ff. - the student 
group devoted their attention to local problems, while the bass player at the 
birthday party could devote his attention to the large-scale structure of the 
song. 

Reproduction or formula variation 
In Western classical music or art music, the concept of the work of art as an 
immutable entity has prevailed since the middle of the 19th century (Elliott, 
1995, pp. 23-26). That rock and blues music is not centred around the immu
table, once and for all composed work of art is discussed by Lilliestam (1995, 
p. 91 ff) . Instead, blues and rock musicians, as well as jazz musicians and mu
sicians in many folk music styles, will most often work with formulas. Rock 
musicians will often put formulas to use in the moment, in a way that is de
pendent on the musician's background and skills. This means that a per
formance of a rock song might sound more or less different from night to 
night.22 

I t might be noted that this has changed, at least in part, during the latter 
half of the 20 t h century. This change is due to two factors: phonograms and 
music education. 

Before phonograms (and later videos, based on phonograms) became the 
dominating way of spreading music, a song could exist in its own right, and 
mentioning a song title did not immediately bring to mind a specific version. 
In jazz, where the version is considered more important than the song, one 
can still mention a famous standard like "All The Things You Are" or "Lady 
Be Good" and not immediately think of a specific recorded version. In rock, 
and indeed in later jazz, the specific recording has prevailed more and more. 
Upon mentioning song titles like "She Loves You" and "Enter Sandman", 
the Beatles and Metallica recordings immediately come to mind. These ver
sions might in a way be said to be "works of art" in the same way as a Mozart 
symphony. 

2 2 Of course, all kinds of music will sound different in aspects like tempo, phrasing and so on - but in a rock 
song, as opposed to for instance classical music, even the notes played might very well be different. 
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One might argue that other artists making new versions of famous rock 
songs often take great liberties with the songs, so that, to mention just one 
example, when Joe Cocker recorded the Beatles' song "With A Little Help 
from My Friends", Cocker's version was sufficiently different to make i t al
most impossible to see the two versions as variants of the same work 
(Brolinson and Larsen, 1991, p. 380). In such cases, however, two or more 
famous versions might both be accepted artefacts. I f a band member sug
gests that the band play "Proud Mary", another band member might ask "Do 
you mean the Creedence23 version or the Tina Turner version?" I f the band 
really does play the song, it is quite possible that they will make their own 
version, maybe with elements from both the Turner and Creedence versions 
and even from other recordings. Mozart symphonies are usually not treated 
in this way. 

An example of how the phonogram makes a rock song a fixed work is the 
song "The Final Countdown" by the Swedish rock group Europe. The song 
was recorded with a solo by the guitar player John Norum. When Norum 
quit the band and was replaced by Kee Marcello, Marcello learned Norum's 
solo note by note: the solo was seen as an integral part of the song. When 
Europe were re-united at a millennium concert in Stockholm 1999, both gui
tar players were present and played the solo in parallel harmony (Kee 
Marcello, in conversation at the School of Music in Piteå, fall 2001). I t 
would be very strange to consider a similar practice in a jazz group - Miles 
Davis learning Dizzy Gillespie solos note-for-note when playing with Char
lie Parker, for instance. Of course, it should be noted that all rock acts do 
not repeat solos note by note every night: artists like for instance Jimi Hen
drix or Neil Young might be said to be closer to the jazz aesthetic. 

When jazz and later rock were allowed inside music education institutions, 
the styles were treated like traditional art music (see below, p. 63 ff) . Jazz 
and rock songs were learned from sheet music in the same way as classical 
pieces. Also, since the 1970's, there is an ever-growing amount of educa
tional literature in jazz and rock, as well as note-by-note transcriptions of 
solos and songs. Thus, a guitar player at an institution for music education 
might be presented with an exact transcription of Eric Clapton's famous 
"Crossroads" recording with the group Cream and learn Clapton's every in-

2 3 "Creedence" is short for Creedence Clearwater Revival, an American group that played traditional or 
mainstream rock music in the late i96o's. "Proud Mary" is one of the most famous songs by this group, and 
was recorded in an equally famous version by Tina Turner. 
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flection. In a worst-case scenario, the student might do this without re
flecting on the fact that "Crossroads" is a live recording and that Clapton's 
improvisations might have sounded quite different on another night. 

Despite such changes, most rock music will still be performed with slight 
variations depending on the situation. This might happen even in world-
famous acts, as when the group Van Halen recorded Roy Orbison's "Pretty 
Woman" and simply forgot one section of the song: they recorded the song 
from memory without listening to the original version. A player in a cover 
band, depending on the bands attitude and aesthetics, might in theory have 
the attitude to play all songs in exactly the same way every night - but from 
listening to and playing in many cover bands over the years, I 'd say that it is 
much more common to vary the music by using formulas. 

For a rock musician, then, there are several ways of interpreting what is 
heard on a recording. One way is to try to reproduce as many factors as pos
sible of the original recording. This was done for instance when the School 
of Music in Piteå performed the Beatles' "Sgt. Pepper" album in "Sgt. Pep
per Live!" concerts (see Myhr, 1994). In these performances, great care was 
taken to copy every musical part, every instrument sound and every inflec
tion - the music, as recorded on the Beatles' album, was considered as a 
work of art. Another and quite different way of interpreting what is heard is 
what might be called the cover band way - where the song is performed 
more or less close to the original, in versions that might change every night. 

For an ear player playing something that he or she never has heard before, 
there are also different strategies. Let's say that a guitar player hears the 
following guitar part on a recording. The x note heads symbolise that the 
strings are struck by the right (plectrum) hand, while being muted by the left 
(fretting) hand, resulting in a rhythmic but pitchless sound: 

7 + 
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Now, depending a) on the guitar player's ability to correctly hear what is 
played, and b) on the guitar player's attitude to reproducing what he or she 
hears, this might be performed in many different ways. The guitar player 
might play the figure back exactly as it was performed on the recording. He 
or she might also play a variant of the figure, maybe something like the fol
lowing: 

m 
This example is decidedly different from the original: the muted (x) notes 
are gone, giving a slightly different rhythmic feel, and also, the A note is 
played more often than in the original. However, this example is still within 
the same style, or might be said to be another variant of the same formula as 
the original. This formula could be described as "playing an eighth-note pat
tern with the root and fifth on the first and third beat of the bar and the 
root and sixth on the second and fourth beat" - or, for a rock musician, just 
"playing a boogie figure." 

I t would also be possible to play a quite different figure, maybe using the C 
or Cj chord that is implied by the formula and playing this chord in some 
stylistically adequate rhythm. The following example uses pauses where the 
original had muted strings, thus giving a similar rhythmic feel: 

Still another way would be not to play chords or backing figures at all, but to 
play some kind of fill-in or more soloistic figure. 

Using a symbol like "G7" means that something is delimited. In a case like a 
chord symbol, it means that the musician - for example the informants in 
this study - upon deciding that "this is a G7 sound" will very quickly decide 
what is possible (i.e., "good", "accepted" and so on) to play on a G7 chord. 
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This will happen in an inner dialogue, more or less consciously using the mu
sician's entire background and stylistic knowledge. As can be seen from the 
above, the musician's actions could be placed on a continuum where one ex
treme would be an exact reproduction and the other something that is quite 
different but still fits in the style - for example, a fill-in phrase. However, 
whatever the musician chooses to do, it will be a function of his or her ear
lier work with music and with other musicians and audiences: What is al
lowed to play in music that sounds like this; or maybe, How do I play most 
successfully in this situation?24 The feedback that the musician gets will 
come from the musician's own relation to the music - do I like the sound 
that I just made? - as well as, in a band situation, from the rest of the band25 

and from the audience. A lot of this feedback concerns style. 

Working in a style 

The following is a list of stylistic elements to consider when playing rock 
music, and that accomplished players like the participants in this study have 
to be familiar with. Musical examples are given as references. For further 
reading, see e.g. Brolinson and Larsen (1990); Lilliestam (1995); and Moore 

(1993)-

Rhythm. What rhythms are played in this particular rock style - i.e., the style 
that this song is in? Wi l l the bass play "pumping" eighth notes, as in a heavy 
metal song,26 or triadic figures like in much 1950's rock and roll, 2 7 or triads 
with the downbeat left out, often used in reggae music?28 And what kind of 
rhythms will guitars and/or keyboards play to complement bass and drum 
figures? 

Timing. Wi l l the different instruments play before the beat,29 giving the music 
a feeling of urgency, or behind the beat,30 conveying a lazy feel? 

2 4 It should be noted that here, both the general style, say for instance early 6o's pop, and the player's per
sonal style come into play. Every player has personal idiosyncrasies; so that if player A plays an early Beatles 
song, his or her interpretation might differ from player B's, although they play in similar contexts. 
2 ! This feedback might be more or less drastic, as in a story told by the jazz guitar player Pat Martino about 
his first jam with Miles Davis. Martino, 17 years old and quite nervous, was awaiting his turn to solo in the 
jam. When he started soloing, the great Miles immediately turned around and hissed at him "Lay out!" - an 
unambiguous, if not very elating, feedback. (Pat Martino, in conversation at Musician's Institute in Los 
Angeles, fall 1981.) 
2 6 e.g. Metallica: Enter Sandman (1991). 
2 7 e.g. Chuck Berry: Johnny B. Goode (1957). 
2 8 e.g. Bob Marley: The One Drop (1979). 
2 9 e.g. (the snare drum in) Pretenders: Middle Of the Road (1982). 
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Riffs. Wi l l bass, guitar and or keyboards play characteristic riffs, and i f so, 
how important are these riffs for the song? There are songs that are more or 
less defined by their riffs, like the Beatles' Day Tripper (1965) and Deep Pur
ple's Smoke On the Water (1972). A r i f f might possibly be varied when per
forming the song - like Deep Purple guitarist Ritchie Blackmore did with 
the Smoke On the Water r i f f on a Japan live recording31 - but how much? 

Scale and note choices. Should the bass player keep to the roots or play other 
notes, for instance like Paul McCartney did in the Beatles' With A Little Help 
From My Friends (1967)? What notes should other instruments use for solos 
and fills? 

Also, when it comes to solos and fills, there is a world of "blue" and "bent" 
notes to consider - a blue note being a note, e.g. the minor third or minor 
seventh of a major chord, played against the chord and immediately rising 
about a quarter-tone or a semitone in pitch; and a bent note being a note 
that moves upwards (most often; there are downward bends, although much 
less common) in a continuous glissando, commonly a whole-tone (e.g. a G 
note bent up to A), but sometimes a half-tone, three half-tones or even two 
whole-tones (e.g. a G bent up to B). For blue and bent notes, the guitarist 
Albert King is excellent listening, e.g. his Crosscut Saw (1967). 

Chord extensions. In jazz, guitar and keyboard players use the written chord 
changes as a basis for extended chords and chord substitutions (see Ingelf, 
1982). A chord progression like 

Bb Gm Cm F7 

might be performed as 

Bbmaj7 Gmn Cnu) Bi3b9 

In rock, less extensions and substitutions are used, and also in a different way. 
A rock player might perform the above progression as 

Bb Gm7 Cmn Fsus 

3° e.g. (the snare drum in) Metallica: Nothing Else Matters (1991). 
3 1 Deep Purple: Made In Japan (1972). 
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- and might very well do so by keeping the notes F and Bb on top of each 
chord: 

B ? G m 7 C m l l Fsus 

4i 
a a a 

0 n 
O 0 y 0 

This way of "connecting" chords by common notes, often using open strings 
on a guitar, has been widely popular since the 1980's (see Hjortek/Johansson, 
1999, p. 58 ff ) . An example can be heard on Alanis Morrisette's Hand In 
Pocket (1996). 

The chord extensions used in rock are often add9, sus and 11 chords (Hjor
tek/Johansson, 1999, p. 56 ff). Another popular extension is to colour a 
chord by its subdominant, i.e. substituting 

C C C 

with 

C F/C C 

The open G guitar tuning favoured by Rolling Stones guitarist Keith Rich
ards' (see Johansson, 2000a, p. 84 ff) , is often used to this effect, as in the 
song Start Me Up (1981). 

Sound. Electrical instruments can be made to sound in many different ways. 
Sound effects like delays (echo), reverbs (giving a "church-like" sound), cho
rus (a doubling effect) and so on are used very often, both in studios and live 
contexts. Walser (1993, p. 41 ff.) writes about distorted guitar sounds and 
their almost total dominance in heavy metal music. To play a song like the 
aforementioned Smoke On the Water with a clean (undistorted) guitar sound 
would change the style of the song almost beyond recognition. 

Ail the items mentioned above have to be considered when playing any style 
of rock music. A musician will learn the conventions and use them at his or 
her own discretion, either to conform to a style or to change a style or a sty-
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listic trait in varying degrees. Before playing unfamiliar material, almost any 
description of a song is of help; from saying that "it's a verse-and-chorus 
song", to a detailed run-through of the chord progression. Saying that a tune 
is "in a Rolling Stones style" conjures up certain stylistic elements, while an
other song might be described as "having the same groove as Iggy Pop's 
'Lust For Life'" 3 2 - or simply as "Tomas Ledin in D major." This knowledge 
is unfortunately still largely informal - there are few books about chord sub
stitutions, chord extensions, suitable choices of background riffs, and so on, 
for different rock styles. In jazz, however, there is quite a literature on how 
to interpret and understand chord progressions. For further reference, a 
couple of examples are Ingelf (1982); Steedman (1984); and Winkler (1978); 
also, Reinholdsson (1998; p. 205 ff. and 260 ff.) describes two jazz tunes the 
way a jazz musician might consider them, with basic structure and possible 
chord substitutions. 

Improvisation 

In styles like jazz and rock, using conventions like the ones mentioned 
above is mostly done in an improvisatorial way.33 The following is a brief dis
cussion of some recent research about improvisation, mostly concerning jazz 
music. I t should be noted that this discussion is concerned only with note 
choices and rhythms, and not with personal timing, intonation and so on, 
elements that are also very important in improvisation - but difficult to de
fine in words.34 

Since the arrival of bebop in the 1940's, the individual solos have been quite 
possibly the most important focus of jazz. Jazz songs are still mainly per
formed in a bebop fashion, i.e. the theme of the song is stated in the first 
chorus; then players solo one or more choruses over the chord progression; 
and finally, the theme is repeated in the last chorus (see e.g. Gioia, 1997, p. 
203 ff). The importance of soloing means that much improvisation research 
has been concerned with improvising solos. Thus, Paul Berliner, in his 
monumental study of jazz improvisation (1994), devotes the chapter "The 
More Ways You Have of Thinking: Conventional Rhythmic and Theoreti-

32 Iggy P°P : Lust For Life (1977).. 
3 3 Exceptions might be found in e.g. written big band arrangements, and in studio recordings of rock music. 
In both cases, ideas are often tested and changed many times, before reaching their final form. However, 
this trying and testing is most often done by improvisation. 
3 4 See below, the section on "Different kinds of knowledge", p. 60. 
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cal Improvisation Approaches" (p. 146 ff.), after a section about rhythmical 
thinking, to discussions of how an improviser might play from the chords of 
a tune, or use scales and intervals. There is also pedagogical literature about 
this subject, "how-to" books like for instance the famous Jamey Aebersold 
series "A New Approach to Jazz Improvisation". I n this series, jazz songs are 
analysed bar by bar with chord, e.g. F7, chord tones, e.g. F, A, C, Eb, and 
scale tones, e.g. F, A, B, C, D, Eb (see for instance Aebersold, 1978). 

Between scale tones are chromatic tones. Much jazz improvisation uses 
quite a lot of chromatics. In material like the Aebersold series, there are of
ten collections of "licks" or short musical phrases to be played over various 
chords and/or chord progressions. These licks might be generic for a style, 
so to speak, or they might be associated with a certain player (a jazz musi
cian might learn "Charlie Parker licks and Sonny Rollins licks", as jazz singer 
Carmen Lundy remembers in Berliner 1994, p. 104). Jazz improvisation 
methods like the Aebersold series, including CD's, thus make it possible for 
students to learn chord progressions, chord tones, scale choices and chro
matic formulas from books. 

Working in this way, however, will often mean that each chord is more or 
less "outlined" by chord and scales tones, which might make the improvisa
tion sound dull. This was exactly what David Sudnow found when learning 
to play jazz piano. Sudnow, being a competent classical piano player, learned 
to play jazz as an adult. He gives a personal view of learning to play and im
provise jazz35 in Sudnow (1978). This book describes his progress in three 
stages: 

1) learning jazz chords, and combining them into chord progressions; 

2) learning formulas, i.e. typical scales, arpeggios and note combinations, 
and also getting stuck with these - Sudnow felt he was only stringing pre-
learnt formulas together, and that this made his improvisations sound la
boured and disconnected (p. 36 ff.); and 

3) starting to hear what he wanted to play, finally replacing pre-planned 
formulas with purposeful melodies (p. 83 ff) . Now, for instance, "a single 

3 5 Of course, it should not be necessary to state "play and improvise jazz"; it might be argued that if you are 
not improvising, you are not playing jazz. 
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note would do to make melody over the course of several chords' dura
tions" (Sudnow, p. 94). 

In stage 3, Sudnow had released himself from the constrictions of pre-learnt 
patterns, becoming able to improvise more freely. Although soloistic im
provisation largely falls outside of the scope of this book, i t is interesting to 
follow Sudnow's progress from the perspective of how much time he needed 
to really make the chord progressions and melody sounds a part of himself: 
at last, he was ready to use them in a spontaneous way, without first think
ing theoretically. 

Berliner (1994) also writes about the stage of knowing formulas but not be
ing able to use them freely, saying that this stage may result in "disconnected 
demonstrations of technique removed from the piece's form" (p. 263). Later 
on (p. 264 ff.), Berliner goes on to quote several jazz players talking about 
the "flow" of ideas that comes when the player is sufficiently advanced to 
put pre-learnt patterns aside. 

Different kinds of knowledge 

I t has been said that knowledge can be expressed in different forms, like 
facts, understanding, skill and familiarity?6 (Carlgren and Marton, 2000, p. 197.) 
Knowledge of facts might be for instance to know that the chords in a blues 
in A are A7, D7 and E 7 . In this way, somebody might know this, maybe from 
reading a book, without having any relation to how the chords sound, or 
how they are played. Knowledge by understanding might be to recognise 
these three chords when they are played in the specific order that results in 
a blues in A, and to understand that this actually is a blues in A, and why it is 
that. Skill might mean to be able to play the chords from written music. Skill 
does not necessarily mean understanding - it would be theoretically possible 
for instance for an exclusively classically trained musician to play the chords 
without "understanding" much about a blues in A. Familiarity, on the other 
hand, would mean the ability either to play the chords and understand their 
relation to each other in the chord progression - or like in "understanding" 
above, to have an experienced listener's understanding about how the chords 
are used, without necessarily being able to play them. Familiarity also means 

Fakta, förståelse, färdighet och förtrogenhet. 
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that the knowledge is sufficiently ingrained in the player - or listener - to be 
embodied: to be something that the person can perform, or recognise, with
out thinking about it; Hke walking, riding a bicycle or talking. 

Of course, in reality, these different kinds of knowledge are not distinctly 
separated from each other: increasing familiarity will most often mean in
creasing skill, and so on. However, Molander (1996) cites Michael Polynai's 
The Tacit Dimension (1966), writing about tacit knowledge and stating that "you 
know more than you can tell" (p. 35). Molander mentions examples like boat 
builders (p. 33 ff.) and nurses (p. 24 ff): people having an embodied knowl
edge of their field, a tacit knowledge or understanding that is more or less 
impossible to put in words. Thus, it might be able to know something with
out having the words to express it - like for instance the concepts of timing, 
sound and intonation, mentioned above on page 55 ff . 3 7 

A famous saying among jazz musicians, sometimes attributed to Miles Davis 
but common enough that I haven't been able to find a source for it, and re
lated to the above, is: 

Tou have to learn everything, and then forget about it. 

What this means is that the knowledge has to be sufficiently deeply in
grained in the player for the player to use it "without thinking", the idea, 
romanticised or not, being that conscious thinking will hamper creativity. 
This view is supported by Pressing (1988) in his discussion of reaction times. 
Pressing writes that "speeds of approximately 10 actions per second and 
higher" (i.e., 10 notes per second and more) will involve "virtually exclusively 
pre-programmed actions." When trying to consciously choose what pre-
learnt formula he or she will use, a player is hampered by reaction speed, but 
when "going with the flow" or "forgetting everything that one has learned", 
the improvisation might sound more free and open. 

In formal education, the emphasis is often on studying patterns like those in 
the Aebersold books. This will mean that jazz students in music education 
institutions often will be at the stage of stringing pre-learnt formulas to-

3 7 Or it might be difficult to express knowledge to somebody who is unfamiliar with a specific field, as the 
Swedish skier Ingemar Stenmark noted in his famous comment, when asked about details in his art. In 
Stenmark's own dialect, "He lönsch int å förklar för dem som ändå ingenting begrip" - it's no use explain
ing something to somebody who won't understand anyway. 
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gether, and might explain slightly contemptuous expressions like "Berklee 
broilers" and "clones" (see Berliner 1994, p. 273 ff.) - used e.g. about students 
of the Berklee College of Music in Boston and meaning that these, although 
often very accomplished, all sound more or less the same: the emphasis of 
learning patterns, according to this view, means a loss of personal expres
sion. Thus, Berliner quotes the jazz player Lou Donaldson (p. 280), saying 
that "all players are sounding alike today." 

In the same way as David Sudnow learned jazz, a rock player learns formulas, 
like certain riffs that will function in certain styles, and so on - all the way 
down to personal idiosyncrasies of famous players, like the open G tuning 
mentioned above, often used by Rolling Stones guitarist Keith Richards, and 
the characteristic chord sounds generated by this. When this knowledge is 
sufficiently ingrained - embodied - in the player, it will not be explicitly 
formulated at every playing occasion, but rather function in the background, 
being put to use when called for, and also used in an improvisatory way; in 
other words, to state a somewhat silly example, a Keith Richards r i f f might 
be used in a Neil Young song, just as jazz players combine and change their 
licks when improvising. 

Thus, learning to play a musical genre like rock involves an enormous 
amount of factors, which are co-dependent in even more ways; everything 
from tuning your instrument to recognising a chord progression, from play
ing in time to understanding a style. Al l these factors are learnt by playing 
rock music, or as Brändström (1993, p. 72) put it: "one learns by doing what is 
to be learnt: one learns to play soccer by playing soccer, to paint by painting, 
and (...) one learns to play piano by playing piano."38 By playing in a rock 
band, one will learn to become a rock player. 

Chords as basis 

In spite of all kinds of formulas and stylistic conventions mentioned above, 
the basis for them in rock (and jazz) music is the chord progression. The 
chord progression is what is interpreted in a solo improvisation or with 
rhythmical accompaniment figures or riffs (Lilliestam, 1995, p. 193 ff; Moore, 
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1993, p. 47). This holds true for jazz and rock players on all levels, from 
Charlie Parker combining his licks in new ways (Kjellberg, 1977) to beginners 
using E, G and A guitar chords to "form a band" (see p. 66). Like the jazz 
players cited above, rock players learn to react to what they hear, and to put 
pre-learned clichés or formulas in use, consciously or sub-consciously 
adapting to the style of the song and choosing something that hopefully will 
work. But, then, how are the chords heard, and played? - which is of course 
the main question of this study. 

The above has been concerned with rock (and to some extent jazz) music 
and musicians outside of schools. Below is a brief review of teaching of rock 
(and jazz) in schools during the last decades. 

Learning rock in schools 

I t is hard to say when rock music began to be taught in schools. As early as 
1976, Graham Vulliamy and Ed Lee edited the anthology "Pop Music In 
School"39 (Vulliamy and Lee, 1976), containing how-to-articles like "The 
Blues: a practical project for the classroom" (by Peter Spencer) and "The 
presentation of pop music" (by Tony Robins). It's quite certain that also in 
Sweden, many music teachers had started singing "pop" tunes, and even us
ing electric guitars, in the classroom by this time. 

In Sweden, jazz and rock came into the curricula of music colleges in 1978, 
with the OMUS reform (Organisationskommittén för högre musikut
bildning, 1976). For about fifteen years, jazz and rock ensembles, as well as 
improvisation in different genres, were obligatory study subjects for Swedish 
music teacher students - the goal being that the students, when they them
selves became teachers, would be able to use genres like rock and jazz in 
their teaching. Now, at the beginning of the 21s t century, i t seems that the 
pendulum is swinging back: the mentioned study subjects are no longer 
obligatory for all music teacher students. 

One staple of the OMUS reform, almost a catch-phrase, was "the broad 
pedagogue."40 This ideal figure was supposed to be equally at home with a 

3 9 Note the use of the word "pop" here, in 1976; cf. p. 37. 
4 0 "Den breda pedagogen." 
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Mozart sonata, a jazz tune by Charlie Parker and a heavy metal song by 
Deep Purple, as well as folk music and music from other cultures (see 
OMUS, 1976, p. 86 and 135). However, there were limitations of time for 
teachers and students alike. This meant that the jazz and rock genres41 were 
treated much in the same way as classical music (Olsson, 1993, pp. 156-157; 
Tagg, 1982, pp. 241-242). Jazz and rock tunes and solos were handed out in 
transcribed form and faithfully reproduced.42 Teachers prepared copies of 
transcriptions for their classes, and students could come to a jazz or rock 
class directly from a classical piano lesson or a choir class. 

In the case of classical music, this meant using traditional teaching forms, 
but having less time for this music, since other genres also needed time. In 
the case of rock and jazz, the conservatory teaching methods also meant 
"emphasising the individualist aspects", and neglecting the genres' collective 
and social implications (Tagg, 1982, p. 241.) 

Lilliestam (1995, p. 235) criticises this way of teaching rock and jazz by writ
ing: 

I f you don't know the style, i f you don't have a set of formulas that you 
command with the right "feeling", the result will not be good. To learn 
a style of music thoroughly is a very demanding task, that takes a long 
time.43 

In summary, then, when genres like rock and jazz were taught in schools, 
this was done - and still might be done - quite differently than when rock 
and jazz musicians learn by ear outside learning institutions. This might be 

4 1 Or "Afro-American" genres, as they were called by OMUS, giving rise to the abominable abbreviation 
"Afro" - sounding more Hke a hairdo than a musical genre. 
4 2 One example of this is "real books." "The Real Book", a 480 page compendium of famous jazz tunes, was 
used as a teaching material at Berklee College of Music in Boston, USA, in the late seventies. Around 1980, 
this book (being illegal, without copyright indications) started getting copied over and over again, and 
spread quickly at Swedish music colleges. "The Real Book" was followed by other illegal song collections, 
for instance "The Slick Book", a collection of "slick" rock songs. "Slick" is a term for a kind of rock music, 
played by very accomplished instrumentalists, in groups like for instance Steely Dan and Toto, often using 
horns, with jazz influences in chord progressions, elegantly performed and mixed: in short, the kind of rock 
music that has been preferred at music schools (see Gullberg, 1999, p. 63) - and with "The Real Book" be
ing the canon for jazz music, the songs in "The Slick Book" now gave a canon for rock music, albeit just one 
sub-genre. Music publishing companies tried to stop such books, both by using legal methods and by pub
lishing their own versions. I n Sweden, thus "The Real Jazz Fake Book" (Hahne, 1990) was published Dy a 
major company, soon followed by "Real Rock Book" (Johansson, 1998b and Hjortek/Johansson, 2001). "The 
Real Book" and "The Slick Book", despite the efforts of publishing companies, are still standard equipment 
for music students, and nowadays it is unusual to experience a jazz jam session (at least with music students 
involved) without a "Real Book." 
4 3 Kan man inte stilen, har man inte en uppsättning formler som man behärskar med rätt "feeling" blir det 
inte bra. Att i grunden lära sig behärska en musikstil är ett mycket krävande arbete som tar lång tid. 
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one explanation to rock musicians' of ten negative views o f formal education, 

as expressed for instance in Green (2001, pp. 172 - 173). 

Two traditions in music education 
I t might be noted that the predominance of wri t ten music has not been the 

only tradition in Western music education. Thus, Hultberg (2000; pp. 25 -

37) recognises two main traditions in Western tonal instrument training: the 

practical-empirical method and instrumental-technical efficacy. I n the practical-
empirical method, as described by Quantz in his Versuch einer Anweisung, die 

Flöte traviersiere zu spielen (1752), music was learnt as a craft, w i th students 

imitat ing short musical motifs played by their teachers before creating 

similar passages themselves. The students learnt to extend the motifs and 

phrases to musical sentences (four- and eight-bar phrases); after maybe a 

year of playing and creating such sentences, music notation was introduced. 

On the other hand, in instrumental-technical efficacy, prevailing in Western 

music education since the middle o f the 19 th century, the emphasis changes 

f rom imitating and creating musical material to reproducing writ ten music. 

Hultberg (p. 30) uses the phrase "repeating meaningless wri t ten exercises" 

and also states that "practising was now separated f rom interpreting music 

on all levels of music education." I t is not hard to believe that this way of 

teaching is a reason for the resistance to formal learning among rock musi

cians; also, Brändström and W i k l u n d (1995) found that young students in 

Swedish community music schools sometimes lose their interest for music 

lessons because they have to play f rom notation all the time, and because the 

atmosphere of the lessons is serious all the time, rather than playful. Similar 

conclusions were drawn by Rostvall and West, i n their study of music in

strument teaching in Swedish municipal music schools (2001). 

Describing the practical-empirical method, Hultberg writes (p.26) that 

even i f beginners were experts o f only a few musical sentences or even a 

few basic patterns on a low level, their knowledge enabled them to vary 

these and to create new ones on their own (my italics). 

This way of working seems to have something in common to learning to play 

by ear by imitating recordings and learning by watching other musicians, as 

jazz and rock musicians have done for almost a century. A jazz or rock musi-
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cian might learn licks f rom a recording, internalising them and mutating 

them into something of his or her own at a very early stage of his or her de

velopment; or he or she might sit w i t h a friend and trade chords and/or 

chord progressions, and so on. 

Examples o f this practice abound in jazz and rock literature, f rom accounts 

of (bebop sax player) Charlie Parker's youth (see for instance Gioia, 1997, pp. 

206 - 210), to descriptions o f rock player's learning processes (e.g. Bennett, 

1980, p. 130 ff ; Lilliestam, 1995, pp. 150 - 160). There is quite a difference 

between learning a piece o f music f rom notation, concentrating on getting 

durations and pitches correct (Hultberg 2000, p. 30) before reproducing the 

piece as faithfully as possible in every performance - and learning a new 

chord or, r i f f or lick by ear or by watching somebody else playing i t , and im

mediately trying to put it to use in one's own way: how can I use this new element 

in my music? I n punk rock, w i th its attitude o f "everybody can play", this 

was made obvious in the English fanzine Sideburns, that published three gui

tar chord diagrams (A, E and G major) in its December, 1976, issue: "This is 

a chord", said the caption, "this is another; this is a third. Now form a band!" 

(Savage, 1992.) I n other words: use the materials you have for making music, 

no matter how great or small these materials may be. 

Recap 
To summarise, this chapter has dealt wi th questions about how rock music 

is learnt and performed, w i t h a certain emphasis how formulas and stylistic 

considerations are used in an improvisatory way. Excluding chapter 4, the 

following chapters are an attempt to see how the six musicians in the test 

and interview reacted to the music, and how they tried to solve the prob

lems of the songs, wi th their individual histories of playing, and their indi

vidual formulas and styles. 
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CHAPTER 4 

STUDIES IN 
R O C K HARMONY 

Before writ ing the songs for the test (see the "Method" chapter), and to de

scribe the musical forms and chord progressions that might be expected 

when playing rock music by ear, two studies of rock harmony were made. 

The first was a description of harmony in the Beatles' music (Johansson, 

1998a), and the second analysed ten samples of rock music i n the 1990's (Jo

hansson, 2000b). 

The studies were made f rom a musician's perspective and attempted to an

swer the question: What chords are found in rock music, and how (in what 

order, for how long) are they used? I n other words, what can someone who 

plays by ear expect f rom this music? 

This chapter is a summary of the two studies o f rock harmony. 
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The harmonic language of the Beatles 

The Beatles were chosen because o f their large output and great influence 

on contemporary and later music. From their first single ("Love Me Do", 

October 1962) to their last album release ("Let I t Be", May 1970, one month 

after their official disbandment i n Apr i l , 1970; cf. MacDonald, 1994) their 

music can be seen as "the ultimate barometer of stylistic change in the 

popular music o f their time" (O'Grady 1983, p. 2). 

From literature about rock harmony, my primary sources were Allan 

Moore's Rock: The Primary Text (1993), Richard Middleton's Studying Popular 

Music (1990) and Lars Lilliestam's Gehörsmusik (1995), and Svensk rock. Musik, 

lyrik, historik (1998). 

Moore (1993) divides rock harmony into "open-ended repetitive patterns" 

and, citing Arnold Schoenberg, different pairings of harmonic phrases: open-

closed, open-open, and closed-closed - a closed phrase being one that ends 

on the tonic. Middle ton (1990), i n the chapter '"Change gonna come?' 

Popular music and musicology" (pp. 123 - 26) treats methods for musicologi-

cal analysis of popular music. Lilliestam (1995) submits a catalogue over 

common chord progressions in rock music (pp. 195 - 200), while his Svensk 

rock (1998, p. 334 ff.) has a section about modality in rock. 

Among the vast literature on the Beatles, I mainly used W i l f r i d Meilers' 

Twilight Of The Gods (1973); Ian MacDonald's En revolution i huvudet. The 

Beatles inspelningar och 1960-talet (1994; original title Revolution in the Head); 

Terence O'Grady's The Beatles: A Musical Evolution (1983); and finally Allan 

Moore's Sgt. Pepper (1997). 

Meilers (1973) consists o f analyses o f a number o f Beatles songs, today 

somewhat dated but still containing valuable insights. MacDonald (1994) 

writes a short chapter on every song that the Beatles recorded, sometimes 

including comments on harmony. O'Grady (1983) is a Ph.D. thesis on the 

music of the Beatles, discussing "Style Characteristics" i n terms o f "Form", 

"Melody", "Harmony", "Arrangements" and "Lyrics". 

A common trait in the works mentioned above is that none of them studies 

the total musical output o f the Beatles. Chord progressions are described as 
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"very common" or "fairly common", and conclusions are made by way o f ex

amples: "e.g. the bass line so-and-so". To understand the harmonic language 

of the Beatles, i t is necessary to study the whole picture. 

The Beatles recorded 211 songs during their time together as a group. One of 

the songs, "Revolution 9" is a sound collage without chord progressions and 

was excluded f rom the material. The remaining 210 songs were studied, us

ing the original recordings and also a book o f transcriptions (Beatles Com

plete Scores, 1989). 

To facilitate comparisons, all the songs were transposed to C major or A 

minor. The form of each song was described in terms o f intro, verse, chorus 

etc. The chord progressions for all form parts o f the 210 songs were writ ten 

into a word processing program (Microsoft Word) . 1 By using the search and 

replace functions o f the word processor, i t was then easy to answer ques

tions like: "how often is the D m chord used?" or: "how often is the G7 chord 

followed by the C chord?" 

The material was divided into major and minor songs. The form, harmonic 

rhythm and chord progressions were then analysed. Also, a study was made 

of the original keys, to see i f different harmonic material was used in differ

ent keys. 

Form 

The music o f the Beatles uses the form parts common to popular music: 

intro - an introduction to the song; 

verse - a fo rm part that is repeated several times, w i th the same harmony and 

melody but different lyrics each time; 

chorus - a fo rm part that is repeated several times, w i t h the same harmony, 

melody and lyrics each time; different f rom the verse at least as to lyrics, but 

almost always also as to harmony and melody, too; 

1 As in this example: 

C.Dm*tEm.Ebo'tDm7*tG7AtC.Dm"tEm.Ebo'tDm7"tG7"tC"tFm.G7 
("If I Fell", verse; original key: D major) 

Here, (.) means space and Ct) tabulation. A space was used when there were two or more chords in one bar; 
a tabulation meant a new bar. 
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bridge - a contrast to verse and chorus, containing new harmonic, melodic 

and lyrical material, in Beatles songs most often played twice; 

solo or instrumental interlude - like the bridge, a contrast to other form parts, 

in Beatles music most often played on guitar. The solo mostly is played over 

another fo rm part (e.g., "solo over the verse"), but sometimes uses new har

monic material; 

pre-chorus - a fo rm part after the verse, building up to the chorus, seldom 

used by the Beatles and their contemporaries but very common in rock mu

sic of the 1980's and 1990's; 

coda - an ending to the song. 

Considering the relatively few types o f form parts, the amount of variation 

in the Beatles' music is striking. However, songs of ten start o f f w i t h (in-

tro)-verse-verse-bridge-verse (57 cases) or (intro)-verse-chorus-verse-cho-

rus-bridge (23 cases); they then continue in many different ways. A common 

principle seems to be to repeat something twice: verse-verse or verse-cho

rus-verse-chorus, and then follow this by a contrast, either verse-verse-

bridge, verse-verse-chorus, verse-verse-solo, verse-chorus-verse-chorus-
bridge or verse-chorus-verse-chorus-jo/o. 

The form part first heard, excluding the intro, seems to be the "home" of 

the song. Since the Beatles most often started their songs wi th the verse -

once again, excluding the intro - the verse wi l l feel like the home that the 

listener returns to after excursions to the chorus, bridge and/or solo. Thus, a 

song wi th a verse in A minor and a chorus in C major w i l l feel like an A mi

nor song. 

The Beatles' fo rm parts most often follow the Western convention of being 

constructed o f multiples of two bars, which means that most form parts are 

4, 8,12 or 16 bars long (Moore 1993, p. 40). However, there are many excep

tions: e.g., choruses in Beatles music vary f r o m 19 bars in length ("She's 

Leaving Home") to 2 bars ("Come Together"), w i t h almost all possible varia

tions in between (ibid.). 

I n a few cases, notably "Happiness Is A Warm Gun" and "You Never Give 

Me Your Money", collage forms are used. Such songs do not have the usual 

repetitions o f verse, chorus etc, but instead consist o f a string of different 
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parts, which may or may not be repeated. The song then gives the impres

sion of a collage o f musical ideas (Lilliestam 1995, p. 214). 

Harmonic rhythm 
Since form parts in the Beatles songs in major consist o f a total o f 5058 bars 

and contain 5112 chord changes, i t might be said that the average rate of 

change is once per bar. However, the harmonic rhythm is very varied, f rom 

songs totally without chord changes ("Within You, W i t h o u t You", wi th its 

C drone) to songs wi th two chords per bar (e.g. "This Boy" and " I Wi l l " ) . I n 

a few cases there are more than two chords per bar; e.g. "You've Got To 

Hide Your Love Away", which has four chords per bar, i f i t is considered to 

be in slow 12/8 time. 

There are no rules for harmonic rhythm. A form part might use the same 

chord for six bars and then change once a bar in the last two bars (the verse 

o f "Ticket T o Ride") or change once a bar for two bars and then use the 

same chord for four (the intro o f "Magical Mystery Tour"). While there is a 

tendency to "keep going in the same rhythm", e.g. one chord per bar, there 

are a multitude o f exceptions. Two randomly chosen examples are the verse 

o f "Sexy Sadie", w i th two chords in the first bar, one in the second, and then 

two chords per bar for six bars; and the verse of "From Me To You", wi th 

one chord per bar except in the seventh (next to last) bar, where there are 

two. Musically, this is easy to understand: Depending on which chords are 

used, a resting point might be needed anywhere in a period or form part.2 

Harmony: songs in major 
O f the 210 Beatles songs, no less than 194 are in major keys. 165 of these are 

in the keys o f E major (38 songs), G major (38), A major (36), D major (28) 

and C major (25). O f the remaining 29 songs, 10 are i n F major, 6 in B, 4 in 

Bb, 4 in Eb, 2 in Ab, 2 in Gb; there is one song in Db. Although songs may 

have been transposed for different reasons - the famous splicing together of 

"Strawberry Fields Forever" f rom two takes in different keys being one ex

ample - this shows the dominance of the "guitar keys" o f C, G, D , A and E 

major (cf. page 77). 

2 Rock music is quite often composed without conscious regard to concepts such as "bars" or "periods"; 
indeed, one might ask with Moore (1993, p. 40): "In a music that is not notated, how long is a 'bar?" 
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The I, IV, V, vi and ii chords 
The harmonic language of the Beatles mainly uses the chords of I , I V and V 

(in C major: C, F and G major) and the relative minors v i and i i (A minor and 

D minor). Figure i on the next page shows the frequencies of chords in songs 

in major, transposed to the key of C. 

The chords mentioned above can be combined virtually any way at all, pro

vided that the I chord can be discerned as the tonic or "home" chord. I n the 

key o f C major, all the chords F, G, A m and D m can have the penultimate 

position in cadence-like contexts or i n entire songs. The I V and V chords 

are used more frequently than the v i and i i chords in this way, but these rela

tive minors are by no means uncommon. 

The bVII and II chords 
The b V I I chord (the chord of Bb major i n the key of C major) also is used 

very freely. The b V I I chord, too, can stand as the penultimate chord, and a 

telling detail is that both of the progressions G - Bb - C and Bb - G - C are 

used as cadences: as long as the tonic comes in the right place and feels like 

home, the chords before i t can be combined in different ways. 

The I I chord (the chord o f D major in the key o f C major) most often fo l 

lows traditional harmonic conventions and proceeds to G(j) to continue to 

the tonic, but the I I chord also is used in other ways: i t might proceed to I V 

and then to I , and in a number of cases i t leads directly to I (e.g., " I ' l l Follow 

The Sun"). 

The iii chord 
The i i i chord (Em in the key of C major) is used less frequently than the 

other relative minors, v i and i i , and also less frequently than b V I I and I I . 

The i i i chord furthermore is not used as penultimate chord in cadence-like 

contexts. Two suggested explanations for this are: a) the one note that dis

cerns an E minor chord f rom a C major chord is the note B. This is the f i f t h , 

i.e. the least important note, of the Em chord; and b) The root note o f the 

Em chord also is part o f the C chord. Both these facts make the change 

f rom Em to C sound weaker than a change f rom D m or A m to C major. 
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Number 
of 

chords 

1600 h 
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C F G Am Dm D Bb Em Fm Eb A Ab E Gm 
1611 894 852 342 302 213 188 136 92 91 84 66 54 32 

Figure I. Frequencies of chords in major songs (transposed to C major) 

Chords in the dominant direction 

Chords further away in the dominant direction than the I I chord, i.e. in C 

major the chords of B minor (or in just a couple of cases B7), E(y) and A(y), 

are used in the same way as in traditional harmony. W h e n any o f these 
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chords is used in the Beatles' music, they wi l l wi th very few exceptions move 

"home" to the tonic in the traditional way: Bm to E(y) to A(y) to D(y). The 

D(y) chord then may proceed to G(y), to F or directly to C, as stated above. 

The iv chord and its relative major 
The iv chord (Fm in the key of C major), in traditional harmony considered 

as very tension-laden, in the music of the Beatles continues to I or in a few 

cases V , following traditional principles. 

The b V I , the relative major o f iv (the chord o f A b major in the key o f C 

major), is often used as a substitution for iv (e.g., " I Saw Her Standing 

There"; cf. Middleton 1990, p. 198), but also in other contexts: in the ca

dence b V I - b V I I - I , often used in rock music; as a temporary dominant to 

the V chord; and i n circle o f fourths progressions (Everett 1995, p. 183), to 

name the most common usages. 

The bill chord 
The b i l l chord (the chord o f Eb major in the key o f C major) is most com

monly used together w i th I , I V , V and b V I I (C, F, G and Bb). The b i l l 

chord wi l l only in rare exceptions be used together w i t h any o f the relative 

minors v i , i i and i i i (Am, D m and Em). 

The v chord 
The v chord is most often used in modulations to the subdominant key, e.g. 

verse ends in C; bridge begins Gm - C 7 - F. I n a few cases, the v chord also 

has the function of minor dominant, notably "She's Leaving Home." 

Substitutions and modulations to other keys 
Chords other than the above are not used in the Beatles' music, except as 

substitutions (e.g., the Db chord as substitution for the G chord, leading to 

C), or in modulations to other keys. The most common modulation in the 

Beatles' music is a key change in the bridge, wi th the bridge beginning in the 

key a minor third above the tonic (e.g., verse in A major, bridge in C major). 

Exploding functional harmony 
W h y did the Beatles' harmonic language turn out this way? This question 

can be answered on several different levels. 
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A rather self-evident answer is that this kind of harmony was "in the air" in 

the early 1960's. Roger McGuinn of the American group The Byrds said of 

the Beatles that " A l l their chords were folkie chords" (the BBC T V series 

"Dancing I n The Streets", 1996). Comparisons wi th other groups and music 

styles show that the Beatles were not unique in their use o f harmony (cf. 

O'Grady 1983, pp. 7-21). Wha t they did was to use influences f rom every

thing f rom American rock and roll, rhythm'n'blues and jazz to English music 

hall and, indeed, folk music, and combine these to something of their own. 

The Beatles (in this case meaning Lennon-McCartney and to some extent 

George Harrison) no doubt were talented composers; sti l l , i t must be re

membered that their music wasn't born f rom nothing, but was firmly rooted 

in its time and place. 

So why did the Beatles and their contemporaries use harmony in the way 

that they did? I would like to answer this question by the term "exploding 

functional harmony". 

Gb/F# 

Figure 2: Circle of fifths in traditional harmony 

The well-known circle of fifths (figure 2) can be found in many music theory 

books (e.g. Schoenberg 1978, p. 155; Ingelf 1982, p. 6). I n figure 2, a sector 

shows the most often used chords in the key of C in traditional harmony: 

The I chord in the middle, I V to the left, V to the right and the relative mi

nors inside the circle. 
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Even in traditional harmony, there is a certain freedom in the use of the 

chords wi th in this sector. When traditional harmony uses chords further to 

the right on the circle (e.g., an E7 chord in the key o f C major), the way back 

to the tonic is regulated by descending fifths: E 7 - A - D - G - C . Chords to 

the left o f I V (like Bb, Eb and Ab in the key of C) are seldom used. 

Figure^ shows a circle o f f if ths wi th Beatle harmony. 

Gb/F# 

Figure y. Circle of fifths in Beatles harmony 

The chords used in a freer way by the Beatles are the chords closest to the 

traditional sector - b V I I and I I , or the chords of Bb and D in the key of C. 

The b V I I chord is used totally freely. The I I chord also is used freely, al

though i t can be said to retain a strong preference for moving to V and then 

to I . 

Combining chords freely in this way means that many songs seem modal, 

rather than tonal (Lilliestam 1998, p. 254). However, i t is of ten a matter of 

taste i f a certain chord progression is perceived as modal or tonal. A some

what more radical approach would be to consider tonality as a special case of 

modality: among many musically meaningful ways o f ordering e.g. the chords 

C, F, G and A m (in the Beatles music e.g. "The Continuing Story O f Bun

galow Bi l l " w i th A m - C - F - G a n d "Let I t Be" wi th C - G - A m - F), there 

are a couple o f cases where the chords have traditional "functions": C - A m 

- F - G a n d F - G - C - A m . 
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It 's not a coincidence that it's b V I I and I I , the two major chords closest to 

respectively I V and V on the circle of fifths, that are used more freely. 

There are two reasons for this: 

1) The further away f rom the tonic one moves on the circle o f fifths, the 

greater the risk that melody notes w i l l collide wi th chords and create un

wanted dissonances. Using for example a F # major chord in the key o f C 

w i l l mean a very great risk for clashing wi th the melody - not to mention the 

drastic contrast in the chords themselves. The closer to the tonic one stays 

on the circle of fifths, the lesser the risk for such clashes. 

2) That Western musical instruments are built and tuned the way they are 

depends to great extent on the music they were built for. The piano is an 

obvious example, showing how Western music has disregarded microtonal-

i ty (pitches between the keys of the piano, e.g. the "blue" notes o f blues, jazz 

and rock) - while the Indian sitar, on the other hand, obviously is built for 

using microtonality. The six strings and standard tuning of the guitar mean 

that the five "open" major chords on the instrument (chords played without 

barring, in the first position, and using at least one open string) are C, G, D , 

A and E, and the three most easily played open minor chords are D minor, A 

minor and E minor. A comparison wi th the pictures above shows how the 

easiest and best-sounding chords on a guitar He closely together on the circle 

of fifths. 

Another answer to the question "why did the Beatles' harmony turn out the 

way i t did?" thus w i l l be instrument idiomatics. Different chords wi l l , to some 

extent, be used more or less frequently depending on how they feel and 

sound when played on a guitar. The fact that 165 of the Beatles' 194 songs in 

major keys are in the "practical guitar keys" o f C, G, D , A and E major in 

itself shows that the music very often was conceived using guitars (cf. LilH-

estam 1995, pp. 171-180, on how rock songs are composed). Also, Meilers 

(1973, p. 28) wrote: "...the wide-eyed, open-eared effects created in Beatle 

songs by mediant relationships and side-stepping modulations are the em

pirical product of ... the behaviour o f the hands on guitar strings and key

board." 

I t is a well-known fact that the Beatles had no traditional music education 

(MeUers 1973, p. 26). There is a certain tension between rock music and for-
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mal music education, as mentioned in the Introduction o f this study. The 

problem might not be education in itself, but deficient or incomplete educa

tion: "A li t t le learning is a dang'rous thing", wrote Alexander Pope (1711), and 

"a li t t le learning" in this case might mean all the times when people have 

been taught that i t is "forbidden" for instance to combine certain chords... 

without consideration of the fact that the question o f how chords are com

bined together is a matter of style. 

Wi thou t a hmiting "little knowledge" of traditional music theory, but wi th a 

great practical knowledge of how different popular music styles sounded, the 

Beatles composed their songs on guitar (and to some extent on piano). It's 

very likely that this might lead to situations like the following: W e have 

learned, played and even writ ten songs in the key o f G, that have used for 

instance the chords G, Em, C and D ; now we are writ ing a song in the key o f 

A, and why not t ry the chords C and Em in this key too? They are easily 

within reach on the instrument, and depending on how they are used, they 

might create interesting colours. 

When the Beatles' harmony leaves the I , I V and V chord and their relative 

minors to go further in the dominant direction on the circle of f i f ths i t fo l 

lows traditional conventions - this holds true, as we have seen, for the 

chords v i i (or in just a couple of cases VII7), 111(7) a n d V I ( 7 ) . Also, the iv 

and b V I chords are almost always used in a traditional way, even i f the b V I 

chord also is used in other contexts. 

W e may now draw a circle of f i f ths (figure 4), showing which chords the 

Beatles used totally freely (in the top sector), respectively which chords are 

governed by traditional rules. (Note that some chords are missing, e.g. the 

b i l l chord; see below.) 

"bill modality" 
Only in rare exceptions is the b i l l chord used together w i t h the minor rela

tives i i , v i and i i i . Instead, b i l l is most often used together wi th I , I V , V and 

b V I I . Ingelf (1982, p. 6) draws a simple but effective picture of "traditional 

harmony", which mainly uses the chords o f F - C - G - D - A i n the key o f 

C, in other words I , I V , V and two chords in the dominant direction; while 

"rock harmony" in the same key wi l l use the chords o f Eb - Bb - F - C - G, 

that is, I , I V , V and two chords in the subdominant direction. 
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c 

Figure 4: Chords used freely in Beatles harmony (top sector), and chords governed by 
traditional rules (outside top sector) 

The only form part in the Beatles' music where these five chords and none 

other are used is the instrumental middle section o f "Here Comes The Sun". 

I n chord progressions like C - Eb - F - G ("Please Please Me"), C - Eb - F 

("Sgt. Pepper") and C - Eb - Bb ("Everybody's Got Something T o Hide, Ex

cept For Me And M y Monkey"), a couple of these five chords are used. They 

seem to be combined any which way, as usually w i t h the pre-requisite that 

the tonic or "home" chord is used often enough, and in such places, that i t 

really is made to feel like "home." 

Even during the Beatles' time as a group there were songs wri t ten using 

these five chords and none other. Two examples are Wilson Pickett's "(In 

The) Midnight Hour" (1965) and Creedence Clearwater Revivals "Proud 

Mary" (1969). Both songs use the progression (transposed to C major) Bb -

G - F - Eb - C in their introductions. A later example, among many others, 

is "Middle O f The Road", by The Pretenders (1982). 

This justifies consideration of a new kind o f "modality",3 built on the five 

chords I - b i l l - I V - V - b V I I , and in many cases implying that other 

chords (except in some cases b V I ) are not present in form parts using these 

chords - wi th , of course, the b i l l chord being essential, as I , I V , V and 

3 Of course, not a modality in the traditional sense; but still, the chords seem to be used in a "modal" way. 
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b V I I are used in other contexts, too. Another circle o f fifths (figure 5) shows 
this new "modality". 

Figure 5: Circle of fifths showing bill modality 

I t should be noted that music o f the Beatles only shows tendencies to this 

new "modality". Further research might reveal how commonly used i t is i n 

rock harmony. I t is not impossible that i t actually is rather uncommon, but 

that the characteristic sound of the b i l l and b V I I chords i n a major key 

makes the listener react strongly to such songs. 

One explanation for using the chords I , b i l l , I V , V and b V I I might be that 

the root notes of the chords spell out a C minor pentatonic scale (C, Eb, F, 

G, Bb), and the chords could be seen as this scale, harmonised w i t h major 

triads on each note (cf. Everett 1995, p. 221). 

Harmony: songs in minor 
O f the 16 songs in minor, 10 are in the guitar keys o f E and A minor, 2 i n C 

minor, 2 in F# minor, one in C # minor and one in Eb minor; this song, " I ' m 

Only Sleeping", however, is actually played using chords in the key of E m i 

nor, whereupon the song was transposed by changing the speed of the tape 

recorder (MacDonald, 1994, p. 179). 
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Songs in minor keys use chords much the same as major songs do, although 

minor songs also use different modes, i.e. an Aeolian song in A minor might 

use a D minor chord, while a song in A Dorian might use a D major chord. 

Different modes wi l l not be found in the same form part. 

Conclusions 
What might an ear player expect in music by the Beatles and other, stylisti

cally closely related music? 

Regarding form: that the song has a verse, that most of ten w i l l feel like 

"home", and that probably wi l l be the first form part (after the intro, i f there 

is one) to be heard. I n relatively few cases, the first fo rm part to be heard 

(after the intro) wi l l be the chorus. Furthermore, a chorus and/or a bridge 

that have a contrasting function, often (in songs in major keys) beginning on 

one o f the relative minors, and most probably occurring after two verses 

(bridge or chorus) or after two pairs of verse - chorus (bridge). 

Regarding harmony: that songs in major are a lot more common than songs in 

minor; that there wi l l be an easily discerned tonic, or a chord that feels like 

"home"; that chord progressions to a very large extent w i l l be built on I , I V 

and V , and in lesser degree on their relative minors vi , i i and i i i and the b V I I 

and I I chords. Chords other than these wi l l either fol low traditional func

tional harmony (i.e. chords in the dominant direction, plus the minor sub-

dominant and its relative major) or imply a new "modality", using the major 

chords I , b i l l , I V , V and b V I I . 

This means that the music of the Beatles and their contemporaries has its 

starting point in traditional functional harmony, but a functional harmony 

where the limits for what is allowed are slowly being expanded. Chords close 

to the tonic on the circle o f f i f ths are combined totally freely; more chords 

in the subdominant direction appear in the music; and the I I chord can be 

used in the traditional way, but also wi th a new freedom. I n rock music, 

functional harmony has started a slow explosion, which continues to this day 

- as can be seen in the next section. 
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Ten samples of 1990's rock harmony 

The following section is a summary of Johansson (2000b).« 

To study how rock harmony has developed since the Beatles and the 6o's, 

ten important albums from the 1990's were analysed, using the same meth

ods as in the Beatles study. The ten C D albums were: 

1. Oasis: (What's The Story) Morning Glory 

2. Alanis Morissette: Jagged Little Pill 

3. Green Day: Dookie 

4. Michael Jackson: Dangerous 

5. Blur: The Great Escape 

6. Cardigans: First Band On the Moon 

7. Offspring: Smash 

8. Nirvana: Nevermind 

9. Metallica: Metallica 

10. Prodigy: The Fat O f The Land 

For some time, I tried to find an artist or group f rom the 90's, whose output 

and importance should be comparable to the Beatles, but I soon decided 

that this was impossible. Even to say that the Beatles are representative for 

the harmonic language of the 60's is debatable, but this statement is defi

nitely easier to defend than a corresponding statement about any group or 

artist during the 90's. I myself wrote the following about the many musical 

cultures during the 90's (Johansson, 1999, p. 197): 

Critics and other writers felt that the music i n the years before the 

millennium was lifeless and commercialised: time after time, writers 

expressed their hopes for Something New, something that would 

"unite" rock listeners in the same way that i t was felt that e.g. punk and 

grunge had done around 1980 and 1990. (...) Just before the millennium, 

i t seemed very unlikely that such global and uniting trends could arise at 

all. (...) The enormous amount of T V channels and other media made i t 

easy for the listener to find his or her own niche, favourite artists and so 

on, while the same media output made i t more and more impossible to 

4 K G Johansson: "Tio nedslag i 1990-talets rockharmonik." Musikhögskolan i Piteå, rapportserie "Musik 
och pedagogik", nr 2000:01. 
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have any overview over the vast and shapeless f ield o f rock and other 

popular music. By this time, people cited Andy Warhol's old adage 

about that " in the future, everyone wil l be famous for fifteen minutes"... 

but now, due to the more and more specialised media output, i t was 

said that " in the future, everyone wi l l be famous... for fifteen persons." 

Thus, ten different records were chosen. The criteria was that the albums all 

should be great sellers, which meant that they would have had a certain in

fluence on music - they should have been wri t ten about and discussed to a 

great degree. Furthermore, I wanted to touch upon some of the most im

portant styles during the 90's, and to find stylistic variation. Oasis and Blur 

thus got to represent English pop music; Green Day and Offspring 90's 

punk and hardcore; Nirvana and Metallica were leaders in the fields of 

grunge and heavy metal, respectively; Michael Jackson, an icon in himself, 

represented danceable Top 40 music; The Cardigans were chosen to include 

a Swedish act, and for their jazz influences; Alanis Morissette to include a 

woman; and the Prodigy due to their mix between techno and rock music. 

Form 
The most striking fact about form in the all in all 124 analysed songs is that 

all the songs (excluding cases wi th intro, and disregarding problems of nam

ing fo rm parts i n Prodigy's music) begin wi th the verse. Whi le the Beatles 

began a number o f their songs (16 out o f 210) w i t h chorus or intro-chorus, 

the fo rm conventions in 1990's rock seem to totally exclude this. Further, 

the A A B A - f o r m largely has disappeared, wi th two exceptions: Oasis' "Roll 

W i t h I t " and Michael Jackson's "Gone Too Soon." The pre-chorus, a fo rm 

part that the Beatles only used in 9 songs, is present in almost a thi rd o f the 

90's material: 41 songs out o f 124. Also, interludes are much more common in 

the 90's songs than in the Beatles' works, while solos are less common: solos 

exist in 36 out o f 124 90's song, but in 119 out o f 210 Beatles songs. 

Finally, 90's forms are longer and more complicated than Beatles forms. The 

Beatles used on average 8,78 form parts per song, while the 90's material has 

11,83 form parts per song. As one might suspect, the songs have gotten 

longer - something that actually began in the 60's, w i t h famous examples 

like Bob Dylan's "Like A Rolling Stone" and The Doors' "Light M y Fire." 

Whi le the average length of the songs on the Beatles' album "Rubber Soul" 

is 2.33 (two minutes, 33 seconds), and on "Sgt. Pepper" 3.04, the songs on 
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"Metallica" are on average 5.13; on Michael Jackson's "Dangerous" 5.30; on 

Oasis' "Morning Glory" 4.10; and on Nirvana's "Nevermind" 4.56, just to 

mention a few examples. The shortest songs in the 90's material are by 

Green Day: the songs on "Dookie" are on average 2.50.5 

A k ind o f standard form, w i t h many variations, for a 90's rock song thus 

might be: 

( I N T R O ) 

VERSE 

(PRE-CHORUS) 

(Verse and pre-chorus might be repeated) 

CHORUS 

I N T E R L U D E and/or B R I D G E 

Repeat verse and pre-chorus 

Repeat chorus to fade 

The important thing here is that the basic material o f the song is verse and 

chorus, repeated a number of times, mostly w i t h several repeats of the cho

rus towards the end of the song. I f a pre-chorus is used, i t might be excluded 

before the last chorus or choruses, to create greater intensity or urgency. I n 

terludes, bridges and solos function as contrasts and/or resting points before 

the next verse/chorus. 

Finally, i t might be worth noting that the above holds true for all the 90's 

songs - once again, excluding Prodigy. I n other words: while e.g. Michael 

Jackson and Green Day are very different as to harmony, sound, lyrical con

tent and so on, the forms of the songs are very similar. One exception to this 

is solos: Metallica, following the traditions of heavy metal, use guitar solos in 

all the songs on "Metallica", while solos as a rule are less common in the 90's 

material. 

Harmony 
I n the following, the ten albums are treated separately, one by one. 

5 The trend towards longer songs, as well as the fact that a C D nowadays normally has a greater number of 
songs than an L P from the 6o's or 70's, of course is related to the fact that a C D holds more music: some
thing like 74 minutes, as compared to about 40 minutes on an LP. 
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Alanis Morissette: Jagged Little Pill (1995) 
Alanis Morissette was famous in her native Canada as early as in the begin

ning 90's. "Jagged Lit t le Pi l l" was her international breakthrough. The music 

is traditional, guitar-based rock, distinguished by Morisette's unique voice 

and biting lyrics. 

"Jagged Lit t le Pi l l " is a skilful studio production, made by a very experienced 

producer (Glen Ballard) together w i t h experienced musicians. 11 out o f 12 

songs are i n major, four in E major and one each in the keys o f C, D , F#, G, 

Ab, A and Bb. The mostly used chords on the album are, in descending or

der: I , I V , b V I I , V , b i l l , b V I , V I , i i and vi . I t might be noted that the i i i 

chord (Em in the key o f C major) is not used at all. 

There are more extensions on "Jagged Lit t le Pi l l" than on most of the other 

analysed albums. Apart f rom 7, sus and add 9, extensions such as 6/9,11, m i l , 

6 and maj 7 are used, always by using connecting tones i n several chords, as 

in the following example f rom "Hand I n M y Pocket": 

F6/9 Cadd9 D sus G5 

D * - rt rt n rt 
/ . f ~\ STi /-> 
/L 1 A I * * ct 

W — 7 ° 
r% 

The harmonic language on "Jagged Lit t le Pi l l" is very traditional, in the ma

jor songs as well as i n the only song in minor, and chord progressions like 

circle of fourths and b V I - b V I I - I are used more here than on any other of 

the analysed records, excluding the (harmonically speaking) equally tradi

tional Green Day. 

Blur: The Great Escape (1995) 
Blur reached their fame during the early 90's wi th the albums "Modern Life 

Is Rubbish" (1993) and "Parklife" (1994). Af te r "The Great Escape", the 

group has released "Blur" (1997) and "13" (1998). Musically, Blur are in the 

middle of the English pop tradition that began wi th the Beatles and the 

Kinks. 
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Fourteen o f fifteen songs on "The Great Escape" are i n major: six in A, two 

in B, four in C, and one each in Db (C#) and G major. The chords most 

used are I , V , I V , b V I I , v i , bv and i i i . Blur have a penchant for something 

that might be called "mixing harmonic stocks"; i.e., while rock music tradi

tionally has used chord progressions like C - A m , and Ab - Bb - C, but most 

often wi th some time between these patterns, Blur might go C - A m - Ab -

G - Bb (the example is f rom the song "Stereotypes"). The effect is one of 

sudden "leaps" i n the harmony, as in the song "Fade Away", which is built on 

the two chords C - F # m - C - F#m... However, this kind of harmony is of

ten combined wi th tried and tested patterns like I - b V I I - I - b V I I . 

The song in minor, "He Thought O f Cars", shows the same mix between 

traditional patterns and sudden "leaps." 

The Cardigans: First Band On The Moon (1996) 
The Cardigans, originally f rom Jönköping i n Sweden, started out in Octo

ber, 1992. They got an international breakthrough w i t h the album "Life" 

(1995), and their success continued w i t h "First Band O n the Moon" and 

"Gran Turismo" (1998). Their music has been characterised as "bossa nova 

pop" (Håkan Steen, 1996, in a review in the newspaper Aftonbladet). 

Ten out o f eleven songs on "First Band O n The Moon" are i n major keys: 

two in A, two in D , and one each in the keys of C, E, F, Ab, Bb and B. The 

chords used most often are, in descending order: I , V , I V , b V I I , b V I , i i , I I 

and vi . The music shows strong influences f rom jazz, both in ways of com

bining chords, and in using "jazzy" chord extensions. Both traits can be seen 

in the following examples: Dm.7 - G7 - Cmaj7 - C # ° ( f r o m "Your New 

Cuckoo") and C - Dm7 - EbA - E 0 - FA - Gm7 - AbA - Am7 - Bbm - Bø 

(from "Happy Meal I I " ) . The only song in minor, "Lovefool", is composed in 

the same way; and even the cover of the Black Sabbath heavy metal anthem 

"Iron Man" is re-harmonised wi th jazzy patterns. 

Thus, the music on "First Band On The Moon" sounds like a mix of rock 

and jazz. 
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Green Day: Dookie (1994) 

After two albums on independent labels, the American trio Green Day got 

their global breakthrough w i t h "Dookie." Green Day's music can be de

scribed as melodic and energetic 90's punk. 

A l l the 15 songs on "Dookie" are in major keys. I n 13 of the songs, the guitar 

and bass are detuned by one half-step. The songs are played, however, in the 

keys o f A (4 songs), B (3 songs), E (4 songs), and one song each in D , F # and 

G. The mostly used chords are I , I V , V , b V I I and vi . I n fact, twelve out of 

fif teen songs (52 out o f 57 fo rm parts) actually use only these five chords. 

Chord extensions and chords w i t h other notes than the root as bass note are 

virtually non-existent; w i t h the exception o f the SUS4 extension. Many songs 

are played using "power fifths" or "heavy metal fifths" - i.e., chords w i t h no 

thirds. 

The songs composed this way also have singable melodies, and apart f rom 

the lyrics and punk energy, Green Day on "Dookie" shows a strong rock tra

ditionalism. 

Metallica: "Metallica" (1991) 
Metallica was one o f the four leading bands in thrash metal, a w i ld an ener

getic form of heavy metal, in the late 80's, together w i th Megadeth, Anthrax 

and Slayer (cf. Walser, 1993, p. 14). The thrash style can be said to have been 

created by Metallica and Slayer during the early 80's. The album "Metallica" 

meant big international success for the band, something that continued 

during the 90's. 

The music on "Metallica" is riff-based to the extent that i t is sometimes 

hard to say which, i f any, chords should be considered to be the ground for 

the r i f f ing . One example is this famous r i f f f rom the beginning o f the h i t 

"Enter Sandman": 
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Should this be considered as E minor? Or maybe as E minor and A major -

or even as Emb5 and A minor; there is no th i rd in the implied A chord? 

Metallica's music abounds wi th riffs of this kind, of ten played in unison by 

guitar and bass. 

O f the ten songs on "Metallica", two are ballads in minor; A and E minor, 

respectively. These show traditional rock chord progressions, like in this ex

cerpt f rom "Nothing Else Matters" (original in E minor): A m - D m - F - G 

- Am. The rest o f the songs are all played in E, although the guitars and bass 

are detuned one half-step or one whole-step for three songs. I n these songs, 

"heavy metal f if ths", chords wi th no third, are used almost exclusively, and 

the r i f f ing consists o f playing mainly (the f i f ths of) F, G and Bb, w i th a 

never-ending return to E. This has been called "E-music" (cf. Johansson, 

1999, p. 142); i t means that the most used chords (fif ths) i n the music on 

"Metallica" are I , b l l , b i l l and bV, followed by V and I V . Against this 

background, the melody may use both the minor th i rd (G) and the major 

third (G#), as i n the verses o f "Enter Sandman." 

Michael Jackson: Dangerous (1991) 
Michael Jackson became a world celebrity as early as 1970, w i t h the sibling 

group Jackson Five. His solo career can be said to have started in 1972, wi th 

the album "Got T o Be There". "Thriller" f rom 1982 made h im one of the 

world's leading superstars; "Bad" (1987) kept h im at the top, and when 

"Dangerous" was released in 1991, the expectations were unbelievably great. 

Since "Dangerous", however, Jackson has had some career and personal 

problems. 

O f fourteen songs on "Dangerous", six are in major and eight i n minor. The 

major songs are in the keys o f C, Db, D , E, Ab and A, and the minor songs 

in D minor (five songs) and one song each in C#, E and B minor. 

The mostly used chords i n the major songs are, in descending order: I , I V , 

V , b V I I , i i , v i , and b i l l . These traditional rock chords are also combined in 

traditional ways, w i t h a certain penchant for gospel figures (e.g., using domi

nant 11 chords). The minor songs, using above all i , V I , V , v, I V and V I I 

(Am, F, E, Em, D and G in the key o f A minor), show the same traditional 

chord progressions. 
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"Dangerous" also has several songs that use almost no chord progressions: 

e.g. verses and/or choruses in " W h y You Wanna Tr ip O n Me", "She Drives 

Me W i l d " and "Can't Let Her Get Away". This confirms one of LiUiestam's 

(1984) theses about 80's rock music: "The harmony is less developed and of

ten modal. Fewer chords, and/or static fields of harmony, are used."6 

Nirvana: Nevermind (1991) 
Nirvana became internationally famous 1991 wi th the album "Nevermind" 

and the hit song "Smells Like Teen Spirit". Nirvana were a trio w i th guitar, 

bass and drums. They also were, at least commercially, the leading band in 

the "grunge" wave, originally f rom Seattle in the U.S.A. The musically simple 

and emotionally gloomy grunge was seen as the one of the most important 

rock trends during the early 90's (Blokhus and Molde, 1996, p. 426 f f ) . Both 

Nirvana and the grunge phenomenon ended when Nirvana's leader K u r t 

Cobain committed suicide in 1994. 

O f the 12 songs on "Nevermind", six are in major and six in minor.? For a few 

of the songs, guitar and bass are detuned. The major songs are, however, 

played in the keys of A , B (2 songs), D (2 songs) and E; and the minor songs 

are played in E minor (2 songs), F # minor (2 songs), F minor and Bb minor. 

The most commonly used chords i n the major songs on "Nevermind" are 

I V , I , b V I I , b V I , I I , V I and b i l l ; however, as most chords are played as 

fifths, w i th no third, i t is sometimes hard to decide whether a chord should 

be considered to be major or minor. I t is interesting that the I chord is not 

the most used chord. This has to do wi th Nirvana's way of using chord pro

gressions made up o f four chords, sounding for half a bar each; these re

peating two-bar patterns may sound very weird the first time one hears 

them, but after hearing them four or five times the ear has "gotten used" to 

the often unusual progressions, o f which a typical example might be C - A -

Eb - Bb ("Stay Away"; transposed f rom the original key o f D) . The same 

principle o f four-chord patterns is used in the minor songs, where the most 

used chords are i , V I , I I I , I V and V I I (in A minor: Am, F, C, D and G). 

6 "Harmoniken är mindre utvecklad och ofta av modal karaktär. Man använder färre ackord och/eller sta
tiska klangfält." 
7 For some of the songs, it is not too easy to decide if they are in minor or major; cf. Johansson, 2000b. 
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Oasis: (What's the Story) Morning Glory (1995) 
Their debut "Definitely Maybe" (1994) immediately made the English group 

Oasis international stars. Their success continued wi th "Morning Glory", 

while their t h i r d and four th albums ("Be Here Now", 1997, and "Standing 

On The Shoulder O f Giants", 2000) were not as well received by critics and 

audience. Oasis' music is guitar-based and traditional. 

There are ten songs on "Morning Glory." 8 Seven are in major keys: three i n 

G major and one each in C, D E and A. The three minor songs are in A, E 

and F # minor. Oasis often have referred to the Beatles as their main inf lu

ence, and both choices o f keys (all the songs being in "practical guitar keys", 

even the F # minor song, "Wonderwall", which is actually played in E minor, 

but w i t h the guitars capoed up one whole-step) and choices o f chords and 

chord progressions reflect this. The most often used chords thus are, in de

scending order: I , I V , V , v i , i i , and b V I I . The only important difference 

from the Beatles i n Oasis' use o f chord combinations is that Oasis use b i l l 

together wi th the relative minors, in progressions like (transposed) C - A m -

Eb - Dm, f rom the song "Hey Now." 

Oasis often use connecting tones between chords, in a similar way to Alanis 

Morisette (se above, p. 85). The connecting tones wi l l often be open strings, 

like i n the progression A 7 S U S - Cadd9 - Dadd9 in the song "Morning Glory". 

A l l three chords contain the notes E and D . 

Offspring: Smash (1994) 
Offspring's music is easily accessible and energetic 90's punk. The band re

leased their first single in 1987; the first album was released in 1989; and 

since their breakthrough wi th "Smash", they have made a couple more mi l -

kon-selling albums: "Ixnay On the Hombre" (1997) and "Americana" (1998). 

As wi th Metallica, the music is riff-based in a way that sometimes makes i t 

hard to decide which chords, i f any, should be thought of as underlying the 

riffs; and as w i t h Nirvana, sometimes i t is hard to even decide i f the songs 

on "Smash" are i n major or minor.? 

° Also, there are two short instrumental jams, numbered but not named on the CD cover. Both are in the 
key of A, without chord changes. 
9 Myself being weaned on songs like the Animals' "House Of The Rising Sun" (1965), with its famous 
chord progression Am - C - D - F and so on - with clear differences between major and minor chords - I 
noticed in the early eighties that young guitarists often had stopped talking about major and minor in their 
chords - since they mostly played thirdless fifth chords anyway. It might be unfair to the music of Off-
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Four songs on "Smash" were coded as major songs, in the keys of D , F, A 

and B. Nine songs were coded as minor: two in A minor, one in B minor, 

two i n E minor, three i n F minor and one in G minor. The mostly used 

chords in major were I , b V I I , V , I V , b i l l , b V I and vi . I n minor, V I I , i , I I I , 

V I and V were most often used (i.e., G, A m , C, F and E, in the key of A mi

nor). 

Offspring, like Green Day on "Dookie", on this album seem pretty tradi

tional i n their choices o f chords and chord progressions. Cycles of fourths 

and progressions like A m - F - C - G are common. This harmonic back

ground is combined w i t h singable melodies, w i t h energy and expression in 

the foreground. 

Prodigy: The Fat Of the Land (1997) 
The English group Prodigy had their first h i t i n 1993. "The Fat O f The 

Land" is their th i rd and so far latest album. The music is closely related to 

techno 1 0 and mainly created using synths, samplers and sequencers. 

The method of analysis used in this study might be said to have been con

ceived for music like that by the Beatles. I n music like that by Nirvana and 

Metallica, certain problems are encountered wi th this method, and these are 

emphasised in the case o f Prodigy. Often, Prodigy's songs have no chord 

changes at all; in other cases, chord changes might be deduced from synth 

bass and other keyboard lines. Also, many of Prodigy's songs are instrumen

tal, meaning that form parts like verse and chorus really do not exist, in a 

traditional way. This is related to the way the music is conceived, cutting 

and pasting patterns together in a computer (cf. Blokhus and Molde, 1996, 

p. 448 )• 

However, keys and chord changes still exist to a certain degree; thus five of 

the ten songs on "The Fat O f The Land" might be said to be in major keys, 

and five in minor keys. The keys in the major songs are B (2 songs), F# , F 

and Ab . I n minor, the keys used are Fm (2 songs), D minor, F # minor and 

Bb minor. The most often used chords in the major songs are I , iv, V I , b i l l , 

b V I and I I ; and in the minor songs, i , I I I , V I I , I V and I . 

spring and Metallica to talk of it in terms of major and minor, since this music might not have been con
ceived in such terms. 
1 0 See for instance Johansson (1999, p. 188 ff), and Larsson (1997) about techno. 
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Summary 

Harmony 
87 of the 90's songs are in major, 37 in minor: 

Major Minor 

Alanis Morisette 11 i 

Blur 14 i 

Cardigans 10 i 

Green Day 15 0 
Metallica (9) (3) 
Michael Jackson 6 8 
Nirvana (6) (6) 
Oasis 7 3 
Offspring (4) (9) 
Prodigy (5) (5) 

This list is in alphabetical order: by coincidence, the four topmost artists 

and groups happen to belong more or less to a "classical pop tradition" and 

almost exclusively write major songs; this also holds for Oasis. Other groups 

and artists, like Nirvana, Michael Jackson and Offspring, use minor quite as 

often as major. As mentioned above, i t is sometimes hard to decide i f songs 

are in major or minor - thus the parenthesis. 

That minor songs were getting more common in rock music was found al

ready during the 80's by Björnberg (1984). The material in this study seems 

to indicate that minor songs are more common within certain styles, while 

other styles still prefer major keys. 

The keys used in the 124 songs are as follows: 

Major 
E 21 songs 
A 17 
B 11 
D 9 
C 8 
G 7 
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Ab 

F # 

F 

Bb 

Db 

4 
3 
3 

2 
2 

Minor 
Em 

A m 
7 songs 

6 
D m 6 
Fm 6 
F # m 5 
Bm 3 
Bbm 2 
Gm i 

C # m i 

While "guitar keys" (i.e. C, G, D , A and E major, and A, D and E minor) still 

are very common, they are not as predominating as in the Beatles' songs. 

Here, too, i t is a matter of different styles and traditions: there are great dif

ferences between sequencer-based music (Prodigy, Michael Jackson) and 

"traditional guitar pop" (Blur, Oasis, Green Day). A big difference in guitar 

playing is that open string-chords largely have been replaced by thirdless 

f i f t h chords. This also means changes in choices o f keys. 

Apples and oranges 
To put groups like Green Day and artists like Michael Jackson in the same 

table, as above, is o f course to a certain extent like mixing apples and or

anges. This holds true even more for the following, namely two figures 

showing the total frequency of chords i n the 90's songs, major and minor. 

The trouble w i t h adding up all the chord frequencies in a total Hke this is 

that the groups and artists represent very different styles and traditions -

and that the choice of groups and artists could have been made in many dif

ferent ways. I leave i t to the reader to decide how representative my ten 

groups and artists are, and to consider possible tendencies i n the two tables 

and their possible validity. However, I suppose that prospective readers of 
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this study might wonder, as I myself did: "But how does the total look?" -

and thus, the figures. 

Number 
of 

chords 

12001-

• I 
IOOOL I 

800 

600 

400 

200 

I . 
i 

1 m ES vTx ™ m 

C F G Bb Eb Ab Am F# D Db Dm A E E m C m F # m F m 
1120 514 444 331 252 151 139 139 131 123 119 57 49 47 29 23 20 

Figure 6: Major chords, total frequency 

The harmonic language of the 1990's: harmony is less important 
While i t seems impossible to f i nd a common harmonic language in the ana

lysed material f r o m the 1990's, there still is one common tendency in the 

material: harmony seems less important here than in the 1960's. This shows 

up in different ways - Prodigy's songs w i t h no chord changes at all is one; 

Metallica's and Offspring's method to build the songs f rom riffs, where the 

underlying harmony of ten is hard to decide, is another; and Oasis' and 
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Alanis Morisette's use of extension notes that tie chords together is a third 
way. 

Number 
of 

chords 

80 r i 

1 

240 

200 

160 

120 r 

40 h 

I -
I I i 
« • " I i j a cza a . 

Am G F C D E Dm Em Bb B F# A G# Bm C# 
255 169 142 124 103 81 35 26 21 18 Eb 10 9 4 3 

15 

Dø F m 
G# F#m 
o C#o 

F#o D#o 
2 Gm 

Bø 
Fo 
1 

Figure j: Minor chords, total frequency 
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One of LiUiestam's ten theses about 8o's rock (LiUiestam, 1984) pointed to 

the diminishing importance of harmony. Even i f groups like Green Day and 

artists like Michael Jackson stiU use harmony in conventional ways, the total 

of the 90's material indicates that LiUiestam's thesis stiU holds true: har

mony is not at aU as important in 90's rock music as for instance in jazz - or 

in the Beatles' music. 

Why harmony is less important can at least in part be explained by another 

of LiUiestam's theses. Thesis #8 (ibid.) stated that "the new rock music uses 

an inverted method of composition, where the background is created first 

and the vocal (melody) is added last."" Instead of wri t ing songs by "playing a 

chord progression that is then furnished wi th a suitable melody" 1 2 (ibid.), a 

method of composition that e.g. Green Day stiU seems to use, the songs may 

also be created in the studio, using the tools of the studio (e.g. Prodigy, but 

also Michael Jackson). Such a method of composition often means that t im

bre and "sound" are at least as important as harmony. 

Conclusion: The explosion continues 
FinaUy, i t seems obvious that the functional harmony that artists and groups 

like e.g. the Beatles used as a starting point has kept exploding - wi thin cer

tain genres. Bands like Blur combine chords that earlier were seen as very 

distant; Prodigy may compose songs wi th no chord progressions whatsoever; 

and bands like MetaUica use the earlier "most forbidden" chords o f b l l and 

bV as basis for their harmonic progressions. Songs w i t h only I , I V and V are 

quite scarce in 1990's rock.^ 

The findings related above were used as background when wri t ing the three 

songs used in this thesis, as can be seen in the next chapter. 

1 1 "Den nya rocken tillämpar en omvänd kompositionsmetod där kompet görs först och sången (melodin) 
tillkommer sist." 
1 2 "Spela en ackordföljd som man sedan förser med en passande melodi." 
13 Still, this kind of harmony of course remains in public awareness, in traditional songs, film music and so 
on; and not least in older rock music; for instance, the kind of singalong pub rock that is played by hun-
dreds or maybe thousands of cover bands all around Sweden, and that is called for by audiences with the 
often-heard cry "Play some Creedence"! 
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METHOD 

To investigate how rock musicians listen for chord progressions and inter
pret what they hear on their instruments, I decided to 

• write three original rock songs, 

• record the songs, 

• test six musicians playing to the songs, with the songs recorded on tape, 
to remove all extra-musical signals like nods and other body language 
from other band members, 

• and to interview the six musicians about their playing. 

The figure on the following page is an overview of the process: 
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(Rock harmony 
studied) 

3 songs, 
written and 
recorded 

(Rock harmony 
studied) 

3 songs, 
written and 
recorded 

V t 

^^nformant^^ 

Recordings 
transcribed 

play to the 
songs, are 
recorded on 
audio and 
video tape 

I 
The playing on 
the audio tapes is 
transcribed 

are 
interviewed 

V f 

Interviews are 
transcribed 

7 
Interviews, audio and 
video tapes analysed 

The three model songs 

The three songs used in the study, called the model songs and recorded in the 
model recordings, are what the informants played to during the test. Refer
ences below to "the Beatles material" and "the 90's material" are to the two 
studies of rock harmony summarised in chapter 4. These references are used 
to compare the model songs to existing rock music - to give some kind of 
feel for how common or uncommon a chord progression is. 

In the section on "Always Come Home" below, it can be seen that the chord 
progression of this song is actually identical to the Beatles' "Ob-La-Di, Ob-
La-Da." In such a case, it might seem strange to use phrases like "unfamiliar 
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songs" and "never heard before" (see page 16). However, the melody of 
"Always Come Home" is quite different from the Beatles song, and also, as 
discussed on page 101 - 102, there are a great number of songs using parts of 
this progression. Thus, upon hearing the first G and D chords of "Always 
Come Home" for the first time, it is impossible to be sure that the next bar 
will stay on D: i t could also move back to G, or to C, Em or a number of 
other chords that would work in the style. This is quite similar to verbal lan
guage - i f we know the style of a speaker, we might guess parts of how his or 
her sentence will continue, but there are still several possible ways: We 
might guess parts of how he or she will continue his sentence, but we can 
never be quite sure. Thus, the starting of a song with for instance a G - D 
chord change doesn't tell us exactly how the song will continue - on first 
hearing, the song is unfamiliar, and never heard before. 

The model songs were created with the intent to have 

1) one, harmonically speaking, "very simple" song, in other words a song 
using chords in a way that would make it possible for an experienced ear 
player in the rock genre to play i t by ear without problems, or with as few 
problems as possible; 

2) one song of "medium difficulty", mainly following the harmonic conven
tions of rock music, but with a number of unusual or unexpected chords 
or chord changes; 

3) and finally a "very difficult" song that would as much as possible avoid all 
harmonic clichés or conventions in rock music.1 

All three songs were written in major keys. The keys were chosen to be typi
cal rock music keys (G, E and A major) and also to fit the voice of the singer. 
The following is a description of the songs, the studio recording and the fi
nal result. 

The model songs can be heard on the accompanying CD, tracks 1 to 3. 

1 It might be tempting to connect the harmony of the three songs to the rock harmony studies in the pre
ceding chapter, by viewing rock harmony as getting ever more complicated. While there might be some 
ground for such a connection, it should be remembered that the Beatles too used very unusual chord pro
gressions - hke in "Sexy Sadie" from the White Album - and that some 90's music is harmonically very 
straightforward and traditional, like for instance Green Day. 
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Song 1: "Always Come Home" 
"Always Come Home" is the song that was written to be easy to play by ear 
for experienced ear players. 

The song is in G major and has the following form. The A and B sections 
might also be called verse and bridge. 

Intro (4 bars) 
A (8 bars; verse 1) 
A (8 bars; verse 2) 
B (8 bars; bridge) 
A (8 bars; verse 3) 
A (8 bars; solo) 
B (8 bars; bridge) 
A (8 bars; verse 3) 
Tag (4 bars) 

This means that the song has the AABA form of many jazz standards, in 
rock often called verse-verse-bridge-verse, extended by a solo on the A sec
tion and a final bridge, verse and tag. The Beatles used exactly this form, in
cluding the intro and tag, in 9 songs, plus many variations of it in other 
songs (see Johansson, 1998a). In the 90's material, the AABA form is less 
common, but can be found in an Oasis song - "Roll Wi th It", using the same 
form as "Always Come Home", except for an extra verse at the end - and in 
Michael Jackson, whose "Gone To Soon" consists of AABAAABA, with vo
cal all the way through. 

Music and lyrics to "Always Come Home" can be found on pp. 258 and 266. 

"Always Come Home" uses the chords I , I V and V, or in other words, G, C 
and D. The intro is four bars of G(j). The A section or verse has the follow
ing chord progression: 

G7 D7 D 7 G7 G7 C7 G7-D7 G7-D7 

This holds for the verses leading to another verse. When a verse leads to a 
bridge, it ends with an entire bar of G7: 
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G7 D 7 D 7 G7 G7 C 7 G7-D7 G7 

The eight bars of the B section or bridge are as follows: 

C7 C7 G7 G7 C7 C 7 D7 D7 

Song i and 2 were written in the way that the chord progression was first put 
together, whereupon a melody was composed (Lilliestam, 1995, p. 195, writes 
about how rock music is often composed in this way). The lyrics were writ
ten last. In the case of "Always Come Home", the basic plan for the song 
was to use an AABA form and the three chords I , I V and V. A long time 
later, I noticed that by coincidence both verse and bridge have the exact 
chord progressions of the same form parts in the Beatles' song "Ob-La-Di, 
Ob-La-Da." The fact that these progressions are very common can be seen 
from the following. 

The chord progression of the verse can be broken down into two four-bar 
periods. Comparing with the material from the two harmony studies, it can 
be seen that the I - V - V - I o f the first period was used by the Beatles in 
the chorus of "Yellow Submarine"; in the beginning of the verse of "Hey 
Jude"; and in the chorus of "Carry That Weight". Among other famous 
songs using this simple progression, one might mention ABBA's "Ring Ring" 
(the beginning of the chorus) and the verses of Resnick-Young's "Under the 
Boardwalk", recorded e.g. by the Drifters and the Rolling Stones. 

The I - IV, I - V - I of the second four-bar period is not found in the 
Beatles material in this exact form. However, it might be noted that the end 
of the verse in " I Saw Her Standing There" is a variation of this progression: 

I I V I V I I ("Always...") 
1 I 7 I V b V I I V I I ("I Saw...") 

The bVI chord in " I Saw Her Standing There" is a substitute for the sub-
dominant minor; a way of leading back to the I chord.2 Another example is 
Dolly Parton's "9 To 5", with a verse ending I - IV, I - V - 1 ; a verse that, by 
the way, has exactly the same progression as Green Day's "Pulling Teeth." 

2 Middleton (1990) traces the chord progression of "I Saw Her Standing There" back to the passamezzo mod
erna of the Renaissance, implying that chord progressions like these, also including the twelve-bar blues 
progression, have roots from the sixteenth century. 
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Finally, it might be noted that the verse of the Beatles' "When I'm Sixty-
Four" has a chord progression that is basically the same as the progression of 
"Always Come Home" and "Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da", although "When I 'm 
Sixty-Four" has another harmonic rhythm in the first part of the progression 
and some chord substitutions in the second part: I - IV, I - V - I becomes, 
in "When I'm Sixty-Four", I - I - ly - IV - IV, iv - I , V I - I I , V - I . 

As for the I V - I V - I - I - I V - IV - V - V of the bridge in "Always Come 
Home", the Beatles used the same progression in the pre-chorus of "AH To
gether Now"; three famous bridges, apart from "Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da", from 
the history of rock are James Brown's " I Got You, I Feel Good", Jerry Lee 
Lewis' "Great Balls Of Fire" and Chubby Checker's "Let's Twist Again".3 

"When I 'm Sixty-Four" is a pastiche of old jazz or music hall songs, and 
most of the music mentioned above was written in the fifties or sixties - ex
cepting the songs by ABBA, Dolly Parton and Green Day. This suggests 
that the chord progression of "Always Come Home" will seem traditional 
and simple to experienced rock players and listeners. 

Another aspect that should make the song easy to play is that both melody 
and bass part help to suggest what the next chord will be: see for instance 
the pickup to the bridge of the vocal melody (e.g. bar 20) and the bass line 
that also leads from I to I V at the beginning of the bridge. 

"Always Come Home" is in a blues shuffle style. The tempo of the song is 
128 BPM. 

Song 2: "You Could Get Lost" 
"You Could Get Lost" is in the key of E major. I t was written to include 
certain problems - unusual or unexpected chords or chord progressions. 

The. form of the song is as follows: 

Intro (2 bars) 
Verse (verse 1,12 bars, including verse tag) 

3 A variation of this bridge is IV - I - I I - V, substituting a secondary dominant for the second IV 
chord of the bridge. This progression can be found e.g. in the bridge of the Beatles' "One After 909". It 
might also be noted that bridges with these progressions are quite common in jazz and are indeed called 
"bonnstick" (which might translate as 'corny bridges') among Swedish jazz musicians. 
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Verse (verse 2,12 bars, including verse tag) 
Bridge (16 bars) 
Verse tag (4 bars) 
Solo (verse, 12 bars, including verse tag) 
Bridge (16 bars) 
Verse tag (4 bars) 
Verse tag (4 bars) 
Verse tag (4 bars; new chord progression in the last two bars) 

The form is rather traditional, but not entirely. The verse consists of 12 bars, 
of which the four last are a kind of refrain that always has the same lyrics 
and melody, the "verse tag"; this means that the verse could be called "verse 
refrain" (MacDonald, 1994). A 12 bar verse where the four last bars are a 
kind of refrain can be found e.g. in the Beatles' " I Want To Hold Your 
Hand." To combine a 12 bar verse with a bridge as long as 16 bars is not too 
common, and furthermore, the verse tag is repeated after the bridges and 
also functions as a tag ending of the song. 

Music and lyrics can be found on pp. 260 and 282. Below, verse, verse tag 
and bridge are analysed separately. 

Verse 
The eight bars of the verse have the following progression: 

E Em A7-C B E Em A7 D-C#m 

The change from major to minor tonic is not very common, but neither un
heard of. In the Beatles' songs, it can be found in the coda of " I ' l l Be Back", 
in the verse and coda of "Mother Nature's Son", and in the verse of "Penny 
Lane." In the 90's material, the same change can be found in Prodigy's 
"Narayan", and in the Cardigans' "Never Recover" and "Step On Me."4 

The most unusual thing about the verse of "You Could Get Lost" is that the 
two four bar periods end with different chord progressions that also have 
different harmonic rhythms. Both the A7 - C, B progression and the ending 
A7, D - C#m are found in the 90's material, the first in Blur's "Stereotypes" 

4 It is possible that this change is being used more often as of this writing; e.g. by the Swedish group Kent, 
on their album "Hagnesta Hill." 
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(the chorus) and Offspring's "Come Out And Play" (pre-chorus), and the 
second in Metallica's "Sad But True" (chorus). However, these two progres
sions together, following each other in two consecutive phrase endings, are 
not found in the analysed material. 

Verse tag 
The four bars that end the verse, the "verse tag", have the following progres
sion: 

E C - B A Am 

All chord combinations in the four bars above exist in the analysed material. 
The progression b V I - V can be found both in the Beatles' music (the coda 
of "Please Please Me") and several of the 90's groups (chorus of Blur's "Best 
Days", coda in "Charmless Man" by the same group, pre-chorus in Cardi
gans' "Great Divide"). V - IV is one of the corner stones of blues harmony 
and also very common in rock music. A couple of examples from the ana
lysed material are the verse of the Beatles' "Come Together" and the chorus 
of Blur's "Charmless Man." I V - iv, major subdominant to minor subdomi
nant, is found in many Beatles songs, for instance the verse of "Hold Me 
Tight." During the 90's the group Oasis, with their fondness for Beatles ref
erences, used the same change in "Don't Look Back In Anger" (pre-chorus 
and chorus); and Blur also used it in "Yuko And Hiro" (chorus). 

However, a chord progression exactly like the four bars above, where b V I -
V is followed by I V - iv, is found neither in the Beatles' music or in any of 
the analysed 90's groups and artists. 

Before the bridge, the final Am chord is replaced by an A7, normally a signal 
that the bridge will begin on D; but the bridge instead starts on a C#m 
chord. 

Bridge 
The bridge in "You Could Get Lost" is comparatively long with its 16 bars. 
The chord progression is as follows: 

C#m C#m F#m F#m B D A/C# Ab/C 
C#m C#/E# F#m F#/E B/D# D G F 7 
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The five first bars are circle of fifths from the vi chord of the key, a very 
common progression; the Beatles used i t for instance in one of the bridges 
of T i l Be Back", and Green Day in the bridge of "Having A Blast." The 
change from V to b V I I (in this key, B to D) is also not uncommon. The 
Beatles did this for instance in the bridge of "I 'm A Loser", and Green Day 
in the bridge of "F.O.D." 

b V I I to IV/3 (D to A/C#) was used by the Beatles in "Blackbird", and by 
Alanis Morissette in the bridge of "Mary Jane." Morissette also continues 
the chromatic descent (bVII - IV/3 - bVI). The two chords with the third 
in the bass in bars 7 and 8 above (IV/3 - III /3) , on the other hand, are not 
combined anywhere in the analysed material. 

In the second half of the bridge the circle of fifths progression is repeated, 
but the C#m chord now turns to major with the third in the bass, where
upon the F#m chord turns to major with the seventh in the bass. The only 
similar progressions in the analysed material are the Beatles' "Happiness Is 
A Warm Gun" and " I Want You, She's So Heavy", that both go from minor 
to major. Both these songs, however, are in minor keys. 

A similarity to the F#/E - B/D# - D progression can be found in the 
Beatles' "And Your Bird Can Sing" (bridge), the first chord however being 
minor in the Beatles' song. 

The chords used in the three last bars in the bridge are rather common in 
the analysed material. Transposed to C major this progression becomes Bb -
Eb - Db(7). The Db chord can be seen as a tritone substitute for G. The 
progression Bb - Eb - G, with G instead of Db, is used for instance in the 
Beatles' "Another Girl" (bridge) and Green Day's "Welcome To Paradise" 
(verse). The use of Db7 as a tritone substitute for G, so that the progression 
becomes Eb - DK7) , can be found in the intro of the Beatles' "Do You 
Want To Know A Secret" and in the pre-chorus of Michael Jackson's "Will 
You Be There." 

"You Could Get Lost" ends with a tag that is a variation of the verse tag: 

E C-B A C E 
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The A - C - E progression sounds like a typical "Beatle ending", but this 
progression is in fact never used by the Beatles in an ending, although this 
combination of IV, bVI and I is used for instance in " I Saw Her Standing 
There" (verse). 

In conclusion, it might be said that "You Could Get Lost" uses "common 
chord combinations in uncommon situations" - every combination of two or 
three chords is fairly common, but the progressions over longer periods (in 
this case, longer than two bars) still become unusual. 

The rhythm parts of "You Could Get Lost" hint at sixties pop music, with 
the acoustic guitar in eighth notes and the "beat" rhythm of bass and bass 
drum. The tempo is 118 BPM. 

Song 3: "Roller Coaster" 
In the third song, titled "Roller Coaster", the object was to write a tune that 
would as much as possible break all harmonic conventions. While "Always 
Come Home" and "You Could Get Lost" were composed by the in rock mu
sic very common method to first put together a chord progression, and then 
fit this with a melody, "Roller Coaster" was written in the opposite way: at 
first the melody was composed, to make it tonal and singable - the melody 
uses the notes A - B - C - D - E - F - F# - G, with A functioning as root -
and then the chords were chosen. 

"Roller Coaster" is in the key of A. The form is: 

Intro (4 bars) 
Verse (8 bars; verse 1) 
Verse (8 bars; verse 2) 
Chorus (8 bars) 
Intro (4 bars) 
Verse (8 bars; verse 3) 
Verse (8 bars; verse 4) 
Chorus (8 bars) 
Interlude (8 bars) 
Chorus (8 bars) 
Chorus (8 bars) 
Coda (4 bars; = intro) 
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As can be seen, there is nothing unusual about the form. Two rounds of in
tro - verse - verse - chorus are followed by a contrasting interlude, where
upon the song ends with two choruses and a coda that is similar to the intro. 
The intro is four bars long, and all other form parts are eight bars. The 
problem is not in the form, but in the chord progressions. 

Music and lyrics can be found on pp. 262 and 304. 

The intro is four bars of A major. This chord is embellished with an added 
ninth, resolving to the third. The verse then begins on an A chord, and the 
eight bars of the verse are as follows: 

A F Bm F#ø 
D - C B F # m / C # - G 7 / D Bb 

Although the chords viø and bVII/5 (in this key, F#ø and G7/D) are very 
rare both in the Beatles' music and in the 90's material, what makes this 
progression unusual is combining chords at semi-tone distances. Thus, the 
tritone jump from F to Bm, in itself not very common, is immediately fol
lowed by a perfect fourth down to F#ø; and then by three consecutive major 
chords in second intervals (D - C - B), whereupon the progression is ended 
by two consecutive chords with fifth bass and the final b l l (Bb). 

The chorus progression: 

A F # - B b D - C B - C # A F # - B b F#m F#m 

The chorus uses the same principles. The A chord in the first bar is followed 
by six major chords in a row, of which the bass line of the four last (D - C -
B - C#) moves whole-tone down, half-tone down, whole-tone up, which 
means that the four roots are clustered within a minor third (B - D). After 
the repeat of A - F# - Bb, once again using chords at half-tone distance 
close to each other (A and Bb), the chorus ends with F# minor, appearing 
just two beats after F# major. 

What might be said to hold this chord progression together is that all the 
form parts begin with an A chord; as to what degree this chord feels like a 
"tonic", every listener has to decide for him or her self. Even this recurring 
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chord disappears in the interlude, that is a variant of the A - F# - Bb from 
the chorus; now, however, with a pedal on Bb, sounding throughout the in
terlude. Of course, an A chord with Bb bass has a very dissonant sound: 

A/Bb A 7 / B b F#/Bb Bb A/Bb A 7 / B b F#/Bb Bb 

The rhythm parts of "Roller Coaster" have a slight flair of soul music: the 
snare drum plays a "stress beat" (playing all four beats of the bar), bass and 
bass drum accent the sixth and eighth eight-notes of the bar, and so on. 

The tempo of the song is quite fast (130 BPM), and there are often two 
chords to a bar, which also helps in making "Roller Coaster" a "difficult" 
song to play by ear. 

The lyrics 
Although certain musicians and composers, Bob Dylan being a prime exam
ple, obviously care a lot about their lyrics, rock musicians quite often seem 
quite uninterested in song lyrics. A famous quotation is from the guitar 
player Eddie Van Halen from the band Van Halen, who when asked i f his 
mother would approve of his group's lyrics said: " I don't know what the lyr
ics are" (Walser 1993, p. 26). In spite of this, the lyrics to the three songs 
were written to somehow comment the music, which possibly can be seen 
already from the song titles.5 Thus, "Always Come Home" has a very af
firmative lyric, ending with the word "home" sung over a tonic chord and on 
the root note of the key. "You Could Get Lost" suggests some insecurity, 
while the lyrics of "Roller Coaster" only ask questions and convey total un
certainty. 

Recording the model songs 
Before the informants could play to the songs, the songs had to be recorded 
and mixed. The following is a description of this process, resulting in the 
final recorded model songs that were the material the informants heard and 
played to. 

The model songs were recorded in the studio at the School of Music in 
Piteå. The musicians were students at the Studio Musician's program. The 
band consisted of a drummer, a bass player, a guitar player, a keyboard 

Of course, the informants were not told the titles of the songs before playing them; see page 116. 
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player, a vibraphone player6 and a singer. The musicians, as well as the sound 
engineer, were told not to discuss the songs with anybody, as this was a re
search project. After the studio session, all sheet music was collected. 

The songs were rehearsed on one occasion before the studio session. I t was 
decided to use the vibraphone only on one song, "Roller Coaster." Since the 
musicians worked from very sketchy rhythm parts (see page 258 ff.), a few 
other things were also decided at the rehearsal: 

"Always Come Home": The bass player was told to prepare the chord changes 
with bass lines (e.g., play G - A - A # - B before the C chord at the begin
ning of the bridge). Also, the drummer was told to vary the bass drum pat
tern, and to change from hihat to ride cymbal during bridges and solo. Fi
nally, it was decided to play a break in the penultimate bar (see transcrip
tion, page 281). 

"You Could Get Lost": The drum and bass players were encouraged to vary 
their parts with different rhythms, ride cymbal and so on. 

"Roller Coaster": The guitar player was informed about the A add9 - A change 
in the intro, that I embarrassingly had forgotten to write out in the music. 
We agreed that the keyboard would be a Hammond organ sound. The vi
braphone player was told to just play on the downbeat of every chord 
change. After a couple of run-throughs, it was also decided that the vibra
phone would only play on choruses and interlude; this to increase the inten
sity in these form parts. 

In the studio, still more changes occurred. Thus, the vocals of the choruses 
on "Roller Coaster" were double-tracked,7 except for the two last bars, 
where a sustained A was sung to create a dissonance against the A - G# -
F# - G# of the written melody. In the Interlude, a three-part vocal har
mony was recorded (see transcription of the recorded version, page 304 ff). 
A few changes were made in the rhythm parts of this song. The guitar player 
was told to play his chords in high positions, and the vibraphone player to 
not use close voicings but instead spread his chords. Also, the bass player 

6 The vibraphone was used because there was a vibraphone player in the group doing the recordings, and to 
help give a soul" sound to "Roller Coaster." 
7 Recorded twice, singing in exactly (as far as possible) the same way, to make the sound "bigger." At least 
from the Beatles and on, double-tracking vocals has been a common procedure when recording pop and 
rock songs. 
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was using a 5-string bass, equipped with an extra B string below the standard 
E, A, D and G strings, making it possible to play very low notes (see the 
transcription). 

"You Could Get Lost" was recorded in the same way, except that the vocals 
were not double-tracked in this song. The keyboard player was told to play 
sevenths on the B chords at his own discretion. The unusual major-to-minor 
phrase in the vocal melody (first and second bar of the verse) meant certain 
problems, and the F# - G in the next to last bar of the tag was (probably 
inadvertently) changed to G - F#. The singer, also probably inadvertently, 
changed the lyrics at the end of the bridge from " I can't help you now, i f I 
try" to " I can't help you now, ifyou try." I didn't notice this until mixing the 
recording. 

In "Always Come Home", after trying a grand piano, which did not sound 
right on the tape, a digital piano was used. The guitar was played with a 
slightly distorted sound. The vocal and the guitar solo were added last. 

After a first rough mix, a remix was made of "Always Come Home" and 
"You Could Get Lost" to get stylistically better sounds. I t also turned out 
that the arrangement of "Roller Coaster" made the in itself very difficult 
chord progression even harder to hear, since the chord instruments (guitar 
and organ, and a vibraphone in the choruses) only played short chord stabs. 
To make the chords easier to hear, another guitar was overdubbed, playing 
the chords in an eighth-note rhythm and with a somewhat distorted sound. 
After this, "Roller Coaster" was also remixed. 

I t was planned to record some tuning notes, so that the informants could 
tune their instruments before the interviews. This was never done, as there 
was no synth with a good sound for tuning notes in the studio. The tuning 
notes were later copied from Johansson (1995). 

The informants 

I decided to test and interview bass players, keyboard players and guitar 
players. As stated on page 15 of the Introduction, bass, keyboard and guitar 
are the instruments in a rock band that play chords. The different instru-
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merits were chosen to find possible similarities and differences in the strate
gies that the informants used to solve the task of finding the chords in the 
songs: are there differences between for instance keyboard and guitar play
ers in this respect? 

One of the bass players, one of the keyboard players and one of the guitar
ists was to have formal music training (college of music or corresponding), 
while the other player of the same instrument would not have formal train
ing. Thus, six musicians participated - three formally educated, and three 
players without such training. This, too, was to find similarities or differ
ences in the way the task was solved: although there were only six infor
mants, different backgrounds for these would hopefully give more variations 
for the analysis. Here, it should be remembered that a rock musician with 
formal training almost always - and indeed in these three cases - also has 
informal training, in other words has played in bands, learnt songs from re
cords and so on (see Green, 2001, p. 6 ff). 

Further, the informants were to be accomplished ear players within the rock 
genre. In other words, they were to be familiar with different kinds of rock 
music, with playing by ear, playing in bands, and so on. 

Below are short introductions about the six players, including my own rela
tion to them. I t can be seen that I had some acquaintance with almost all 
the players. This might of course be questioned. The reason was that I 
wanted to know a little about the players - most of all, I needed to know 
that they really were good ear players, and that the task in hand would not 
stump them totally. I f a player had turned out to not be up to the task at all, 
the interview would have been wasted. Also, the interviews needed to be 
done in the vicinity of the School of Music in Piteå, since they involved both 
a sound engineer and quite a lot of technical equipment (see below), and it 
would have been prohibitively expensive with travel, hotel costs and so on to 
conduct the interviews anywhere else. 

Al l the informants were men. I t could have been possible to find one or 
maybe two women for the study, but in view of the lack of research in this 
area, the aspects of instruments and formal education were seen as more 
important than genus aspects. Furthermore, the above pre-requisites about 
instrument, education, ability, and location for the interviews meant that 
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there were not too many players to choose among. The informants thus 
were found by personal networking: I simply asked colleagues and friends 
about which players would be suitable for the task. 

The informants are called Bass I , Bass F, Keyboard (or Kbd) I , Keyboard F, 
Guitar I and Guitar F; I meaning "informally trained" and F meaning 
"formally trained." Thus, Guitar F means the guitarist with formal educa
tion, and so on. 

Bass F is 41 years old and has played bass for 19 years. He studied electronics 
in high school. He says that he always was fascinated by "the sound of the 
bass, the role that the bass plays in a band."8 He started out by playing Black 
Sabbath9 songs and learning those from records, but then moved to Swedish 
progressive music10 and folk music, playing in garage bands, and finally to 
fusion. In his thirties, he studied music at Framnäs Folk High School" and 
then started teaching at a School of Music in Sweden, which is what he still 
does for a living. Playing mostly rock while he was younger, he now is more 
into jazz but teaches both genres. He feels that he has a good knowledge of 
music theory and is a fairly good music reader. Before the interview, I had 
played together with Bass F several times and also met him socially many 

Bass I is 39 years old and has played bass since he was 15 or 16 years old. He 
started out by learning bass parts from records, "not just Status Quo1 2 three-
chord songs",13 but lots of progressive rock like Yes, Rush and Gentle Giant. 
After a while, he started playing in bands. He still plays in cover bands and 
other situations, including tours with well-known Swedish artists, and also 
writes his own music and records it at his home studio. His only education, 
apart from compulsory school and high school, is within the Swedish railway 
system. During high school, he took bass lessons for two years. At the time 
of the interview, he made his living as a musician and also studied at Kom-

8 "själva basljudet, soundet, rollen som basisten har i ett band." 
9 Black Sabbath was one of the first heavy metal groups, making their break-through around 1970. 
1 0 It should be noted that Swedish "progressive music" is quite different from what is called "progressive 
music" in England and the U.S.A. In these countries, "progressive" was a label for musically advanced bands 
like Yes, Genesis, Emerson, Lake & Palmer and so on; in Sweden, the label was used for politically progres
sive bands, musically often purposefully weak: the (leftist) political message was more important than musi
cal skill. Among such bands, one might mention Blå Tåget, Träd, Gräs och Stenar and Nationalteatern; see 

" See footnote on page 11 of the Introduction. 
1 2 Status Quo are an English rock band, playing mostly straightforward three- and four-chord songs in a 
boogie style. 
1 3 "inte bara treackordslåtar med Status Quo." 

times. 

Fornäs (1993) for more on Swedish 
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Vux, the Swedish adult education system. He considers himself to be a fairly 
good music reader, with a fairly good knowledge of music theory. Before the 
interview, I had met Bass I once or twice socially, via a mutual friend. 

Keyboard F is 53 years old. His education, apart from compulsory school, is 
only music: the music program at Framnäs Folk High School. He started out 
playing the accordion and moved on to the piano, which he has played for 35 
years, and now works as a music teacher and piano technician. Besides the 
piano, he has played accordion and electric bass in dance bands and jazz 
bands for most of his adult life. A t the time of the interview, he plays dance 
music in a one-man band, singing and playing keyboards to pre-programmed 
sequencer backgrounds. He feels himself to have a good knowledge about 
music theory and to be a fairly good music reader. Before the interview, I 
knew Keyboard F socially, and had played with him on a couple of occa
sions. 

Keyboard I is 27 years old and has played keyboards for 18 years. He studied 
economics in high school, and his only music education is an evening class in 
electric organ playing and a night school for rock bands. He now works as a 
free-lance musician, playing and touring with well-known Swedish artists, 
but still feels that he is playing in garage bands and that this is "the root of 
all playing... That's how music should be."14 He considers himself to know 
almost no music theory, and to read music "not that well." Before the inter
view, I had never met Keyboard I . 

Guitar F is 37 years old. He has played his instrument for 20 years and has 
music education from a folk high school and a jazz and rock program at a 
music conservatory. He also mentions private teaching and jazz summer 
courses. As a teenager, he began playing punk music, then moved to free jazz 
and fusion, and "rediscovered"15 rock in the late 1980's. Apart from music, he 
has compulsory school and high school and, as he notes, "the hard school of 
life." 1 6 Guitar F now makes his living as a music teacher and a musician, as 
well as a producer, working in rock and jazz genres. He considers himself to 
have a very good knowledge of music theory and to be a fairly good reader. I 
knew Guitar F well before the interview and had also played with him a 
couple of times. 

1 4 "Källarbandsprincipen är ju, tycker jag, roten till att spela... För då är musik precis som det skall vara." 
1 5 "återupptäckte." 
, 6 "Livets härda skola". 
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Guitar I, 26 years old, has played the guitar for 10 years. He has no music 
education at all. At the age of five or thereabouts, he started playing the 
electric organ at home, playing to music from his parents' record collection, 
mostly dance band music. As a teenager, he changed to guitar and started 
playing in bands, at first heavy metal and then other rock genres. At the 
time of the interview, he is studying economics at the university and plays in 
a local cover band, doing mostly acoustic material with emphasis on vocal 
harmonies. The interview was the first time I met Guitar I . 

The "testing" of the musicians playing to the songs was performed like an 
experiment. The musicians were placed in a room, listening to the songs 
from loudspeakers. The only other persons in the room were the sound en
gineer and myself, who both avoided giving any kind of signals about the 
music. In a band on stage, other band members would have helped with 
body language and possibly other signals, but here, the informants only had 
the music to go by. 

The Interviews 

The interview room was prepared with the following equipment: 

• Video camera 
• Video tape recorder with remote control 
• TV monitor 
• Sound equipment for playing back the recorded songs 
• Eight-channel tape recorder with 2 miniature microphones, for recording 

the interviews 
• Instrument17 for the informant 

For keyboard players, a digital piano was set up in the room; guitar and bass 
players were free to bring their own instruments, i f they wanted. The infor
mants also were able to choose which kind of amplifier they wanted. The 
miniature microphones were used to get a good sound quality and make 
transcription and analysis of the interviews easier. 

1 7 Including amplifier, since all instruments were electric: guitars, pianos and basses. 
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The equipment and people were placed according to the sketch below. The 
sound engineer, recording both what the informants played and the subse
quent interview, as well as starting playback of the recorded songs and han
dling the video camera, kept discreetly in the background. The video camera 
was placed to get both face and hands of the informants, as well as their in
strument, into the picture. I myself, as test leader, was sitting close to the 
video camera: 

Sound 

engineer 

with 8-track 

tape 

recorder 

Video 
camera 

Test 

leader, 

Informant's 

amplifier 

Speakers for 

playback of the 

songs 

Before the interview, tuning notes and a sound check song, a song to be used 
while checking the sound levels of the playback and the informant's own in
strument, were recorded onto the 8-track tape, followed by the three test 
songs. The sound check song was "Here I Am Again," a rock song from Jo
hansson (1995). The three test songs were transferred to tape for two rea
sons: firstly, to avoid the risk that a CD would get "stuck in a groove", and 
secondly, to have the original recordings placed parallel to the informant's 
playing on the tape; this to simplify comparisons and analysis of the infor
mants' playing.1 

Upon the interview occasion, the informants were first given a short intro
duction to the thesis project. They then had a short verbal instruction along 
the lines of the following: 

1 Having the original recordings placed parallel to the informants' playing means that the informants' 
playing can be heard as an overdub - as it indeed is on the CD accompanying this book. Without the 
backing of the original recordings, it would (at least sometimes) be quite hard to define where in the song 
the informant is. 
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You are going to play three tunes that are specially written for this 
project. Your task is to "get the chords right", as far as possible: to hear 
which chords are played, and to play them on your instrument. In other 
words, just as i f you were filling in in a band, or learning songs from a 
CD or from radio. Note that this is not a question about solos or fill-
ins, but just the chord progressions. The songs are complete mixes, as 
you might hear them on the radio. I t should also be said that a few 
things in these songs are very difficult. 

Your playing will be recorded on audio and video tape. When you have 
played the songs, we will watch the video tape and discuss the songs and 
what you did. After this, we will talk about ear playing in general. Of 
course, you will be anonymous. 

The informant then tuned his instrument and checked the volume levels on 
the pre-recorded material and his own instrument, using the recorded tun
ing notes and sound check tune, until everything was satisfactory. Then, the 
three songs were played back, with the informant adding his playing. 

The songs were played just once, meaning that the informants had to play 
them at the first run-through, without having any notions of form or musical 
style. The only thing the informants were told before playing was the keys of 
the songs, e.g., before the first song, I told them: "This song is in G major", 
and so on. I t should also be noted that the informants played to a complete 
mix of the songs, i.e. that all instruments were there; that there was a bass 
on the recording when the bass players played, and so on. The songs were 
played in the following order: 

1) "Always Come Home" 

2) "You Could Get Lost" 

3) "Roller Coaster". 

This meant that the song that I considered to be easiest to play was the first 
one, and the most difficult song was played last. 
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Stimulated recall 
Stimulated recall has been used e.g. by Alexandersson (1994) in his study of 
Swedish school teachers. These teachers were videotaped during classes, and 
then commented on the video recordings, themselves stopping the tape with 
a remote when they wanted to. A similar process was used here, to hopefully 
make i t easier for the informants to remember what they thought about 
while playing the three songs. 

After playing the songs, the informant and me put on miniature micro
phones, whereupon we watched the video recording on the TV monitor. 
The informant had the remote control and could stop the tape to comment 
anything, at any time. I t also happened that I asked the informant to back 
up the tape and stop it, to ask about things that I found interesting.'9 Before 
the videotape of each song was played back, the informant was asked to re
late what he remembered about chord progressions and form, and when we 
had seen the video recording, I showed a "harmony sheet" with this infor
mation (pp. 321 - 323). 

After discussing the songs per se, a half-structured interview about ear 
playing in general followed. In this, I used a check list (see appendix 6, page 
376) to cover interesting areas.20 Finally, the informants answered a short 
questionnaire (appendix 7, page 382) about their musical background. 

Transcriptions and analysis 

The interviews were transcribed by a music student at the School of Music 
in Piteå. I then listened through the tapes myself and corrected a few mis-
hearings and -spellings. The interviews ranged from 40 to 60 minutes in 
time and filled 12 to 24 pages of text. 

The audio tapes of the informants' playing were transcribed by myself (the 
guitar and bass players) and by a student keyboard player (the keyboard 
players). Because of the situation, many rhythms were dubious, and there 
were quite a lot of "fluffed" notes and chords. The music transcriptions 

1 9 For example, when an interesting mistake was played or even repeated, or when the informants smiled, 
made faces or even laughed; see the Results chapter. 
2 0 In short, question areas like How did this feel? What was easy, and what was hard? ... and so on; see Ap
pendix 6, p. 376 ff., for more details. 
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(page 324 ff.) thus are somewhat approximate and are best used in connec
tion with the recorded music (CD tracks 4 - 21). 

The video tapes were transferred to digital format, which made it possible to 
analyse them using a computer and the program QuickTime Movie Player. 
Wi th this program, it was possible to choose any section of a couple of sec
onds' time and make a loop out of it . The video tapes showed the infor
mants' face, upper body and hands and were analysed both for facial expres
sions, body movements and hand movements: although the informants were 
not to receive any extra-musical signals, I wanted to have as much informa
tion as possible from them. 

Finally, after I myself had analysed the informants' playing, the audio tapes 
and transcriptions were sent to four co-assessors, experienced teachers and 
musicians: one for the keyboard players, one for the bass players in the 
study, one for the guitar players, and one for an overall review. The keyboard 
co-assessor is a keyboard player and teacher at the School of Music in Piteå; 
the bass co-assessor is a bass player and theory teacher at another Swedish 
music school at university level; the guitar co-assessor is a guitar player, 
teaching music at a high school in Stockholm, and a very experienced studio 
musician; and the overall co-assessor also is a theory teacher at another 
Swedish school of music at university level. The co-assessors were instructed 
to listen to the informants' playing and, when called for, study the transcrip
tions, and to write short essays about their opinions of the informants' 
strategies. This was to validate my own findings - would other assessors 
judge the informants' playing in the same way, or would they draw other 
conclusions? The material from the co-assessors is taken into account in the 
Results and Discussion chapters. 

Empirical material of the study 

The empirical material of the study thus became: 

Background material (the model songs) 

• Original sheet music for the three model songs (pp. 258 - 265) 
• Studio recordings of the three model songs (CD track 1-3) 
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• Detailed transcriptions of the studio recordings of the three model songs 
(pp. 266 - 320) 

Material from the interviews 
• Audio recordings of the six informants' playing to the songs (CD track 4 

-21) 

• Sheet music transcriptions of the six informants' playing to the songs (pp. 

324 - 375) 
• Video recordings of the six informants' playing to the songs 
• Audio tapes of interviews with the six informants 
• Transcriptions of the six interviews 
• Questionnaires about the six informants' musical background (appendix 

382) 
• Texts from the four co-assessors 

The transcriptions of the studio recordings of the three songs were made to 
put down on paper chord extensions, bass lines, drum fills and so on that 
might function as musical signals for the informants - the informants played 
not to the original sheet music that I had written, but to the definite model 
versions of the songs as recorded in the studio. The detailed transcriptions 
give a better picture of what was really played on the model songs, i.e., what 
the six informants heard and played to. 

Audio and video recordings of the informants, as well of transcriptions of 
the informants' playing, were used together to analyse what the informants 
did - what they played, and how they did it. This analysis was done by lis
tening to the informants' playing, as well as studying the videotapes and the 
written transcriptions, over and over again - listening and looking for what 
was played correctly, what was played wrongly, how mistakes were cor
rected, how the informants' hands moved on their instruments, and so on. 
The interviews and questionnaires, finally, were used to shed light on the 
informants' thinking about their own playing in this situation, as well as on 
their musical background and learning. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS 

This chapter is structured in the following way. 

The six informants are discussed one by one, in this order: 

• Bass F (bass player with formal training) 

• Bass I (bass player with informal training) 
• Keyboard F 
• Keyboard I 
• Guitar F 
• Guitar I 

Of course, it would also have been possible to structure this chapter with 
the songs as point of departure instead of the players - discussing each song 
in order, with all the informants' playing, instead of discussing every player 
in order, with all the three songs. However, the players' individuality showed 
on each of the three songs in such a way that it seemed better to keep the 
section on each player together, as is done here. 

The section on each informant begins with a detailed description of the in
formant's playing on each of the three songs. These main texts should be 
used together with the recordings (CD tracks 4 - 21) and transcriptions (pp. 
324 - 375). Apart from straight descriptions of the informants' playing, the 
texts also contain comments on both their playing and their behaviour, 
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based on body language and facial expressions, and in some cases on quotes 
from the interviews. The text then might be seen as both a description of 
what is actually shown outward (what is played, facial expressions, body lan
guage) and as interpretations of why the musicians do what they do - how 
they used their earlier knowledge to solve the problems posed. 

The texts from the co-assessors mainly noted the same points that I myself 
had made. In cases where the co-assessors made other points, or where their 
opinions differed from mine or are in other ways interesting, this is noted in 
the following. The instructions that the co-assessors received can be found 
in Appendix 8, p. 384. 

The second sub-section on each informant consists of a run-down of the in
terview, with some direct quotations and comments; and the last sub
section is a summary of the informants' playing and the interview. The chap
ter ends with a "Recap of findings" (p. 195), briefly noting points that will be 
penetrated in the "Discussion" chapter. 

Since the main text partly is somewhat heavy reading, one way of using this 
chapter might be to read the "Summary " for each informant at first - or 
maybe even starting with the "Recap of findings" - and then refer to the 
main text. I t should also be said that the text contains some cross-references 
in a forward direction - in other words, for instance in the section about 
Bass F, placed first in the chapter, there are comparisons with the other 
players. Although a reader reading the text straight through will not, when 
coming upon such comparisons, have read the section referenced to, hope
fully these cross-references will shed more light on the informants' playing 
and on what was said in the interviews. 

While the following texts contain many comments about "mistakes", 
"correcting notes", "getting it right", and so on, pertaining to what might be 
called the micro-level - individual beats, chords or bars - there is no assess
ment on each subject's playing on the macro-level, the songs as a whole. This 
is for three reasons: this study is about how the players tried to solve prob
lems, not about how many percents of the problems they actually managed 
to solve; furthermore, it is very difficult to make such an assessment: how to 
compare for instance a correct chord, played out of rhythm in the last mo
ment, with a single correct note of the chord, played in perfect rhythm? -
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and finally, i t is very difficult to compare for instance bass players' playing 
with keyboard players'. 
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The Formally trained bass player 

Always Come Home (CD track 4, transcription p. 324) 
Bass F listens intently for the first two and a half bars of the intro. On the 
third beat of bar 3, he slowly moves his hands to a playing position, and 
starts by playing two notes in bar 5, the beginning of a G major triad. He 
then interrupts himself, possibly disturbed by the beginning of the vocal 
melody, crouches a little and listens again before he resumes playing. 

Bass F plays two mistakes during the first verse. The first mistake is that he 
outlines a G major chord in the beginning of bar 6, where the harmony is 
D7. Although he plays a F# note in the second half of bar 6, indicating a D 
triad, this mistake seems to throw him a little, and bar 8 and to some extent 
bar 9 are played with some uncertainty. The second mistake is that he goes 
for D in bar 10, where the model recording has C. This mistake is corrected 
as soon as on the fourth eighth of bar 10, but still causes some confusion in 
the beginning of bar 11. 

In bar 6, Bass F expects the harmony to stay on G. I t seems quite possible 
that he expects a progression like the following: 

G G D 7 G 

or maybe even a 12-bar blues in G. Then, when the second 4-bar phrase of 
the verse begins, it is possible that he supposes that the G - D7 - D7 - G 
progression will repeat. He thus plays a chromatic lead-in to a D chord at 
the end of bar 9 and also begins bar 10 with a D note, but soon corrects to 
C, as mentioned above. 

After this first verse, Bass F plays most of the song correctly, including the 
bridge sections. However, there are a few mistakes, discussed in the follow
ing: 

In bar 30, an E note is played on the third beat of the bar. The E is the ninth 
of the sounding D chord and a somewhat unusual note choice; interestingly, 
it is repeated at the same place of bar 38 - in this bar, the E is followed by 
Eb, leading chromatically back to D in the beginning of bar 39. I t might be 
possible to see the E notes as a consequence of Bass F's background as a jazz 
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player, as "walking bass" note choices; or, on the other hand, as dubious note 
choices due to the uncertainty of the situation. 

At the end of bar 34, Bass F plays a chromatic lead-in to a D chord and also 
begins bar 35 with a D, quickly correcting to G. This could be explained by 
Bass F misremembering the chord progression of the verse as 

G Dy Dy G 
G C Dy G 

- a quite possible progression in this style. 

The notated A in bar 48 of the transcription is quite muffled on the re
cording and is probably just a wrong note, again, due to the uncertainty of 
the situation. 

In bar 54, the somewhat unusual figure D - E - A - C - C# is played. Al
though this figure is not inconceivable, again, it is also possible that Bass F 
misremembers the chord progression, now as G - Dy - G - G, and intends 
to play the same lead-in to the G chord that he uses several times in this 
song, for example in the next bar, bar 55. This would explain the D - E. 

On the last beat of bar 58, Bass F plays a B bass note on a C chord. This 
could be just a playing mistake, and also a mixing up of the chords; Bass F's 
hands sort of moving along by themselves and mutating the C triad figure, 
begun on the first beat, into a G triad figure beginning with the G on the 
third beat. 

The tag of the song is of course rather impossible to predict and causes 
some confusion, seemingly beginning already in bar 60, where Bass F stays 
on G for the whole bar and plays a chromatic lead-in to a D at the first beat 
of 61. 

The bass co-assessor notes that Bass F plays more in a walking bass style 
during bars 29 - 45, the two A sections after the first bridge. The co-assessor 
suggests that this might be because Bass F feels that he is learning the song 
and wants to play more freely. 
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You Could Get Lost (CD track 5, transcription p. 326) 
Again, Bass F sits waiting, slightly crouched over, for one bar. He then 
straightens his back and moves his hands to a playing position during bar 2, 
and plays an upbeat to bar 3. The vocal seems to throw him off, or to make 
him listen; after the downbeat, he pauses for the rest of bar 3. 

For much of this song, beginning in bar 5, Bass F leaves out the downbeats 
of bars to listen for the harmony. The bass co-assessor notes, however, that 
this is not a very good solution, since "it is fundamental that the bass plays 
on the downbeats of every bar in this style." After a pause on the first beat, 
he will typically play the figure that can be seen e.g. in the first bar of verse 2 
- pause, eighth note on the fourth eighth of the bar, and quarter-note on the 
third beat. This rhythm is close to what is played on the model recording, a 
very common "beat" bass figure. 

Excepting the pauses on downbeats, it seems that Bass F perceives much of 
the harmony of the verses. The main problem is the eighth bar. After hear
ing the first four bars of the verse, it is easy to suppose that this progression 
will be repeated, but in the eighth bar, the D - C#m chords throw this ex
pectation. In the first verse, Bass F tries for a B. He then actually plays a D, 
but the harmony has already moved on to C#m. This leads to his playing a 
chromatically descending line, searching for the right note. In the second 
verse, Bass F seems more prepared and does get the D in place after a pause 
on the first beat. The C# is then hinted at on the last eighth of the bar. In 
the solo, the last time the D - C#m chords are played, Bass F does some
thing very similar. 

Bass F probably would have grasped the harmony of the verse sections, i f it 
had not been for the troubling third bar and most of the entire eighth bar. 
The section of the song where Bass F plays uninterruptedly (apart from one 
pause on a downbeat) for the longest time is the solo - the third and last 
time the verse progression is heard. Here, he seems close to get into the 
song, playing almost in a relaxed way, until the eighth bar. 

The problems with the eighth bar of the verse also mean problems with the 
verse tag. As hinted on page 104 of the Method chapter, the C - B progres
sion leading to A was not expected to be that difficult, but Bass F already is 
in trouble every time he gets to the tag; see bars 11, 23, 43, 55, 71 and 75 of the 
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transcription. In bar n , Bass F is playing a chromatically descending line, 
hunting for the C# of the previous bar; something like this is repeated in 23; 
in 43, there is quite a lot of confusion after the bridge progression; and so 
on. I t is very interesting to hear Bass F repeat the tag at the end of the song, 
from bar 75 on. The first time the tag is played, he seems quite lost and plays 
an E minor pentatonic figure, using sixteenth note rhythms; almost a kind of 
tic or a musical shrug - one can almost hear the inner voice commanding 
him to "play something, anything, just make a sound."1 When the tag is re
peated in 79, he seems much more calm. At first going for a D at the C 
chord, he plays a descending line in 80, outlines the A chord in an almost 
offhand way at the beginning of 81 - and then plays C - B - G - A a t the end 
of bar 81. This seems to be where he at last understands the C - B - A pro
gression, and when this is repeated for the very last time in bars 84 - 85, Bass 
F plays it quite correctly,2 even including a pickup to the C by playing A - B 
at the end of 83. 

The bridges seem more troublesome than the verses. Since the bridge is 
played just two times, there is also less time to get into it, and although Bass 
F seems to perceive both the circle-of-fifths movement in the first five bars 
(bars 27 - 31 and 59 - 63, respectively) and the chromatic descent D - C# - C 
following this, there are just too many chords in too short a time to get 
them all there. 

In bars 38 and 70, Bass F finds the E bass of the F#/E chord both times, and 
then, in the next bar, he plays D before quickly correcting to D#. In bar 40, 
he pauses on the downbeat before continuing the descending line, but in the 
parallel place in bar 72, he even dares to play the D at the first beat. Then, at 
the G chord, it seems that he wants to continue the descending line: he 
starts out on a C# both in bars 41 and 73, and then searches downward for 
two bars. The overall co-assessor notes a tendency for step-wise and chro
matic searching, and also that this sometimes leads to Bass F's landing on 
other chord tones than the root, and orienting from these, in bars 45, 59 and 

77-

1 See also the minor pentatonic line in bar 12 and the fourth sequence in 68. However, the overall co-
assessor suggests that fines hke these might be conscious embellishments. 
2 Although ne does add a G note after the B, both in 81 and 84. It is hard to say why; this G might be just a 
pickup to the A chord, or it might, for example, have to do with the vocal melody, that has a G at this 
point. 
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This kind of searching can also be found in the verses, for instance in bars io 
- I I and 55 - 56. In such places, i t sometimes seems that Bass F keeps a 
chord or bass tone in his head after a new chord has begun to sound, as 
when he belatedly plays the G of bar 41 at the third beat of 42, or when he 
lands on the B of bar 56 at the downbeat of 47. I t is, however, hard to decide 
if he really experiences that he has found the chord too late, or if it is just a 
coincidence that he lands on these notes. 

Roller Coaster (CD track 6, transcription p. 328) 
During the intro of "Roller Coaster", Bass F tries one A bass note in the 
third bar. When the verse progression starts, he waits for one and a half bar 
before trying a couple of (wrong) notes. Apart from the B on the last beat of 
bar 7, it can actually be said that Bass F does not play one note correctly 
during these eight bars. The bass co-assessor notes that this is not surpris
ing, due to the unusual progression. 

But it gets better. In the repeat of the verse, beginning in 13, although leav
ing out the first beats of many bars, Bass F gets the A and F chords in place. 
He also does play a C in bar 17, but this is probably a coincidence. 

The verse progression is played twice more, beginning in bar 33. I t seems 
quite clear how Bass F builds up his knowledge of the song: in the third 
verse, he finds the B root with one note on the third beat of 35, and in the 
fourth verse, this B is there throughout the whole bar. The B major chord in 
the sixth bar of the verse progression is found in a similar way, and also the 
Bb in the eighth bar: one can hear and see how Bass F tries out the chords, 
or finds them a bit into the bar, in the third verse - and then plays them 
from them downbeat in the fourth verse. 

The overall co-assessor notes that Bass F "often lands on other chord tones 
than the root, and is satisfied with these tones sounding right with the 
chord";3 especially the D chord in the fifth bar of the verse, where A notes 
are often played. Here, the overall co-assessor suggests that there might be a 
latent expectation of an A chord in the beginning of each four-bar section. 

The F#m7b5 in the verse is never found, and neither the bars with two 
chords (D - C in the fifth bar of the verse; F#m/C# - G7/D in the seventh 

Hamnar ofta på andra toner än grundtonen i basen. Nöjer sig med att det stämmer i ackordet. 
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bar). Occurrences like the C notes in bar 45 hint that Bass F would have 
found these chords i f the verse had been repeated once or twice more. 

The choruses show a similar picture. The D - C chords in the third bar of 
the chorus are repeated in bars 23, 51, 67 and 75. I t might be worth to note 
that the verse also has a D - C progression, which might be helpful; anyway, 
after much experimentation, the D - C finally falls in place in bar 75. The 
F# - Bb seems to be interpreted as F# - F. F is of course the f i f th of the Bb 
chord, and also, the melody falls F# - F in this second bar of the chorus. 

The B - C# chords of the chorus are troublesome. In bar 68, the B is played 
but followed by a Bb; a possible interpretation is that Bass F tries a sequence 
here: first two bars of the chorus falling A - F# - F, second two bars falling 
D - C - B - Bb. 4 I n the last chorus, however, the B is lost again. 

The F#m bars of the chorus are interesting. Al l four times these are played, 
Bass F searches downwards before finding the F#. In the first and second 
choruses, he begins on A and finds the F# by way of G; but in the third and 
fourth choruses, he also plays D notes here. The F#m chords follows the F# 
- Bb chords that are followed by D - C four bars earlier. In the third and 
fourth choruses, Bass F gradually finds the D - C, and it is possible that he is 
thinking quite a lot about these chords here. His way of searching also is in
teresting: he seems aware that the correct note lies downward, and tries a 
couple of alternatives, always finding the F# notes within four beats. 

In the interlude, bars 57 - 64, with its Bb pedal tone, Bass F finds the correct 
bass note pretty soon, but seems not quite dare to believe that it will be held 
for so long; which is quite understandable in the context of this song. What 
might seem as ornaments in the written music, e.g. the A notes in bar 61, 
cause Bass F to frown in distaste; one explanation might be that he expects a 
return to A, and that the Bb - A - Bb - A figure in bar 61, musically quite 
possible in this situation, is actually a coincidence, resulting from uncer
tainty. 

Al l in all, the above gives an impression of a player who thinks quite con
sciously about the chord progression. The verses and choruses are like puz-

See also interview comment on p. 132. 
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zles, where one piece after another gradually falls into place; and when a 
piece is in place, like the Bb chord in the verse, it also seems to stay in place. 

The Interview 
When asked about what he remembers of "Always Come Home", Bass F at 
first remembers the bridge as the verse of the song. He then corrects this, 
but believes the first chord change in the verse to be from G to C: 

What I remember is that it started on C, as I remember it. From the 
subdominant to G, back and forth a couple of times like that until the 
dominant came, and it felt pretty natural. And that the bridge, no, the 
other way around, the bridge started on C back to G and then to the 
dominant. The first, i f you want to call it a verse, started on G and went 
to C, then to G and so on. The other way around, from what I said.5 

While looking through the video recording, Bass F comments in bar 6: 
"Yeah, right, it was a dominant."6 Later in the song, he comments, "The 
solo was the same as what I called the verse"7 and, "Right, there was a break 
at the end. ... A tag! Yes, he went straight to the dominant there."8 He feels 
that this kind of music is what he was "raised on",9 which made it feel natu
ral to play, and he could "devote some attention to playing bass lines",10 not 
only hunting for the chords. Bass F also mentions that the bass player on the 
recording was using a five-string bass, while Bass F was playing a four-string: 

Now, he was using a 5- or 6-string, which made me lose the... He did 
something on D ... that threw me. But I tried to get some of the 
grooves. A few licks.11 

About "You Could Get Lost", Bass F remembers: 

s Det jag minns det är att den började på ett C, vill jag minnas. Subdominant till G, åt och fram så ett par 
ggr tills dominanten kom och det kändes ganska naturligt. Och att sticket, nej tvärtom, sticket började på 
C tillbaks till G och sedan via dominanten. Första, om man säger versen då, började på G och gick över till 
C, gick över till G osv. Tvärtom mot för vad jag sade. 
Ja just det, dominanten vart det ju. 

1 Solot var samma som versen, som jag kallade det. 
8 Ja just det, det var brejk på slutet.... Omtag! Han gick direkt på dominanten där ja... 
9 Uppvuxen med. 
1 0 Agna sig lite mer åt tonerna. 
" Nu hade han en 5 eller 6-strängad, vilket gjorde att jag försvann ur... Han gjorde någon grej på D ...så då 
rök jag. Men några groove försökte jag fa ut. Några licks. 
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There were some things that were kind of surprising to me, that felt 
unusual to me. I seem to remember that it started on E major and went 
to E minor, I think I heard, via A and via the dominant, B and back to 
E and E minor and then to A and then to a D. I don't remember that 
much more, but I remember there were some things. I thought i t was 
nice, actually, the chord progression in itself. I remember thinking 
that.12 

He comments on the D - C#m change in bar io by saying: " I looked a long 
time for that",13 and in bar 46 he says about the C - B - A progression: " I 
didn't get that until in the end."14 About the A/C# and Ab/C chords in bars 
65 - 66, he says: 

The chords with the third in the bass... I hear pretty clearly when those 
come. It's one of these bass player things, I guess.15 

He mentions the A - C change in e.g. bar 49, saying that " I missed that C, 
all the time."1 6 When I commented that the bass player has a certain power 
here - by playing an A bass, the C chord will function as an Amy - he says 

Yes, it did. ... I think I tried a minor third once, just to check that. You 
can check that out later.17 

He did not do that in this situation, however; this minor third is played on 
the Am chord in bar 46. 

Speaking of "Roller Coaster", Bass F says: 

I t was in A, right? ... I think I damned well got the gist of that quicker. 
But I think I got less things right as a whole, right? But I think I got 

1 2 Det var några grejer som var överraskande för mig alltså, som kändes ovant för mig. Jag vill minnas att 
den började på E-dur och gick till E-moll, tyckte jag att jag hörde, via A och via då dominanten H och till
baks till E och E-moll och sedan till A och så vidare till D. Sedan minns jag inte så mycket mer, men jag 
minns att det var några grejer. Jag tyckte den var snygg, själva harmonigången faktiskt. Det minns jag att jag 
tänkte. 
1 3 Där letade jag länge. 
1 4 Det var först i slutet jag kom på det. 
1 5 Terslägena tog jag ganska...de hör jag ganska tydligt när de kommer. Det är en sådan där basistgrej tror 
jag-
1 6 Missade C:t där, hela tiden. 
1 7 Ja, det gjorde det. ... Jag tror att jag vid ett tillfälle här under också lägger molltersen, bara för att kolla 
det. Det kan du ju kolla pa sedan. 
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in... quicker than I did with the second song, actually. Yeah, then there 
were some places that were... I t sounded like tritone city to me, i f you 
think about old Black Sabbath... he hums the tritone riff from Black Sab
bath's song "Black Sabbath."1* 

He laughs in bar 40, and says during the interlude: "God only knows... is 
there a Bb in the bass?"19 In bar 68, he exclaims: "You see! Almost! And I 
also start trying to imitate his groove."20 He mentions the second bar of the 
chorus, where he played F# - F to the model's chords F# - Bb, creating a 
Bb/F chord, and says that the hardest ting in the song was the D - C - B -
C# progression in the chorus: 

I was never close to that. I think I was there on D and C, and maybe on 
B ... but then I disappeared downwards, by old habit.21 

After discussing the three songs, Bass F is asked what he was listening for. 
He says that he at first believed that there would be no bass on the model 
recording, but that as soon as he heard the bass there he started listening for 
that: 

That was what I listened for, and the groove in the beginning, where 
are the drums, where is the kick drum, what is it doing? Like the first 
song, you recognise the groove of that, you know, the ideas around it, 
so you can concentrate more on the bass. The other song... felt more 
like a pop song, and I listen for that directly, during the first bars -
what is the kick drum playing, or simply what is the drummer doing. 
And then I start listening for the bass or I guess it happens at the same 
time, but I guess that's about i t . 2 2 

1 Den gick i A, va? ... A, F, H och Bess. Jag tror att jag hade likförbannat större koll på den snabbare. Där
emot sa tror jag att jag satte mindre utav den totalt sett va? Men jag tror att jag fick med...fortare än vad jag 
fick på den här faktiskt. Ja, sedan var det några ställen som var helt... Det lät som tritonusafton för mig, 
liksom om man tänker sig gamla Black Sabbath.... 
1 9 Det vete gudarna det där... är det Bess i basen? 
2 0 Ser du! Nästan! Och då börjar jag också försöka också härma hans groove. 
2 1 Då var jag aldrig i närheten. Jag tror jag var på D och C och kanske på H... Men sedan försvann jag neråt 
av gammal vana. 
2 2 Det var den jag lyssnade på och groovet i början, var ligger trummorna, var är baskaggen, vad händer med 
den? Som, första läten känner man ju igen stuket på, alltså idéerna kring så då kan man koncentrera sig på 
basgrejerna mer. Den andra... kändes som en poplåt och det lyssnar jag ju direkt på första takterna - vad är 
det för baskagge, eller vad spelar trummisen helt enkelt. Och så sedan då börjar jag lyssna på basen eller det 
går väl samtidigt, men det är väl det. 
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When asked i f he listens for the chords in guitars and keyboards, Bass F says 
that he does: 

When you've come a bit into the song, i f you've come a bit into the... 
texture, or what it's called, of the song... I start listening for the quali
ties of the chords, and then I heard for example E minor, A and so on. 
Otherwise, for instance the keyboard on the last song was diffuse, it 
was easier for me to listen to the guitar. I think the guitar plays on 2 
and 4, or was i t just on the fourth beat?23 

About his background, Bass F says that he didn't have any formal training 
until he was 28 - 29 years old. Until then, he had no names for anything, not 
even major and minor, not knowing what a chord was:24 

So I don't know. I guess it's just listening and trying. Trial and error, 
and listening to music, to get the first things you learn, and at least as I 
see i t , that's the three-chord progression in an ordinary three-chord 
rock song...25 

Summary 
In "Always Come Home", Bass F makes two mistakes during the first verse: 
playing a G in the beginning of the third bar of the verse (where the har
mony is D7) and playing a D in the beginning of the sixth bar (where the 
harmony is C7). The mistakes are quickly corrected, and they are not re
peated later on in the song. The bridge is played correctly both times 
through. 

As Bass F starts to feel at home with the progression, he gradually adds more 
chromatics and triplet fills, most often on the last beat of the bar. 

In "You Could Get Lost", Bass F quite often pauses in the beginning of 
bars. He builds his playing on the same bass rhythm that is performed on 
the model recording - dotted quarter, eighth, quarter, and a quarter note 
pause - and with the pauses, this means that the rhythm played by Bass F is 

2 3 När man då har kommit en bit så att säga ifrån början här, om man har kommit en bit in i själ
va—texturen eller vad det heter på liten så...då börjar jag lyssna efter kvaliteterna på ackorden och då hörde 
jag t ex E-moll, A osv. I övrigt så, orgeln t ex på den sista här var ju diffus, då var det lättare för mig att höra 
pa gitarren tycker jag. Jag tror att gitarren spelar någonting på 2 och 4, eller på 4:an bara' 
^ Cf. p 45 or the "Playing Rock Music By Ear" chapter. 
2 5 så att jag vet inte. Det är väl bara att lyssna och prova. Trial and error, och lyssna på musik, att man far in 
det första man lär sig som jag ser det i all fall, det är treackordsföljden i en vanlig treackordsrock... 
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often dotted quarter pause, eighth, quarter, and a quarter note pause; see 
e.g. bar 15, the first bar of the second verse. After listening in the beginning 
of the bar, Bass F also often gets the right bass note. 

The chromatically descending lines in the bridges (for instance, bars 64 - 66) 
seem quite easy to hear - i f the first note of the descent is correctly per
ceived. 

The pauses in the beginnings of bars can also be seen and heard in "Roller 
Coaster". Once again, Bass F's playing gives a feeling of a conscious or me
thodical working, trying to remember what happened and solving problems 
at least in part, getting closer to the model, for each time a difficult progres
sion is repeated; a case in point could be the fifth bar of the verse progres
sion. 

Bass F seems more verbal about what he did during the three songs than 
most of the other subjects. From this, as well as from his playing, it is easy to 
get a feeling that he is thinking more on a conscious level than the other 
players, maybe even consciously thinking in the lines of "Now the bar with 
the E minor chord is coming up". He does repeat mistakes, as the other 
players also do, but also seems to think ahead slightly more than the other 
players - one clear example of this is the C - B - A progression in e.g. bars 12 
- 13 of "You Could Get Lost", where both interview comments and playing 
show how he is working his way to the correct chords, found at last in bar 
84. Another example is bar 8 of the verse of "You Could Get Lost." Com
paring this bar in the three places that it occurs (bars 10, 22, and 54), it can 
be seen how Bass F gets closer and closer to finding the D and C#m chords. 
Bass F also does seem to remember, and to be able to put in words, more of 
his actual playing than the other musicians; see interview excerpts above. 
This might be related to the fact that Bass F works as a music teacher and 
thus is used to putting his playing in words. 

Bass F does not try to "add" to the recording: for instance, he pauses when 
the intro bars are repeated in "Roller Coaster" (bars 29 - 32 and 81 - 84). In 
"Always Come Home", Bass F comments that he "tried to get some of the 
grooves."26 He also tries to play in style on the other two songs, using the 
standard bass rhythm mentioned on p. 124 above, although without the 

2 6 Några groove försökte jag få ut. 
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downbeat, in both songs, as well as something similar to the figure that is 
the basis for the choruses in "Roller Coaster." 

When Bass F runs into problems, he often stops to listen, but he also has a 
tendency of playing quick runs, maybe a way of "faking i t" past problem 
places. Examples of such quick runs are bars 41, 44, 68 and 76 in "You Could 
Get Lost", and bar 20 in "Roller Coaster." 
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The Informally trained bass player 

Always Come Home (CD track 7, transcription p. 330) 
The overall impression of this song is that Bass I goes for a small number of 
"basic" figures, applying them during most of the song. The central idea for 
these figures seems to be what is played in bar y. the root, 3 rd, 5 t h and 6 t h of 
the chord are played on the four downbeats of the bar, while the offbeats are 
in principle "ghost notes", most of them played on the open E string. The 
video shows that he chooses fingerings that make this practical - when his 
right hand finger has struck one string, the ghost note easiest to play is 
found on the closest (lower) string.27 

This figure might be varied (see for instance bars 5 or 17), or transposed to 
the other chords in the song (see bar 21 for a typical example for the C 
chord; bar 30 for the D chord). Also, in certain circumstances, certain bass 
lines are played: the chromatic lead-in from the C chord to the D chord in 
bar 26 is one example, as is the C - A - G - A ( 1 - 6 - 5 - 6 ) bass line in bars 
45 and 46. This too is filled in with rhythmical ghost notes from the open E 
string. 

Keeping this in mind, the interesting thing about Bass T s playing on this 
song is then: Where does he go to the wrong chords, and how does he cor
rect himself? 

The bridge doesn't seem to be any problem for Bass I . The recording shows 
no doubt and no wrong chords, possibly with one single exception: the sec
ond beat of bar 28. Here, a low A (open A string) might be heard, but at the 
same time there is a kind of scratching or whining sound, resulting from 
quickly sliding the left hand along an open string as Bass I tries to correct 
his shoulder strap, that has slid down to his elbow. 

In the verses, there are certain problems with the chord progression. Bass I 
seems somehow unprepared when the tonic G goes to the first D chord in 
bar 6. After quickly correcting himself in bar 6, he miscalculates and returns 
to G in the next bar, once again correcting to D. Then, at the change to C in 

1 1 The pitches of these ghost notes are of course often hard to hear; quite often in the transcription, the 
ghost notes are marked by X note heads or note heads in parenthesis; however, all these offbeat open 
strings should be regarded as rhythmical ghost notes. Once again, the recordings are important! 
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bar io, he begins by playing D, maybe supposing that the G - D7 - D7 - G 
progression will repeat. 

The initial mistakes in the first verse are repeated later in the song. Thus, in 
the second verse, Bass I plays a C note at the beginning of bar 14, and a G at 
the beginning of 15. From the third verse and on, however, this mistake is 
not repeated again. As for going to D in the sixth bar of the verse, this does 
not happen in the second verse (bar 18), but recurs in 34, creating some con
fusion during 34 - 35. And in bar 43, although playing the C correctly in 42, 
Bass I stops playing during one beat; here, he shakes his head in some exas
peration. I t seems that what he once has played returns later in the song: 
what is played correctly the first time is seldom played wrongly later, but 
also in places where mistakes are made, he might well repeat the mistakes -
on some level, he remembers what he did. 

You Could Get Lost (CD track 8, transcription p. 332) 
Compared to Bass F, Bass I seems to play more and maybe even take more 
chances. He starts playing as soon as on the fourth eighth of the first bar; 
although he does sometimes pause on downbeats, he does this more seldom 
than Bass F; and he plays a number of fills, for instance in bars 18 and 46. 
The basic rhythmical figure is also varied more often. Examples of this are 
the slide in bar 3 and the octaves in bar 8. 

In the first verse, Bass I at first plays an E note against the A7 chord in bar 5. 
He corrects this, without hesitation, on the fourth eighth of the bar, and 
something similar occurs with the B in bar 6. In verse 2, these four bars are 
played correctly, without hesitation,28 but in the solo, there is a slight confu
sion in bar 50. This confusion is probably related to the difficult progression 
D - C#m in the eighth bar of the verse. When this progression occurs for 
the first time in bar 10, Bass I seems to expect a repeat of the B four bars 
earlier. Realising that this is not the case and trying to find the correct note, 
he overshoots to E before finding the D when it is already too late and the 
harmony has moved on to C#m. This makes him pause in the beginning of 
bar 11, and the verse tag is quite confused until Bass I hears the A chord in 
bar 13. 

The tied E note between bars 15 and 16 is a consequence of Bass I quickly adjusting his shoulder strap. 
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This pattern, of confusion beginning in the eighth bar of the verse and con
tinuing through the two first bars of the verse tag, is repeated in the second 
verse and in the solo. Except for bar 12, it seems that Bass I doesn't search 
too frantically for notes; instead, in bars 24 and 56, he keeps mainly to low E 
notes, probably so to speak keeping his instrument sounding, while he lis
tens for the harmony. In the twelve last bars of the song, however, where the 
tag is repeated three times, he gradually finds his way and plays the C - B 
progression correctly in bar 84. 

The bridge is played quite similarly both times through. After searching for 
the C#m chord, Bass I finds the F#m chord in bars 29 and 61. The B chord, 
continuing a circle of fifths progression, then seems easy to hear, although 
there is a small miss at the downbeat of bar 31 and a pause at the downbeat 
of bar 63. After playing B in the beginning of both 32 and 64 - possibly be
lieving that the same harmonic rhythm will continue - Bass I finds the D in 
bar 32 by way of C#, a C# that might be either a consciously chosen passing 
tone or a way of searching, and in 64, Bass I instead overshoots, playing D# 
before finding the D. 

The bass notes of the A/C# and Ab/C chords are found, albeit not immedi
ately. Then, in both bars 35 and 67, Bass I starts on E and finds the C# by 
way of B, before going to F# one bar too early and quickly realising this mis
take: bars 35 - 36 and 67 - 68 are very similar. Here, the overall co-assessor 
suggests that Bass I's staying on the C# root might depend on Bass I's lis
tening more for the sound of the chord than for the melodic line of the bass 
part. This is possible, although another explanation might be simply that 
Bass I , having gotten one note wrong in the beginning of bars 36 and 68, is 
satisfied with playing a note that fits. 

On the F#m and F#/E chords, Bass I keeps to F# during the first bridge, 
but plays an interesting figure in bar 70: instead of the seventh in the bass 
that is on the model recording, he plays a third in the bass, furthermore 
giving emphasis to this by repeating it in eighth notes. Here, he seems quite 
prepared for the B chord of 71 and even the D in 72. Then, like in the first 
bridge, Bass I wants to continue the chromatically descending line and tries 
a C# against the G chord.29 In the first bridge, Bass I searches for almost a 
whole bar before finding the G at the very last eighth of 41; he stays on the 

2 9 Quite as Bass F did. 
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G for two eighths of 42 and then vainly tries to find the F. In the second 
bridge, he finds both the G and F chords without searching, after Hstening 
for a couple of eighths in the beginning of both bars. 

The above points to Bass I learning a great deal of the chord progression of 
the bridge during the first play-through - he is quite prepared for the F# to 
B, although he changes the bass line, and it is also easier for him to find the 
G and F chords in the two last bars. 

Roller Coaster (CD track 9, transcription p. 334) 
Note about the transcription (p. 328): The X note heads found here and 
there on beat 2 in this transcription are not muted notes, but instead a 
rhythmical "slap" against the strings. This sound coincides in time with the 
snare drum, and also has the same percussive quality; it might be a way for a 
bass player to "simulate" the snare drum, and stylisticaUy, it works weU with 
this song. 

In this song, too, Bass I plays basic rhythm figures, exempHfied by bar 5 as a 
main pattern for the verse, bar 25 for the chorus, and bar 60 for the inter
lude. These figures are of course varied in instances of uncertainty (e.g. bar 
16), and also when the bass on the recording plays "pumping" figures (e.g. bar 
28). They are styHsticaHy very close to what is played on the model record
ing. 

Bass I starts playing during the intro of the song, adding a bass fill. He also 
adds fills when the intro is repeated in the middle and at the end of the 
song, and his playing in the Interlude seems to depend on his beHeving that 
this is also a repeat of the intro: he begins the Interlude by playing A notes, 
and then an A major based fill, before finding Bb after some confusion in 
the third bar. 

During the first verse, Bass I finds the chords in all of the bars after some 
searching, excluding the fifth and seventh bars. In the foUowing verses, he 
graduaUy gets more and more of the progression into place, until the only 
problems in the last verse are the D - C and F#m/C# - G7/D bars. His 
playing in the F#m7b5 bars might be noted: in the first three verses, he finds 
the F# by way of G. This might be explained by his reasoning - most proba
bly not formulated in words - that there have already been A and F bass 
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notes, and when the bass of the model recording plays something between 
these notes, G is a quite logical choice. I t is not until the fourth verse that 
he, albeit after a pause in the beginning of the bar, finally finds the F# di
rectly. Here, it seems that he has finally memorised the chord progression. 

In the choruses, he several times wants to play F instead of F# in the second 
bar. This can be compared with the above: it is quite unusual that a song 
uses both F and F# in this context. From bar 70, he finds the F#, but he 
never gets the F# - Bb progression right. Also, the D - C - B - C# chords 
are out of his reach, although bar 75 hints that he might have solved this 
problem if there had been one or two choruses left in the song. 

Bass I's playing in the last two bars of the chorus is interesting in compari
son with Bass F's. Bass I always tries a D note here - as said in the text on 
Bass F, there is a D bass note four bars earlier in the progression - and then 
searches downwards until he finds F#. However, Bass I only goes by way of 
G, a note that Bass F also used here, in the very first chorus; the next time, 
in bar 55, Bass I plays D - A and then F#; in bar 71, he moves directly from 
D to F#; and 79 is similar to 55. 

The Interview 
Bass I's first spontaneous comment during the interview is about "Roller 
Coaster": 

Well, my first reaction about this last song, that I suspect is called 
"Roller Coaster", was what the hell! Is he trying to frame... talk about 
trying to frame somebody. But at the same time, I must say, of these 
three songs that was the one that I enjoyed playing, since i t was so... 
strange and weird, so, yeah. My compliments to the composer.30 

He then tries to remember the chords and form of "Always Come Home": 

I know it was in G, and then there was, you know, it was a little... I had 
problems getting into the chord progression, since all the parts went G, 
C, D, and you expect a G followed by a C, but instead it was G followed 

3° Ja, min första reaktion inför sista låten här, som jag misstänker heter Roller Coaster, var ju vad fan! Skall 
han sätta... snacka om att försöka sätta dit en. Men samtidigt, jag måste ju säga som det är, av de här tre 
låtarna så är det ju den som jag tycker är ball att lira eftersom den är så...klurig och underlig, så att visst. En 
eloge till kompositören. 
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by D, this time, in the verse. Which made me get a little stuck in that, 
and I started thinking about that instead. You know, trying to think 
the form in advance. I felt that, i t was so obvious that I felt that, and 
that made me feel like locking up somehow. Well, the verse, and then 
there was a bridge, and then maybe you were in C and then... no, I 
don't know the song in my head. I can't describe the form very clearly.31 

Speaking about the fact that he tends to play C in the second bar of the 
verse (bars 9 and 14), Bass I says: 

Well, it was almost like... I almost get the feeling that I already learned 
this mistake from the beginning, that... this C that... yeah.32 

Bass I comments about his troublesome shoulder strap, and sings along with 
the recording, saying things like: "Solo. The verse. On the verse!"33 (bars 36 -
38, where the solo begins). When asked about i f the beginning of the guitar 
solo made the chords hard to hear, Bass I mentions the uncertainty of the 
test situation: 

Here I felt like, I thought that... I don't know what I thought when I 
played that. The solo ought to somehow be on the verse... But at the 
same time, it's Hke everything... No doubt, I know there is a form for 
the song, but as this is, I thought, since this is a test it may actuaUy be 
that it is... totaUy weird. That means you are... I mean, I play with 
readiness aU the time. AH the time, I'm ready to move, instead of... (he 
sings) now it's G... and it's D... and then it's D and it's G. AH the time, 
I'm prepared that something is going to happen. I felt that while play
ing aU your songs.34 

3 1 Jag vet att den gick i G och så var det... alltså det var Ute... Jag hade svårt att komma in i rundan eftersom 
aUa sådana här svängar gick G, C, D och så förväntar man att det är G och så kommer C, men så var det G 
och så var det D, den här gången då, i versen. Vilket gjorde att jag fastnade Ute grand i det och så började 
jag tänka kring det i stället. Alltså jag försökte tänka formen i förväg. Det kände jag, det var så tydUgt att 
jag kände det och då kändes det som om jag låste mig ju på något sätt. Så att versen och så var det väl ett 
stick och då kanske man var i C och så... nej, jag kan inte låten i huvudet. Jag kan inte återge formen såhär 
tydUgt. 
* Ja det var ju nästan så... far nästan den känslan att jag redan lärt in det felet frän början att... det här C:et 
som... ja. 
3 3 Solo! Vers. På versen! 
3 4 Här kände jaĝ  som.tänkte jag att... jag vet inte hur jag tänkte när jag spelade den... Solot borde vara på 
vers... måttet pa något sätt. ... Men samtidigt är det som att allt... Helt klart så vet jag att låten går i en 
form, men eftersom det nu är en, tänkte jag, eftersom det är en test så kan det faktiskt vara så att det kan 
vara precis helt... uppåt väggarna. Så därför så är man...jag menar jag spelar hela tiden med en ansats. Jag är 
hela tiden beredd att flytta istället för att...(sjunger) nu är det G...och det är D...och sen är det D och sa är 
det G. Jag är hela tiden beredd på att rätt vad det är så kommer det någonting. Så kände jag när jag spelade 
alla dina låtar. 
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He follows this up by saying that in a real situation, e.g. a cover band, not 
only would he have trusted that the songs would follow standard patterns, 
but he would also have been helped by his eyes: 

I f we had been standing playing this with a band, I guess the result 
would have been somewhat different. Just by watching you playing, I 
can almost predict certain alternatives from your hand, your position 
on the fretboard, where you are going to move, more than just having 
to listen.35 

He was totally sure that the bridge would begin with a C chord: 

It's something you just have in your head, you feel it. Since it's pretty 
traditional in a way to... I t would have been very strange i f there had 
been a bridge in F, or i f the song had gone to A. That would have been 
like... wow. In this song i t feels like it's... (he sings the tonic) and then it 
feels like... (he sings the subdominant) you're going there. Probably because 
you've heard and played songs like this several times before, songs 
where it's like that.36 

He feels that "You Could Get Lost" was a little more difficult: 

And that was a little harder. I t was a little more major and minor and 
some kind of construction. I don't really remember the form... can I . . . 
I 'm trying to think. The verse was, I could guess more or less. There 
was some chord that I heard, that I didn't really get. I t was hard to hear 
i f it was C, or C# or B. The chords went from E to... let's see... A. I 
don't remember i f there was any other part with another chord progres
sion. I t was C# and F#, I think. I have some memory of that. It's the 
same in all three songs. I can't really say verse, chorus, bridge, bridge...37 

3 5 Hade vi stått här och lirat det här, med orkester förmodar jag att det hade bhvit Ute annorlunda resultat. 
Bara genom att se på dig, när du Urar då kan jag som nästan förutsäga vissa alternativ på din hand, på ditt 
läge, vart du kommer att flytta dig, mer än att man måste som lyssna. - Cf. comments from Eric Clapton 
and others on page 44 of chapter 3. 
3 6 Någonting man bara har i huvudet, känner det. Eftersom det är ganska traditionellt på något sätt att... 
Det hade varit väldigt märkligt om det hade kommit ett stick som hade gått i F, eller om det hade bUvit A. 
Då hade det varit som ...oj. I den här formen så känns det som att det är ...(sjunger tonikan) och så känns det 
som... (sjunger subdominanten) att man skaU dit. Förmodligen för att man har hört och spelat sådana låtar 
flera gånger förr, där det är så. 
3 7 Och da höjdes ju ribban Ute mer. Lite mer dur och moU och upplägg på något sätt. Jag kommer inte rik
tigt ihåg formen... får jag ...tänker efter här. Versen var, den gissar jag pa ett ungefär. Det var något ackord 
som jag inte riktigt greppade där som jag hörde. Det var svårt att höra om det var C, eUer Ciss eller H så
där. Det gick mellan E och få se... A. Jag minns inte om det kom något tiU parti som det var någon annan 
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Bass I seems less than satisfied with his own playing, saying " I should have 
gotten that by now"38 in bar 54. Like Bass F, he mentions that the bass on 
the model recording was 5-string (bar 59): 

And it's a 5-string making it a little harder. That C# was low. Makes it a 
little muddy.39 

When asked about the fact that he played the chords with third in the bass 
during the bridge rather correctly, Bass I says: 

I guess that's also some kind of picture you have in your head about 
how to use chords in certain situations. Probably because I myself 
would have done that if I'd written the song. Maybe. Because I mean, I 
am, I have a certain predilection for somewhat weird progressions, 
quite a bit of thirds and fifths in the bass, and major and minor mixed 
together. So this is more my kind of thing even i f I got it, but... so, 
well... maybe that's why. On the other hand, I would never have played 
an F7 there (bar42).40 

Bass I also mentions the problem with bars 5 - 6 and 9 -10 , where there is 
an unusual juxtaposition of chords: 

I didn't grip that at all. I could feel all along that I was on my way and 
then the A was in place but no, then i t was that C, and the next time 
there was no C, but a D and a C#m that you...41 

About the second half in the bridge, with the progression C#m - C#7/E# -
F#m - F#7/E, Bass I says: 

I mean, of course I heard somehow that I could stay on the same notes. 
I t wasn't like... Oooh, even i f there was an E bass here and I was playing 

annorlunda harmonik. Det var Ciss och Fiss tror jag. Har jag något minne av. Det är samma i alla tre låtar. 
Kan inte riktigt säga att vers, reff äng, stick, stick... 
3 8 Borde ha lärt mig den vid det här Eget. 
3 9 Och så är det en 5-strängad som lurar till det lite grand. Det Cisset var lågt. Grumlar till det lite grand. 
4° Det är också förmodligen någon sådan här bild man har i huvudet på hur man använder harmonik i vissa 
lägen. Förmodligen för att jag själv skulle ha gjort så om jag hade komponerat låten. Kanske. För jag menar, 
jag är ju, har ju en viss förkärlek för lite lurigare rundor, Ute mycket tersbasar och kvintbasar och sådant, 
och dur och moll om vartannat. Så att det här är ju mer min grej även om jag nu satte det, men ...så 
att...kanske därför. Däremot skulle jag ju aldrig ha spelat F7 där (takt42). 
4 1 Jag fick inte greppet om det där överhuvudtaget. Det kände jag hela tiden att jag for och så A:et på plats 
och nähäpp, då var det där C:et och nästa gäng var det inget C, utan det var ett D och ett Cissmoll som 
du... 
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C# instead. And then maybe, maybe more a feeling that the bass 
shouldn't move that damned much in a bridge. There shouldn't be that 
much information, I think to myself, and so I stay where I am... The 
bass should hold together. It's an anchor, you know. That's where eve
rything rests. I f it starts moving around too much, especially in this 
kind of song... That feels disturbing somehow. You don't have any 
damned idea about where you are. What will you listen to? That's a lit
tle how I feel and think, and that makes me play that way too.4 2 

Later in the interview, he returns to this, saying that "my attitude towards 
bass playing has changed":43 

I mean, I've been playing for so long that I ought to be a virtuoso and a 
damned technical genius, you know, but I've rather concentrated on 
the role, the role of the bass in music and most of all that... the simpler, 
the better, you know. And that the bass is a foundation that the music 
rests upon. I know that I have power like hell because I mean, the bass 
note that I play will somehow determine the chord, but I've sort of 
grown away from the view that to be a good bass player, you have to be 
able to play all Jaco's44 songs with a blindfold. 4 5 

Bass I liked the last song, "Roller Coaster", just because it was weird: 

Yes, a damned good song. You want me to say that again? No, but of 
these three songs, that was the most fun to play, because it was a little... 
tricky. And I didn't grip... I'm sure I didn't get all of it. I didn't do that. 

4 2 Jag menar det är klart, någonstans så hörde jag att det funkade att jag låg kvar. Det var inte så att... Ooo-
00, även om det var ett E i den basen och jag spelade Ciss istället. Och så kanske, kanske mer en sådan här 
känsla att basen skall inte röra sig så djävla mycket på ett stick. Det skall inte vara för mycket information, 
tänker jag själv, och så då ligger jag kvar. ... Basen skall hålla ihop. Det är ett ankare alltså. Det är på det 
som allt vilar. Börjar den röra sig för mycket, speciellt i sådan här typ av låtar... Då stör det helt enkelt på 
något sätt. Då vet man djävlar inte var man är någonstans. Vad skall man lyssna på? Det är lite som jag själv 
tycker och tänker och då spelar jag ju på det sättet också. 
4 3 Min inställning till bas har förändrats. 
4 4 Jaco Pastorius, 1952-87, was an american jazz and fusion bass player, famous for his great technique, his 
solo albums and his work with the group Weather Report. 
4 5 Jag menar jag har ju spelat så pass länge så man borde ju vara en virtuos och en djävulskt tekniskt geni så 
va, men jag har som koncentrerat mig mer på basens, alltså basens roll i musik och fram för allt att... ju 
enklare desto bättre alltså. Och att basen är ett fundament som musiken vilar på. Jag vet ju att jag har en 
djävulsk makt för jag menar, den bastonen jag spelar det ackordet blir det på något sätt, men jag har som 
kommit ifrån det här med att är man bra basist då skall man kunna spela alla Jaco-låtar med förbundna 
ögon. 
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I like it when it's like... in some place there is almost disharmony. 
There are parts that are like Uuuuh...46 

He says that he had problems with the F# chord in the second bar of the 
chorus: 

I don't know why that was so hard to hear? That it was an F#. Is i t be
cause... I mean, probably... It's a little like this, that when the verse is... 
it's A and F, and then when the chorus comes, it's A and F#. And then 
this F# and Bb progression. I notice that even when I hear it now, it's 
like... Is i t really an F#? I t sounds muddy somehow, you... well. ... Be
cause when I play F#, when I look at the chorus, it feels like I 'm play
ing wrong notes, because it doesn't feel right, this F#. Is it really an F#? 
Yes. You know, i f it could have something to do with that. ... I t would 
have been quite another thing i f the chorus... i f it had been like G and 
F#, I believe.47 

He also says that the interlude with the Bb pedal is a "world record",48 and 
stylistically, while comparing "Always Come Home" to a pub rock band like 
Rockpile, and "You Could Get Lost" to guitar-based pop, he feels that 
"Roller Coaster" could be the Swedish group Cardigans, although "the guitar 
player has taken something weird."49 

Asked about what he listened for when playing the songs, Bass I gave the 
following answer: 

Actually, I don't listen to the bass at all, since I mean, since I myself 
play... I play the bass myself. I play the bass, and so I didn't think of the 
fact that somebody else could be playing bass. I t was there, but the as
sumption ought to be that there were no bass there. And thus I guess I 

4 6 Ja, djävligt bra låt. Skall jag säga det en gång till? Nej, men av de här tre låtarna så var det den som är roli
gast att spela för att den var lite... bökig. Och jag fixade... jag greppade säkert inte allt på den. Det gjorde 
jag inte. Jag gillar när det är såhär... på något ställe så är det Ute disharmoni nästan. Det kommer sådana här 
rundor som är som såhär Uuuuuu... 
4 7 Jag vet inte varför det var så svårt att höra? Att det var ett Fiss. Är det för att... Jag menar, förmodligen... 
Det är lite såhär att när versen är...det är A och F och sedan kommer refrängen, då är det A och Fiss. Och 
så det här Fiss och Bess då. Jag märker att när jag hör det nu också, det är som såhär... Är det ett Fiss verk
ligen? Det låter som att det grumlar på något sätt, man ... ja. ... För när jag spelar Fiss när jag ser då på re
frängen så tycker jag att jag spelar fel hela tiden, för att det känns inte rätt, det här Fiss. Är det verkhgen 
Fiss? Jo. Om det har någonting att göra med att det, alltså. Det hade varit en helt annan sak om refräng
en...om det hade varit G, t ex och Fiss, skulle jag tro. 
4 8 Världsrekord. 
4 9 Gitarristen har fått något skumt. 
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listen a lot to... I f I had to make a priority list, I don't know... but I 
think I listen a lot to the guitar, you know, the chords. The drums I al
most don't give a shit about, because they're there and they just hold it 
together. I really don't have to care about that. That's the least I 
thought about, what the drums play, so to speak. Because there is in a 
way some kind of muscle there, i f he plays a syncopation or something, 
I feel that somehow, but the notes I am going to play I have to place by 
way of the harmony, so to speak, and I believe a lot... you know, the 
melody that she sang. Where can it lead? (He sings the chorus melody of 
"Roller Coaster.") ... Where are we then? I think I listen a lot for that. 
Yes, but it ought to be like in the case of bass, you ought to listen for 
the drums, but to me is completely uninteresting in this case. Because I 
really need not think about that.50 

Describing his background and learning to play by ear, Bass I says: 

Well, you know, I can only speak for myself. I really can't sit here and 
say that this is how it is. But for me, I mean I've played for a long time 
now, and I've learned largely, to 80 or 90 percent, to play by listening 
to, playing to... you know, records.51 Every time I bought a new record, 
I immediately sat down with it and started listening to and learning the 
bass parts. W i t h everything, you know, every record I bought. Consis
tently, and it was fun like hell when you felt that you could do it, you 
could hear what happened. I mean, it took time, one learned gradually. 
Partly and in combination with taking private lessons then, so I could 
learn a little about harmony, chords, progressions. And then one started 
to sort of be able to put i t in a context by Ustening to records. But you 
know, only long and solid, permanent training, with phones, without 

!° Jag lyssnar faktiskt ingenting på bas, eftersom att jag menar, eftersom jag ser mig ju själv... jag spelar ju 
bas själv. Jag spelar basen, alltså tänkte jag inte på att det kan ju finnas någon annan som spelar bas. Det 
fanns ju, men förutsättningen borde ju vara att det skulle inte vara någon basist där. Så därför så lyssnar jag 
nog väldigt mycket på... Om man skulle prioritera så vet jag inte... men jag tror jag lyssnar mycket på gitar
ren, alltså harmonin. Trummor det skiter jag nästan i, för det finns där och det styr bara på alltså. Det be
höver jag som inte bry mig i, egentligen. Det är det minsta jag tänkte på, vad så att säga trummorna lirar. 
För det finns som någon slags muskel med såhär, gör han en synkop eller gör han något, så känner jag det 
på något sätt, men de toner jag skall spela måste jag så att säga placera med hjälp utav harmonik, och tror 
jag mycket... alltså melodin när hon sjöng. Vart kan det leda någonstans? (Sjunger refrängmelodin ur Roller 
Coaster)... vart är vi då för någonstans? Tror jag att jag lyssnar mycket på. Ja men det borde ju vara så att ja 
men bas, då skall man lyssna på hur trummorna spelar, men för mig är det helt oväsentligt nu alltså. För det 
behöver jag som inte tänka på. 
5 1 See Green, 2001, p. 60 ff, for a discussion of this practice in rock music, mentioned by several of the 
informants. 
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phones, high volume, with an amplifier on in the room. Doing it, doing 
it, doing it. Part by part by part.52 

Bass I mentions that while he was doing this, it was "no simple songs, no 
three-chord Status Quo songs or something like that",53 but rather progres
sive rock like Yes, Gentle Giant, and Rush. Sometimes he could hear that 
he was close to the original, but not quite there, and he had to leave it at 
that: "I'm not getting any closer than this."54 At this time, he cared only for 
the bass parts: " I t didn't matter what the rest of the band played."55 Now, he 
listens more to the entirety of the recording: "It's not as important to get 
the bass part perfectly, it's more seeing the context where it works and why 
it plays in a certain way."56 

Bass I talks about using patterns or formulas when playing by ear: 

I have a basis, certain patterns that you somehow unconsciously use, 
and it seems to work. I mean, i f it's a heavy metal song with a riff, it's 
probably going to look in a certain way and I use this pattern and play 
according to it and it seems to work. Always, i f it isn't some kind of, 
how shall I put it, of course there are songs that are exceptions from 
the rule and don't follow certain given rules or clichés. Most of it is 
pretty predictable, and i f you've played that kind of music for a while, 
it's there.57 

He doesn't feel that certain styles or chord progressions are harder than 
others, but instead mentions acoustics and sound levels: 

s*Ja, alltså, jag kan ju bara prata utifrån mig själv. Jag kan ju inte sitta och tala om att så här är det. Men för 
mig, jag menar jag har ju spelat länge nu och jag har ju lärt mig i stort sett, till 80%, 90% genom att lyssna 
på, spela efter... alltså plattor. Alla nya skivor jag köpte, satte jag mig direkt med den och började lyssna på 
och tog ut basen. Med allt, alltså alla skivor jag köpte. Konsekvent och det var djävulskt kul när man kände 
att man fixade det, man kunde höra. Jag menar, det tog tid, man tränade upp det. Dels och i kombination 
med att jag gick och tog privatlektioner då så jag kunde lära mig lite grand om harmonier, ackord, ackord
följder. Så började man som kunna sätta det i sammanhang med det man lyssnade på skivor då. Men enbart 
alltså lång och gedigen varaktig träning, med lurar, utan lurar, hög volym, med förstärkare uppkopplat i 
rummet. Nöta, nöta, nöta. Parti, för parti, för parti. 
5 1 Och det var ju inga lätta...inga treackordslåtar med Status Quo eller något sådant. 
5 4 Jag kommer inte närmare. 
5 5 Det spelade ingen roll vad de andra spelade. 
5 6 Det är inte lika viktigt att plocka ut basen som den är, utan det är mer (att) se sammanhanget som den 
verkar i och varför den spelar si och så. 
5 7 Jag har en grund, vissa mallar som man på något sätt omedvetet tar fram och så verkar det som att det 
funkar. Jag menar, är det en hårdrockslåt med ett riff så kommer det förmodligen att se ut på det här sättet 
och den mallen tar jag fram och så spelar jag efter den och i stort sett så funkar det. Jämt, om det inte är i 
någon form utav, vad skall man säga, det finns ju låtar som är undantag naturligtvis och inte följer vissa 
givna regler eller mallar. Det mesta är ganska förutsägbart och har man spelat sådant ett tag då finns det 
där. 
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Well, no, I don't know i f you can define, i f you can say that certain 
things are easy to play by ear and others are hard. I 'd rather... I 'd say 
that to me it's more a matter about physical contexts; I mean it's 
damned hard to play by ear if you can't hear well. I f I had been sitting 
here to play now and the sound level of the music that I was listening to 
had been really low or something like that, then it would have been 
hard as hell.5 8 

Summary 
Bass I is a little surprised when he hears that there is a bass part on the 
model recording. Overcoming this, he tries to get into the style of the re
cording, playing rhythms and figures that are very similar to the model. He 
adds a few fills, most notably the little intro fills in "Roller Coaster", and also 
changes octaves here and there in "You Could Get Lost". He doesn't do very 
much of this, though; he also says in the interview that he believes bass 
playing should be simple, be a foundation for the music. 

Bass I has a little "tic", consisting of sliding his left hand upward (towards 
the body of the instrument) on the strings, or just moving it in the same di
rection. This tic seems to surface both in moments of stress - "Help, I can't 
hear this chord" and in moments when the left hand is free, i.e. when an 
open bass string is played for a couple of beats - " I need something to do 
with my hand here." 

On "Always Come Home", Bass I mainly plays a figure consisting of root, 
3 rd, 5 t h and 6 t h of the chords. These notes are played on the downbeats. On 
the offbeats in between, ghost notes are played to keep the rhythm moving. 
These ghost notes are most often open strings. The basic figure is varied on 
the different chords. In some situations, chromatic lead-ins to chords are 
played, like in bar 26. This style of playing adheres closely to the bass style 
on the model recording. 

The bridges of the song pose no problems. In the first verse, however, Bass I 
mistakenly wants to stay on G in the second bar. After correcting to D7, he 
wants to go back to G in the third bar. The mistakes are quickly corrected, 

s S Nej, alltså, jag vet inte om man kan definiera, som att det finns att man kan säga att det är vissa saker är 
lätt att ta på gehör och vissa är svära. Jag skulle mer... för mig skulle jag säga att det skulle vara mer fysika
liska sammanhang, jag menar det är djävligt svårt att lira gehör om man hör dåligt. Om jag hade suttit här 
nu och skulle spela och det var jätteläg volym på det jag skulle lyssna på eller något sådant, då hade det varit 
djävligt svårt. 
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but when the C chord comes in the sixth bar of the verse, Bass I plays a D, 
resulting in some confusion during a couple of bars. These initial mistakes 
recur a couple of times during the song, for instance in second verse (bar 15) 
and the third verse (bar 34). After the solo, the progression is played cor
rectly. 

"You Could Get Lost" also shows recurring mistakes, for instance the move 
from C#m to F#m one bar early, in bars 36, 60, and 68. Much of the song 
falls into place, but some changes, like the D - C#m in the eighth bar of the 
verse, is never found. Like Bass F, he often uses the rhythm of a dotted 
quarter note pause in the beginning of the bar, followed by an eighth note 
and a quarter, this rhythm giving time to listen for the harmony during the 
pause. 

"You Could Get Lost" is played mostly with the same simple dotted quarter 
- eighth - quarter note rhythm that is on the model. In the verses, the main 
problem is the D - C#m progression (e.g. bar 10). Bass I also seems never to 
hear the A7 - C in the third bar of the verse; this might be related to his in
strument, however: the C chord will sound like an Am when he stays on A. 

I t seems that Bass I is working hard to find the progressions in the song. 
This can be seen and heard by comparing the two bridges, for instance the 
last two bars of these: in the first bridge, the last two bars mean some confu
sion, but in the second bridge, after listening without playing for three 
eighth-notes, both the G and F7 chords are found. Another example of 
gradually finding the correct chords can be found in the C - B progression 
during the last twelve bars of the song: after trying different possibilities, 
Bass I plays the chords correctly the very last time this progression occurs. 

Finally, in "Roller Coaster", the bass playing in the verses is based on a 
"pumping" figure, two main variants of which can be found in bars 5 and 13. 
In the choruses, Bass I plays mainly straight quarters, like the rhythm section 
on the model recording also does. In this song, Bass I gets quite a bit of the 
verse but has problems hearing the F# chord in the chorus, standing in the 
same place - the second bar of the progression - as the F chord in the verse. 
Several times, he asks: "Is it really an F#?", obviously having a hard time be
lieving this. The F chord in the second bar of the verse, on the other hand, 
seems to have been heard and memorised the first time around - after the 
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first verse, i t is never missed. This shows how patterns played many times 
before can function both as help and as hindrance: when the music leaves 
such patterns, a musician might just not want to accept a certain chord, like 
Bass I did not want to accept the F# chord mentioned above. 

The difficult chord progression means a lot of searching. A good example of 
this is the F#m/C# - G7/D progression in the seventh bar of the verses. By 
comparing this bar when it recurs during the song, it can be seen how Bass I 
is coming close, but how he never gets it quite right. There is quite a lot of 
pausing and listening in the beginning of bars, especially before the Inter
lude. An interesting detail is the Bb chord in the last bar of the verse pro
gression, which Bass I always gets there, not always from the beginning of 
the bar, but before the bar is over. 

During the Introductions, where there is no bass on the model recording, 
Bass I adds fill-ins. 

Bass I mentions both listening for the harmony, mostly the guitar, and for 
the melody. A couple of times during the interview, he sings chord roots 
from the songs, but he also sings melody phrases, e.g. from "Roller Coaster", 
and talks about where (to which chord) such a phrase might lead. 

Finally, Bass I in his interview mentions patterns and formulas that he uses, 
judging the style of a song and using choosing something that will fit. 

Although Bass I plays more notes than Bass F, their strategies seem quite 
similar. I t seems that they, when they are uncertain, listen for which direc
tion the bass is moving in - up or down? - and then make what might be 
called educated guesses about how far up or down, a case in point in "Roller 
Coaster" being Bass I's finding F# by way of G, as mentioned above. When 
such an educated guess comes out wrong, another guess is based on this, un
til either the bass note is found or the chord has gone by - a gradual searching 
for the correct note. An example of this is Bass F's searching for the root of 
the F#m chords in "Roller Coaster." 
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The Formally trained keyboard player 

Always Come Home (CD track 10, transcription p. 336) 
Keyboard F plays this song in a style that would work well with just a piano 
for accompaniment and not a whole band. His left hand plays mainly on the 
first and third beat of every bar, most often using root or f i f th of the chords, 
while his right hand plays on the second and fourth beat, and sometimes 
syncopated, on the fifth eighth of the bar, for instance in the beginning of 
the solo. 

Keyboard F has some problems with the second bar of the verse. In the first 
verse, he tries to stay on G in bar 6, but finds the D in the middle of the bar; 
he then wants to return to G in bar 7, and once again finds the D at the 
third beat. From the second verse on, Keyboard F seems to want to play C 
already in the second bar of the verse progression. This happens in bar 14, 
and also in bar 30, in the third verse, before he finds the D chord in the sec
ond bar of the solo (bar 38); in the one remaining verse, he also plays D7 cor
rectly in bar 54. Thus, the mistake of playing C in the second bar seems to 
stick with him for a while, but from the solo on he gets away from this. 

The C in the sixth bar of the verse is played correctly the first time it occurs, 
in bar 10, and poses no problems after this. Also, the bridge is played with
out problems both times. 

Keyboard F mainly keeps to his basic rhythm figure. The few things he adds 
to the model are a couple of flat fifths in the bass: a Db in bar 41 leading to 
C in the next bar; and an Ab in bar 52, leading to G in bar 53. These chro
matic lead-ins are probably a result of playing lots of jazz and other circle-of-
fifths based songs. 

The keyboard co-assessor writes that Keyboard F "listens for bass notes to 
build chords from." 5 9 While the accompaniment figure that Keyboard F 
plays indeed has bass notes at the first and third beat of every bar - i.e., the 
places where chord changes can be found - I am not certain that Keyboard 
F listens for bass notes: in this kind of basic chord progression, it is equally 
possible that Keyboard F listens for the overall sound of the chords. 

Söker bastoner för att bilda ackord på. 
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You Could Get Lost (CD track 11, transcription p. 340) 
Keyboard F seems to get the E to Em progression in the beginning of the 
verse pretty quickly, and as can be seen from the first four bars of the first 
verse (bars 3 - 6), he would probably have perceived the verse progression 
quite quickly i f it had consisted of a repeating E - Em - A7, C - B. However, 
the variation with D - C#m in the second four bars of the verse seems to 
throw him; as indeed all the other players. Bars 18, 50 and 54 all show him 
wavering between B and D chords; in bar 22, he plays a D correctly on the 
downbeat, but this seems like a coincidence: the possible alternatives for the 
aforementioned bars are D and B chords, and in 22 he happened to choose 
the correct alternative, while he was unlucky in the other cases. 

Another problem is the C - B progression of the verse tag. The first time 
this occurs, Keyboard F plays A and then D bass notes. The second time, in 
bar 24, he tries thirds of A - C# and G - B. In bar 44, he anticipates an Em 
chord (as in the verse progression) at the end of bar 43; the E - G third is 
held for almost all of the bar, until he changes to an A - C# third at the very 
last eighth. In bar 56, he holds a long E chord, once again, to the last eighth, 
where the same A - C# third is played. And in the tag of the song, the last 
12 bars, when this progression is repeated over and over again, he seems to 
decide that the C chord is an Em - in bars 76, 80 and 84, he plays Em chords 
every time. 

Both times the bridge is played, Keyboard F starts out on E chords. In the 
first bridge, he then tries an Em (bar 27) but quickly releases this chord; it's 
possible that he hears the minor quality of the chord, but has no idea of the 
root. He then tries D and C# bass notes and a scale fragment of A - B - C -
D in his right hand. The start of the second bridge is quite similar to this; 
somehow, he seems to want to go to a D or D7 chord here. The rest of the 
bridge sections mainly consist of trying out E chord sounds, and D and B 
bass notes, among quite a lot of pauses. The overall co-assessor notes that 
Keyboard F, in the bridges, shortens his notes to staccatos when they don't 
fit, but leaves them sounding when they are chord tones. Also, the keyboard 
co-assessor writes that Keyboard F in principle stops playing during both 
bridges, instead listening for the harmony. 

I t is interesting that Keyboard F never searches chromatically (or diatoni-
cally) for bass notes, like the bass and guitar players did. When he runs into 
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problems, he instead seems to try a couple of long notes and listen for their 
relation to the sounding chord; see for instance bars 39 - 42. I t is also inter
esting that he plays long B notes in both bars 41 - 42 and 73 - 74, which are 
the two last bars of the first and second bridge. Here, the harmony builds up 
towards returning to a tonic, and some kind of dominant sound (i.e., a B 
chord) would be quite expected; however, the B chord is substituted with G 
and F7. In his interview, Keyboard F talks about "logical" chord progres
sions, in other words cycle of fifths progressions. I t would not be surprising 
i f he listens for a dominant chord in places where this chord could be ex
pected. The keyboard co-assessor also notes that Keyboard F "seems very 
unused to other kind of harmony than the traditional",60 and "has problems 
to leave his well-practised chord changes."61 

Roller Coaster (CD track 12, transcription p. 345) 
Keyboard F's playing in this song is marked by lots of long pauses, Ustening 
for the harmony and trying to understand what is going on. At one point, 
around the downbeat of 44, he slightly moves his upper body forward, con
veying a feeling of "this-is-just-impossible", and when the song is over, he 
looks up, shakes his head and laughs. 

In the intro, Keyboard F graduaUy gets into a rhythmic comping figure, with 
bass notes on beats 1 and 3 of the bars and chords on the second and fourth 
beat, or on the second beat and the sixth and eighth eighth-notes of the bar. 
His playing here, like in the other two songs, would work weU for a piano 
accompaniment without a band - i f the chords were in place. He tries to re
turn to his comping pattern a couple of times, notably in the beginnings of 
choruses, but leaves it quickly when the chord progression is confusing. 

Instead of searching for chords or bass notes, Keyboard F plays many long A 
notes. I t seems that he is Hstening for the relation of the tonic A with the 
chord that is sounding at the moment; and of course, he soon realises that 
the A returns in the beginning of almost every four- or eight bar section. 
However, there are a couple of instances of searching for bass notes, like the 
second bar of the verse: in bar 14, Keyboard F plays a short G and then a 
short F#; in bar 34 he tries E and C#; and in bar 42 he gambles on an F# 

6 0 Verkar vara väldigt ovan vid annan harmonik än den traditionella. 
6 1 Har svårt att gå ifrån sina inlärda ackordsbyten. 
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chord, playing both bass note and a chord in his right hand but interrupting 
himself when he hears that the chord doesn't fit. 

The overall co-assessor notes that the A - F change in the beginning of each 
verse often is interpreted as A - F#: it is correct that the bass moves a third 
downwards, and that there is a mediantic relation between the chords, but 
there are two possibilities for such chords and Keyboard I chooses the 
wrong one. This might of course have to do with Keyboard F's background, 
what he has played and listened to before: in many styles, A to F#m is a very 
common progression, a formula that might possibly influence this interpre
tation. 

In the two A - F# - Bb bars of the choruses, Keyboard F seems to hear a 
falling bass line, but never quite gets it. In bars 69 and 70, he tries the 
chords A - G - F - E, closely related to Am - G - F - E, which of course is a 
staple of rock harmony, found for instance in 1960's songs like Del Shan
non's "Runaway" and the Ventures "Walk, Don't Run." Here, the keyboard 
co-assessor writes that "As a last resort, to be able to play anything at all, 
Keyboard F tries to follow the melody with single notes."62 The keyboard 
co-assessor suggests that Keyboard F here is "frustrated and hampered."63 

Four bars earlier, he actually plays a couple of F# bass notes, but gets con
fused by the Bb chord and doesn't try F# again. 

There are a couple of other chords that are tantalisingly close, like the D - C 
in bars 67 and 75, but most of the progression remains a mystery for Key
board F. As can be seen in the interview, he seems to have a clear definition 
of "logical" harmony, and it could be said that his playing in this "illogical" 
song consists of attempts to find something known, something that he can 
relate to - but when the beginning of every four-bar section throws him, he 
gives up and resorts to playing long bass notes or just listening. 

The Interview 
In the interview, Keyboard F several times talks about the inherent logic in 
chord progressions. He says about "Always Come Home" that 

6 2 Som en sista utväg, för att över huvud taget spela något, försöker Keyboard F följa melodin med en ton i 
taget. 
6 3 Frustrerad och hämmad. 
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I t has a logical... is logically put together with three chords that are 
logically placed in relation to each other. The chords go the right way, 
so to speak.63 

He feels "You Could Get Lost" to be more complicated: 

It's these steps from A to C (e.g. bar j) before going to the dominant 
chord again, they feel a little odd. Then it falls from A7 to D, which is a 
pretty logical progression, but then i t goes straight back to E again... 
One felt that this could begin a progression of fifths, but... 

He also feels "Roller Coaster" to be "total gibberish",64 and when asked what 
kind of style this song sounds like, he says 

I f I were to say who might have composed this tune i f i t had been a real 
tune, so to speak, it might possibly have been some garage band that 
didn't know too much about music theory, and they have put together 
something that they feel sounds nice and use that, against all rules.65 

Speaking about learning to play by ear, he says: 

I think one worked a lot by trial and error, and then one started seeing 
a pattern in how songs were put together, and it kind of became... One 
saw a pattern, I think, that one uses in some smart way.66 

He also says that it is easy to play songs that work within these patterns or 
formulas, but hard to play songs that don't: 

Interviewer: Does this mean that songs in these patterns are easy to 
play? 

Keyboard F : Yes... 

3 Den har en logisk... ett logiskt upplägg med tre ackord som är logiskt placerade för varandra liksom. De 
leder till rätt, så att säga. 
4 4 "En enda sörja". 
6 5 Om jag skulle kunna tänka vem som gjort den här låten om den nu skulle ha funnits på riktigt så säga, så 
kanske det hade varit något källarband som inte vet så mycket om musikteori och att de har vävt ihop nå
got som de tycker låter festligt och så kör de det, mot alla regler. 

Jag tror man provade sig fram väldigt mycket och sedan såg man ett mönster i hur låtar i allmänhet var 
uppbyggda och att det blev liksom... Man fick en bank av mönster, tror jag som man hanterar på något 
fiffigt sätt. 
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Interviewer: ...but i f it goes outside, like the last song... 

Keyboard F : Right, that's exactly i t . 6 7 

He explains the logical patterns this way: 

Well, the logical pattern, meaning that the tonic will often go to the 
dominant or the subdominant, which is what you're kind of prepared 
for. That it goes somewhere, and i f it's one direction, well, then you 
have an... assumption that the other direction soon will come, or that 
there is some kind of interplay between the subdominant and dominant 
in relation to the tonic.6 8 

The above is verified in the transcriptions of Keyboard F's playing. While he 
pretty soon gets into the chord progression of "Always Come Home", he has 
more difficulties with "You Could Get Lost" and is silent for much of 
"Roller Coaster". He also mentions, speaking about "You Could Get Lost", 
that 

It's when you fall behind like this, 6 9 then it's hard to find your way in 
again. Then it's twice as hard, so to speak. You kind of have no idea 
about where in the key you are, so to speak, where you are going or 
where... I t seems like one big quagmire, you know.70 

In relation to this song, he mentions the problems with keys: 

Then it's the fact that one maybe doesn't play too much in E major, so 
that this is a typical guitar key. You might find it a little harder to feel 
at home in E major than for instance in F, i f you're a keyboard player. I 

7 Intervjuaren: Innebär det då att när det går i de mönstren så är det lätt att spela... 
Keyboard F: Mm. 
Intervjuaren: ...men om det går utanför som den här sista låten.... 
Keyboard F: Just precis, det är alldeles riktigt. 

Ja, det logiska mönstret alltså att ofta går tonikan antingen till dominanten eller till subdominant, det är 
det man liksom är beredd på. Att den går någonstans och är det den ena riktningen, ja, då har man fatt ett... 
antagande om att den andra riktningen kommer snart kanske eller att det finns någon sorts samspel mellan 
subdominant och dominant i förhållande till tonika. 
6 9 This was said after stopping the tape in bar 39 of the song. 
7 0 Det är när man kommer pa efterkälken så här då är det svårt att hitta in igen. Då blir det liksom dubbelt 
jobbigt. Man har liksom ingen pejl på var i tonarten så att säga, man befinner sig, vart man är på väg eller 
vart... Det verkar bli ett enda gungfly, va. 
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do think so. I t might have been a little easier i f the song had been in F. 
I think so.71 

When asked what he listens for in the chord progression, Keyboard F says: 

I guess I tried to listen a little for the bass, to find the bass line. I guess 
that was something I tried to find, to possibly understand the idea.72 

Summary 
Keyboard F seems to play somewhat like i f he was a solo piano player, using 
both hands and playing accompaniment figures that would work without the 
band. This is most evident in "Always Come Home", where a comping pat
tern in both hands can be discerned throughout almost the entire song. In 
"You Could Get Lost", there is a hint of a similar comping pattern in bars 15 
-16, but the problems of recognising the chords make i t hard to get into the 
pattern. In "Roller Coaster", the first four bars also show a germ to a pattern 
very similar to the one used in "Always Come Home", before the chord pro
gression begins. In other words, Keyboard F plays (or in "You Could Get 
Lost" and "Roller Coaster", tries to play) basic chords and comping figures. 

Keyboard F doesn't make many mistakes in "Always Come Home", but mis
takes made in the first and second verse are repeated later in the song: trying 
to return to G one bar early, in the third bar of the verse progression, which 
is first done in bar 7 and the repeated in bars 15 and 31; and going to C in
stead of D7 in the second bar (this, after hearing the C7 chord in the sixth 
bar of the progression). This is done first in bar 18 and then repeated in 30. 

I n "You Could Get Lost" and "Roller Coaster", a similar pattern can be 
seen. Thus, in "You Could Get Lost", the E major chord changing to E mi
nor during the two first bars of the verse is found a little late in bar 4 of the 
song, but after this, the major to minor progression is played every time. A 
couple of other repeats in this song are the D and C notes in the second and 
third bars of the bridge, and the E - G third, followed by A - C#, that is 
first played in bar 44 and then - with small variations - repeated in 56 and 
75. In "Roller Coaster", although Keyboard F doesn't play too much, the 

7 1 Sedan är det ju det att man kanske inte spelar så mycket i E-dur heller, så att det är en typisk gitarrtonart. 
Man har Ute svårare kanske för att känna sig hemma i E-dur än man är i F, t ex som keyboardist. Det tror 
jag nog. Det hade nog kanske varit något lättare om det hade gått i F-dur. Det tror jag. 
7 2 Jag försökte nog lyssna lite grand efter basen, att hitta baslinjen. ... Det var nog nan sådan linje jag försök
te hitta då för att möjligen kunna förstå upplägget. 
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tendency of playing A during the D chords might be mentioned (e.g., bars 9, 

17, 23> 37)-

In other words, Keyboard F tends to repeat things that he has played once 
in the song when the same progression returns later in the song. In cases 
when he is playing the correct chords, like the E to Em in "You Could Get 
Lost", this might be regarded as instant learning, remembering what he has 
done before, but in cases where what he did was wrong, like returning to G 
one bar early in the verse of "Always Come Home", it is harder to explain. 
Possibly, one might see this as instant learning, too, which would mean that 
mistakes can be learnt as quickly as what is correct. 

Keyboard F's age and background, together with his own comments about 
what is logical in a chord progression, help explain why "You Could Get 
Lost" and "Roller Coaster" seem especially difficult for him. Also, his laid-
back style of playing in "Always Come Home", together with the b$ substi
tutes in this song and his comment about E major being a typical guitar key, 
show that rock music is not really his forte, at least not modern rock: he is 
more at home in circle of fifths-based jazz and popular music harmony. 
Again, patterns that are well-known to a player function as a help - but can 
be more of a hindrance i f the music leaves such patterns. 
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The Informally trained keyboard player 

Always Come Home (CD track 13, transcription p. 350) 
Keyboard I misses the D chord in the second bar of the first verse, playing 
C instead of D before quickly correcting. He also moves back too quickly to 
G in the third verse (bar 31); plays D bass notes, although with a Co chord in 
his right hand, on the C chord in bar 34; once again moves too soon back to 
G from D7 in bar 39; and has some problems in the tag of the song, which is, 
of course, quite unpredictable. 

Apart from these mistakes, Keyboard I seems to get the chord progression 
quite right. In some instances, however, i t is not really easy to say i f he has 
perceived the chords correctly. This depends on, firstly, the fact that he 
doesn't play too much to his left hand; and secondly, the fact that he plays 
quite a lot of fill-in licks. In a place like bar 54, where the left hand pauses 
while the right hand is doing a bluesy lick, one might surmise from his 
choice of notes that he at first believes the harmony to be G (playing a G 
note on the downbeat), and then plays a D lick (using the minor and major 
thirds, along with the minor seventh), before believing (wrongly) that the 
next bar is a G chord (he circles the B note at the downbeat of 55 - the third 
of the G chord - with C and A# at the end of 54). Such speculation must 
however remain speculation - his ending this phrase on a B, for instance, 
might have other explanations than believing that a G chord is coming up. 

While Keyboard F kept bass notes going throughout this song, playing in a 
style that would function as accompaniment without the rest of the band, 
Keyboard I plays quite sparsely; he adds his licks to the recording instead of 
playing basic chords. A similar relationship might be found between Guitar 
F and Guitar I's playing in this song - Guitar I playing basic rhythm figures, 
and Guitar F going for adding many fill-ins and soloistic licks to the model 
recording. 

The keyboard co-assessor notes that Keyboard I in this song doesn't think 
about a working piano accompaniment, but more in the vein of "synth brass 
phrases and some Hammond organ."74 The keyboard co-assessor believes 
that Keyboard I wants to have a central role in the band, and even "shows 
o f f a couple of times, notably in his ending lick. 

Brassffaser och en del hammondorgel. 
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You Could Get Lost (CD track 14, transcription p. 354) 
Keyboard I plays very little with his left hand on this song. The first thing 
he plays is a fourth of B - F# against the E major chord, thus creating an 
addo sound, and in the rest of the song, he keeps wanting to add licks and 
embellishments. He comments on this in his interview, laconically saying 
that avoiding left-hand playing is an "organ problem",75 and that the difficult 
chord progression made him search from the vocal melody. I t is not hard to 
hear instances where he either tries to imitate the vocal melody or play 
against it in a kind of call-and-response pattern, like in bar 37. 

This means that Keyboard I actually doesn't play chords very often in this 
song. Instead, he keeps playing licks and figures - sometimes with relation 
to the melody, sometimes fill-in licks, and sometimes more or less just 
scales. Like Keyboard F, he doesn't search for bass notes or roots of chords 
like the bass and guitar players did; avoiding his left hand, he might instead 
play a scalar figure, trying somehow to find the tonality, as in bars 63 - 64. 

Another interesting feature of Keyboard I's playing is that he often repeats 
the tones B and E, as fourths (e.g. bars 31 - 34) or fifths (e.g. bars 39 - 41). He 
might play licks around these tones, as in 31 - 32, but returns consistently to 
them. This might be either a way of keeping the tonic sound in his head, 
listening for the relation of the chord now sounding to the tonic, or, as 
stated on page 169, it might be a way of embellishing the music - discover
ing that E and B notes work quite well against almost all of the chords in the 
song, and playing these sounds as extensions of the chord. 

I t is possible that Keyboard I , having no formal schooling, plays more 
"without thinking" than some of the other subjects did. A case in point 
might be bars 81 - 82, where he plays one of his few straight chords during 
this song, an A major triad. When the A changes to Am, he doesn't play an 
Am chord, but instead a bluesy lick leading back to the E chord; possibly just 
letting himself go, trusting his body to play something that will work, with
out thinking about what chord may be sounding right here. 

7 5 He uses the Swedish word "orgelskada", which might also be translated as "organ damage"; what he me
ans is that playing organ in bands lias made him used to not using his left hand that much. 
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Roller Coaster (CD track 15, transcription p. 359) 
Keyboard I solves the problems of this songs in two ways. One is to use an A 
note in a steady rhythm, often mixed with other tones, and the other is 
searching with single notes. 

The use of A notes is begun already in the intro. Here, Keyboard I uses an 
Aaddo sound in quarters. After some experimenting in the first verse, an A -
B dyad in quarters is played for four straight bars in the second verse, from 
bar 13 onwards. This dyad gives Aaddc), F+11, Bmy and F#mn extensions, 
which work quite well, a way of "faking" that is also commented in the in
terview. The keyboard co-assessor notes that this kind of playing might 
work as a synth part. In bars 17 - 20 Keyboard I tries the A with other 
notes. After some trouble in 17 - 18, he resorts to a single A in bars 19 and 
20. In the choruses, Keyboard I uses an A note in eighth-note rhythms: A in 
octaves in the first chorus and A combined with other tones in later cho
ruses. The A octaves in the first chorus clash quite harshly with the chord 
progression, and it seems that Keyboard F gets closer to something work
able towards the end of the song, especially from bar 73 and onwards. 

Examples of searching with single notes can be found in for instance bars 8 -
11, 33 - 39, 45 - 48, and 57 - 64; in other words, most of the verses and the 
entire Interlude. This searching doesn't seem to work too well. Although 
Keyboard I gradually comes closer to the F chord in the second verse - ar-
peggiated in bar 42 - much of the searching doesn't really lead anywhere. A 
case in point is bars 35 - 39, where Keyboard I time and time again corrects 
left-hand notes a half-tone upwards or downwards, landing on notes that 
more or less work against the chords but not really getting any idea about 
the progression: in the next verse, he tries in the same way without getting 
much closer, ending up on mostly A notes again in bars 46 - 48. 

Sometimes, Keyboard I plays soloistic licks even in this song. The figure in 
bars 9 - 10, for instance, might be considered a kind of fill, but the most ob
vious example is the Interlude. After trying sustained A and E notes a cou
ple and times, Keyboard I plays a long and rambling triplet f i l l during bars 62 
- 64, beginning on E minor pentatonic, moving on to A minor pentatonic 
and ending up on a whole-tone scale from C in bar 64. This quick phrase 
almost seems like a joke: since the chords are so weird, why not add some
thing even weirder? - something also noted by the keyboard co-assessor. Fi-
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nally, the arpeggiated Aadd9 during the last four bars of the song also might 
be seen as a kind of fill-in. 

Compared to Keyboard F, Keyboard I keeps playing quite a lot more on this 
song. Even when Keyboard I has no idea of the harmony, as in the first cho
rus, he keeps his A notes going, listening for their relation to the chord pro
gression. As mentioned above, this seems to work at least in part in the cho
ruses, while his searching in the verses is less successful. 

The Interview 
Keyboard I's first comment in the interview has to do with the problem of 
playing a song while hearing it for the first time: 

It's hard to sit down and... play, like that, especially i f you haven't heard 
anything... The first thing would be to listen before you sit down to play. 
I t feels strange in that way. ... I mean, when you've heard a complete 
song, the song gets another kind of wholeness, otherwise it's just chords 
all the time. They just change, and there is always a vocal melody and 
there is an arrangement and there is a guitar playing like this and that, 
well, and so on.75 

He did remember the chords of "Always Come Home", saying: 

The verses were G, D, G, let me think, G, D, G, C and then a quick 
change G, D, back to G. I f I remember right, the chorus was in C.7<5 

He comments on his changing back to G to soon in bar 39 (see p. 159 above), 
saying that " I was on my way back to G".7 7 He also talks about faking in a 
blues style: 

"When you realise that it's a blues tune, things come... I start playing, 
and i t was pretty obvious, well, then all the licks you have in your head 
to this music come out, and it's bloody... or it's also a good way to hide 

7 5 Det är knepigt och sätta sig och... spela sådär, speciellt om man inte hört någonting... Det första är ju att 
lyssna innan man sätter sig och spelar. Så det känns konstigt. ... Jag menar när man har hört en hel låt, då får 
ju låten en annan helhet annars är det bara ackord hela tiden. Det byts ju bara och så finns det ju alltid en 
sångmelodi och så sedan finns det ju ett arrangemang och det finns en gitarr som spelar på si och så och, ja 
sådär. 
7 6 Verserna gick G, D, G, vänta nu, G, D, G, C och så snabbt byte G, D, tillbaks till G. Om jag inte minns 
fel så gick refrängen i C. 
7 7 Jag var på väg tillbaks till G. 
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that you don't really know the song, you kind of have a few licks that 
you can play over most of the changes. So it's just a matter of faking i t . 7 8 

Regarding "You Could Get Lost", Keyboard I laughs and says that his main 
memory of this is "searching, searching":79 

I guess it was a little more comfortable than... no, the two last songs 
were pretty alike, but it was hard, really. You couldn't hear at once 
what to do. That's how it felt. And a little of a conflict to sit... when 
you don't... when you hear a track like that, to play to it with no idea. I t 
feels like ruining the song.80 

The first song is very simple to catch on to, because it's one of those, 
play it, anyone can play (laughs), that's how it felt. This one is a little... 
there is a little more thought behind this song, I mean the chord pro
gression and all that, so I felt it was hard to get into... Partly just finding 
the right notes, what they were, and then the overall feel of the song is 
pretty odd. So it's hard to... well, maybe, relate... You need to listen to 
this song a couple of times, I feel. 1 

When asked why he was smiling in bar 20, Keyboard I says: 

Probably because I couldn't find a... I couldn't find my way in at all. 
Well, it isn't the normal kind of chord progression for me and no, I 
guess I was only smiling because i t was hard. Hard to hear exactly 
what... you can hear that the chord progression is pretty mixed up, but 
it's hard to hear exactly what was the idea and... how to... exactly which 
chords were used. Plus, I don't play especially well here. I t was pretty 
funny. 2 

7 8 När man snappar att det handlar om en blues så då kommer ju... då börjar jag lira och det märktes ganska 
tydligt, ja då kommer alla de här fraserna man har i huvudet till just den musiken och det är ju jävligt... eller 
det är ett bra sätt att också maskera att man egentligen inte vet hur låten går, men man så att säga har en 
del fraser man kan spela över de flesta ackordsbytena i alla fall. Så det är bara att mörka. 
7 9 Leta, leta. 
8 0 Den var väl lite bekvämare än... nej, de var ganska lika de två sista, men det var knöligt, det var det. Inte 
så där på en gång att man hör vad man skall göra. Så kändes det. Och en konflikt Ute granna att sitta... just 
när man inte... när man hör ett sådant spår, sitta och spela till och man har ingen aning. Det känns som att 
förstöra. 
8 1 Första låten är ju väldigt enkel att halka med, för det är en sådan där spela, vem som helst får spela, 
(skratt) känns det. Det här är ju Ute... det är mer tanke bakom den här låten, aUtså rent ackordföljden och 
aUt det där, så jag tyckte det var svårt att komma in i... Dels att hitta exakt tonmässigt bara, vad det är för 
något, sedan överhuvudtaget känslan i låten är rätt speciell. Så att det är svårt att... ja, relatera, kanske... 
Den behöver man lyssna några gånger på, känns det som. 
8 2 FörmodUgen för jag hittar ingen... jag hittar inte in överhuvudtaget. Ja, det är ju inte den normala ackord
följden aUtså för min del och nej, jag log nog bara för att det var knöligt. Svårt att höra exakt vad det är 
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While watching Keyboard I playing the songs, I got the impression that he 
was often playing scale figures, adjusting notes until finding the right tonal
ity, and then starting to build chords. Listening to the tapes, this was not as 
prominent as I had thought, but a couple of examples are bars 23 - 24 and 30 
- 31 of "You Could Get Lost". Asked about this, compared to the guitar 
players, who used a strategy of finding the bass note and building the chord 
from this, Keyboard I says: 

Well, that might be right, you know... I 'm also hooked to the root. 
That is usually the first, but i t really doesn't help in this song, because 
the root really only has to do with the first chord, then you're lost, i t 
feels like. So, yeah. I might be searching more from the vocal melody, 
and it became much easier when the guitar was playing the melody.83 

Then I started hearing more of the chordal relations, when you hear 
that i t suddenly goes to minor and well, or all these changes. Yes, i t 
might be true that it isn't... that it's more of melody searching.84 

He expounds on this later, answering a general question about how he lis
tens for chords: 

I just try to... something that I feel, that I usually look for, must be that 
a song always uses to... Well, i t feels like every song has a chord, you 
know, there is a scheme for moving, or there is... a collection of notes, 
that every song is built on, and I guess that's all I 'm trying to find. 
There is, every song has its progression. In these two last songs, or 
mainly the last one, it had a lot of different notes, that it's built around, 
which makes it hard for me to hear what's going on. But the first song, 
for instance, it's like... well, it's an ordinary three-chord song, so to 
speak. So it's pretty easy to hear, but I guess, well, everything together 
becomes some kind of... I mean, of course there is a root, but you also 
have so to speak the C and D chords in there, and then you know ex-

för... man hör att det är blandat rätt friskt i harmonierna, men det är svårt att höra exakt vad som är tänkt 
och ja... hur man... vad det är exakt för ackord. Plus att jag spelar ju inte speciellt bra heller. Det var rätt 
skoj. 
8 3 I.e., during the solo. 
8 4 Ja, det kan ju stämma, alltså... jag har också snöat in på grundton. Det brukar vara det första, men det är 
jag som inte riktigt hjälpt (av) i den här låten, för att grundtonen har i stort sett bara med första ackordet 
att göra alltså, sedan är man skev känns det som. Så att i och för sig. Jag kanske letar mera utifrån sångme
lodi och det blev mycket enklare när gitarren spelade melodin. Då började jag höra Ute mer vad det är för 
samband ackordsmässigt, när man hör att det helt plötsligt blir moll och ja, eller de här förändringarna. Ja 
det kan stämma att det är inte...det är lite mer melodisökning. 
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actly which notes to play and which to... to leave out. It's a combina
tion of all this. Well, there's nothing specific that I listen for. 8 5 

About "Roller Coaster", Keyboard I mainly laughs, saying things like "there 
wasn't much logic there",86 "I'm not finding anything, you know",87 and "I t 
was hard. I t was very hard."88 He does, however, say that 

I found something you can play in the verses, those two notes,89 just 
because it's up tempo and pretty pounding. I have no idea about what 
chord it is, so you have to be some kind of effect instrument!90 

Speaking of ear playing in general, and of his own learning, Keyboard I feels 
that one learns by wanting to play what one hears; he mentions "being his 
own jukebox."91 

I guess one has always wanted to copy things, to get better, and you 
play and simply sit copying.92 

Finally, he feels that when learning songs to copy them with a band, it's 
more important to catch the feel, to catch the sound,93 than to write out the 
song in detail.94 

Summary 
Being 26 years younger than Keyboard F, and having played rock more than 
jazz or dance music, Keyboard I seems more at home in a rock style; but 
still, he talks about "logic" in chord progressions, and he doesn't seem to 

Jag försöker bara... någonting som jag känner som jag brukar leta efter det är väl att en låt brukar alltid... 
Ja, det känns som att varje låt nar ett ackord, alltså det finns ett rörelseschema eller det finns... en samling 
toner som en låt är byggd på och det är väl bara det jag försöker hitta alltså. Det finns, varje låt har sin run
da. I de här två sista låtarna, eller framför allt den sista hade en uppsjö av olika toner som man har byggt det 
kring, vilket gör det svårt för mig att höra vad det är. Men, t ex den första låten den är som... ja, det är ju en 
vanlig treackordare om man säger. Så den är ganska enkel att höra, men det är nog, alltså allting sammanta
get blir någon slags... Alltså, naturligtvis, det finns en grundton, men det finns ju även så att säga både C:et 
och D:et inbakat i det där, och då vet man precis vilka toner som man skall trycka ner och vilka som man 
lämnar åt... lämnar därhän. Det är en kombination av alltihop. Ja, inget specifikt som jag lyssnar efter. 

Där fanns inte mycket logik. 
7 Jag hittar ingenting, alltså. 
Det var svårt. Det var väldigt svårt. 

8 9 i.e. A and B in bars 13 -16. 
9° Jag hittade en grej man kan lira på verserna, de där två tonerna, bara för att det är up tempo och det är 
ganska stötigt. Jag har ingen aning om vad det är för ackord, så då får man bli någon slags effektinstrument! 

9 2 Man har väl alltid strävat efter att kopiera saker, bli duktig och så spela och så sitter man väl och tar ut 
helt enkelt. 
9 3 Att fånga känslan, fånga ljudet. 
9 4 Att skriva ut låten till punkt och pricka. 

s M i n jukebox. 
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learn or hear more of the progressions in "You Could Get Lost" and "Roller 
Coaster" than Keyboard F did. The quote on p. 164 - "Well, it feels like 
every song has a chord, you know, there is a scheme for moving, or there is... 
a collection of notes, that every song is built on, and I guess that's all I 'm 
trying to find" - is interesting: here, it feels almost as i f Keyboard I is trying 
to find words for what Keyboard F easily explains, using tools from his for
mal music education. Of course, the inherent rules that they both seem to 
find in chord progressions might not be the same for both, depending on 
what styles they have listened to and played. 

There is, however, a big difference in approach: Keyboard F seems more in
tent on finding the chords, or showing that he hears or understands the 
chord progressions, while Keyboard I rather adds to the recording by play
ing fill-ins or figures like the two-tone chord in bars 13 - 17 of "Roller 
Coaster". 

Listening to Keyboard I playing the tunes, I thought this to be a result of 
him not being formally educated: in other words, that he did not interpret 
the instructions in a literal way, but purposefully played to add something to 
the recording. However, what he says during the interview shows another 
interpretation, namely that he is simply faking - or at least, that he considers 
what he himself did to be faking. He does this by using blues licks that he 
knows will fit over the chords (see the quote on p. 162), or by finding a cou
ple of notes that work all the way through a part of the song (quote on p. 

165). 

Also, in "You Could Get Lost", it seems like Keyboard I tries to find certain 
series of notes that fit in different places; the B and E two note chord, used 
many times during the song, is one example, but also the E - F# - G - D 
licks from bars 13, 26, 42, 48 - 49, and 82. By playing these and similar figures 
in his laid-back way, he can simultaneously try out the tonality and add 
something to the recording: playing fills instead of searching the exact chord 
in the model song. Hopefully, the next time the same chord progression re
turns, he will have understood more of it, and this strategy also gives the ad
vantage that he will not have to sit and listen quietly during the first run-
through. 
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This is a strategy that will no doubt well in many standard rock songs, as it 
did here in "Always Come Home." However, "You Could Get Lost" and 
"Roller Coaster" break too many conventions of harmony for the strategy to 
work well, at least in this constructed situation. 

One last thing that may be mentioned is Keyboard I's possible strategy of 
playing scales, trying to find a tonality, and then building chords from this. 
He says in the interview that he tends to search the bass note or root first 
(quote p. 164), but this is not evident in his playing. Of course, it is possible 
that the scale playing is in part a result of the "faking" strategy mentioned 
above. 
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The Formally trained guitar player 

Always Come Home (CD track 16, transcription p. 364) 
Guitar F starts out by playing a basic "boogie" rhythm figure during bars 2 
and 3, but soon starts varying this with different fill-in licks. In his interview, 
he talks about wanting to add to the songs, and from his playing on "Always 
Come Home", one gets a clear impression that he would have played much 
more of the chords correctly - i f he hadn't gone so much for fills and licks, 
that sometimes throw him off course. Examples of this happening are for 
instance bar 12, with some confusion on the D chord; bars 14 - 15, where a 
fill happens to end up in the wrong key; and bar 38, where his long stretch of 
G fifth chords leads to a short confusion on the D7 chord. 

The fills he plays can often be said to be in the style of Jimi Hendrix,9 6 as 
clearly exemplified by Hendrix' playing on the ballad "Little Wing": for in
stance, playing around a triad on the B, G and D strings, which is barred 
with the index finger, while the other fingers of the left (fretting) hand are 
used for pentatonic figures around the chord. This can be heard and seen for 
example in bars 21 - 22, on a C chord; bar 31, on a D; bars 49 - 50 on C; and 
bars 51 - 52, on a D. Guitar F also likes to vary a triad with 6 t h and 4 t h exten
sions, like in bar 18, on C, and bar 32, on G. Another staple of his playing 
here is added ninths. This begins in bar 25, a C chord of the first bridge, and 
can be found again in 27, on D, and in 44, on G, as well as in 45 - 46 and 58, 
on C chords. 

The misses are quickly corrected and seem, as stated above, to depend more 
on his trying to play flashy licks than on problems with the chord progres
sion. He does, however, land on the wrong chord in bar 19, hinting at a D 
chord where the model has G, and he also skates over two D chords in bars 
60 and 61, although this might depend more on getting into his licks than on 
misinterpreting the chord progression. While several of the other players 
have problems with the C chord in the sixth bar of the verse, Guitar F seems 
to anticipate this, playing C on the downbeat of this bar in the first verse 
and never missing it later in the song. 

The guitar co-assessor notes that the C add9 chord used in the bridges 
doesn't feel right in the style of the song. This is also noted by the overall 

Jimi Hendrix (1942-70) was an American rock guitar player and is still very influential. 
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co-assessor, who feels that the add9 chords and Guitar F's overall playing 
give the song a certain country flavour. 

The guitar co-assessor believes that Guitar F is starting to play a solo of his 
own in bar 37. This is possible, although I myself do not get this feeling - to 
me, the repeated triplets in bars 37 - 38 seem to be just another result of 
Guitar F's fondness for playing fill-ins. 

You Could Get Lost (CD track 17, transcription p. 366) 
Guitar F's playing in this song is marked by two main features: his use of 
open strings; and his use of f if th chords. 

As stated on page 90 of the "Studies in Rock Harmony" chapter, the use of 
open strings as extension notes of chords has been a prominent feature of 
rock guitar at least since the beginning of the 1980s. I n a song like "You 
Could Get Lost", the whole verse and verse tag section could easily be ar
ranged using the open B and E strings of a guitar, thus creating A9, Cmaj7, 
Bsus, D6/9, C#mj, Aadd9 and Amadd9 chords, respectively.97 I t seems that 
Guitar F uses the open B and E sounds mainly when he is more or less sure 
about the chord progression: he leaves the open strings for instance in bars 
12, 24, 56, 76 - in other words, the C - B progression of the verse tag - where 
he searches for the harmony using f i f th chords. When he begins to under
stand this same progression, in bars 80 and 84, he soon puts the open strings 
back in again, as a kind of embellishment. 

The f i f t h chords seem to be used mostly when searching for the harmony, as 
in the aforementioned bars and also the D - C#m bars (eighth bar of the 
verse sections) and quite often in the bridges: most notably bars 31 - 35, 41 -
42, and 72 - 74. The f i f th chords are a kind of middle ground between play
ing full chords and searching for the harmony just with bass notes - using 
fifths is an acceptable way of playing chords. Examples of just using bass 
notes can be found for instance in bars 12, 28,39, and 63. 

W i t h the above in mind, Guitar F's playing through this song can be de
scribed as follows: He starts out using a thirdless E chord in the seventh po
sition. This chord is arpeggiated, just using root and f i f th , until Guitar F 

9 7 The open B and E strings could be used for most of the chords in the bridge, too; in fact, only a few 
chords, Hke the Ab/C and C#/E would clash badly with E and B notes. 
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perceives the minor chord in bar 4. Still using the open B and E strings, he 
makes it through almost all of the first verse, until stumbling on the D -
C#m in bar 8. This stumbling leads to uncertainty during the verse tag. 

The second verse is rather like the first, although guitar F uses more thirds 
on the E chords, and the tag consists mainly of searching using fifth chords. 

Much of the first bridge consists of searching with fifths. A t a couple of 
places, however, Guitar F perceives a chord in time to play an embellish
ment: the F#mn in bar 29, and also the F#m in bar 37. In the tag after the 
first bridge, he plays the E correctly in bar 43 and stumbles on C - B in 44; 
then, the A and Am chords are pretty much there. 

In the verse progression of the solo, the E and Em chords now become more 
and more safe and are embellished in different ways. He also seems to begin 
to perceive the C in bar 49, although interpreting i t as an A minor. The C 
and B of bar 57 are searched for with fifths, and in bar 58, the little lick he 
plays implies that he believes the harmony to be A minor - as i t was twelve 
bars earlier. 

The second bridge means more searching with fifths, and embellishments 
when he has time to get these in, as in bars 68-70. And in the last twelve 
bars of the song, the repeated verse tag is finally played correctly. He finally 
almost, but not quite, finds the unpredictable C chord in bar 85. 

The embellishments with open strings point to what Guitar F would have 
liked to play on this song, i f he had known the chord progression better. A 
last point of interest is that the C# and F# major chords of the bridge are 
never played - the embellishments he plays here depend on his believing 
that the minor chords will last for two bars, as they did in the beginning of 
the bridges. 

Roller Coaster (CD track 18, transcription p. 368) 
In this song, almost all attempts to play fill-ins, embellishments or extended 
chords are absent in Guitar F's playing. There are only four instances that 
could be seen as attempts to embellish the music: the G# notes in the first 
bar of the first verse; the A - B figure in bar 13; the added F notes in bar 29; 
and the added F in the outro. The G# notes are with all certainty a techni-
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cal mistake, a finger placed on the wrong fret or in the wrong position on 
the fret - the sound is muffled and muddy. The A - B in bar 13 sounds like 
an attempt to colour the chord with an added ninth, an attempt that is 
quickly abandoned because of the quick chord changes. 

The F notes are interesting. The model recording has a figure with added 
ninth (B) alternating with the third of the A chord (C#; see transcription on 
page 304). Such figures are accomplished by lifting and pressing down one 
finger in an A major chord, and have been a staple of rock guitar playing 
since at least the 1960's; one example is The Searchers' "Needles and Pins" 
(1964). Guitar F does not perceive this well-known figure, but believes it to 
be an alternation between the notes E and F - the fifth and sharp fifth of an 
A chord. Thus, he plays E to F in varying rhythms during the second and 
third intros, without seemingly reacting - and even in the interview, he talks 
about "the A to A sharp fifth thing" in the intro, until asked about it, when 
he listens to the sound on the videotape and says " I don't hear too well right 
now... Now I can't hear the sharp fifth!" Although figures with the added 
ninth and third of this kind are so well-known, it seems that Guitar F's ini
tial mistake somehow is immediately fixed into a firm belief: he has to listen 
closely to the recording to overcome his prejudice. 

Apart from these four instances, the rest of Guitar F's playing on this song 
can be described in one sentence: he is searching with fifth chords, and 
sometimes even with single bass notes. Most of the bars are filled with fifth 
chords, running up and down the fretboard, trying to find something that 
will fit; but sometimes he resorts to single notes, just trying to find a (bass) 
note that sounds right. In quite a few places, like bars 13 - 14, the chords or 
single notes are interspersed with muted strings, resulting in a muffled 
sound without pitch but keeping the rhythm going - another way of making 
sound when uncertain about what to play. 

I t can be heard and seen that Guitar F quite often finds a chord in a short 
time. Bars 23 and 37 are examples of this. In both these places, Guitar F 
plays a couple of fifth chords and quickly adjusts up or down until he finds 
the right sound. He does not, however, seem to learn very much of the pro
gression during the song. Instead, when a progression like the D - C chords 
returns in different verses, i t seems that he is starting from scratch every 
time. This probably means that he never really gets a grip of the form of the 
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song: throughout the song, he is working on a micro or detail level, where 
almost every new chord seems surprising and without relation to anything 
that will happen before. 

A few things are learned, though; first of all, the A - F in the beginning of 
the verses, and almost, but not quite, also the Bm chord (of course played as 
B5) in the third bar of the verse progression. One reason that the real prob
lems begin in the F#nv7b5 bars might be that this chord, having a flat f if th, 
doesn't f i t in with the standardised fifths that Guitar F plays so often. The 
fifths also mean problems in the Interlude, with its A/Bb and other complex 
chords; here, after a while, Guitar F settles for a tritone of E/Bb, which he 
plays for almost two bars. 

The Bb in the last bar of the verse is also found every time, interestingly al
ways on the fourth eighth of the bar. Here, the chord in itself seems to be 
remembered - which might be explained by the very fact that Bb is not a 
very common chord in the key of A - but Guitar F doesn't seem to remem
ber where in the progression the chord comes: Thus taken by surprise every 
time, Guitar F then remembers - "oh, it's the Bb again" and quickly plays 
the chord. 

The choruses show a picture similar to the verses, in that Guitar F is close to 
perceiving the first two bars, but from the third bar on he searches in differ
ent ways every time. The F#m in the last two bars of the chorus is found 
every time - sounding for two whole bars - although Guitar F makes a 
strange excursion at the end of the last chorus, leaving the F# for C and C# 
fifth sounds. 

I t is also worth mentioning that the F#m/C# and G7/D chords, using the 
fifths, seem to be interpreted as C# and D chords. Every time this progres
sion occurs, Guitar F plays a D fifth at the end of the bar; except the first 
time, in bar 11, where he plays a D octave. 

The Interview 
About "Always Come Home", Guitar F says: 

I hear that it's a variation of a blues that has kind of a little... an ordi
nary rock song. You have that safety, that i f something happens you 
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won't be completely off. I guess you are... you're enough sure about this 
harmony to find your way wherever the song goes, you know. You have 
the basic security, so to speak.98 

He says that in a song like this, a key change wouldn't be any problem, while 
a key change in a song like "Roller Coaster" would have made the problems 
in that song even worse. 

While listening to "Always Come Home", he has several comments: 

(bar 9) 

You even dare trying fills." 

(bar 17) 

As you notice I made a mistake there, mixing up the subdominant and 
dominant with no... visible stress.100 

(bar 3$) 

Plus that you dare try different voicings for the chords ... I 0 1 

(bar 38) 

As you notice I have, on the solo, you know, it was kind of self-evident 
what would come.102 

(after the song has ended) 
And no stress in spite of that miss at the end about... the last chord, 
you know, and its form. So, how shall I put it, it's the security of recog
nition. 1 0 3 

When asked about what he means by "the security of recognition", Guitar F 
first talks at some length about his musical education and progress, and how 
he at an adult age realised that he never used open strings when playing 

9 Jag hör att det är en variant på en blues, som har liksom lite... en vanlig rockig låt. Man har den där 
tryggheten i att händer det någonting så är jag inte ställd. Då är man antagligen... man är så pass säker på 
den där harmoniken så att man kommer att hitta dit låten än går liksom. Man har bastryggheten så att säga. 
9 9 Man vågar sig till och med på fills liksom. 
1 0 0 Som du märker så gjorde jag ett fel där, på en subdominant och en dominant utan att... nåt synligt 
stressintryck liksom. 
I™ Plus att man vågar liksom testa olika läggningar på ackorden ... 
m 2 Som du märker så har jag, på solot alltså, var det så självklart vad som skulle komma på något sätt. 
1 0 3 Och ingen stress trots missen där på slutet när det gäller...slutackordet liksom och dess form. Så att, vad 
skall man säga, det är ju igenkännandets trygghet. 
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chords, which made him approach rock rhythm playing with a certain re
spect: 

I realised that I had played too much jazz, so somewhere I had to go 
back and play rock... very... Play the chords in basic positions and go 
"tunka-tacka, tunka-tacka (he sings a boogie r i f f ) , and then I . . . I had a ter
rible respect for that. I t wasn't many years ago that I realised that 
"wow, that's a big piece that I don't have."104 

He then talks about recognition, saying that normally, when he is learning a 
song from a record, he "won't play the song, but just sit and improvise to 
i t" , I O J testing different modalities and so on. It's only when he plays one-off 
gigs with an unknown band and has to play songs directly that he works like 
he did in this test: 

In a context where you have to play rhythm at once, and you don't 
know the song, it's... I still feel that that is a stress factor.1 0 6 

Asked about how he hears chords in such situations, Guitar F says: 

I think it's partly how the melody in the song goes, that maybe the 
melody creates the tension for the chord that will come, that you go to 
the subdominant, or else it's just a cliché that in this case you go from C 
to D, or C or G to D. It's so self-evident, but when i t comes, of course 
it's a period feeling that you just learn with experience. When teaching, 
I have also noticed that periods can be hard as hell in the beginning, 
and I myself don't remember at all if it was easy or hard for me. I think 
partly it's that I listen a lot to the melody, and when there maybe is a 
pause, okay, now! You go there.107 

1 0 4 Jag insåg att jag hade spelat för mycket jazz, så jag fick ju någonstans gå tillbaka och spela rock...väldigt... 
Lägga ackorden liksom i grundläge och göra "tunka-tacka, tunka-tacka" och då fick jag... Jag hade ju en 
fruktansvärd respekt för det. Det var ju inte mänga år sedan jag insåg att "oj, det där är en stor bit som jag 
saknar." 
1 0 5 Då spelar inte jag låten, då sitter jag bara och improviserar till. 
1 0 6 I ett sammanhang där man direkt skall kompa och man vet inte vad det är för låt, så blir det... Jag upple
ver det fortfarande som Ute pressande alltså. 
1 0 7 Jag tror att Ute grand är det hur melodin i låten är, att melodin i låten kanske skapar spärrningen för det 
ackordet som ska komma, att man går tiU subdominanten, eller så är det bara så inkört att man i det här 
fallet går från C tiU D, etter C eller G till D. Det är så självklart, men när det kommer, visst är det en peri
odkänsla som man lär sig med erfarenheten bara. Det har jag ju märkt också när jag undervisar att det här 
med perioder kan vara skitsvårt tiU en början och jag har inget minne av om jag hade lätt eller svårt för det. 
Jag tror Ute grand att det är att jag lyssnar nog väldigt mycket på hur melodin går och när det skapas kanske 
en paus, OK, nu! Så går man dit. 
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Asked about what he remembers of "Always Come Home", Guitar F asks 
for time to think and sits humming. He then sings the roots of the verse 
progression correctly, using chord names in a shuffle eighth rhythm: "G, G, 
G, G, G, G, G, G, D, D, D, D, D, D, D, D, D", and so on. When asked 
about other form parts, he says "In the next part, i t went to the subdomi
nant instead, didn't it?"108 He then sings the following, in quarter notes: 

G, G, G, G, C, C, C, C, G, G, G, G, D, D, D, G. 

When asked to repeat this, he does so verbatim, and when told that this 
form part starts on the C chord, he says: "Maybe that was i t ." 1 0 9 I t seems 
that he invented the above progression himself, using a quite possible stan
dard pattern, while trying to remember what he had played in "Always 
Come Home" some ten minutes earlier. Trying to remember the bridge 
progression starting on the subdominant, he says: "Back to G (from the begin
ning C chord), then up to D, or up..." and laughs.110 

"You Could Get Lost" is recapitulated in the following way: 

Oooh... Well, it was in E major and then there was something, where it 
sneaked... I guess there were some mediants in i t and that it went 
somewhere, C and then right, it was E and then to C and B, some kind 
of verse, and it had a bridge going from C# minor to F# minor. ... No, 
what the hell, it was in E major and went to E minor! That's how it was, 
right, and then on the A, I cheated a bit and played a thirdless chord 
for a while. ... And then, after that A, i f it was thirdless from the begin
ning, or whatever, and then it went to some kind of A minor and then 
up to a C that went to a B7. Or maybe it wasn't B7, I think I played a 
B7SUS there, you know, or rather I didn't care about the seventh but 
played B, F sharp, B, open B string, E . m 

1 0 I nästa formdel gick det väl till subdominanten i stället? 
1 0 9 Så kanske det var. 
1 1 0 Tillbaka till Gustav, sedan upp till David, eller uppåt... 
1 1 1 Hoooo... Ja, den alltså gick i E-dur och sedan var det något, där den smög... alltså det var nog lite medi-
antik i den och att det gick någonstans C och sedan, just det var E och sedan upp till C och H, någon slags 
vers och så hade den ett stick som gick i Cissmoll till Fissmoll. ... Nej, men vad fan den gick ju i E-dur och 
gick över i E-moll! Så var det, just det, och sedan på A:et så fuskade jag faktiskt och lade ett terslöst ackord 
där ett tag. ... Och sedan, efter det där A:et, om det nu var terslöst ffan början, eller vad det var och sedan 
gick det över till något slags A-moll och sedan gick det upp till C som gick till H7. Eller om det kanske inte 
var H7, jag tror jag lade ett H7SUS där alltså, dvs att jag sket i 7:an och lade liksom H, Fiss, H, lös H-sträng, 
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While watching the videotape of "You Could Get Lost", Guitar F makes the 
following comments: 

(bar 26) 
There, I 'm totally out wailing somehow, when it comes to form. I ha
ven't understood that at all and as you notice I'm very stressed when I 
don't get... i f i t was the C I goofed on, or i f it was the D, right before 
the second verse, i t sounded like. I'm not having any chance doing any
thing I could maybe hear, I 'm just desperately trying to follow the bass 
notes.1" 

(barßp) 

Aha, there's a B with the third in the bass!"3 

(bar 52) 

And there I dare to play a little!"4 

(bar 67) 

And now I'm ready for that B with the third in the bass that's coming 
up soon."5 

When the song is finished, he talks about the problems with this song, and 
how he tried to solve them: 

I t had a lot of traps. ... And something happened, making me not even 
dare to listen to the melody, because somewhere there was the possi
bility that a seventh chord, or a major or minor chord could be substi
tuted for the notes in the melody. So you got into... I listened com
pletely for what the other guitar, or the existing guitar, was doing. ... I 
got help from that guitar in how to voice, you know, the sound of the 
chords, and you've gained a little already then, when you recognise... 
Okay, there might be a lot of open strings, but it always works very well 
with as much open strings as possible. So I sat thinking about that, I 
found some security in that, you know. I also know, in the bridge, I 

1 1 2 Där är jag ju helt ute och wailar när det gäller formen på något sätt. Jag har ju inte alls greppat den där 
och som du märker så blir jag ju jättestressad när jag inte sätter... om det var C:et jag goofade på , eller om 
det var D:et, där precis innan andra versen lät det som. Där har jag ju inte en chans att göra någonting som 
jag kanske skulle höra, utan jag bara försöker förtvivlat följa med i bastonerna helt enkelt. 

3 Ah, oh där är ett H i tersläge! i tersläge 
w 1 på Ute g 

" s Och nu är jag beredd på det här H:et i tersläge som kommer snart. 

1 Och där vågar jag gå på Ute grand! 
ddpåi" 
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went crazy for, when it went from C#mj to F#m7, I know I thought 
about the fact that I used an F#my with open E and B strings on top, 
an F#m7sus. I'm sure you saw that. That I went crazy for that."6 

He mentions something that points to his concentration while playing: 

I didn't have the time to appreciate the song until hearing it now. I 
thought i t was a good song. I didn't realise that at all at the time.117 

He also says that he never understood the C#m chord in the verse, and be
fore being reminded that he actually did play the F at the end of the bridge, 
he says: 

I don't think I found the F7 either. Can't remember playing F7 at all." 8 

The fact that he uses thirdless (fifth) chords is many places is commented: 

It's very practical in a context like this, i f we assume a context where 
you have play correctly at once, its kind of cool. And what the hell, 
James Hetfield,"9 i f that's his name, he only plays that kind of chords.110 

Guitar F asks to see the videotape of "You Could Get Lost" again. During 
this run-through, he has a couple of comments on just copying, or trying to 
add to a recording: 

When it's such a complicated song, you go into a lot of mimicking... I 
notice that... Of course I could have stayed on a thirdless A when the A 
minor chord comes, but goddamn sure I go to an A minor.... Instead of 

1 1 6 Den hade ju jättemånga fällor. ... Och där hände ju någonting, att där vågade jag ju inte ens lyssna på 
melodin, för någonstans ranns möjligheten till att ett 7-, eller dur- eller ett mollackord var utbytbart mot 
vilka toner det nu var i melodin. Så där hamnade man ju då att... Jag lyssnade ju helt och hållet på vad den 
andra gitarren, eller den existerande gitarren gör.... Jag fick ju hjälp av den gitarren på hur jag skulle liksom 
lägga klangen på ackorden och då har man ju Ute vunnet redan liksom när man känner igen... OK, det är 
kanske mycket öppna strängar, men det funkar ju jättebra med så mycket öppna strängar som möjUgt. Så 
det satt jag och tänkte på, det hade jag Ute så där trygghet i liksom. Så vet jag också, pa sticket där, så har 
jag dille pa att lägga, när det gick frän Cissmoll/ till Fissmoll7, då vet jag att jag tänkte på att jag lade ett 
FissmoÜ7 med enlös E-sträng och H-sträng på toppen, Fissmolr/sus. Det såg du säkert. Att jag hade dille 
på det. 

7 Jag hann ju inte uppskatta låten förrän nu när jag hörde den nu. Det tyckte jag var en bra låt. Det hann 
jag inte alls fatta då. 

Vj:t tror jag inte heller jag var med på. Har inget minne av att jag spelat F7. 
1 1 9 James Hetfield is the rhythm guitar player (and singer) with the American metal band Metallica. 
"° Det är ju väldigt praktiskt i ett sådant där sammanhang om vi utgår från ett sådant sammanhang att man 
måste spela direkt så är det rätt schysst Uksom. Och vad fan, James Hetfield heter han väl, spelar ju bara 
sådana. 
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listening for what you maybe could have added, it's like an immediate 
"doh!" You put it there, you know. And then I'm working against my 
principles.121 

Coming to "Roller Coaster", Guitar F at first voices a certain exasperation: 

I wouldn't have wanted my worst enemy to play that. ... I was fooled a 
hell of a lot of times between F sharp to B flat and F to B, you know. I t 
was no picnic.1" 

Then, looking at the harmony sheet for the song, he suddenly exclaims: 

This isn't that fucking weird! I just got a feeling that it was changing. 
That the chorus and verse were... somewhere... They're a little alike, as 
you can see. There's really nothing hard about that. The Eagles123 have a 
lot of such tunes, I'd like to say. I didn't grasp this. I was lost as hell, 
you know.124 

The first concrete thing he mentions is the Bb chord: 

Somehow I think, I think I get some safety, hell, isn't there a B flat 
somewhere? I just sit waiting for that B flat. It's like clutching for a 
straw.125 

He reveals a mishearing in the intro part: 

I get surprised immediately when this A plus thing. ... I sort of got that 
there was a r i f f in some kind of A major to A plus thing there.126 

1 2 1 När det är en så pass bökig låt, så blir det ju väldigt mycket härrrining ... jag märker att... jag hade ju kun
nat jättegäma ligga kvar på ett terslöst A där i A-mollet, men Hk förbannat lägger jag mig på ett A-moll 
liksom. ... I stället för att lyssna på vad man kanske skulle kunna tillföra eller någonting sa blir det direkt 
"öh!" Man sätter det där liksom. Och där går jag mot mina principer. 
1 2 2 Det här hade jag ju liksom inte velat att min värsta ovän skulle få spela. ... Jag blev fintad en jävla massa 
gånger mellan Fiss till Bess och F till H, liksom. Det var ingen lek. 

3 The Eagles are, or were, an American country rock group. 
1 2 4 Det är ju inte så djävla konstigt! Jag fick bara en känsla av att den ändras. Att refrängen och versen är... 
någonstans... De är ju lite lika, som du ser. Det är ju inget svårt i det egentligen. Eagles har många sådana 
låtar, vill jag säga. Jag greppar den inte. Jag var djävligt lost, alltså. 
1 2 5 Någonstans så tror jag, jag far en trygghet, vad fan det är ett Bess någonstans, va? Bara sitter och väntar 
på det där Besset. Det är som att greppa ett halmstrå. 

2 6 Jag blir förvånad direkt i början när den här A-plusgrejen. ... Jag fattade ju liksom att det fanns ett riff i 
någon slags A-dur och +5 variant där liksom. 
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A little later, while watching the video, the following conversation ensues: 

Interviewer: "What was that A plus thing in the intro? 

Guitar F : I don't hear too well right now... Now I can't hear the sharp 
fifth! 

Interviewer: No. 

Guitar F : I t wasn't there? 

Interviewer: It's an added ninth moving to third. 1 2 7 

About the verse, Guitar F says that the first thing that he found was the A 
moving to F. However, the Bb chord was very important to him, and he 
mentions it several times: 

Guitar F : I think I wanted to go there all the fucking time. To that B 
flat. 

Interviewer: From having heard it the first time, you mean? Or al
ready before that? 

Guitar F : Before that. I 'd like to say. 

Interviewer: Why did you want to go to B flat before having heard it? 
Did you feel it coming up? 

Guitar F : I just felt it coming up. And the B fucked i t up grandly. And 
then, when it finally came... yes, there it was! I must have misheard the 
first time... or something like that...128 

1 1 7 Intervjuaren: Vad är det forplusfemgrej i intron? 
Guitar F : Jag hör lite dåligt nu...r\fu hör jag inte nån plusfemma dar! 
Intervjuaren: Nej. 
Guitar F : Det var ingen? 
Intervjuaren: Det är add? till ters. 
1 2 8 Guitar F : Jag tror jag ville dit hela djävla tiden. Till Besset där. 
Intervjuaren: Från att du hade bort det första gången menar du? Eller redan innan det? 
Guitar F : Innan det. Skulle jag vilja säga. 
Intervjuaren: Varför ville du till Bess innan du hade hört det? Kände du att det varpå gäng? 
Guitar F: Kände att det var på gång, helt enkelt. Och H:et ställde till det så inihelvete. Och så sedan när 
det väl kom...jamen, där var det juTJag måste ju ha hört fel första gången...eller något sådant där... 
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Then I 'm ready for that B flat all the time, so that I . . . Every time the B 
comes up you can see me hesitate, sort of, I don't dare to... I kind of 
find it, but I don't dare play i t . 1 2 9 

(speaking about bar 36) 
I thought I was back to the Bb there. It's the second time I make the 
same mistake there.130'131 

(in bar 43) 
I'm so uncertain about whether it's B or B flat there, it's... 1 3 2 

He mentions that the juxtaposition of B and Bb was confusing: 

I mean, i f the song had gone... let's say that it had gone from A to F to 
B flat all the way, i t would have been a little easier. That would have 
been a kind of harsh harmony, but it wouldn't have been as confusing as 
it is now, when it goes to the B and then lands on this B flat in the last 
bar.133 

Asked about which song was easiest to play, and which one was hardest, 
Guitar F says: 

This one ("Roller Coaster") was definitely hardest, because of its... that 
it changes key all the time, and the jumps are so unbelievably unex
pected, plus I didn't get a real grip of verse or chorus. But as I said, I 
didn't really listen as I usually do, because I always prefer to just jam to 
the song at first. The easiest song was the first one, in its shuffle-
boogie-country-rock style. That had no real surprises, i t was very... 
Well, it was so self-evident in its harmony and, structure, you know. 
And then, the second song in the middle.'34 

B ' Sedan så är jag beredd på Besset där hela tiden, så att jag...varje gång H:et kommer så ser du hur jag tve
kar liksom, jag vägar... Jag lägger det liksom, men jag vågar inte spela det. 
1 3 0 Där trodde jag att jag var tillbaka till Besset. Andra gangen jag gör samma misstag där. 
1 3 1 This is, however, not correct, as can be seen in the transcription. 
1 3 2 Jag blir så osäker på om det är H eller Bess där, det är... 
1 3 3 Jag menar, hade låten nu gått...låt oss säga den hade gått från A till F till Bess hela vägen, så hade det ju 
vart ute lättare. Det hade varit sanska kärv harmonik, men det hade ju inte varit på samma förvirrande sätt 
som det är här nu, att det går tillH:et och sedan i sista takten så hamnar det på det där Besset. 
1 3 4 Den här ("Roller Coaster") var definitivt svårast på grund av sin... att det modulerar hela tiden och det är 
så otroligt oväntade hopp plus att jag fick inget riktigt grepp om vers eller refräng. Men som sagt, jag lyss
nade väl inte på det sättet som jag brukar kanske riktigt, i och med att jag alltid brukar bara sitta och spela 
till först. Lättast var den första låten i sin shuffle-boogie-country-rock stil. Det fanns inga direkt överrask
ningar sådär, utan det var ju väldigt... Ja den var så självklar i sin harmonik och så, liksom struktur. Och 
andra låten mittemellan då. 
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Guitar F says that the keys of the songs were not important in this respect. 
The melody, on the other hand, was important, although in the second and 
third song, he didn't dare trust the melody, but went for bass notes instead. 
He then talks at some length about how he listens: 

Now I think I know why I always listen for bass notes. I t was some 
time, about a year after quitting my music education, that I played in a 
band that did a lot of swing tunes, you know, at parties. And it was kind 
of nice, because it wasn't an everyday cover band, but it was really El
lington, you know, and a singer who sounded like Alice Babs.135 And I 
came into this band as a substitute, and there never was any written 
music, and I 'd gone... crazy about not playing fixed chord forms on the 
guitar, but a C maj7 isn't that easy, you kind of go there, well, shit C 
maj7„ . But I always went... I always listened to the bass player and 
made a game out of... Okay, now I use the D string as bass note, now 
the A string, now the E string, and I play voicings against that all the 
time and try to keep at least one part from every chord immovable into 
the next chord, or that it moves just a little, how shall I put it, what's it 
called... close voicings, I think. The only thing I had to follow was... for 
me, filling in in that band, it was like we're going to play 30 songs now, 
without sheet music. And a few songs, of course I 'd heard Satin Doll, 
you knew them, but the others... well, you know... and a lot of 
Gershwin tunes... try to catch on. Which meant that for me, playing a 
song by ear meant listening to the bass. Not to the keyboard player, be
cause he was one of those monster keyboard players with these unbe
lievable voicings, and whatever I tried to do, I 'd just clash with him, so 
of course... listen for the bass notes, then... is i t major or minor, second 
question.136 

m Alice Babs is a Swedish jazz singer, famous for her work with among others Duke Ellington. 
1 3 6 Nu tror jag fan jag vet varför jag alltid lyssnar på bastonerna. Det var någon gång, något år efter musik
högskolans slut som jag spelade i något band som körde en massa swinglåtar sånär, på fester. Och det var 
rätt skönt för det var inget vanligt coverband, utan det var verkligen Ellington, såhär, och en sångerska som 
lät som Alice Babs. Och jag kom in i det där bandet som vik, och det fanns aldrig några noter och jag hade 
fatt... dille på att inte spela fasta grepp på gitarr, men ett Cmaj är ju inte så lätt, man hamnar där liksom, 
jaha, fan Cmaj... Utan jag gick alltid... jag lyssnade alltid på basisten och kanske... och hade som sport... 
OK, nu har jag D-strängen som bas, nu har jag A-strängen som bas, nu har jag E-strängen som bas, och 
lägger voicings mot det hela tiden och försöker åtminstone att en stämma från varje ackord ligger kvar till 
nästa ackord, eller förflyttar sig som att Ute grand, vad skall man säga, vad är det det heter... trängd stämfö-
ring, heter det tror jag. Det enda jag kunde gå på det var... för mig som hoppade in i det där bandet för att 
det var Uksom vi skall spela 30 låtar nu och det fanns inga noter. Och en del låtar, Satin Doll hade man ju 
hört, kunde man, men de andra... jaha, Uksom... och en massa Gershwinlåtar... hänga på...Så att för mig var 
det hur det gick tiU att spela en låt på gehör, det var att lyssna på basen. Inte på keyboardisten för det var 
en sådan här fantomkeyboardist med sådana här otroUga voicingar och vad jag än forsökte göra, lägga nå
gonting baUt så krockade jag bara med honom, så naturligtvis... lyssna på bastonerna, sedan...är det dur eUer 
moU, andra frågan. 
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He also mentions one of his teachers as a great source of knowledge: 

But the teacher that I had in music theory the first year, that made me 
see things in very big perspectives. And he made me always have a prac
tical use for theory. He made me get into that. So it's a great help for 
me to have been through that and having had such an inspirator, such a 
guy, fucking knowledgeable guy that I also feel he was. That thing 
about... well, something that was damned important that he taught us 
was, it was this thing about analysing the harmonic functions of a song. 
Right away. I had never done that. I sort of had never seen the idea of 
that before. I think we were talking about "Confirmation", the Parker 
song, and... from F maj7 to Emyb5 to A7 and see what it really was, in
stead of just memorising it and well, that's that scale. Now we go from 
here because the A7 leads to a D minor which is the relative minor of... 
A7 being a kind of secondary dominant and being preceded by a I I 
chord, which is made into a m7b5 because that fits in the key. Things 
like that. At the same time he also gave us a kind of dualistic picture of 
it all, that Em7b5 suddenly, you can see that as a variation of C7. Well, 
oh shit, that's the dominant of F. I think a lot about stuff like that 
when I 'm improvising.137 

Guitar F answers the question "What is easy to play by ear, and what is 
hard?" in the following way: 

That's only a matter of experience. To me, it's easy to play a jazz tune 
by ear. Or easier than it maybe was to play this last song, even i f the 
chord progressions are quite as complex. A song with fewer chords is of 
course easier to memorise. Memorising is a fiendishly big part of play
ing by ear.138 

1 3 7 Men den läraren jag hade i musikteori första året, det fick mig att se saker i väldigt stora perspektiv. Och 
han fick mig att hela tiden ha praktisk användning för teori. Det var han som sporrade mig till det. Så det 
hjälper mig jättemycket att jag har gått det och haft en sådan inspiratör liksom, en sådan snubbe, jävla kun
nig snubbe som jag upplever han var också. Just det där att... jo, någonting som var jävligt viktigt som han 
lärde oss var, det var det här att funktionsbestämma en låt. Direkt. Det hade jag aldrig gjort. Hade liksom 
aldrig fattat meningen med det förut. Jag tror vi gick igenom "Confirmation", Charlie Parker och... från 
Fmaj till Em7-5 till A7 och se vad det var egentligen, istället för att bara memorera in den och jaha, det var 
ju den skalan. Nu går vi därifrån därför att A.7:et leder till D-mollet som är parallell till... A7 som är en slags 
mellandominant och det föregås av en II:a då, som man kryddar med moll7-5 för att det passar i tonarten. 
Sådana där grejer. Samtidigt som han gav oss en slags dualistisk bild av det hela, att det där Em7~5 då helt 
plötsligt, det kan du även tolka som en variant på £7. Jaha, å fan, det är dominanten till F. Sådana grejer 
tänker jag väldigt mycket när jag improviserar. 
1 3 8 Det är ju bara en erfarenhetsfråga. Jag har lätt att spela en jazzlåt på gehör. Eller lättare än vad jag kanske 
har att spela som sista låten här, även om harmoniken är precis lika komplex. En låt med färre ackord är ju 
naturligtvis lättare att memorera. Memorerandet är ju en grymt stor del om man skall spela på gehör. 
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When asked about how he works when transcribing and learning songs by 
ear, Guitar F immediately talks about how to make his own version of the 
song: 

How much will you fool around with it? How much, i f I 'm to play the 
song in some context somewhere? These add9 chords that I love might 
be fucking disturbing and too much embellishment, simply too gaudy in 
a song. When I copy a song by ear I have to make sure that I can... re
create the feel of a song, even i f I'm just a guitar player without a band. 
I f I were to play with just a singer, i f we're going to play this last tune, 
say, I have to find some fucking way to get the feel of the song, not
withstanding i f I 'm going to play it to an audience or not. To me that's 
important. So it's not just about getting the fishermen of some small 
village to sing along with the tune. They bloody well will recognise it. 
That's not all it's about. It's even more that you have to be able to... 
sort of enjoy your playing yourself.139 

Summary 
The basis for the rhythm guitar playing in the model recording of "Always 
Come Home" is a boogie riff, consisting of root and fifth of each chord, al
ternating with root and sixth. This very common figure can be seen in the 
transcription, page 266. Guitar F starts out with this riff, but soon begins to 
play variations and fill-ins. This means taking some chances, and the chance 
taking sometimes means that mistakes are played, like the out-of-key fill at 
the last beat of bar 15. The fills are often based on add 9 chords, as in the 
beginning of the second bridge. 

"You Could Get Lost" also contains many add9 sounds. Here, the key of E 
major means that the open E and B strings can be used to add chord exten
sions, like A add9, used instead of both A major and A minor, B sus (e.g. bar 
18), and the C#mj used in bar 60. 

1 3 9 Hur mycket skall man fjolla till det? Hur mycket, om jag nu skall spela låten sedan i ett sammanhang? De 
här add9-ackorden som jag älskar kan ju vara djävligt störande och alldeles för mycket broderier, för bro
kigt på en låt helt enkelt. När jag plankar en låt så måste jag ju se till att jag kan... återskapa känslan i låten 
även om jag är helt ensam gitarrist. Om jag nu skulle spela med en sångerska bara, om vi skall bara låt oss 
säga spela den här sista låten, så måste jag ju hitta något jävla sätt där jag kan få känslan i låten, oavsett om 
jag skall spela den för publik eller inte. For mig är det viktigt. Så det handlar ju inte bara om nu skall vi fa 
fiskarna i Smögen att sjunga med i den här låten liksom. De skall fan i mig känna igen den. Det är ju inte 
det det handlar om bara. Utan det är ju ännu mer om att man måste Uksom.... kunna njuta av utövandet 
själv. 
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In "Roller Coaster", working mainly with fifth chords, Guitar F searches on 
the fretboard and often quickly finds the right sound, but the intense 
searching means that very little seems to be memorised, and thus his 
searching is repeated in various ways every time a progression reappears; ex
cepting the first bars of the verse and possibly the first bars of the chorus. 

Guitar F talks about getting the feel of the song and making your own ver
sion. In his playing of the three test songs, it can be seen and heard that he 
does a lot of this in "Always Come Home". I n "You Could Get Lost", he 
still plays embellishments, mainly add9 chord and open strings, but a sub
stantial part of the song also is fifth chords; and in "Roller Coaster", almost 
all of the song is fifth chords, just trying to find the right harmony. One 
might say that the greater the problems get in the songs, the less embellish
ments and the more fifth chords are played. As can be seen above, he also 
comments on this in the interview. Thus, a major strategy for Guitar F, 
when in doubt, is to look for the correct bass note. This might be played as a 
single note or as a fifth chord. I f there is time, the bass note or fifth will be 
filled in with the rest of a chord, and i f Guitar F feels enough sure of him
self, he will probably add an add9 sound, open strings or some other kind of 
embellishment. 

In the case of "Always Come Home", this song might in a way be considered 
as "too easy" for Guitar F; or it could also be said that he takes many 
chances. I f he had just gone for straight chords, he would probably not have 
made as many misses as he now does (although the misses are minor: a 
wrong note here, a fluffed chord there). What he says in the interview ex
plains this style of playing: i f he can, Guitar F wants to make his own im
print on the tune. 

There are quite a few ghost notes, muted strings and open strings happening 
in Guitar F's playing. I t seems that he wants to keep some kind of rhythm 
going, even when he is uncertain of the chords. 
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The Informally trained guitar player 

Always Come Home (CD track 19, transcription p. 370) 
While Guitar F plays an abundance of fill-in licks in this song, Guitar I 
seems to go more for safety. Guitar I uses a couple of rock or boogie rhythm 
figures throughout the song: the tonic 7 t h chord alternating with sus and m7 
extensions, as found for instance in bar 13; the straightforward boogie figure 
of e.g. bar 26; and the fifth chord used in bar 39 and many other places. The 
first of these figures is used only on the G chord, while the other two are 
used on all three chords in the song. 

Although Guitar I has no real problems with the chord progression, there 
are a couple of interesting points. First of all, he misses the C chord in bar 
10, trying for a D. Although he quickly hears his mistake and corrects to C 
in the middle of the bar, the mistake is repeated in similar forms in bars 18, 
34 and 58. This means that the only time he plays the C chord of the sixth 
bar in the verse correctly is in bar 42, during the solo. Secondly, in the first 
verse, this first mistake leads to his playing D in the seventh bar of the verse, 
where the model has G; this mistake is, however, not repeated later on in 
the song. 

Both bridges are played correctly without mistakes. In the second bridge, 
Guitar I even dares to play a chromatic lead-in from C to D in bar 50. I t 
might also be noted that he plays the same syncopation between the D7 bars 
at the end of both bridges. This might be a coincidence, but also another 
instance of repeating what has been played before, as in the case of his mis
take on the C chord in the verse. 

You Could Get Lost (CD track 20, transcription p. 372) 
Guitar I starts this song by playing a major third to SUS4 figure during the 
intro. As the chord progression in the verse starts, however, he leaves this 
and never tries i t again. There is actually an add9 at the first beat of bar 39, 
but this might very well be an accident: it only happens this one time and 
could be the result of placing a finger on the "wrong" string. 

After the intro, Guitar I mainly uses chords in the open position, along with 
a basic rhythm guitar strum, that would work well for comping pop and folk 
songs by the campfire. Although his playing sometimes sounds angular and 
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rough, which may have to do with the sound and the fact that he is more of 
an acoustic than an electric guitar player, he gets a lot of the chords in place. 

The strumming is interrupted when he is uncertain about chords, like in 
bars 5 - 6 , and 27 - 28. At such places, he either listens for a moment and 
then gets the chord right at first try, like in 5 - 6 (although the harmony has 
moved on to C when he plays the A sound in bar 5), or searches by moving 
along the fretboard, like in 27 - 28. 

Guitar I's searching is interesting. In 27 - 28, the beginning of the first 
bridge, he at first tries with an E chord but interrupts himself when he hears 
that this is wrong. He then tries a B sound, immediately hears that this does 
not work either, pauses again for a couple of beats, and then quickly slides 
upwards from B to C#, finding the correct chord.139 This method is used 
many times; note for instance bar 27, where he tries a low E note and 
changes this up to F#; bar 30, where he stays on B and then moves upwards 
by way of C# before finding the D; and bar 66, where the chromatic 
searching doesn't lead him anywhere. 

What he is searching for is a bass note to build the chord from. When the 
root of the chord is not in the bass, he may run into problems, as in bars 40 
and 72. I n both these parallel places, he perceives the B chord and the fact 
that the bass is moving chromatically downwards, which makes him try Bb 
chords. In bar 72, noticing that the Bb is not correct, he moves on to A; this 
is of course not correct either, which leads to some confusion in the next 
bar. 

An interesting point about Guitar I's playing on this song is that he never 
gets the C - B chords of the verse tag. The first time this progression comes 
up, in bar 12, he tries an A, which in repeated in the tag of verse 2. After this, 
he always tries Em sounds on the C chord. Of course, C and Em chords have 
two notes in common, and in this song, E major often moves to E minor, 
but still, when compared to how Guitar I hears for instance the minor to 
major progressions in bars 35 - 38, it is somewhat surprising that he doesn't 
get the C - B. 

1 3 9 The guitar co-assessor suggests that the two guitar players' problems with finding the first C#m chord 
of the bridge has to do with the low C# used by tie bass player on the model recording. 
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A last comment about Guitar I's playing on this song is that the harmonic in 
bar 55 is a "freak accident": somehow, the B string is nudged or pinched in a 
way that yields this high note; it is not played on purpose. 

Roller Coaster (CD track 21, transcription p. 374) 
Like Guitar F, Guitar I uses mainly fifth chords throughout this song; and 
like Guitar F, he sometimes resorts to playing just single (bass) notes in 
search for the root or bass note of a chord. Guitar I does however play a lit
tle less than Guitar F, taking some pauses for listening, compared to Guitar 
F's almost frantic searching. Another difference is that Guitar I sometimes 
searches by way of quick glissandos along the fretboard, as in bars 7, 17 and 
19. After bar 19, this seems to be abandoned, maybe because such short note 
values make it hard to hear the relation between the chords he himself plays 
and the chords in the model recording. 

In the first intro, Guitar I plays a rhythmic A - D/A - A rock riff. This is 
not repeated when the intro returns later in the song. I t is possible that the 
strange chord progression makes him less willing to experiment; anyway, in 
bars 29 - 32 and the four last bars of the song, he keeps to A5 chords. 

Like almost all the other informants, Guitar I quite soon seems to grasp the 
A - F in the beginning of the verses, although he doesn't play the F from the 
downbeat of the bar until in the very last verse (bar 42). The rest of the verse 
is never solved, although the B in the sixth bar gradually gets in place and is 
played throughout all of bars 38 and 46. 

For the choruses, Guitar I seems to invent a bass line that works during the 
two first bars. This is begun in the Interlude, where he finds (from bar 59 
onwards) that the bass notes A - G - F# - F seem to work against the 
chords. He plays this bass line three times, using f i f th chords on the A 
notes, and when the chorus returns, he keeps playing this same figure. In the 
choruses, A - G - F# - F is of course also the melody line of the two first 
bars, which makes this line fit quite well. This line, and the descending mel
ody of the chorus, might also explain Guitar I's playing B - Bb chords a cou
ple of times in the B - C# bars (bars 52 and 68). Something in the melody 
and the descending bass he himself plays seems to make him expect a Bb 
after the B. I n bar 76, however, he seems to understand this mistake; one 
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bar before, he is also close to solve the D - C progression, but doesn't quite 
make it. 

Guitar I seems to have more trouble finding the right chords than Guitar F 
did. This might have to do with Guitar F's energetic searching. However, it 
is interesting to note for instance how Guitar I never finds the F#m chord 
at the end of the choruses. In the first chorus (bar 28) Guitar I plays an A 
fifth. Instead of moving downward, he then plays a C and keeps on search
ing upwards, ending up on an E before the next chord comes. In later cho
ruses, he somehow seems to want an A chord in this place, playing A fifths 
in bars 56, 72 and 80. 

Another example of searching in the wrong direction is bar 35. Here, a Bm 
chord sounds on the model recording. After playing an F5 on the downbeat, 
Guitar I here moves up to a C5, just a semitone above the sounding B - but 
again starts moving upwards in semitones. Something similar can be seen in 
bar 15, where he first tries a C#5 and then moves up to D#; but here, in
stead of moving further upwards, he ends the bar with a single D note. 

His searching in the wrong direction might seem hard to explain, but i t 
should be remembered that the guitar on the model recording plays other 
chord forms, and with a quite different sound. Had there been a guitar 
playing F#5 chords in eighth notes at the end of the choruses, the sound of 
the low fifth would have given Guitar I more information: the power of this 
low chord reveals that it must be played on the lowest strings of the guitar, 
in the instrument's lowest register. I t seems that Guitar I does not relate to 
the F# notes of the electric bass in a similar way. 

Guitar I , quite like Guitar F, doesn't seem to memorise much of the pro
gressions in "Roller Coaster." For instance, he does find the Bb chord in bar 
20 by way of a glissando upwards from G, but never gets this chord in place 
again. Although there are some similarities between his searching in parallel 
places - compare for instance the C, C# and D chords played in bars 19 and 
39 - 40, and how he always tries an A in the last two bars of the chorus - it is 
hard to say whether this is coincidence. 

The Interview 
In his first comment, Guitar I lists the song pertaining to difficulty: 
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The first song really was kind of simple, because it has some basis in a 
twelve-bar rock song, which you're used to hearing. You sort of know 
which chords will come. It's mostly when the chord changes happen 
that you may be a little out of control. The second song became a little 
more tricky, I have no direct comments to that right now. The last 
song was decidedly difficult. I tried listening to the bass notes to find 
the chords. But the changes were quick, so I was always one step be
hind. 1 4 0 

While listening to "Always Come Home", Guitar I stops the video tape in 
bar io, commenting that "There, for example, there was a possibility of go
ing to D, but it went to C instead."141 He observes that he "should have got
ten that"142 later in the song, but that mistakes are repeated because they are 
"kind of imprinted in your head."143 He also says that he should have 
"nailed"144 these C chords (i.e., the C in the sixth bar of the verse progres
sion) "from the vocal":145 "She sorts of leads into the C there, so if one had 
listened a little more to that..."146 

He also mentions the melody when asked about the first D chord, the sec
ond chord in the verse progression, and why that seemed so self-evident to 
him, all the way from bar 6 in the song: 

No, I can't explain that. Maybe that you've heard a lot of songs that go 
like that. I t could possibly be that you feel in the melody, you know the 
vocal, where it's heading, but I . . . sort of never doubted that. I t felt 
right.147 

1 4 0 Första låten, den var ju hyfsat enkel ändå för att det bygger ju som på en rocktolva, som man är van att 
höra. Man vet ju ungefär vilka ackord. Det är mest när bytena sker som man kanske inte har riktigt koll på 
läget. Andra låten vart ju lite trixigare, jag har inga sådana där direkta kommentarer till den just nu. Sista 
låten den var ju klart svår. Man försökte lyssna efter bastonerna för att fixa ackorden. Men det var ju snab
ba ackordsväxlingar så man låg ju alltid steget efter. 
1 4 1 Där t ex, det fanns ju möjlighet att gå till D där men då var det C i stället. 
1 4 2 Det skulle man ju ha satt. 
1 4 3 Som inspelat i skallen på något sätt. 
1 4 4 Knipit. 
1 4 5 På sången. 
1 4 6 Hon leder ju som in i Get där, så att hade man lyssnat lite mer på den så... 
1 4 7 Nej, det kan jag inte förklara. Det är i så fall att man har hört många låtar som går så. Det är möjligtvis 
att man känner på melodin, alltså på sången, vartåt det lutar, men jag... tvekade som aldrig på det. Det kän
des rätt. 
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About "You Could Get Lost", Guitar I asks: "Was that the one that went to 
minor?"148 He says that he remembers nothing at all of the form; it's "totally 
gone."149 In bar 4, at the first E minor chords, he exclaims: 

There! That minor chord, it made me a little... (he hums). I had expected 
that it would stay in major there, and then when you hear the change 
it's a little hard to readjust immediately to what chord it is.'5 0 

In bar 23, Guitar I says that he expected a pre-chorus: 

I was totally expecting a pre-chorus there. I don't know i f that's visible, 
but i t felt like there was a pre-chorus coming up there, but i t didn't 
come, right?151 

From "Roller Coaster", Guitar I mostly remembers "quick chord changes 
and a frantic search for bass notes."152 He can't remember the form, but says: 

But I seem to remember that it was pretty chromatic. You know, the 
bass went, you found a note and it went downwards.153 

While listening to the intro of "Roller Coaster", Guitar I says that he ex
pected a traditional rock song, but then the "weird chord changes"154 began. 
After a few comments about how "lost"155 he was, he says: 

Like when you don't find any note that you can hang everything onto, 
you feel like you're completely out on a limb. I f you find a note you 
know that it's coming up, then you can sort of build from that and have 
some kind of reference.156 

1 4 8 Var det den som växlade till moll? 
1 4 9 Totalt borta. 
1 5 0 Där! Mollet där, då vart man ju lite... (ban nynnar). Jag hade förväntat mig att det skulle fortsätta i dur 
där, och så när man då hör ändringen så är det ju lite grand svårt att ställa om på en gång till vilket ackord 
det är. 
1 5 1 Där var jag ju helt inne på att det skulle komma en brygga. Jag vet inte om det kanske syns också, men 
det kändes som om det skulle komma en brygga där, men det gör det inte va? 
1 5 2 Snabba ackordsväxlingar och febrilt letande efter bastonerna. 
1 5 3 Däremot så vill jag minnas att den var ganska hyfsat kromatisk. Basen gick alltså, man hittade en ton och 
så vandrade den neråt. 
1 5 4 Skumma ackordväxlingarna. 
"'Borta. 
1 5 6 Sedan är det ju det också när man inte hittar någon ton man kan hänga upp allting på, då känns det som 
man är helt ute och cyklar. Hittar man en ton så man vet att här kommer den, då kan man som bygga ut
ifrån den och ha någon referenspunkt. 
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He does find this reference in bar 34, the F chord in the second bar of the 
verse progression, exclaiming "There!"157 In bar 52, where he plays B - Bb to 
the model recording's B - C#, but where the vocal melody also descends F# 
- F, he says: "I 'm starting to find that chromatic descent",158 and in bar 63, 
after playing A - G - F# - F during the interlude, he says: "I'm trying to 
follow the descending melody."159 

Asked about what styles he feels the three songs to be in, Guitar I says: 

The first one was clearly a rock'n'roll song, the second one, it had a lit
tle more of a pop groove, in the beginning I almost got a little dance 
band feel, about how to play rhythmically, at least in the beginning, on 
the E. That last song I can't place. I guess it's a little, it's like rock 

A question about what he listens for to find the chords in the songs leads to 
the following exchange: 

Well, you get kind of, i f you hear... i f you get the feel of the song you 
can kind of get a sort of idea about how it's going to sound, you know 
what kind of mood a song will have, for instance. Then, it's like certain 
chords will fit better. And you can listen a little to the chord exten
sions. I f there's a lot of extensions it's harder to find them... to find the 
song than i f they're very straight, you know simple basic chords. 

Interviewer: Does the key matter? In these songs, and in general? 

Guitar I : I t does. Since I play a lot of acoustic, I try to play open 
chords to get a good sound, and then i t gets like, well, like G and E and 
A, C, that kind of chords or keys that are easy to play in. 

Interviewer: Just because you're used to it? 

' S 7 Där! 
1 5 8 Nu börjar jag hitta det där kromatiska fallet. 
1 5 9 Jag försöker följa med i sångens fall där. 
, 6 ° Första det var ju klart en rock 'n roll-låt, andra, det var lite mer popsväng på den, i början där fick jag Ute 
dansbandskänsla nästan på hur man skulle spela rytmiskt då, i alla fall där i början på E:et. Den där sista kan 
jag som inte placera. Det är väl lite, det är ju som rock det också. 
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Guitar I : I 'm used to kind of play open chords and like that, I'm not 
that... I f I 'm only told the key, like... i f somebody says B flat, it's not 
certain that I will know what chord it is, since I don't know it theoreti
cally. 

Interviewer: But i f the song is in G, how... except of course that it's 
habit, could there be anything else that makes i t easy to hear chords in 
guitar keys like G, and E, A and so on? 

Guitar I : Yes, I might say there is. I have a... this thing, you see the 
guitar like... the fretboard like a picture, you know, I don't know how 
to put it... you see a pattern for how to move your hand easier in those 
(i.e. G and so on) than i f there is a key that is a little more strange. 

Interviewer: I did a test interview with a guy who said that as soon as 
he knew the key, a lot of lamps lit up on the fretboard. 

Guitar I : No, not quite like that, but on the other hand I can see a 
kind of pattern on... well, now I'm going to move my hand... you know, 
like move it to the string below, for instance, and the intervals, how far 
you're going to move your hand. It's sort of built in. You see some kind 
of picture of i t . 1 0 1 

Asked how he learned to play by ear, Guitar I first says: 

1 6 1 Guitar I : Ja man far ju som om man hör... man får känslan för låten så kan man ju som bilda som en 
uppfattning om hur den skall låta, alltså vilken stämning en låt skall ha t ex. Då är det som vissa ackord som 
passar bättre. Och så kan man höra lite grand på färgningarna. Är det mycket färgningar så är det svårare 
att hitta dem... hitta låten än om det är väldigt raka, alltså enkla grundackord. 
Intervjuaren: Spelar tonarten någon roll? På de här låtarna och i allmänhet? 
Guitar I : Det gör det, eftersom jag då spelar akustiskt ofta så då försöker man ju spela öppna ackord för 
att få en bra klang och då blir det, ja som G och E och A, C, sådana ackord eller sådana tonarter som är 
enklare att spela i. 
Intervjuaren: Helt enkelt för att du är van vid det? 
Guitar I : Jag är van att liksom spela öppna ackord och så att jag är inte så... Om jag bara får veta tonarten 
så här så... om någon säger Bess så är det inte säkert jag vet vilket ackord det är eftersom jag inte kan det 
teoretiskt. 
Intervjuaren- Men om låten går i G, hur... förutom att det är vanan förstås, kan det finnas något annat som gör att 
det är enkelt att håra ackord i gitarrtonarterna G och E, A och sådant där? 
Guitar I : Ja, det kan jag ju säga. Jag har ju... det här som, man ser som gitarren som en ...gitarrhalsen som 
en bild alltså, vet inte hur jag skall säga... man ser ett mönster i hur man skall flytta handen lättare i dem 
(dvs. G etc.) än om man har en lite konstigare tonart. 
Intervjuaren: Det var en kille som jag gjorde provintervju med som sade att så fort han visste tonarten så lyste det 
upp en massa lamporpå halsen. 
Guitar I : Nej, inte riktigt så, men däremot så kan jag se liksom mönster på...ja, nu skall jag flytta handen... 
alltså flytta ner till strängen nedanför t ex, och så intervallen, hur långt man flyttar handen. Det finns som 

Cf. Lilliestam (1995, p. 46 and 154) for a discussion of seeing patterns on the fretboard. 
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Can you learn that? I don't know. I guess I listened to a lot of records 
when I was a kid, going through mom's and dad's record collection and 
so on. At that time it was mostly... they listened a lot to dance music, so 
it wasn't that hard to learn those songs. A lot of them are similar.162 

He then says that he started out by playing the electric organ when he was 
four or five years old, playing everything in C major or A minor at first. In 
school, he started playing in bands and switched to guitar at the age of about 
16. When asked about how he learns songs by ear now, Guitar I says: 

Well, that's wearing out the pause and stop buttons on the CD player, 
and i f it's a song that you've heard often on the radio or so, then it goes 
pretty quickly. Then you seldom need to sit and listen with the guitar at 
the same time - you can take the guitar by itself and find how it's sup
posed to be.'63 

He feels that "pop songs" are easy to play by ear: 

You know, pop songs, I think that they are easy to play by ear, because 
they seldom have any strange stuff in them, and i f there should be some 
little weird thing i t seldom returns. Like it did in this last song for in
stance, so I think they are easy. And hard songs are... where there are a 
lot of chord extensions and the bass plays... the bass doesn't play the 
root. 1 6 4 

Summary 
Guitar I mentions that he plays a lot of acoustic guitar, and his playing in 
the two first songs does hint that he's used to playing by himself; i.e., with
out bass and drums. 

Guitar I seems to have no real problems with "Always Come Home". The 
interview reflects a slight irritation about not finding (a few of) these easy 

1 2 Kan man lära sig det? Jag vet inte. Man har väl lyssnat mycket på skivor när jag var liten och gick igenom 
mammas och pappas sldvsamling och så där. Då var det ju mest... de lyssnade ju mycket på dansmusik, så 
det var ju inte så svårt att lära sig de låtarna. Många är ju lika. 
1 6 3 Ja, det är att nöta upp paus och stoppknappen på CD-spelaren, och är det då en låt som man har hört 
ofta på radio eller så där, då går det ganska fort. Då är det sällan man behöver lyssna och sitta med gitarren 
samtidigt, utan då kan man ta gitarren ensamt, och hitta hur det skall vara. 
1 6 4 Alltså poplåtar, de är ju, de tycker jag är lätta att spela på gehör för att det är sällan några konstigheter i 
dem, och är det någon liten skum grej sa återkommer det sällan. Som det gjorde i sista låten här t ex, så att 
dom tycker jag är lätta. Och svåra tycker jag är... där det är mycket färgningar och att basen ligger i... att 
basen inte ligger i grundton. 
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chords. He bases his playing in this song on two riffs, the root-f if th and 
root-sixth r i ff used on the model, and a sus4 to rcq sound that can be found 
e.g. in bar 9. Most of the chords are played correctly, but a recurring mistake 
is the C chord in the sixth bar of the verse. This mistake is played the first 
time this chord occurs, in bar 10, and then repeated in bars 18 and 34. In bar 
42, during the solo, the C chord is correctly played from the downbeat of 
the bar; and in bar 58, the last verse, the mistake is once again repeated. 

Guitar I also finds quite a lot of the chords in "You Could Get Lost" and 
does not give up on "Roller Coaster", listening for bass notes and using the 
vocal melody. I n "You Could Get Lost", he mainly uses an eighth-note 
strumming pattern, accenting beats two and four in a way that suggests a 
snare drum. This pattern is broken when there are problems with finding 
the chords, as in bars 5 and 6. Guitar I's - as well as the other players - big
gest problems with this song are bars with two chord changes, like bars 3 and 
8 of the verses. 

Guitar I seems to put more emphasis on finding the right chords and playing 
basic figures, than on adding something of his own to the model recordings. 
"When he runs into trouble, as in "Roller Coaster", he uses fifth chords in
stead of full chords, like Guitar F also did, and sometimes also resorts to just 
playing bass notes. 

Although Guitar I claims to have no knowledge of music theory - he uses 
words Uke "chromatic", but says that these are picked up from band mates 
with theory knowledge - he has an informal knowledge of what chords are 
most often used in the keys and styles that he is accustomed to playing. 
When music leaves these patterns, as well as when i t uses a lot of chord ex
tensions and/or chords with other notes than the root in the bass, he seems 
to find it harder to play by ear. 
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Recap of findings 

Bass F seems to think quite consciously about his playing, to solve problems 
gradually during the songs; to often stop and Usten when in doubt; and to 
keep to the style of the song without adding any musical material, possibly 
excepting some of the chromatics in the first song. He seems to remember 
what he did and to be able to put this in words, more than the other players, 
excluding Guitar F. 

Bass I adds a little more to the recording than Bass F, but still uses the bass 
as the accompaniment instrument that it is on the model recordings. Like 
Bass F, he also sometimes pauses and listens, when in doubt, although 
somewhat less often. Bass I also seems to gradually work his way to the cor
rect harmony, when song sections are repeated. However, he plays more re
peated mistakes than Bass F. He seems to listen both for the chords (and 
chord roots) and for the melody. 

Keyboard F plays accompaniment, without trying to add to the songs; he re
peats what he has done once, even when he has played mistakes; and he has 
no problems with traditional harmony, but seems more lost when the chord 
progressions are unusual. 

Keyboard I plays in a less chordal style than Keyboard F. Instead, his playing 
is more based on melodic figures, either because his use of such figures gives 
him time to find the basic harmony, or because he wants to add something 
of his own to the recording; or as a combination of both. 

Guitar F adds quite a lot to the recordings, both using melodic figures and 
chord extensions. He furthermore keeps the rhythm going by using muted 
strings when he is uncertain, rather than stopping to listen. Another way of 
keeping the music going is to leave chords and melodic figures to look for 
the bass notes of the chords. Finally, Guitar F seems to remember quite a lot 
of the songs, and things that he thought while playing them, compared to 
some of the other players. 

Guitar I keeps more to basic chords, adding less to the recording than Gui
tar F did. When problems occur, Guitar I resorts to fifths and single bass 
notes in the same way as Guitar F, and also listens for the melody of the 
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song. Without a formal knowledge of music theory, Guitar I still seems to 
have a very clear idea about which chord progressions are usual in pop songs, 
and which are not. As mentioned in the Summaries for Bass I and Keyboard 
F above, well-known patterns learned earlier only are a help i f the music 
keeps to such patterns. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study is to describe and explain strategies used by rock musici
ans to hear andplay chordprogressions when playing unfamiliar rock songs by ear. In 
this chapter, at first such strategies are discussed. Then, the two different 
groupings among the informants are looked into - their different instru
ments, as well as the informants' formal or informal training, to see i f there 
are any noticeable differences. This is followed by a section on memory: 
although this section does not pertain directly to the strategies used, the 
question of memory is still interesting in the context of the study. 

The conclusions of the result discussion lead into a section on symbolic in-
teractionism, followed by some reflections on design and validity, and lastly 
some pedagogical implications and suggestions for further research. 

Strategies 

With their background of playing different instruments and having different 
kinds of education, the informants used different strategies in solving the 
task of immediately playing to the model songs. These strategies might be 
both conscious and unconscious - it is doubtful that any of the informants 
consciously thought, for example, that "Now I will Usten for formulas", or " I 
will try to find the bass note of the chord, and then build the chord upward 
from this" (see the following sections). StiU, some traits in the informants' 
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playing, as well as comments from the interviews, point to certain ways of 
Hstening and playing that can be identified as strategies. 

Listening or playing 
First of all, one choice of strategies can be seen in tendencies to either keep 
the music going, to play notes or make sounds as much as possible, or to 
play less and listen more. As discussed on page 207 ff., this might partly be a 
function of which instrument the informants play. Bass and guitar players 
seem used to keep the music going - guitar players might use muted strings, 
for instance - while keyboard players might have more experience of situa
tions where they can pause for a couple of bars without the music losing too 
much texture. However, the choice between playing and listening also seems 
to reflect personality; thus, Bass F often pauses for several bars, for instance 
in the first verse of "Roller Coaster", trying to get a hold of the chord pro
gression by Hstening to it instead of playing and searching,1 as described be
low. 

The following sections thus are divided into listening and playing strategies. 
I t should be noted that this division is not without problems: the process of 
listening and immediately performing is a complex one, and there is at the 
very least a continuous and very rapid feedback and interplay between lis
tening and playing. Also, what is actually played by the informants can be 
heard and studied, while their ways of listening are harder to pinpoint and 
have to be inferred from what is played and from what is said in the inter
views. In spite of this, a division between listening and playing strategies 
seems useful to make the strategies more clear. 

Listening strategies 

Listening for harmonic formulas 

First of all, i t seems pretty clear that the players listen for formulas.2 The im
portance of formulas is noted by the overall co-assessor, who writes that 
"earlier musical experiences are also important. What one has heard before 

1 Another incidence of "keeping the music going" can be seen in the small tics that Bass F and Bass I show: 
Bass F's suddenly playing quick pentatonic figures - for instance, bar 76 of "You Could Get Lost" - and 
Bass I's sliding his left hand along the fretboard. Although what they do here may not contribute to the 
music, at least they are doing something. 
2 The concept of formulas was discussed on p. 50 ff. of the "Playing Rock Music By Ear" chapter. 
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and thus might expect."3 Thus, a harmonic formula is a chord progression 
that, in the context where i t appears, is sufficiently easy to recognise that 
the player so to speak just hears it, without need for conscious thinking; the 
fingers will just move to their correct places on the keyboard or fretboard. 

The players express their listening for formulas in different ways: Keyboard 
F talks about illogical chord progressions, being the antithesis of what he 
considers formulas, while Guitar I says that "pop songs seldom have any 
strange stuff in them." 

Keyboard F's use of the word "illogical" might be explained by his musical 
training, studying traditional Western music with its circle of fifths-based 
music, and also playing quite a lot of jazz, using a similar kind of harmony. I t 
is quite probable that Guitar I would have another definition of what is illo
gical, or in his own words, "strange s tuff - but both players, when using 
such expression, reflect their own musical experience: the kind of chord 
progressions that are common in the kind of music they have played. Such 
progressions can be seen as an example of familiarity. Thus, a common 
chord progression will be easily recognised, while a very uncommon combi
nation of chords might sound like gibberish, in the same way as an ungram
matically constructed sentence ("in as way same the sentence constructed 
ungrammatically an"), and thus take more time to decode. 

Since "Always Come Home" is based on two very common and tested for
mulas or chord progressions, one for the verse and one for the bridge, it's 
not strange that all the subjects found it easiest to play. Another formula is 
the circle of fifths beginning the bridge in "You Could Get Lost". The play
ers that heard and found the first chord of this bridge also heard the rest of 
the circle of fifths progressions. Even in the strange harmony of "Roller 
Coaster", the informants tried to find recognisable patterns. Thus, the A -
F# - Bb progression beginning the chorus was interpreted as an A - G - F# 
- F bass movement,4 heard many times in classic rock songs like The 
Beatles' "While My Guitar Gently Weeps", Chicago's "25 Or 6 To 4", and 
Led Zeppelin's "Babe I'm Gonna Leave You", just to mention a few. 

3 "Det är också väsentligt vilka musikaliska erfarenheter man har sen tidigare. Vad man hört förut och vad 
man således kan förvänta sig." 
4 With help from the melody, see e.g. page 154. 
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Several of the players called "Always Come Home" a blues song. Although 
the song is composed and played in a blues idiom, i t does not have a stan
dard twelve-bar blues progression. I t is interesting to see that a couple of 
the players either went to C or stayed on G in the second bar of the verse -
or, that speaking about the song in the interview, they remembered it as 
going to C in that place. Of course, i f an experienced rock player hears a 
steady rhythm and blues backing in this style, like the four intro bars of 
"Always Come Home", he or she will be quite prepared for the song to be a 
twelve-bar blues; and he or she might even come to think about i t as such 
later: The formulas that you are used to will change your way of listening 
and thinking. 

As noted by the guitar co-assessor, some mediantic relationships have been 
used quite a lot in rock music during the last 30 years, for instance the A - F 
in the beginning of the verse of "Roller Coaster." This also was a change 
that most of the informants easily heard, possibly excepting the keyboard 
players. The sound of A major to F major, although considered an unusual 
mediantic relation in classical harmony, might be a well-known formula for 
somebody grown up in the 1970's and 80V 

On the other hand, a problem with "Roller Coaster", touched upon in a 
couple of the interviews, is the use of chords at semitone distances. Both B 
and Bb are present in the verse, and the A - F beginning the verse turns to 
A - F# in the chorus. This also seems to cause trouble, as most rock songs 
will be based on an either-or scheme in this respect: for instance, i f Bb is 
present, B will not be present.6 Keyboard I comments on this, talking about 
how every sing is built around a collection of notes, and saying that "Roller 
Coaster" had a lot of different notes, which made it hard for him to hear the 
chords (interview quote on p. 164). Going against the formulas made the 
song harder to play. Thus, as mentioned a couple of times in the Results 
chapter, most notably regarding Bass I's problems with the F# chords in 
"Roller Coaster" (see p. 145), a knowledge of common patterns or formulas 

5 This points to the question of the informants' age and background. It is possible that younger inform
ants, schooled with other harmonic formulas, would have gotten quite other results with the three songs in 
this study. On the other hand, this is somewhat hypothetical, since to become a ear player as accomplished 
as the players in this study will by definition mean exposition to several styles in rock music - learning 
traditional formulas. However, the question is still intriguing. 
6 In later rock music, however, this convention is quite often broken; see e.g. the chapters on Blur and 
Nirvana, pp. 85, 89. 
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might be a help when the music consists of such formulas - but a hindrance 
when it does not. 

I t might perhaps seem strange that not much is said about harmony itself in 
the interviews. However, this can be understood when viewing harmony as a 
consequence of bass plus melody plus middle parts (cf. Serafine, 1988, see 
footnote on p. 27). Another explanation might be that two of the songs in 
the study were rather difficult. I f all three songs had had the same sturdy 
and simple harmony as "Always Come Home", more might have been said 
about listening for the chords so to speak in themselves. On the other hand, 
a third and last explanation is related to the above: when a chord is a for
mula, sufficiently common to be recognised by its own sound, it is hard to 
speak about how this recognising is done - to explain how a well-familiar 
chord is recognised might be compared to describing the taste of a certain 
food; we know i t very well and always recognise it, but the taste is still hard 
to put in words. 

A last aspect of formulas may be found in keys. Some of the informants, e.g. 
Keyboard F and Guitar I , seem more at home in certain keys than in others. 
What keys are common in different musical styles is to some extent a mat
ter of what instruments are used: jazz songs, not least being vehicles for 
horn players to solo, are often in flat keys, while rock songs, often composed 
on guitar (see Chapter 4, p. 77) more often are in sharp keys. This leads to 
the question of sound and instrument idiomatics. 

Listening for instrument sound and idiomatics 
In "Always Come Home", both guitar players start out by fingering an open 
G chord in the first position. As soon as they hear the style of the recording, 
they change to a barré chord in the third position, no doubt on some level 
realising that "this does not seem to be a song where an open G chord would 
fi t ." The overall sound of a song itself will tell an experienced listener what 
kind of style he or she might expect, and from that, to some extent, what 
chords will be used. All the informants mentioned "rhythm and blues" when 
asked about what style "Always Come Home" was in, and as Bass I put it, in 
this style it would have been very strange i f the bridge had started in F or A. 
By the same token, a song with the "slick"7 American west coast sound but 

7 "Slick" is a term used for mostly Los Angeles-based, American music, by groups and artists like Airplay, 
Steely Dan and many others; see e.g. Johansson (1999). 
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not using the minor n and maj9no3 chords associated with this style -
maybe instead using the b5 based harmony of Metallica, see p. 88 - would 
also sound quite strange. 

Another factor of sound is that open chords on the guitar all have their own 
characteristic sound (see Chapter 2, page 30), as well as the sound of open 
bass strings will be easily recognised by experienced bass players. Also, both 
bass players comment on the fact that the bass on the recording was 5-string 
and used notes below the low E that is the bottom note on a regular 4-string 
bass. Such low notes are not as often used as the normal register of the in
strument, and thus harder to recognise. 

Listening for the bass part 
When a chord or bass note is not immediately found, by recognising the 
sound of a chord either as a formula or by the sound of an instrument, for 
instance, open bass strings and common guitar chords, the informants very 
often seem to listen for its bass note first. Since this is revealed by their 
playing, as when the guitar players stop playing full chords and instead go for 
single bass notes, when the harmony is complicated, there is a longer section 
on this under "Playing by searching for the bass part" on p. 204 ff. However, 
it can be observed that Hstening for the bass part means intervalHc Hstening, 
for instance: i f the last chord was a G and the bass moves upward by an in
terval larger than a second, a player might hear that the interval in the bass 
part is a third, or a fourth, and so on. When this doesn't work immediately, 
the player will resort to searching. 

Listening for the melody 
Several quotes from the interviews mention the melody, talking about for 
instance how it might create a tension for the next chord (see e.g. pp. 146 
and 174). ActuaUy, in a couple of instances this was intentionally built into 
the songs, the most obvious example being the ascending melody G - A - B 
in the last bar before the bridge of "Always Come Home". Here, Bass I 
mentions that a bridge in C is standard in this type of song - but stiU, the 
ascending melody probably helps. 

Another example is the verse melody of "You Could Get Lost", which out
lines the change from E major to E minor by landing on the minor third of 
the Em chord. A third example is the descending vocal melody in the cho-
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ruses of "Roller Coaster". By listening for this melody and playing it as a 
bass line, the players used notes that sounded correct. 

Exactly how musicians listen for the melody in a context like the one in this 
study is an intriguing question. The examples above are a couple of obvious 
instances, but it is quite probable that the awareness of the melody and the 
implications of this are always there: "a melody like this should mean that 
the next chord would be..." and so on. This would mean that the melody, 
too, functions in the same way as harmonic formulas - and with the same 
problems: i f a melody is used in an unusual way, or harmonised with unusual 
chords, the knowledge of standard patterns might mean problems for a 
player expecting such patterns. 

Of course, the four listening strategies summarised above are not used in a 
mutually exclusive way. Instead, when a chord is recognised, this recogni
tion might very well depend on a combination of recognising a harmonic 
formula, recognising an instrument sound, recognising an interval in the 
bass part and recognising something in the vocal melody - all happening 
more or less simultaneously. 

Playing strategies 

Playing chords or melodic figures 
Guitar I seemed to go for basic chords in all the songs, while Guitar F 
played many fill-ins and licks during "Always Come Home" and to a certain 
extent in "You Could Get Lost". In "Roller Coaster", Guitar F too tried to 
find the basic chords. Keyboard I seemed to use a strategy of playing me
lodic figures - licks, fills and scales - while Keyboard F went more for basic 
chords. 

These strategies are also reflected in the interviews. Guitar F talks about 
learning songs by just improvising to them (p. 180), and also about adding 
something of his own to the song (p. 183). Keyboard I talks about hiding the 
fact that he doesn't know a song by playing licks and fills, "faking it" (p 163). 
Guitar I , on the other hand, talks about having played a lot of acoustic gui
tar, using open chord forms to get "a good sound" (p. 191) - in other words, 
less solo or improvisatory playing than Guitar F. 
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Thus, two strategies used by the informants8 are either going for the chords 
themselves, as outlined in the last section, or going for the tonality by play
ing melodic figures - licks or scales.9 

Playing melodic figures might mean understanding of the chord progression 
by for instance playing a major scale figure and realising that the chord is 
minor; or in similar ways hearing that one or more notes of the figure played 
do or do not fit the harmony. When working with the tonality by playing 
melodic figures, the player wil l hopefully internalise the chord progression 
after playing through the different form parts once or several times. He or 
she will then be ready to play chords the next time this form parts returns -
or, at least, he or she will know the harmony well enough to play licks and 
fills in a better way. 

I t should also be noted that all the players - again, excluding the bass play
ers, who in principle did not play licks or fills, since this is unusual on their 
instrument10 - used both strategies: when Guitar F ran into trouble in 
"Roller Coaster", he started searching with fifth chords; and Keyboard F 
tried playing fills in the same song when it seemed impossible to find the 
chords. 

Playing by searching for the bass part 
A very common strategy is to listen for and try to find the bass note of a 
chord first. A typical example of this is Guitar F's playing in most of "Roller 
Coaster", as well as Bass F's actions on the F#m chords at the end of the 
choruses of this song. Here, i t can be heard and seen how the players have a 
certain feeling for where they should go, but they don't make it at once and 
have to come closer to the correct note or chord by trial and error. Search
ing in this way seems most needed for when the bass note moves in large 
and unusual intervals. The bass co-assessor noted that for the bass infor
mants, bass movements of fourth and fifths, along with stepwise and chro
matic movements, seem most easy to hear, while mediantic relationships 

Excluding the bass players, whose task is to look for root and bassline. 
9 Going for melodic figures seems to be quite ingrained in some of the players, as the instruction the in
formants received before the test (see p. 116 of the Method chapter) clearly said "Your task is to 'get the 
chords right', as far as possible: to hear which chords are played. ... Note that this is not a question about 
solos or fill-ins, but just the chord progressions." 
1 0 See Bass I's comment from his interview, page 144, about "concentrating on the role of the bass in mu
sic." Still, it should be noted that Bass I actually does add to the recording, by his fills in the Intro sections 
of "Roller Coaster." 
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and tritone steps" are most difficult. This might be explained partly with 
the fact that stepwise, chromatic, and fourth or f i f th movements are staples 
of Western harmony. I f the bass part moves for instance a major sixth up 
from the root in a E major chord to the root in a C# major chord, two 
problems arise: the unusual chord combination and the large interval. In 
such cases, players who try to get the bass note of the chord first will proba
bly take a chance, and if they overshoot (landing for instance on C instead of 
C# in the second chord) or undershoot (maybe landing on D or D#), they 
will try to correct by searching. 

I t seems that the searching is quite guided by what the players expect from 
music. Bass I's playing in the verses of "Roller Coaster" is an example of this 
(see Chapter 6, p. 139). Having already had A and F notes and hearing the 
bass moving downwards from B in an unknown interval, the note G is a 
quite self-evident choice. When G doesn't work, the ear functions as a 
guide, and Bass I quickly moves down to F#. This is one aspect of what 
makes him, as well as the other informants in this study, an accomplished 
ear player: the ability to hear that what I 'm playing right now clashes with 
the model... and in a certain way... which means that I should correct by 
doing this! While the student group mentioned in the Introduction no 
doubt had the ability to hear such clashes, they did not have enough experi
ence and instrumental knowledge to immediately hear what was wrong 
when something was wrong, in the way that the six informants did. Also, 
due to the music students' lack of experience of the genre and instrumental 
knowledge, the music did not possess the same meaning for them as i t did 
for the informants of the study. There is, however, one instance where an 
accomplished player fell into the same trap as the girl group of the Intro
duction. This is Guitar F's playing in "Roller Coaster", which is marked by a 
never-ending searching: Guitar F does not seem to understand more of the 
progressions in the different form parts when they are repeated - instead, he 
searches almost helplessly for each new chord. Here, due to the difficult 
chord progression, Guitar F resorts to going for "isolated episodes in the 
music" instead of grasping the overall structure (cf. Sloboda, 1985; see Chap
ter 2, p. 23). 

11 Excepting common patterns like the tritone substitution, that might be a formula for a jazz player, al
though less so for a rock musician. 
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Building chords from the bass note 
I t seems quite clear that a main strategy for almost all the players, when 
they run into problems, is to first try to find the bass note. Guitar F is a 
good example of this, using advanced chord forms and playing many small 
fills in "Always Come Home" - where the harmony is sufficiently simple for 
him to immediately hear the changes - but almost exclusively using fifth 
chords or single bass notes in "Roller Coaster." The bass most often plays 
the root; a conceivable way of solving the problem of what chord one is 
hearing at a certain moment might be in three steps: i) what bass note? 
(here = root); 2) major or minor?; and 3) what chord extensions, i f any? I f the 
bass is not playing the root, however, it is harder to use this three-step strat
egy. The strategy might then be expanded to 1) what bass note? - 2) what 
function in the chord? - and so on... but before such a strategy is worked 
through, the song will most probably have gone on to the next chord. 

An example of this might be the following. In a certain style, say country 
rock, the player knows that the key is A major and the chord right now is E 
major. When the next chord comes, the bass descends. I t is possible but not 
very probable in a country rock style that this next chord should have an Eb 
or D# bass note. I f the chord has a D bass, i t is on the other hand very 
probable that it is a major chord; i f the chord has a C# bass, i t is probable 
that it is a minor chord. I f the player tries for a D major chord, he or she 
might immediately try for an addo extension; and so on. 

As one might predict from the above, the chords F#m/C# and G7/D in 
"Roller Coaster" were very hard to hear: an unusual combination of two 
chords, furthermore with the fifth in the bass, going by very quickly in a 
generally weird chord progression. One might think that a situation like this 
would be easier for the bass players, but none of the bass players got these 
chords or bass tones right. The guitar players, both of them using fifth 
chords in this song, did seem to be close to finding the bass notes - but in
terpreting the harmony as C#5 and D5. I n other words, their strategy of 
fifth chords helped them find the correct bass note, but not the correct 
chord. 

Being a bass player means a certain power in certain situations, like the A7 -
C change in the verse of "You Could Get Lost." Both bass players stayed on 
A all through this bar, which instead of sounding like a "wrong" bass note 
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rather made the C chord sound like an Amy. To some extent, this can also 
be said about the C#m - C#jfE# and F#m - F#jfE changes in the bridge 
of "You Could Get Lost" - staying on C# and F# here is not impossible for 
a bass player, although the players' bass note will clash somewhat with the 
bass on the model recording. 

Different instruments 

The informants in this study were bass players, guitar players and keyboard 
players. The different instruments in a band will by definition have different 
roles. A bass player might play a correct bass note without knowing - some
times even without caring - i f the note played is root, third, f i f th or some
thing else in the sounding chord. A bass player also might take a solo some
times, but more seldom than a guitar or keyboard player. A guitar player 
might play only on beats two and four for an entire song, or even play fills, 
without stylistic problems; while a bass player almost always plays on the 
downbeat of the bar.12 A keyboard player might or might not be used to us
ing his left hand in a band context, and so on. The different roles of the in
struments mean that bass, guitar and keyboard players will use different 
strategies. This is discussed in the following. 

The two bass players in this study used quite similar strategies. Both bass 
players tried to find both the correct root, and a bass figure that was close to 
the recording. There are at least two possible explanations for trying to find 
a bass part in the style of the recording. The first explanation is that bass 
players are used to playing certain patterns in certain styles. The second one 
is that trying to play a different bass line - e.g., i f a bass player had tried to 
play the root of each chord in even eighths, a not uncommon bass pattern in 
some styles13 - the low register of the bass would have meant quite harsh 
clashes. Of course, such clashes happened fairly often during the test, but 
the bass players did try to avoid them. I t should also be noted that rock 
bands and rock recordings often have two (or more) guitar players and not 
seldom two (or more) keyboard players. Situations with two bass players, 
although not unheard of, are a lot less common. This of course means that a 
bass player will be less used to playing in situations with another bass in the 

1 2 With the exception of certain styles, Eke reggae. 
1 3 E.g. eighties rock music; songs like "Every Breath You Take" by the Police, or "The Final Countdown" 
by Europe. 
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same band, which was in effect what they were forced to do in this study: 
there already was a bass on the model recordings. 

Both bass players had to stop and listen at the downbeat of many bars, 
leaving out this downbeat in their playing (see the transcriptions of their 
playing). I t should be noted that guitar and keyboard players also leave out 
downbeats, but that a left-out downbeat in the bass is perceived as a greater 
disturbance in the music than a left-out downbeat in guitar or keyboard. 

The two keyboard players used more different strategies than the two bass 
players. Keyboard F seemed to try to find the basic chords, as seen in his 
playing on "Always Come Home", while Keyboard I went more for licks and 
fills even in this song. This is also commented in the interview (page 162). 
When the chord progressions became more difficult in the two other songs, 
Keyboard F too tried licks and fills. 

The guitar players also seemed to use different strategies, with Guitar F 
playing fills and embellishments in "Always Come Home" and "You Could 
Get Lost", while Guitar I tried more for basic chords. However, as the songs 
got harder, both guitar players started playing fifth chords and in some in
stances just bass notes. 

The bass note of a chord seems to be very important (see above, pp. 202, 
204). Both guitar players in this study, when in doubt, first tried to find the 
bass note. The keyboard players also said that they did this (see pp. 147,164), 
but in some instances, like the second bridge of "You Could Get Lost" for 
Keyboard I , and the beginning of both bridges in the same song for Key
board F, it seemed that the keyboard players were using scalar figures in 
trying to find the right tonality. While Guitar F also played many small em
bellishments in this song, he never gave the impression of using single-note 
melodies to find the tonality. 

Early on in their careers, keyboard players are trained to, or learn to, play 
independent figures with their left and right hand. A keyboard player might 
keep a bass or rhythm part going in his left hand while playing a melody or 
chord rhythm in his right hand. While this is possible to do on guitar, it is 
certainly less common, and a guitar player leaving his or her rhythm part to 
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play a fill is aware that in so doing, he or she makes the band's sound or tex
ture thinner. This could be a possible explanation to the above. 

Fifth chords (see pp. 86 - 87) seem to be so well ingrained in the two guitar 
players in this study that when they run into problems they resort to such 
chords. They thus remove the problems of major or minor, not to mention 
chord extensions. The keyboard players might play a fifth in the bass now 
and then, but they never played consecutive fifths searching for the correct 
sound in the way the guitar players did. 

Also, guitar playing often utilises muted strings, sometimes with an audible 
pitch, but sometimes just giving a rhythmical sound. This can be seen e.g. in 
Guitar F's playing in "Roller Coaster": in many places throughout this song, 
he played muted strings without pitch, thus keeping some rhythm and 
sound going although seemingly uncertain about the current chord sound. 
This solution is not possible on a keyboard. 

Finally, it should be considered that rock bands often have a line-up of gui
tar or guitars, bass and drums without keyboard, but that bands with key
board, bass and drums without guitars are much less common. Thus, a key
board player can become used to not having to play all the time - there are 
guitars filling in the basic harmony and rhythm parts - while a guitar player 
probably has been through several bands and situations where he or she 
alone had this responsibility. This might explain why the keyboard players 
in this study generally seem to play less and listen more than the guitar play
ers. 

The above shows that ear players to some extent will use different strate
gies, depending on the instrument they play: its technical possibilities and 
musical role in a group. 

Informal training, versus formal and informal training 

The informants in this study all had informal training, playing in rock bands, 
playing by ear and so on, while three also had formal training. I t is possible 
that a study using informants with only formal training - i f such musicians 
can be found in the rock genre - might yield other results. However, in the 
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informants' ability to hear and play the chord progressions, no obvious dif
ference could be seen between the group with formal musical training and 
the group without such training. In other words, judging from this study, 
formal training means neither that the player is a better ear player, using his 
or her theoretical knowledge to solve problems, but nor that formal training 
hampers the ability to play well by ear, a misunderstanding seen in quotes 
like the one on page 12 of the Introduction. 

There is one point where the two groups differ in their playing. This is in 
the song "Always Come Home", where none of the informants had any great 
problems hearing and interpreting the harmony. Here, Bass F's tendency to 
play walking bass lines after the first bridge (see page 125), Keyboard F's use 
of jazzy chord substitutions (page 151), and Guitar F's frequent use of add9 
chords (page 169), are not quite in the style of the song. I t seems that when 
the harmony is easily understood and these players feel safe, they all want to 
embellish the song, using formulas that they feel familiar with - even to the 
point of changing the style of the song. All these three players have formal 
education. The players without formal education, even when embem^hing, 
like in the case of Keyboard I , seemed to stay closer to the style. A possible 
explanation is that this might have to do with formal education meaning 
playing in lots of styles, and being encouraged to make one's own mark on 
the music played. A player without formal education might possibly be more 
inclined to play close to the original style.14 

Another difference between the groups can, not surprisingly, be seen in the 
way the subjects talk about their playing, with the formally educated group 
using words like circle of fifths, subdominant and so on, and the group 
without formal training not using such words. 

Ear playing seems to be learned by playing by ear, more than by studying 
music in formal education, as well as Brändström (1993) found that "one 
learns to play piano by playing piano."15 Such learning by doing also means 
that a musician will learn to play the styles that he or she plays. A great 
ability to hear chord progressions in bebop jazz will of course mean devel
oping one's ear to a great degree - but it will not automatically mean an 

1 4 This question is touched upon by Gullberg in her dissertation "By learning or doing - Studies in the so
cialisation into music (2002, p. 187). Here, Gullberg raises the question whether a genre-broad and multi
cultural education might not mean that different genres be treated in a superficial way. 
' s Man lär sig spela piano genom att spela piano. 
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equally great ability to hear the very different chord progressions used by 
groups Hke Nirvana or Blur; and vice versa. Of course, the rhythmical pat
terns, chord voicings and so on used in different musical styles also are dif
ferent. This means that the genres that an ear player is used to playing also 
will affect the strategies that he or she uses. 

On memory 

Different kinds of memory 
The four different kinds of memory mentioned by Lilliestam (see p. 29) all 
seemingly came into play for the informants in this study. Below are a few 
comments on memory. 

Starting with verbal memory, it is interesting that the informants don't seem 
to remember too much of their playing, at least not being able to put it in 
words, when interviewed about i t only minutes later. One explanation for 
this might be that much of the informants' knowledge is embodied - in
grained in the body but difficult to speak about. Another possible explana
tion is the fact that the informants played three completely new songs, of 
which two had quite complicated or even confusing chord progressions. 
However, Bass F and Guitar F, who both work as music teachers, both 
seemed to remember more than the others and to be able to put more in 
words than the others. Working as a teacher no doubt means, at least to 
some extent, being used to expressing different aspects of music verbaUy 
more than a non-teaching - and formaUy non-educated - player will be. 

Still, even Bass F and Guitar F did not verbaUy remember too much of the 
progressions. For instance, when asked to relate the chord progression of 
"Always Come Home", Guitar F invented a totaHy new progression for the 
bridge of this song (see page 175). I t seems that the task of Hstening for the 
progressions and trying to play them is absorbing to the extent of pushing 
away verbal thinking and verbal memory. The inventing of a new progres
sion also points to the importance of formulas; the invented progression 
could have been possible in a song Hke "Always Come Home." 

On the other hand, it's quite probable that the subjects would have solved 
more of the chord progressions i f the test had been repeated, featuring all 
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three songs, at the same time that the interview was done - in other words, 
that things they were not able to express verbally would have come out in 
their playing. Of course, in such a situation, the song itself would have acted 
as a stimulus for recall, in the same way as watching the video did in the ac
tual test.'6 

Lilliestam (1995, p. 48) writes that "the different kinds of memory interact in 
very complex ways."17 How this interaction happens is beyond the scope of 
this study, but in a couple of instances, most notably Guitar I's B chord in 
bar 6 of "You Could Get Lost", tantalising hints might be glimpsed. In this 
place and others, it seems like a player is fingering a chord or note and 
somehow feeling the harmony with his fingers - does the feel of this finger
ing correspond to what I hear? - an interaction between auditory and kin-
aesthetic memory. Another example of this is the way Guitar F and Guitar I 
both changed from open G chords to barré chords in the beginning of 
"Always Come Home" (see above, p. 201): the feel of the open chords, as 
compared to the sound of the recording, was not quite right.'8 Another way 
of looking at this is, once again, embodied knowledge or familiarity: it is possi
ble to have a knowledge of chords, somehow ingrained in the body, so that 
for instance a guitar player's hands move to the correct position without the 
player being consciously aware of what he or she is doing, or without con
scious thought about what chord this is and why his or her hands are moving 
there. 

Instant learning 
One of the informants, Bass F, clearly seems to gradually build his knowl
edge of the chord progressions - solving problems for each run-through of 
each form-part (see p. 134). However, all the players, to varying extent, re
peat mistakes that they once have made. I t seems that the players somehow 
immediately learn what they have played: "This is the place where I played a 
C chord", and so on. This is not surprising in cases where this C chord is 
correct, but more so when the chord is wrong. 

Maybe the most obvious example of instant learning of mistakes is Guitar F. 
I t is somewhat surprising that he hears the beginning of "Roller Coaster" as 

1 6 Many rock players will indeed recognise situations where a song is mentioned, and somebody in the band 
doesn't remember the song but says, "Just play it, and it will come" - the knowledge of the song is there, 
but needs to be triggered by the song itself. 
1 7 De olika minnena fungerar i kombination med varandra på mycket komplexa sätt. 
! S See Lilliestam (1995, p. 47 ff.) for more on this. 
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an A - A#5 progression. He plays notes that f i t A - A#5, and he also men
tions this in the interview - then, when asked about it, saying "Now I can't 
hear the sharp fifth!" (p. 179). To me, the use of A add9 to A seemed quite a 
common formula, but none of the players in the study actually played this 
riff. Quite on the other hand, it seems that Guitar F in a way made a formula 
from his mishearing: "The intro, where I played A - A#5, is coming up 
now." Other examples of repeated mistakes include e.g. Keyboard I's re
turning to G one bar early in the verse of "Always Come Home", Bass I's 
going to F#m one bar early in the bridges of "You Could Get Lost", and 
Guitar I's playing D chords in the fifth bar of the verse progression (where 
the model song has a C chord) in "Always Come Home." Guitar I corrected 
himself quickly each time, but he did repeat the mistake three times after 
initially making i t in the first verse. A mistake, once made, stands a good 
chance of being repeated. 

Repeated mistakes also might mean that a player somehow decides that this 
is what he or she hears; as in the case of Guitar F's A - A#5 chords. This 
might be seen as another example of trying to find meaning in what is heard. 
A verse progression of G - D7 - D7 - G, G - D7 - D7 - G in "Always Come 
Home" would not have been impossible, and A - A#5 progressions can be 
found in popular music, for instance in the famous "James Bond" theme.19 

To make a comparison with verbal language, here a sentence that is gram
matically correct is misinterpreted. And of course, since the players' re
peated mistakes are chosen among a number of possible solutions, one 
might say that this instant learning is in one way not instant, but instead an 
instance of relying on old and well-familiar patterns: chords considered to 
be grammatically correct are played once, and then repeated later on in the 
song. 

The above paragraphs are about instances when a mistake is repeated. How
ever, i t should be remembered that the many cases where something is 
played correctly the first time through, and then repeated correctly - like 
the bridge of "Always Come Home", for all the informants - might also be 
seen as instant learning: Having played for instance this bridge correctly, 
and hearing it come up again, the players seem quite sure about what to do; 
and i t is also interesting that Guitar I , to mention one example, repeats ex-

1 9 This theme was written by either John Barry or Monty Norman; see for instance www.geocities. 
com/Hollywood/Bungalow/28o2/barryA)iograph.htm 
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actly the same syncopation going into the last two bars of the bridge. This 
syncopation no doubt is also something that Guitar I has played many, 
many times... and having played it once in this song, he repeats i t again. 
Thus, repeated mistakes are interesting not only in themselves, but maybe 
more because they point to how quickly something is learned, to then be 
repeated later on. 

When something is played correctly once and then repeated, i t is hard to 
say whether the informant is consciously aware of this. However, when a 
mistake is repeated, it seems quite clear that there is no conscious or verbal 
thought involved; that the informants don't think "Now it's getting time to 
play that wrong chord again."20 Playing repeated mistakes then can be con
trasted against the style of playing that Bass F seems to exemplify: i f he has 
understood most of a chord progression, but has one or a couple of trouble 
spots left, he seems to consciously test different possible variants. I t doesn't 
seem too farfetched to suppose that Bass F uses his verbal memory, or his 
knowledge of facts, somewhat more than the other players, who seem to 
rely mostly on other, non-verbal kinds of memory and knowledge. 

Conclusions 

To recap the above sections, the informants first of all seemed to continu
ally choose between listening or playing, and to use a number of listening 
and playing strategies. The following listening strategies were used: 

• Listening for harmonic formulas - i.e., chord combinations that are suffi
ciently well known for the informants to just hear them. 

• Listening for sound and instrument idiomatics - i.e., recognising an open 
bass string or a chord due to the sound of the instrument. 

• Listening for the bass part - i.e., trying to hear in what interval the bass 
notes of the chords move. 

2 0 Excepting cases like the one mentioned on p. 213, when a player seems to decide that what he hears is 
correct and plays it on purpose; most instantly learned mistakes are corrected quickly - but still recur sev
eral times. 
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• Listening for the melody - i.e., using the melody or fragments of this to 
judge what chord is being played, or might come up next. 

The following playing strategies were used: 

• Playing by using either chords or melodic figures - i.e., either staying in the 
background and playing rhythm, or adding something to the song by 
playing licks or fills. 

• Playing by searching for the bass part - i.e., when unsure of the chords, try
ing to make sounds and understand the harmony by searching for bass 
notes. 

• Playing by building chords from bass notes - i.e., i f the bass notes are found 
and i f there is time, guitar and keyboard players might try to build chords 
from them. 

• Playing by using instant learning - i.e., repeated mistakes point to how 
quickly most of the players learn to repeat what they once have done. 
This could be opposed to a more conscious and gradual building of 
knowledge. 

Al l the variants of these listening and playing strategies might very well be 
used by one player in one song - listening in different ways, playing chords 
here and licks there, pausing to listen here, searching for the bass part here, 
and so on. 

Both the playing and the listening strategies show how experience of ear 
playing, the role of the instrument played, and not least experience of the 
genre in question helps the players. They recognise formulas by having 
heard and played them many times; they use melodic figures to find the to
nality or "fake" it through the chord progression in ways that they have tried 
before, and so on. 

According to this, it could be said that an ear player is not an ear player -
except in genres that the player has at least some experience of. Without 
knowing the genre or style, it is impossible to play the right kind of formulas 
in the right way. Different players will utilise formulas that they, with their 
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different backgrounds, find meaningful in the music. I t also seems that 
chord progressions have to be ingrained or embodied in a player to achieve 
meaning for the player - the player needs embodied knowledge and familia
rity. An ear player will function best in genres that he or she has played 
most, and when confronted with less well-known genres, the problems will 
increase in relation to how different the genre is from genres that the ear 
player knows. In other words, the progression C - F - G is maybe not in it
self easier to hear easier to hear than the progression A - F - Bm; what ma
kes the first progression easier to recognise for Western listeners is that it is 
so common in Western music. This confirms the results by Parncutt (1989) 
and Krumhansl (1990) mentioned on page 27 of the "Previous Research" 
chapter: that tonal harmonic relations are built up in long-term memory 
through abstraction and schematisation of pitch usage in tonal music, as 
well as Sloboda's comments about i t being easier to remember musical pat
terns "designed to form common musical patterns within the scale frame
work" (see p. 22), and that music is remembered through "global information 
which specifies some parameters of the overall structure" (see p. 23). All the
se statements confirm that the ability of recognising and remembering mu
sical patterns is built up by listening to such patterns many times, over a pe
riod of years. 

A good ear player thus in all probability has a great deal of experience from 
different genres. He or she will recognise chord progressions and other for
mulas, and have a repertoire of such formulas, to immediately put in use. 
The ear player who immediately sits in with a band in an unknown genre 
and plays everything correctly seems to be a mythical creature. 

Formal training, here defined as music college or corresponding, did not 
seem to make much difference for the players in the study, except for their 
attitude towards style and the language that they used when describing mu
sic. The informants' skills seem to have been learned in other contexts -
namely, by playing different genres by ear, inside institutions or outside of 
them. 

I t also seems to matter what role an ear player is used to having when play
ing music. In the same way as previously experienced styles are easier to 
play, players will do what they are used to doing: for instance, Guitar F likes 
to play licks and fill-ins to add something to the music, while Guitar I is 
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more used to playing big and "good-sounding" chords in the background. 
The player's personal style and, to some extent, personality will come thro
ugh in every situation. And although it is a truism, it must be noted that ear 
playing is not the same for bass players, for keyboard players and for guitar 
players. 

One metaphor for playing unknown songs by ear might be choosing be
tween a number of doors. Depending on the style of the music, and on what 
chords have been perceived just before, certain doors might seem more 
probable than others; for instance, after hearing the C - G - C chords in the 
first six bars of the bridge of "Always Come Home", the Dj door obviously 
was very probable to all the informants in this study, while the sound of the 
Interlude in "Roller Coaster" seemingly made several doors blur together. 
After choosing a chord, or door, this opens up the possibilities that the 
player is used to using in this context; every player will, so to speak, have his 
or her G7 room furnished with certain choices that have worked well in the 
past. The player will try one such door and either perceive that i t is right -
or perceive that it is wrong, whereupon a new set of possible doors appears; 
and so on. 

Another metaphor, used a few times in the above, is the comparison of mu
sic to verbal language. To make one last such comparison, playing by ear 
could be seen as engaging in a conversation, where the player is one partici
pant and the music the other. I t is easy to discuss something with someone 
who speaks the same language, and who you know well; your comments and 
statements will be understood, as well as you yourself wil l understand the 
other person's point of view. If , however, one of the participants has prob
lems with the language, or doesn't seem to want to understand what the 
other is saying, the conversation runs into trouble. When playing by ear, i f 
the ear player knows the style well, most phrases, chord combinations and 
so on will be familiar, making the playing easier than i f phrases and chord 
progressions are unfamiliar, maybe even to the point of gibberish. In such a 
case, when the player tries formulas that he or she is used to, they won't 
work - the "conversation" with the music gets very difficult. Only after 
learning the language, or the other person's idiosyncrasies in using the lan
guage - in other words, in the case of music, as exemplified in this study, the 
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chord progressions used - will the player be able to communicate with the 
music.21 

Both verbal language and music mean interaction with symbols: even when 
only hearing (and recognising) a chord on a recording, for instance a G7 
chord, the symbol G7 will come up in the player's mind, involving memories 
of the many times the player has played on G7 chords; what is possible to 
play on a G7 chord; and so on. 

This raises the question of which theories could be used to explain and bet
ter understand the results of this study. One psychological theory that 
seems close at hand, and that is also quite popular at the time of this writ
ing, is Vygotsky's cultural-historical theory (e.g. Vygotsky, 1978), where 
learning and communication are considered to be mediated by signs and 
tools. However, I have chosen to exemplify with a theoretical perspective 
that might not be as much in vogue as Vygotsky's, but that shares some 
traits with this - namely the theory of symbolic interactionism. 

2 1 The comparison between music and language might not be too far-fetched, as seen from the following 
quote from Nature Science Update (www.naO1re.corn/nsW010426/010426-4.html): 

"The region of the brain that allows us understand whether a sentence makes sense may also help us 
tell the difference between a symphony and cacophony, new research suggests. (...) 

The Broca's area - a brain region that processes the syntax, or word arrangement in a sentence - is 
activated when people hear a musical chord in the wrong place in a traditional progression of chords. So 
Burkhard Maess and colleagues at the Max Planck Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience in Leipzig, Ger
many find. (...) 

Brain activity remained constant when the chord sequence followed the rules of western classical 
music: a progression of five, 'in-ke/ chords. But when the sequence included a mis-fit chord at the end, 
activity in the Broca's area increased - just as it would if a listener detected a word out of place at the end 
of a sentence. The effect was weaker or absent when the wrong chord was third in the sequence. This, 
Maess argues, is because the subjects had not heard enough chords by that point to predict how the se
quence should be progressing, and therefore tell whether it was wrong or not." 
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Symbolic Interactionism 

As discussed in Chapter 3, page 46, many aspects of music are about com
munication - communication via for instance sheet music, via chord sym
bols, via body language, and via the music itself. Symbolic interactionism is a 
psychological theory that, as the name indicates, deals with how human be
ings communicate or interact with the help of symbols. The following is a 
short description of symbolic interactionism, and of how the theory might 
be used in the field of ear playing. 

Symbolic interactionism emerged as a distinct perspective in the begin-ning 
of the 20 t h century. A list of intellectual antecedents, including among oth
ers German idealists, Darwin's theory of evolution and func-tional psychol
ogy, can be found in Manis and Meitzer (1978, pp. 2-3). The best-known fig
ure in the development of symbolic interactionism is George Herbert 
Mead." 

Although Mead considered himself to be a behaviourist, behaviourism con
cerned itself with observable behaviour and didn't study phenomena like 
meaning and consciousness. Mead himself considered meaning and con
sciousness to be very real phenomena with a material background (Boglind, 
1982, p. 12). Thus, three basic premises for symbolic interactionism, as in
terpreted by Blumer (1969, pp. 2-6), are all concerned with meaning: Human 
beings act towards things on the basis of the meanings that the things have 
for them; these meanings are a product of social interaction in human soci
ety; and these meanings are modified and handled through an interpretative 
process that is used by each individual in dealing with the signs that he or 
she encounters. 

The basic propositions of symbolic interactionism 
Although there are several variations of symbolic interactionism - between 
two and ten schools have been distinguished by various commentators 
(Meitzer, Petras and Reynolds, 1975, p. 53) - an article by Manis and Meitzer 
(1978, pp. 5-9) defines seven basic propositions that are "the main features 

" The American George Herbert Mead (1863 - 1931) studied in Germany before teaching at the University 
of Michigan, where he met John Dewey. Mead and Dewey both worked at the University of Chicago from 
1894. Mead pubhshed articles, but no books, during his lifetime. After his death, his students published 
four collections of his lectures. The most well-known such collection is Mind, Self and Society, pubhshed in 
1934 (Meitzer, Petras and Reynolds, 1975, p. 28). Mead's best known student was Herbert Blumer (1900 -
1987), who coined the term "symbolic interactionism" in an article published in 1937, Man and Society. 
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of modern symbolic interactionism" (p. 5). These propositions are summa
rised below. 

1. Distinctively human behaviour and interaction are carried on through the me
dium of symbols and their meanings. This is the central idea of symbolic in
teractionism. Apart from some exceptions like reflexes, human beings, 
instead of responding directly to stimuli, interpret the stimuli by assign
ing meaning to them, and act on the basis of these interpretations and 
meanings. 

2. The individual becomes humanised through interaction with other persons. Hu
man nature, mind, and self are not biological givens, but emerge out of 
human interaction: We are not born human, but become human. By as
sociating with others, we learn to imagine how other humans feel, we 
learn to use symbols, and we learn to behave towards ourselves as toward 
others. 

3. Human society is most usefully conceived of as consisting ofpeople in interaction. 
By this, the processes in human society are emphasised, instead of more 
common, and static, metaphors like social structure and social system. 
Although organisation like social structure exists, it is a framework in 
which social action takes place, and the organisation cannot completely 
determine the action. 

4. Human beings are active in shaping their own behaviour. Due to the process 
of interpreting stimuli, instead of responding automatically to them, hu
man beings have a degree of choice in their behaviour. By socialisation, 
human beings are at once enmeshed in society and freed from society -
having a self means the ability to behave in ways that society might not 
approve. 

5. Consciousness, or thinking involves interaction with oneself. Thinking is an in
ternal conversation, where one can indicate things to oneself and try al
ternatives. This is a dialectical process that involves two components of 
the self: the I , a spontaneous and impulsive aspect, and the Me, a set of 
internalised social definitions. The interplay between these aspects of the 
self utilises the same processes as a dialogue - abstract and reflective 
thinking duplicates interpersonal activity. 
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6. Human beings construct their own behaviour in the course of its execution. Hu
mans play a part in creating their own destinies. Human conduct is influ
enced, but not entirely determined, by previous experiences. 

7. An understanding ofhuman conduct requires study of the actors' covert behaviour. 
While the behaviourism of John B. Watson only allowed for strictly 
"scientific" study of overt behaviour, George Herbert Mead allowed for 
intuitive investigation of covert aspects of human behaviour: i f humans 
act on the basis of their interpretations or meanings, i t is necessary to get 
at these meanings in order to understand and explain the behaviour. 

Objects and Acts 
Two central concepts in symbolic interactionism are the object and the act. 

An object is "anything that can be indicated, anything that is pointed to or 
referred to - a cloud, a book, a legislature, a banker, a religious doctrine, a 
ghost, and so forth" (Blumer, 1969, p. 10). To human beings, however, the 
object is not perceived without meaning, and the meaning of the object sets 
the way in which we see the object and the way we are prepared to act to
ward it . Different objects may have different meanings for different indi
viduals: a lumberman might perceive a tree differently than a poet; members 
of ethnic groups might be seen differently by their own group than by 
members of other groups; and "the meaning of objects for a person arises 
fundamentally out of the way they are defined to him by others with whom 
he interacts" (Blumer, 1969, p. 11). 

Blumer also writes (1969, p. 10) that objects, for purposes of convenience, 
might be divided into three categories: a) physical objects, such as chairs, 
trees, or bicycles; b) social objects, such as students, priests, a president, a 
mother, or a friend; c) abstract objects, such as moral principles, philoso
phical doctrines, or ideas such as justice, exploitation, or compassion. 

The act is "the fundamental unit of social behaviour" (Meitzer, Petras and 
Reynolds, 1975, p. 32). The act is the overt parallel of covert behaviour like 
thought and perception: an inner condition is outwardly manifested as social 
behaviour. 
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Acts might be broken down in to four stages. An individual act begins with 
an impulse, most often of a biological nature, like hunger. A social act begins 
with a. gesture, which is in itself an act, performed by another person. 

Manis, Meitzer and Reynolds (1975, p. 33) give the foEowing four stages for 
an individual act: 

• Impulse: The individual feels hungry. 

• Perception: The individual thinks about food. 

• Manipulation: The individual takes some action that wiU end in eating, or 
satisfies him or her self by thinking about eating later. 

• Consummation: The individual eats; or forgets that he or she is hungry; or, 
in extreme cases, dies of starvation. 

A social act has the foEowing stages (ibid.): 

• Gesture: A friend waves to me. 

• Perception: I interpret this as a friendly greeting, or, i f I just had an argu
ment with the friend, as irony. 

• Manipulation: I wave back - or choose to look in another direction. 

• Consummation: The friend and I go our separate ways. This might be seen 
as the end of the act. But in social behaviour, the act is not isolated. I f I 
choose to wave back or to not wave back, this wiU have consequences for 
my next meeting with the friend. Human social behaviour is cumulative: 
gestures always have reference to the future. 

Acts may be very short (getting on a bus) or very long (trying to get a good 
career; Manis and Meitzer, 1978, p. 23). 

Symbolic Interactionism in ear playing 
I t is not hard to see the relevance of symboHc interactionism for ear playing. 
The seven basic propositions above (p. 220) can aE be transferred to this 
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area. Proposition number five - consciousness, or thinking, involves interac
tion with oneself - seems especially interesting: what a musician has learnt 
before stays with him and her, and when playing unfamiliar material, as in 
this study, the musician will interact with the music, as well with his or her 
own past experiences, in an inner dialogue, trying to fathom for instance 
what chord is being played at this moment, and what actions might be 
taken. 

As to objects, in the case of music, a physical object might be for instance an 
instrument, a book of sheet music, or a CD; social objects might be audi
ences, fellow musicians, or sound engineers; and the music itself has an in
teresting position. Music might exist like physical objects, at least in the 
case of sheet music, and even the sounds made when playing a CD are, i f not 
physical and tangible, fixed in the way that they will sound the same when 
played on different days or (more or less) when played on different sound 
systems. If , however, the physical object that is the sheet music is to be per
formed by an orchestra, or i f a cover band listens to a current bit and de
cides to make their own version of the song - then, before the performance, 
the music is abstract in the sense that the general idea is there, but not all 
details in the performance. An actual performance, especially i f recorded, 
might then be regarded as more of a physical object. Also, it seems clear 
that the music has to have meaning for the musician to be successfully un
derstood and played. A song or chord progression using formulas and chord 
combinations that are well-known to the musician will have meaning, and 
will stand a better chance of being successfully heard, understood and per
formed than something unfamiliar, something more or less without mean
ing. 

Finally, the concept of acts seems useful. For the purposes of this study, the 
process of playing by ear to three previously never heard songs might be 
considered as an act. On the other hand, it might be more useful to consider 
smaller units of time and music as acts: 

• Gesture: The musician hears a chord in the music. 

• Perception: The chord is, consciously or unconsciously, interpreted as G7. 
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• Manipulation: The musician takes some action that hopefully fits with 

G7. 

• Consummation: The sound of what the musician does confirms to the mu
sician's expectations, and the next chord is interpreted in the light of 
what just happened - or, the sound doesn't fi t at all, which has other im
plications for the present chord, as well as for the next chord or chords. 

From the above, i t can hopefully be seen how symbolic interactionism 
might be used in the area of ear playing: In the same way as a child learns to 
be human by interacting with other humans, a musician learns music by in
teracting with other musicians, and with the music itself. 

Reflections on design and validity 

When considering the question of the validity of this study, three points in 
the design of the study are worth special attention: 1) the constructed situa
tion; 2) the fact that the subjects had to play the songs without ever having 
heard them; and 3) the fact that the problems of the three songs were differ
ent. 

The fact that the situation was constructed meant several things. I t meant 
that Bass I did not expect that there would be a bass on the original re
cording - he said in his interview (pp. 145 - 146) that he was surprised when 
he discovered the bass on the recording. Of course, this might also have 
been a result of incomplete or careless verbal instruction. Although I tried 
carefully to explain that the songs were complete mixes, this might have 
been carelessly expressed to Bass I , or he might have lost his concentration 
or missed this part of the instruction in some other way. 

The constructed situation also made a few of the informants uncertain in 
situations where they would not normally have expected any problems - as 
Bass I puts it, " I thought, since this is a test it may actually be that i t is... 
totally weird. That means you are... I mean, I play with readiness all the 
time."23 It's quite possible that Bass I and the other informants would have 

2 3 Eftersom det är en test så kan det faktiskt vara så att det kan vara precis helt... uppåt väggarna. Så där-för 
så är man...jag menar jag spelar hela tiden med en ansats. 
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played a song like "Always Come Home" with less mistakes than they actu
ally did, if they had played it in a "real" situation - e.g., sitting at home 
learning the song from a CD or from the radio, or playing it live in a band 
for the first time - instead of being acutely aware of the test situation and 
watchful for possible "traps" in the songs. 

Also, the subjects were no doubt influenced by their personal relation to 
me, being the test leader in this situation. One informant, who had known 
me for a long time, might have been prepared in a different way for, and re
acted differently to, weird or unexpected chord progressions than another, 
whom I met for the first time at the test and interview occasion. Notwith
standing the informants' earlier relationship to me, there were two persons 
listening and watching while the informants played, and there were also tape 
recorders, microphones and a video camera. This might have influenced the 
informants' playing, although they all were quite used to playing both live 
concerts and in studios. 

The fact that the informants did not get to Usten to the songs even once be
fore playing them of course also made the task hard for the informants. The 
same day that Guitar F was interviewed, I met with an old friend, an ac
complished arranger and composer in jazz, especiaUy big band, music. Dis
cussing my research project, this experienced jazz musician told me about 
playing with the famous German jazz keyboard player Joachim Kühn. Kühn 
had never wanted to play a song directly: he always wanted to first hear the 
song through once, or to be told the chord changes verbally - something 
that probably most ear players would agree with. When trying to play a song 
directly, the player will of course have no idea about the chords in the song -
but neither about the form of the song: e.g., which form parts wiU be in the 
song? how long (how many bars) will the form parts be? how many times will 
the form parts be repeated? ... and so on. "It's just chords aU the time", 
commented Keyboard I (p. 162). 

I f the informants had heard the songs one time before playing them, they 
would probably have made less mistakes. The problem of mixing up sub-
dominant and dominant in "Always Come Home" would probably never 
have come up - a song like "Always Come Home" would more or less have 
been learned by heart in one listening - and the players would also have 
been prepared for the more difficult chord changes in the other songs in an-
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other way. On the other hand, it might be observed that this in itself gave 
interesting material, like the aforementioned ndxing up of subdominant and 
dominant in a pretty "easy" song. 

When composing the songs, I wanted to make "Always Come Home" very 
self-evident; "You Could Get Lost" was to have some traps in it; and "Roller 
Coaster" was designed to be very difficult, combining unusual chords in un
usual ways. I t is possible that the two latter songs were a little more difficult 
than intended, in part due to the way the test was made - especially, with 
hindsight, "You Could Get Lost" seems to have become more difficult than 
planned. This is commented on by the bass co-assessor, who writes that he 
was surprised that the songs were so difficult. The unusual chord progres
sions of "Roller Coaster" also became even more troublesome due to many 
instances of two chords per bar in a fast tempo, and due to the arrangement: 
the bass, guitar and keyboard parts.24 I t is quite possible that I over
estimated the informants' capacity; but once again, this meant getting some 
interesting material from the tests and interviews.25 

With the reservations mentioned above, I venture that the internal validity 
of this study is quite good: cross-referencing what the informants did when 
playing, and what they said in the interviews, seems to give a trustworthy 
picture of these six players. On another level, as seen from this and the pre
ceding chapter, most of the informants (to some extent excluding the bass 
players, with their special role in a band) used the same strategies, although 
in varying degrees. In other words, the informants seemed to validate each 
other. The fact that the co-assessors' views of the recorded material and 
transcriptions adhered very closely to my own also point to this. However, 
there are certain aspects of ear playing that are hard to capture in words: 
mainly what has been discussed under the heading of "Listening for har
monic formulas" in this chapter (p. 198). In the same way as Molander's boat 
builders (see p. 61), the informants in this study carry a deep and wordless 
knowledge within them; something that can only be understood by learning 
it in a similar way, not by reading about it. 

1 4 See pp 109 - no for a discussion of this. 
2 5 Of course, if somebody else had written the songs, they (the songs) would have turned out differently. 
However, the difference would probably not have Been very big, since I was quite sure of what I wanted 
from the songs and would have worked with a hypothetical composer until this was accomplished. 
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As regards external validity, it must be remembered that there were only six 
informants, and furthermore divided into two groups by instrument and by 
training. This of course means that it is not possible to maintain that the 
results from this study would be valid for all ear players playing guitar, key
board or bass in the rock genre. On the other hand, these results might be 
at least partly transferable to similar contexts: a knowledge of how these six 
musicians worked might make it easier to understand how other ear players 
work (cf. Brändström & Wiklund, 1995, p. 212). 

Pedagogical implications 

The informants with formal education in this study did not seem to possess 
better tools for playing by ear than the informants without formal educa
tion. I t might be noted that Guitar I was the youngest informant and Key
board F the oldest; in spite of this, and in spite of keyboard F's formal 
training, there was not much difference in how much of the songs they 
heard and played correctly. 

I f ear playing is seen as something that Schools of Music should teach, this 
study indicates that i t should be taught in other ways than now. Instead of 
the teaching methods associated with Western classical music, and hinted 
at on pp. 63 - 64 of Chapter 3, the methods suggested by Lilliestam (1995; p. 
236 ff.) seem worth trying. In short, Lilliestam states that, in ear music 
teaching: 

• sheet music should not be used at all; 

• the teaching of formulas should be central; 

• ear playing can't be taught, or learned, in short courses where many styles 
quickly are touched upon: different styles have to be given "lots of 
time";16 

• the role of the teacher should change. Instead of being an "authoritative 
teacher",27 the teacher should be more of a "supervisor and path-finder."28 

2 6 "gott om tid"; p. 238. 
2 7 "auktoritär lärare"; p. 238. 

"handledare och vägvisare", p. 239. 
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A few comments on LiUiestam's points: 

The reason for not using sheet music at aU is - apart from the fact that by not 
using sheet music, the learning gets closer to the way the music was proba
bly originally conceived and rehearsed - that without sheet music, the stu
dent or pupü has to memorise everything, and to do this by ear. Even a sim
ple form scheme, like the one on page 100, means that the player doesn't 
use his or her ear in the same way - especiaUy i f this form scheme is placed 
before the musician while playing. By not relying on anything written down, 
the ear is activated to a higher degree. Learning songs by ear and by heart 
this way also means that formulas from the songs are gradually ingrained in 
the player. 

Formulas are central because formulas are what aurally based music is most 
often built from; notwithstanding i f the formulas are bebop licks or death 
metal drum patterns. An understanding of a certain formula makes it possi
ble to use and vary the formula in many different situations; see page 63 for 
a discussion of this. 

That the learning of different styles wiU need much time has been touched 
upon in this chapter (p. 216). There is stiU some residue at Swedish Schools 
of Music - as weU as in other learning institutions29 - of the belief that for 
instance rock music, seen as one genre and considered to be "simple", can be 
learnt in a quite short time - //the student has a general knowledge of mu
sic. Another sirmlar view is the thought that learning jazz also means learn
ing to play rock - since rock is a simpler form of jazz. I certainly wish that 
statements like these did not occur in reality, but unfortunately, they do. 
However, the truth in the matter is quite the contrary, as this study, along 
with others in the same genre, hopefuUy has shown: every musical style or 
genre has its own problems and traits. To become a rock player, it is not suf
ficient to know verbaUy that, for instance, add9 and sus4 chords are com
mon extensions: this knowledge needs to be embodied in the player, so that 
he or she knows the chords on an instrument; knows in what styles they are 
used, and in what contexts in these styles; and so on. 

2 9 For instance, Green (2001, p. 99) quotes the view, expressed as late as 1996 by Roger Scruton, that "We 
teach classical music because it requires disciplined study. Expertise in pop, on the other hand, can be 
acquired by osmosis." 
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The teacher being a supervisor and path-finder implies that the teacher's 
words and views are not taken as gospel, but that every student will have the 
opportunity to voice his or her own opinions and thoughts - ideally, this 
would mean that a group, including the teacher, could discover things about 
songs, formulas and so on together, quite like a rehearsing garage band. This 
will encourage the students to search knowledge for themselves, instead of 
becoming authoritatively bound to more or less generalised statements by 
the teacher. Of course, this is a teacher role that one could wish for not only 
in teaching ear playing, but in many other situations as well. 

By using such teaching methods, or creating learning environments with 
these goals, i t could be possible to learn ear playing at music institutions to a 
higher degree than is the case at the present time. A similar point is made 
by Green (2001, p. 215), in suggesting informal learning practices like Hsten
ing, copying, and singing or playing along to records, for music teachers. 

Another possibility is to use the practical-empirical method mentioned by 
Hultberg (2000; see p. 65 in the chapter Playing Rock Music By Ear). I t 
might be noted that music method books containing ear training tasks 
much like those mentioned by Hultberg, typically by the student's mimick
ing short one-bar or two-bar phrases, are pubHshed more and more often. 
One example of this is the clarinet book klarinett.nu ('clarinet.now'; Norén, 
Johansson and Norén, 2001), where standard beginner's songs are inter
spersed with ear training exercises; another example is Lennart Winnberg's 
Från öra till hjärta (Trom the ear to the heart'; Winnberg, 2000), a book and 
CD containing exclusively newly written material, phrases and melodies 
played on the CD and to be mimicked by the students. Methods like these 
give great possibilities for developing the student's ear-playing abilities - / / 
the ear training aspect is given time and attention by the teacher. 

The above is related to the ear playing aspect of rock music. That there are 
other problems with learning rock music in institutions has been discussed 
by for example Brändström (1996), Fornäs (1996) and GuUberg (2002). A re
view of such research can be found in Ericsson (2002, p. 7 ff) . 
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Suggestions for further research 

Possibly, this study has lit a little candle in the darkness that lies over the 
unmapped territory of ear playing. To shed more light and continue the 
mapping, much more research is needed. Apart from developing the theo
retical approach by using psychological theories like for instance Vygotsky's 
and symbolic interactionism, some projects that further research could in
volve, and some questions not answered by this study, are: 

• Studies about playing melodies by ear. 

• Studies with different instruments. What is specific for guitar players, 
keyboard players - not to mention the differences between piano, organ 
and synth players - and bass players when playing by ear; and indeed, for 
other instruments, not involved in this study? 

• One point of this study has been to find what is common between the 
situations of learning songs from records, and of playing songs instanta
neously in a band. This meant that the situation for the informants in the 
study was constructed. Studies in less constructed situations would be in
teresting; for instance, studying musicians in real bands playing unfamil
iar material. Such studies could find what extra-musical signals are used 
between band members, and in what way the signals are used. Another 
area to study is how musicians learn from CD's and other recordings: 
what happens when a musician is alone in a room, learning songs with a 
CD and an instrument? 

• What would have happened i f the informants in this study had heard the 
songs just one time, or several times, before playing to them? As indi
cated above (p. 225), I'm quite sure that much of the material would have 
been learned in just one listening, especially "Always Come Home" with 
its standard three-chord progression. A study along the lines of this the
sis, but where the informants got to hear the songs once before playing, 
could probably shed more light on how unfamiliar songs are memorised 
or learnt. Another possibility would be to let the informants play to 
songs as many times as they needed before having learnt them, and to 
thus study the gradual understanding of songs. 
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• How does the melody affect hearing of chords? This is of course a vast 
area. Every now and then, one can read articles about there being 12 
tones in the chromatic scale, and thus the number of possible melodies 
are so-and-so astronomical. Such articles typically neglect what chords 
could be used for accompanying the melodies, and i f chord progressions 
are involved, the numbers don't get smaller. Due to these great numbers, 
such a project seems somewhat daunting, but still tantalising: would it be 
possible to find if, and i f so, in what ways the melody of a song in a cer
tain style suggests what the next chord will be? 

Such questions remain unanswered by this thesis. However, it seems quite 
sure that whatever the answers to these and other questions might be, the 
main conclusions of this study will stand fast: that ear playing is learned by do
ing it - by playing by ear; and that chord progressions and other formulas and 
formulas have to accomplish meaning for a musician before the musician can 
play them by ear. 
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RingRing (1973). On ABBA: RingRing Polar POLS 252 (1973). 
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Stones (1964). On 12 x$. ABKCO 844 461-2 (1964). 
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Album'). Apple. PCS 7067/8. November, 1968 
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(1969). 
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Appendix 1: Jazz And Rock Terms Used In This Text 

Alterations. An alteration in a chord means changing the fifth or the ninth 
(and sometimes the thirteenth) of the chord chromatically; a C9 chord, con
sisting of the notes C - E - G - Bb - D, is not altered, while a Cyb9, con
sisting o f C - E - G - B b - D b , is. 

Bar, or barré. A bar or barré chord is a guitar chord where one or in some 
cases two fingers are laid across the strings, pressing down two or more 
strings, instead of the finger tip just pressing down one string. Bar chords 
mean easy transposition between keys, but can be arduous to play and will 
not give the ringing sound of open strings. 

Beat rhythm. This standard rhythm figure can be heard for example in many 
early Beatles recordings and consists of the bass drum playing on one, two-
and, and three in 4/4 time. The bass guitar plays the same rhythm as the bass 
drum; the snare plays on two and four; and the hihat and at least one guitar 
will most often play eighth-notes, although there are many variations. 

Bent notes. Bending a note means changing the pitch in a stepless glissando, 
most often upwards. Guitar and synth players will often play a note a half- or 
whole-step below the intended pitch and then bend up. 

Blue notes. A blue note is found somewhere between the pitches of a chro
matic scale. In blues, jazz and rock, the mostly used blue pitches are the blue 
third and the blue seventh, both between minor and major. 

Blues scale, blues fills. There are several definitions of the blues scale, but 
maybe the most common one is that a blues scale consists of the following 
pitches: Tonic - blue third - fourth - flat fifth - fifth - blue seventh. (See 
blue notes above.) A blues fill is a fill-in (see fill-in) using the blues scale. 

Boogie. A boogie is a song with a triplet feel. A boogie r i f f or boogie rhythm 
figure consists of eight notes to a bar, played with a triplet feel, and using 
the root together with the fifth and sixth of the chord. See the transcription 
of the guitar playing in "Always Come Home" (p. 266) for an example. 
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Bridge. The bridge of a song is a contrasting middle section. I n AABA 
(verse-verse-bridge-verse) songs, the bridge is the B section; in verse-chorus 
songs, a bridge will often appear after the second chorus. In this study, the 
songs "Always Come Home" and "You Could Get Lost" have bridge sec
tions. 

Capo or capo tasto. A capo is a mechanical contraption, placed on the fret
board of a guitar and raising the pitch of the entire instrument by one or 
several semitones. Wi th a capo placed on the second fret, the guitar will 
sound one whole-tone higher, meaning that fretting the standard chords C 
and Am will give the sounds of D and Bm chords. 

Chord extensions. Chords are extended by adding notes; a Cj might be ex
tended to for example C9, C11 or C13, adding the ninth, eleventh and thir
teenth note from the root of the chord, respectively. 

Chord substitutions. In jazz, there are many rules or conventions for chord 
substitutions, one example being substituting a dominant chord with the 
chord a tritone away: Dmt7 - G7 - C might be substituted with Dm7 - Db7 -
C, a so-called "tritone substitution." In rock music, chord substitutions are 
less common. 

Chord voicings. The voicing of a chord is the way the notes are combined; a C 
major chord consists of the notes C, E, and G, but might be voiced in many 
different ways, like for instance: 

n 

P 

' V » 

Chorus. (1) The chorus of a song is defined as a form part that is repeated 
several times, always having the same melody and lyrics. In this study,"Roller 
Coaster" is the only song with a chorus. I t might be noted that when jazz 
players perform standard songs, an entire AABA section, or in blues one 
twelve-bar round, is called a chorus. (2) A chorus is also a sound effect, used 
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in studios and on stage, making the sound of an instrument bigger by an 
electronic doubling. 

Count-off. Counting off a song means counting "one, two, three, four" before 
the song begins, to make it possible for everybody to start at the same time 
and in the same tempo. 

Cover songs and cover bands. The term "cover" came into use in the early 
1950's, when white artists made their own versions of black artists' songs -
"covering" the songs for a white market (Lilliestam, 1988, p. 29). Later on, 
the term came to mean simply a new version of a song. Today, in a country 
like Sweden, hundreds of cover bands play bars and pubs every Friday and 
Saturday night, performing songs from the rock repertoire. 

Delay. A delay is an echo effect. 

Distortion. Distorting instrument sounds, most often guitars, is done by 
overloading some stage in the amplifier circuits. A distorted sound has more 
harmonics than a clean sound. Distorted guitars can be heard on almost any 
heavy metal recording from the early 1970's and onwards. 

Double-tracked. To double-track a vocal or an instrument when studio-
recording means to sing or play exactly the same thing twice, to give a cho
rus-like effect (see Chorus, 2). 

Fifth chords. Using chords with only the root and fifth, known as fifth chords, 
no3 chords (chords without a third) or power chords, has been common in 
heavy metal styles since around 1970. The distortion used (see Distortion) 
makes the chord sound full with only two notes; see Walser, 1993, p. 41. 

Fill-ins or fills. A fill is typically played when the vocal or lead instrument has 
a pause; as in a standard twelve-bar blues, where the vocal has two-bar 
phrases, and an instrument plays fills in the two-bar pauses between the 
phrases. 

Ghost notes. Ghost notes are played quietly, almost hinted at, and mainly give 
a rhythmic effect. 
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Groove. A groove is either a rhythm figure, as in "Let's play a funk groove", 
or something that happens when a band clicks together, as in "Suddenly, the 
band started grooving." 

Intro. The intro or introduction of a song is an almost always instrumental 
form part before the song per se begins with verse or sometimes chorus. 

Jam and jam session. Jamming means playing together without rehearsal, and 
not necessarily with an audience. Jamming, or playing a jam session, also 
tends to mean that soloists stretch out into long solos. 

Kick drum. Another term for the bass drum in a drum set. 

Laid-back. See Timing. 

Licks. A lick is a short phrase that is recognised and/or remembered, as in 
"You keep playing that Jimi Hendrix lick", or "What was that cool lick you 
played at the end of your solo?" Jazz and rock players will use licks as source 
material for their solos. A description of this way of working can be found in 
Kjellberg (1977). 

Minor pentatonic. See Pentatonic. 

Modalities. The word "modal" is used in many musical contexts. One of the 
most important is the concept of modal scales, dorian, mixolydian and so 
on, used in jazz and rock playing; also, a chord progression can be modal. 
For instance, the Mixolydian C - Bb - F - C chord progression that is very 
popular in rock is modal, as well as the Aeolian Am - G - F - Am cliché used 
in many 1980's songs. 

Muted strings. By touching a string on a guitar or bass lightly with either 
hand, a muffled or muted sound can be achieved. Muting with the palm of 
the right (picking) hand on a guitar, palm muting, has become a very popular 
effect. The strings might be muted just a little, or enough to kill all sense of 
pitch, in which case the guitar or bass will function as a percussion instru
ment while the strings are muted. 
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Open strings and open chords. Open strings are strings on a string instrument 
that are not pressed down on the fretboard but allowed to ring in their en
tire length. Open chords on a guitar are chords using one or several open 
strings. 

Palm mutes. See Muted strings. 

Panning. I n a stereo recording, it is possible to put any instrument or sound 
either at equal volume in both channels, which will give the impression that 
the instrument is situated right in the middle between the two speakers; or 
more or less louder in one channel, which will make the instrument sound 
more from that speaker. This procedure is called panning. 

Pentatonic scales. There are two pentatonic or five-tone scales often used in 
jazz and rock: the major pentatonic, consisting of 1 - 2 - 3 - 5 - 6 ( C - D - E 
- G - A in the key of C), and the minor pentatonic, consisting of 1 - b3 - 4 -
5 - b 7 ( C - E b - F - G - B b i n t h e k e y o f C m ) . 

Period feeling. To feel the 4-, 8-, 12-bar (and so on) periods is considered to be 
very important for jazz and rock musicians. To have period feeling means 
that it is easy to follow a song, even during long solos, and know where in 
the form one is. 

Position. On guitar and bass, the position is decided by which fret the index 
finger is on. I f a chord or scale is played with the index finger on the fifth 
fret, one is playing in the fifth position. 

Power chords. See Fifth chords. 

Pre-chorus. A form part used between verse and chorus, not very common in 
early rock music but used more and more during the 1980's and 90's, very 
often building in intensity before the climax of the chorus. 

Reverb. A sound effect used in studios and on stage to simulate a "room" 
around vocals or an instrument, often described as giving a "church-like" 
sound. 
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R i f f . I n jazz, the term is somewhat more similar to the word "lick" (see 
Lick). In rock, the word r i f f is used mainly about fixed phrases, used as in
tros, interludes or accompaniment parts during a song. The intro of Deep 
Purple's "Smoke On the Water" (1972) is a famous guitar riff, like the intro 
of Metallica's "Enter Sandman" (1991; see page 87). In the songs written for 
this study, it might be said that the intro of "Roller Coaster" is a riff , and 
possibly the guitar part - the boogie riff - in "Always Come Home." 

Shuffle. Another term for a triplet feel. Rhythms written with even eighth 
notes are performed with a triplet or swing feel, allotting more time for the 
first note of an eighth-note pair than for the second. "Shuffle" is also a name 
for a drum rhythm. 

Slide. Sliding between notes can be done either steplessly, like on a trom
bone or with the human voice, or by chromatic steps, as when sliding be
tween two notes on the same string of a guitar or bass. 

Sound check. The term sound check is most often used about a band, check
ing the volume and the balance between different instruments before a con
cert. However, sound is also checked in a studio, or as in this study, where 
the informants checked the volume of their own instrument in relation to 
the volume of the speakers that were to play back the model songs. 

Swing. This word is used in several contexts: the jazz style of swing music; 
and the esoteric phenomenon of a band or performer that "swings", or in 
other words has a rhythmic feel that is considered good; and a triplet feel of 
eight notes (and sometimes sixteenths or even thirty-seconds), meaning that 
the first note of each pair is given a somewhat longer time value than the 
second. This is also called "triplet feel" or "shuffle." 

Tag. A tag of a song most often consists of two, four or eight bars, that are 
repeated a couple of times. In this study, the model recordings of "Always 
Come Home" and "You Could Get Lost" both have this kind of repeating 
tags. 

Timing. The word "timing" is used to describe when, on a micro-level, notes 
are played. What might be notated as a quarter-note on the first beat of a 
bar, for example, might thus be played on the beat, Before the beat or after 
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the beat. Playing before the beat might be labelled as "pushing" or some
times "rushing", while playing after the beat, as jazz soloists traditionally 
have done, as well as some rock drummers, is often called "laying back", 
playing with a "laid-back feel." 

Tritone substitute. See Chord substitutions. 

Twelve-bar blues. See page 16. 

Walking bass. The style of walking bass playing in jazz is often said to have 
originated with players like Duke Ellington's bassist Jimmy Blanton in the 
late 1930's. Walking bass means playing quarter notes, sometimes inter
spersed with a couple of eighths or an eighth-note triplet; on the first and 
third beat of the bar, most often chord tones are used, and for the beats in 
between, diatonic or chromatic scale tones. Thus, on a progression like Amy 
- Dmy (leading to Gy), the bass might for instance play: 

Am7 Dm7 

Verse. The verse of a song is most often defined as a form part, repeated sev
eral times, with the same music but different lyrics. 

Voicing. See Chord voicings. 
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Appendix 2: Always Come Home: lead sheet 
n~~i q n.isP 

i m 
D7 

Ev-ery ge-ne- ra-tion has its songs to sing 
G C7 

Ev-ery wint-er ha - as its spring 
G D7 G D7 

Ev-ery day is foil-owed by an e - eve-ning Rhyt-hm is a na- tu -ral thing 
G D7 

Everythingthat's go ingdownhas got to come up Everything has go - ot tochange 
G C7 G D7 G G7 

Everythingthat's moving has got to stop Everything will stay the same And if you 
C G G7 

* r r Ü f i * — * • 

feel that you are go-ing a - round in circ - les, still, it's o-kay 'cause no matt-er 
C D7 

how dark the night will be - there will al- ways come a new day And 
G D7 G 

sotheworldkeeps tu-urn-ing a - round the sun You gott-aknowthatyou'renot alone You're 
G C7 G D7 G D7 

D H \ ^ j_____É r * J p _ H 

al-waysgonn-a be a part of ev-ery-thing Know ing you will al-wayscomehome 

Repeat A2 (solo) - B. Repeat A1 (last verse), then TAG. 

G D7 G D7 G D7 G 

u r_r i j H ü 11 [ j [ j ü p 
Know ing you will al-wayscomehome 
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Always Come Home: rhythm section 
I INTRO I J ] = J

3 J ) 
Piano 

å simile 

/ / / / -

\Guitar 

å hun 
simile 

mttm 
pass 

simile 

t 0 f * 

Drums 
simile 

D7 

C7 D7 G D7 

D7 

G C7 G D7 G G7 

G7 

D7 

H Ä G I 

Repeat A1 - A 2 (solo) - B - A 1 , then play TAG 

D7 D7 D7 G G7 

f y f y 'f T P T " 
2 5 9 



You Could Get Lost: lead sheet and rhythm 
pNTROI 

Keyboard 

Guitar 

Bass 

Drums 

I VERSE 11 

simile 

< — * 

simile 

simile 

simile 

Em A7 C B 

3 Pf J'IJ. JJ 
We're all the same 

E Em 

We need di - rec - tion 

A7 D 

i J I r p i f 
With - out pro - tec - tion 

T " E 

fy v , N = — P -

C B 

•==_ V d  

A m 

M l T ? f $ , =¥= f J T g }_ ̂ 3 -• ? 

I VERSE 21 
And would you find 

Em 

the way home 

A7 C B 

: 1 iJ> m p f 
Who wrote the book 

E Em 

Who made the chang - es 

A7 D 

I VERSE TAG] 
And while you're here 

C B 

What seems the Strang - est 

A A7 

And will you find - your way home 
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I BRIDGE 
Cfm 

J n j t i 
Fim 

[̂5 • 
One and one - is two There's no room - for you 

Up* \ — s— 1 —  

da y F
 0 — 4 1 .1 1 4— X * J —0 

I can't help 

Cjfm 

m 

you now if I try 

F * 7 / E 

Two and one - is three -

B7/ D | D 

Some - day you - will see 

G F7 

— 

Some - day you - will o - pen up - your eyes 

I VERSE TAG I j - c ß A 

L_ \s U /T. 
Am 

And would you find - your way home -? 

Repeat VERSE 2 (solo) - BRIDGE - VERSE TAG, then TAG: 

I TAG j 
B Am 

I f J p-tf JLLJ. i 
And would you find the way home -? 

E C B A C 

I f J J crtf _p JLU- i 

É É 

And would you find the way home -? 
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[INTRÖ] a 

I V E R S E I 
1 ' A F Bm F|m7^5 

J J j»J.lr- J> J 1J j 
It's all so un - cer - tain 
Eve - ry - thing is fall - ing 

I don't know what's go 
This chill goes right to 

ing on 
the bone 

r | m / c | G 7 / D 

Are we on - ly 
Runn - ing, walk- ing, 

flirt - ing - Am I on my own 
crawl - ing, Wait-ing al most grown 

Roll - er- coast- er up and down 

P J J J 

Red is blue and yell-ow's brown 

B|> F | m 

Trying to find my way a - round Round 

Repeat INTRO -
V E R S E (with repeat) -
CHORUS. Then INTERLUDE: 

9 if 

A/Bp A7 /B{? pjjj/Bp Bp A/Bp A7/Bp F^/Bp Bp 

i j i É pi i ii j i É pi :ii 
Repeat CHORUS -
CHORUS - INTRO 

Verse 3 and 4: 
Do I hear you calling 
When 1 turn, will you be gone 
Are we only stalling 
Where did this come from? 

It's all so uncertain 
Wish that I were made of stone 
Waiting for the curtain 
No direction home 
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Roller Coaster: rhythm section 
INTRO 

Organ 

Guitar 

Bass 

Drums 

r 
* t »~~ t É É y V v 

4 = 
f X» 

^# 
x J x~>3 X X X 
r * * : * .. 

K i 

X 

J l a 54 1 

VERSE 

1*1 
A F 

—- A 

Bm F 
s/m/fe HI*5 

4 = 
T 

i 
f E 

a W » — 

F 
simile 

4 = il— 

4 ! S 

H ' 

simile 

# x_x 

J>J. £ 

JL X . X .*! X X 

j g — 
> 

0 0 0 

K X ji J X X X 

— J — J — 

simile 

. ft i 4 

* T I 1^ 

D C B 

1 J — J — J -

F$m/eå 37/ D B-? 
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I CHORUS I 

hi—.—i m 
D C 

9 

3£ 

j J hh 9 9 9,9 

simile 
I U J U U M 

i e t Fjfm 

3 t 

rri j 
0 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

(fill) 

Repeat 

INTRO -
VERSE (with repeat) -
CHORUS 
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1 INTERLUDE 
Ü L L 

A / B ; A7/ BJ; 
F ^ B J ? B|? 
simile 

A / B | ; A7/B|? F | / B | > 4 

* 

+# simile 
* 

* n~rr •/ '/ 

m m 

— >» 0 0 0 4 

X K X K > 

i j j j '> 

simile 

/' 

* 
, J J -

Repeat 

CHORUS - CHORUS - INTRO 
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Appendix 3: Transcription of model recording: 

Always Come Home 
INTRO I 

, J 1 J J > 

Vocal 

Lead Gtr 

Rhythm Gtr 

Piano 

Bass 

Drums 

If'*) -

U . . . -

icy " / 

simile 

t / t / t t t i 

fr % 
r i i a j 

t j J +-*-• 
-ø-ø-ø 

r r f r 

/ j * J* J* 

X X X X 

J J J J 

X X X X 

J J J J 
? * v j - X X X X 

simile 

/ f f f 

X X X X 

J J J J 

X X X X 

y J* i f 
. . v y g E J 0 0 0 0 J X X X X 

' / 

X X X X 

v 

X X X X 

Open n/haf 

T 
* — ^ — 54 
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LÄT] 
VOC Q 

fe 

D7 

g M r 1 

LG/r 
Ev-ery ge -ne - ra-tion has its 

9 Ø^O 
songs to sing Ev-ery wint-er ha - a s its spring 

\Rhy Gtr 

j / / / / / / / 

Pno 

/ / • / -

/ / / / 

/ • • — / / / / 

/ / / / \ / / • /= 

Bs 

9: \ y] D 

~ ] X j j j j j l •44 
ST 

/ / / / -

/ / / 
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Voc G 

asas 
= F 4 - -

C7 

k n j q 

G D7 

- t f * 1 -

G D7 

< _ 

lej i 
LGtr 6 

•-en 

-é-ø 

t day is foil-owed by an 

~ T — 1 
e - eve - ning Rhyt-hm is a na- tu- ra thing 

* 

flhy Gfr 

A « " T y J J J f f f t / i f f / / t / 
/ / / ^ -

Pno 

/ j . * y y y j * 

X X X X X X f r 

J f / f 

X X X X 

X • J* J* - f e ~ 

L ; i = = = 

r X X X 

/ / t t 

X X X X 

* * * * 

X X X X 

* ^ > # 

Bs 

- F 

X X X X 

i — i n H 

9 9 9 

Dr 

v.  x  A — 

— # • 

— * — 
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[Ä2] 

Voc G D7 

4-Jl J l b 

G 
4 — 

LGtr E v 

4 = 4 = 

i i i y 

ity thing that's 

j ^ j 
30 ing down has - 0 come up 

å é å § ? 

Ev-ery thing has go - ot to char ge 

^0' r— 

Rhy Gtr 

t I t t* J J J J • J J J V 
-(jo ^—' ' ' 

Pno 

•Ar—t , / j t 

f f f f 

f J / / 

f f f f 

J J J J 

f t f r 

J J J J J ± / ' — ^ f f f f 

t / i t 

f f f f 

a # * * 

t r r * 

t t t t 
^ = ^ = 

ßs 

r 

7 / r f f f * * 

Dr r 

] g g 

K X 

J J 

J l 
i 

m 
% 

t tf— J 

- - å å ) i 

] j j j ] xOxi 1 
7> 

00 

y.  
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Voc G 

FiM=f i n i J l i l j 
C7 

= n j i 
G D7 

i « * » » J r 

G G7 

* « * * *' ' * 
^ g Ev-ery thingthat's mo ving has got 

u 
"t ' é^ö 

to stop 

£/ I f ;^ *h 
Everything will stay the same An d if you 

fr 
Rhy Gtr 

/ . f i t » i t t* if t J I J I 

4& '—i- — 
Pno 

Am T 1» t f J» 

f f f f 

i y y i 

f f f f 

J J J* J* 

f f r r 

j j J J 
-m C i- i- i-

f f f f 

t i t t 

x x f r 

j * j * J J 

r f f f 

ßs 

o=j r -* r~ i n n 

f f f f f f f f 

— i , t—| 
_—mm. 

-V- x -= 

Dr 

. j t\é å * i 

— * 

4 4 \"$9* 

^ 54 
14 

{ m 
i 



EE 
Voc c G7 

* t r ' / 
L Gfr 

feel that you are go- ing a 

r p PJ-
round in ctrc - les, still, it's o- kay 

må 
'cause no matt - er 

\Fthy Gtr 

é / / / / / / / / / / / / - / / s—t-

\Pno 

/ / / / / / / / - • • / / 

• / - / - / - / / / / / / / / - / / v—y-

f?/'cte Cymbal 
Dr 

i>lJ*>3 
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Voc c D7 

m 
LGtr 

how dark the night wili be - there will al - ways come day And 

\Rhy Gtr 

1 / / / / / / / — / / / y • / / y 

Pno 

3 / / 7=+ / • • — / / / / y- / / / * * -

->">2 A j >_> jfl 

272 



E l 

3= i h -
! J ¥ k ¥—to -

W * 

L Gtr s° 

4 4 = 

é ø 4 

the world kee 9S turn ing a- ound - th 3 sun You 

* * * * f J # 

gott-a knowyou're not a-lone 

—70 

You're 

flny Gfr 

/ . ff j» / -7 , t t » a 
- t o — — ^ - ^ — 

Pno 

/• -ff . . , , 

X x X X 

/ i* / / 

S r — / r  / / / / 

1 * t I 
r f e  

- A T - S — - . — j -.—3 

X X X X 

* * * * 

/ / / / 

j - ^ — — — 

es 

jr r / r r-

1—1 r — 

—t- -f—t—7 

r-n  

• f J 

Open n 
Dr T 

ihat 

% %~w 
i 

% %jjj3 
j 1 ir / . 

0 0 n n —0-4 

% i 
1 # 4 

14 
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Voc G C 7 

\LGtr 
al-waysgonn-a be apart of 

G D7 G D7 

\Fthy Gtr 

Pno 

m 
Bs 

9:* u ^nn 

ev - ery- thing 

/ / / +-

• / / 

J J J 1 PP 
x>l)j~>l x-X-xil 

Know ing you wiil al-ways come home 

/ / / / 

/ / / / 

/ / / / 

3£ 

3 3 

/ / / ^ 

44 a 4 4 

274 



A1 (solo) 

Voc G D7 G 

LGtr 
I i 3 3 3 

X» * Miitttilti 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

g f f " i frf irt i frrtf tffIfff 'f0~0 Mf\ 

flny Gfr 

A» * y j - > -

gr g g g g 

y y y y 

m *fu!u!uiuf 
t* i* * * * 

- f ö :- / / 

Pno 

X X X X 

/ i* / / 

X X X X X — » — / — / — / — 

* * » t 
«g / / 

LA^[ / / / 

X X X X 

y t* t* t* 

r X X -X x 

/ ä 0 * å 

—r—/ r—/— 

j \ x x x 

Ss 

tant—n J i J l 

/ X X X 

n 

f X — X X — x — 

n R = = 

— » — v— / - -/ 

1 - -mm 

Dr n n r 
n 1 <S_X X xl X-X 
U a i_j r _ a _ 

— ^ J j j j , 

JT)3 X x x"i3 i X 
4 J 

4 i 4 4 
• ^ 

—0-0 

X X jjlJ X-X-X^. 

J J 
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Voc Q 

\LGtr 

C 7 D7 G G7 

å 
. ß ø - ø 0 

É É PPS 
And if you 

|flny Gtr 

i / / / / / / / / / • / -y- / / • / 

Pno 

V — / / V - / / / -y- / / • — g 

v—y—-y—̂  / / / / / / • — / / •—t-

Bs 

0 v ninn 
Dr 

276 



HI 
Voc c G7 

L G f r 
feel that you are go- ing a round in circ - les. still, it's o- kay 'cause no matt - er 

|flhy Gtr 

Pno 

Bs 

9=1 n r*^3 
0-0 

Ride Cymbal 
Dr 

277 



Voc c 

LGtr 
how dark the night will be 

å 

- there will al - ways come 

D 7 

JX1 

day 

|flhy Gfr 

/ / — • — / / / -/-

\Pno 

/ / / / / / / / -

Dr 

å 4 - 4 jj")2 XJj-XjL 

3 t t rr 

278 



E l 
Voc G 

é 
D 7 

t —r 
the sun You 

LGtr 
So the world keeps tum ing a-round gott - a know you're not a lone 

\Rhy Gtr 

I = 

; • / x=y= 

Pno 

^ / / / / 

m 

/ / / V 

/ / / y-

Ss 

I <sji_jj~i3 jj-jj-*^-
Dr 

4*W KJLJI 
3 Ö t 

y — / — / / • • • / -

/ • / / -

/ / / / -

3 0 C 
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Voc Q C7 

4 = R 

LGtr 
Al-ways gonn-a be a part of eve * ry - thing 

G D7 

Know ing you will al-wayscome home 

G D7 

Rhy Gfr 

\Pno 

/ / / / 

j / / / / 

/ / / V 

/ / / — / -

/ / / — 

/ / /— + -

/ / / / 

/ • / / 

/ — / / y-

ß s 

9!* g ^ - # — # 

Dr 
444 

>—r 

"31 Xjj-jjäl 
ii 3E 

/ / / / -

/ / / / -
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I J Ä G ] 

Voc Q D7 

mm 
LGtr 

Know ing you will al wayscome home 

å 

G D7 

J- Al i 

D7 

yeah Know-ing you will al-ways come home 

\Rhy Gtr 

i / / / / / / / y- n 
\Pno 

/ / / / / / / - / -

f 

m / / / / • / / y-

Bs 

281 



INTRO 

Transcription of model recording: 

You Could Get Lost 

Vocal 

Lead Gtr 

Rhythm Gtr 

å 

simile 

Piano 

Organ 

Bass 

Drums 

7 HH g j . 

Top nofe of voicings 

x""")S x~>2—x 3 

2 8 2 



I V E R S E I 

Voc E Em A7 C 

\LGtr 
We're ail the same We need di rec tion 

Rhy Gtr 

Pno 

HH - - - -

\Organ 

es 

/ • / / 

— & 

r j t r j t 

•J(j3-j(j(_>j3 j">2 

J. ^ I 
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Voc 

[LGtr 

U t 

Hå 

Em A7 

You could get lost 

\RhyGtr 

Pno 

[Organ 

Bs 

4& 

Dr 

/ • / / -

With - out pro tec tion 

/ • / / 

rzfc 

2 E 
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V E R S E T A G ] 

Voc E 

É 
C B A m 

r ^ J i 
LGtr 

And will you find your way home 

Rhy Gtr 

/ / / — / - / / / / • / / / 

Pno 

9 
\Organ 

Bs 

JJ3 >J3 X I J L I J L J(j3 X "3 K X—X-j3— 
2E 
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Voc 

\LGtr 

É m i r P 
Em 

Who wrote the book 

Rhy Gfr 

ÉÉ 
{Organ 

Bs 

Dr 

/ / / / 

A7 C 

Who made the Chang-es 

/ / • — / -

^- 4' 4'4 
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Voc E 

É å 

Em A7 

LGtr 
And when you're here 

» J tJ) 
What seems the 

D C£m 

Strang-est 

Rhy G/r 

/ • / — / / / • 

Pno 

a- * 

Organ 

^åå 
Bs 

J- J>J- J 
^=1 

F/// 

=2E 

287 



I V E R S E TAG~| 

Voc E A7 

LGfr 
And will you find your way home 

Rhy Gfr 

/ / / • / / / / 

Pno 

\Organ 

Bs 

Or 
j i j ] IJ3 « " ] K J I 

J. J>j. j 

JJ2 » J ] X~33 X">3 

FT" r 

F/// 

7 ^ 

288 



I BRIDGE I 

Voc , elm 

É É 

Fjm 

LGfr 

J n j r 

One and one - is 

ÉÉÉ 
two 

J J LA 
There'snoroom - for you 

Rhy Gtr 

/ / / V - / • • — / 

Pno 

4 ^ ^ AJ J JLÜ: 

Organ 
Top nofe of voicings 

Bs 

g g j . fPPP 
Or 

J J J L J ] — X J L J I 

3 * 

2 E 
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Voc B7 A/ A | ? / C 

\LGtr 
I can't help - you now if you try 

Rhy Gtr 

/ • / / • / / / - / / / - / -

Pno 

a J ~r 

[Organ 

er 

Bs 

V gjj J. J) J. ^ 

.a i L x— Ji3»j""i3 

0 0 

_ a j 3 _ x j ( j ( - > L - i L 

i J J J j 

(Fill) 
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Voc Cim F*m 

LGtr 
Two and one - is 

ÉÉ 
three 

U S 
\ 

Some-day you - will 

r f IE 

see 

\RhyGtr 

/ / / / / / / S / / / — / -

Pno 

J. J J 
Organ 

i 
es 

Dr Jl x*>3 X J L J L 

2 = 
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Voc , B7/ D G F7 

* 2 E 

L G f r 
Some - day you - will o - pen up - your eyes 

\ Rhy Gtr 

/ / / — / / • / / - / / / / -

\Pno 

zzrz 

[Organ 

zoo 

Bs 

Dr 

r p r p 

-g - j ] x—>- x>2)j32 

(Fill) 
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1 VERSE 1 
Voc 

FAG j 

- V i — 

C B 
—s \ r - \ — i s — 

A 

— t ! r ~ 

Am 

And v 

k 
vill you 

f fe; 
find your way home 

Mk 

_? 

-ap—1-
Rhy Gtr 

k --. j , , 

Pno 

\ -/ r / / 

H  

* * * * 

~ 1 , — - ^ T ' 

Organ 

X _ Ö 

k 
w 1 j 

i  

-tH * 

- t ø - J 

a s 

J E — o 

h , i , L h 

•J  

j IS 

o 

-*TT«r \ — * — 

f = = 4 x"l XJS 

4 — i 

• ' i iU #U— 

i~33 x"3 «1 xj"x 

4& 
(Fill) 

X »...xi X">3 
J - J 1 
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V E R S E (soloT] 

Voc 

HH ^ - i  

Em / \7 C B 

L Gtr 

1 ̂ = > " I r 1 

=hM  

Rhy Gtr 

— 1 — i -

I I I ! 

- 7 -

/ 

- / g ^ 

* * i 

1 P f 

ii* 1/ I I 

Pno 

r r r r 

f i t  

r r r r r 

• t ø — * 

Organ 

IT 
- 0 - ÖL 

w 
0-

Bs 

^&  

= 

-o - r j = ^cy  

- ~ 1 T n 

*=.= 

= £ 

J 
a 

x_x_j("j3 >j3 

4 i ä 

1 • 

* H  
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2 9 5 



I V E R S E T A G ] 

Voc 

• f a 

C B A A7 

L Gtr 

fa V f r ¥ tø r 

Top note of voicings 

r 
- y p — * 

Rhy Gtr 

T ? U — / - 7 / 

* * 

fcM= 

* * y y > > 

Pno 

i / * * # 

i | J . 

/ / r r 

4&—* 

Organ 

A l 

-0 —e 

SM a  

Bs 

\r\:åiiå - = = E & 

. « L  

J IS \ 

— s f i > 
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Appendix 4: 

ALWAYS COME HOME - harmony sheet 

G 

Intro 

G D7 D7 G G C7 G D7 G D7 

Verse 

G D7 D7 G G C7 G D7 G G7 

C G C D7 

Bridge 

G D7 D7 G G C7 G D7 G D7 

Verse 

G D7 D7 G G C7 G D7 G G7 

Solo 

C G C D7 

Bridge 

G D7 D7 G G C7 G D7 G D7 

Verse 

G D7 G D7G D7 G 

Tag 
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YOU COULD GET LOST - harmony sheet 

E 

Intro 

E Em A7 C B E Em A7 D C#m 

Verse 

E C B A Am 

E Em A7 C B E Em A7 D C#m 

Verse 

E C B A A7 

C#m F#m B7 D A / C # A W C 

Bridge 

C#m C#7/E# F#m F#7/E B7/D# D G F7 

E C B A Am 
Verse I I 1 I 
tag I 1 1 1 1 

E Em A7 C B E Em A7 D C#m 

Solo 

E C B A A7 

C#m F#m B7 D A/C# A D / C 

Bridge 

C#m C#7/E# F#m F#7/E B7/D# D G F7 

E C B A Am 
Verse I I I I 
tag 1 ' 1 1 1 

E C B A Am E C B A C E 

Tag 
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ROLLER COASTER - harmony sheet 

A 

Intro 

A F Bm F#ø D C B F#m/C# 
G7/D 

Bb 

Verse 

A F Bm F#ø D C B F#m/C# 
G7/D 

Bb 

Verse 

A F# Bb D C B C# A F# Bb F#m 

Chorus 

A 

Intro 

A F Bm F#ø D C B F#m/C# 
G7/D 

Bb 

Verse 

A F Bm F # 0 D C B F#m/C# 
G7/D 

Bb 

Verse 

A F# Bb D C B C# A F# Bb F#m 

Chorus 

Inter
lude 

A/Bb A7/Bb F#/Bb Bb A/Bb A7/Bb F#/Bb Bb A/Bb A7 /Bb F#/Bb Bb A/Bb A7/Bb F#/Bb Bb 

Inter
lude 
Inter
lude 

A F# Bb D C B C# A F# Bb F#m 

Chorus 

A F# Bb D C B C# A F# Bb F#m 

Chorus 

A 

Outro 
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Appendix 5: Bass F: Always Come Home 
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Bass F: You Could Get Lost 
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Bass F: Roller Coaster 
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Bass I: Always Come Home 
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APPENDIX 6: CHECK LIST for interviews 

i) I n general: How did this feel, what did you think about the songs, 
what was easy and what was hard... 

The rest in no particular order: 

T H E SONGS 
Descriptions 

Describe the forms of the songs. 
Describe the chord progressions of the songs. 
"What style/what styles were the songs in? 
Did the songs remind you of any other songs (chord 

progressions, style and so on?) 
Somebody is filling in in your band. You are to play these three 

songs - without rehearsal. There is no written music. What 
you tell the person filling in about the songs? 

What did you listen for? (Bass lines, melody lines in the chords, 
the vocal melody, the chords as a whole, chord extensions, 
instrument idiomatics like "open E string"...) 

Difficulty 
Which one of the songs was the hardest? Easisest? Why? 
Did the form matter? I f so, why? 
Did the melody matter? Why? 
Did the key matter? Why? 
Did the lyrics matter? Why? 

Value judgements 
Which song did you like most/least? Why? 

P L A Y I N G B Y E A R 
Descriptions 

How is it done to play by ear? 
How important is the form? 
How important is the melody? 
How important are arrangement and sound? 
How important are the lyrics? 
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How do you learn to play by ear? 
Do you always listen for/think about the chord progressions 

when you listen to music? 
What is easy to play by ear? What is hard? Why? 
When you're playing songs that you don't know (for instance i f 

you're filling in in a band), do you ask anything about the 
songs? I f so, what? 

Value judgements 
What's typical for a good chord progression? 
What's typical for a bad chord progression? 
What's typical for a good and for a bad song? 

G E T T I N G SONGS F R O M R E C O R D S 
Do you often get songs from records? 
I f so: complete songs, or just certain parts (for instance your own 
instrument)? 
How do you work when getting songs? 
Do you write down the results in some way? 
What is easy/what is hard to get? 

B A C K G R O U N D 
How did you start playing? 
Have you played other instruments than your main instrument? How 
much; in what situations? 
What genres do you play/have you played? 
In what situations? 
What genres do you like? 
Do you write songs? I f so, how, and how much? 
Describe your musical activities at the present time. 
How do you think you learned to play by ear? 
Do you feel that you are a good ear player? 

F O R M A L L Y E D U C A T E D 
As an ear player: 
Does it help you to know music theory? 

In what way? 
Does it help you to know how to read music? 
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In what way? 
Do you wish you were better at music theory and reading? 

I f so, why? 

N O T F O R M A L L Y E D U C A T E D 
As an ear player: 
Do you wish that you knew (more) music theory? 

Why? 
Do you wish that you knew (more) about reading music? 

Why? 
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CHECK LIST for interviews - Swedish original 

2) Allmänt: Berätta hur det kändes, vad du tyckte om låtarna, vad som var 
lätt respektive svårt... 

Resten utan särskild ordning: 

LÅTARNA 
Beskrivande 

Beskriv formen i låtarna. 
Beskriv ackordföljderna i låtarna. 
Vilken stil/vilka stilar var låtarna i? 
Kan du Ükna låtarna vid andra låtar (ackordföljd, stil etc.)? 
Du har en vikarie i bandet. N i ska spela de här tre låtarna -

utan repetition. Det finns inga noter. Vad säger du till 
vikarien om låtarna? 

Vad lyssnade du efter? (Basgångar, melodilinjer i 
ackorden, melodin, ackorden som block, 
färgningar, instrumentidiomatik, t ex "lös E-sträng"...)? 

Svårighetsgrad 
Vilken av låtarna var svårast? Lättast? Varför? 
Spelade formen någon roll? I så fall vilken? 
Spelade melodin någon roll? Vilken? 
Spelade tonarten någon roll? Vilken? 
Spelade texterna någon roll? Vilken? 

Värdeomdömen 
Vilken låt tyckte du bäst/sämst om? Varför? 

GEHÖRS S P E L 
Beskrivande 

Hur går det t i l l att spela på gehör? 
Hur viktig är formen? 
Hur viktig är melodin? 
Hur viktigt är arrangemanget/soundet? 
Hur viktig är texten? 

Hur lär man sig att spela på gehör? 
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Lyssnar/tänker du alltid på harmoniken i låtar som du hör? 
Vad är lätt att spela på gehör? Vad är svårt? Varför? 
När du ska spela låtar som du inte kan (t ex som vikarie i ett 
band), frågar du något om låtarna? I så fall vad? 

Värdeomdömen 
Vad utmärker en bra ackordföljd? 
Vad utmärker en dålig ackordföljd? 
Vad utmärker en bra resp. en dålig låt? 

P L A N K N I N G 
Brukar du planka låtar? 
I så fall: hela låtar, eller bara vissa stämmor (t ex det egna 

instrumentet)? 
Hur arbetar du när du plankar? 
Skriver du ned resultatet på något sätt? 
Vad är lätt/vad är svårt att planka? 

B A K G R U N D 
Hur började du spela? 
Har du spelat andra instrument än ditt huvudinstrument? I vilken 

omfattning; i vilka situationer? 
Vilka genrer spelar du/har du spelat? 
I vilka situationer? 
Vilka genrer tycker du om? 
Komponerar du låtar? I så fall hur, och i vilken omfattning? 
Beskriv din nuvarande musikverksamhet. 
Hur anser du att du har lärt dig att spela på gehör? 
Anser du att du är en duktig gehörsspelare? 

F O R M E L L T U T B I L D A D E 
Som gehörsspelare: 
Hjälper det dig att kunna musikteori? 

På vilket sätt? 
Hjälper det dig att kunna noter? 

På vilket sätt? 
Önskar du att du kunde mer musikteori och noter? 

I så fall varför? 
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I C K E F O R M E L L T U T B I L D A D E 
Som gehörsspelare: 
Önskar du att du kunde (mer) musikteori? 

Varför? 
Önskar du att du kunde (mera) noter? 

Varför? 
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APPENDIX 7: 

Questionnaire: Background and education 

Age:  

Instrument:  

How long have you played your instrument?  

What education do you have, apart from music? Where and when? 

Do you have any music education? I f so, what and when? (NOTE - include 
municipal music school and private lessons!) 

What is your main occupation at this time?  

How well do you know music theory? (cross one alternative!) 
( ) Very well 
( ) Wel l 
( ) Somewhat 
( ) Not that well 
( ) Not at all 

How well do you read music? (cross one alternative!) 
( ) Very well 
( ) Wel l 
( ) Somewhat 
( ) Not that well 
( ) Not at all 
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Questionnaire: Background and education -
Swedish original 

Ålder: 

Instrument:  

Hur länge har du spelat ditt instrument? 

Vad har du för utbildning, bortsett från musik? Var och när? 

Har du någon musikutbildning? I så fall vad och när? (OBS - även 
kommunal musikskola och privatlektioner!) 

Vad arbetar du huvudsakligen med nu? 

Hur väl behärskar du musikteori? (kryssa ett av alternativen!) 
( ) Mycket bra 
( ) Bra 
( ) Någorlunda 
( ) Inte så bra 
( ) Inte alls 

Hur väl behärskar du noter? (kryssa ett av alternativen!) 
( ) Mycket bra 
( ) Bra 
( ) Någorlunda 
( ) Inte så bra 
( ) Inte alls 
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APPENDIX 8: Instructions for co-assessers 

You will find enclosed a CD with the songs of the study. The model 
versions are track 1-3, Bass F is track 4 - 6 , Bass I track 7 -9 , Keyboard F 
track 10 - 12, Keyboard I track 13 -15, Guitar F track 16 - 18, and Guitar I is 
track 19 - 21. At this stage, I won't tell you what the codes F and I mean. 

For the informants' tracks, the CD is mixed with the model song in one 
channel and the informant in the other. This is to make it easier to hear 
where in the song the informants are. 

You will also find enclosed written music (lead sheets) for the three songs, 
as well as transcriptions of the informants' playing. (Parenthetically, please 
correct any mistakes that you may find in the transcriptions! There 
shouldn't be any, but one never knows. Please note that the transcriptions 
are NOT written to be rhythmically exact. Since there is quite a lot of 
rhythmic hesitation, I chose to write the music as simply as possible.) 

Your task is to listen to the recordings (and, i f you want to, read the 
transcriptions) and try to explain as much as possible of the following: 

- W H Y , and HOW, things are played "correctly" or "wrongly." What do 
the informants hear, and what do they not hear? Or, in other words: 

- What STRATEGIES do the informants use? How do they think, or in 
what way do they do what they do? 

Write a short paragraph (one to two pages) of each informant's playing on 
each song, about this! 

I t should be said that the informants never heard the songs before they 
were to play to them. The only thing they knew was a key: I told them 
that the first song was in G major, and so on. In this way, their situation 
was comparable to somebody filling in in a cover band and told the key, 
and who then has to play - but the informants in this study did NOT have 
the help that may be given from other musicians in a band situation, 
maybe showing the chords or even calling them out, as the song goes 
along. 
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Instructions for co-assessers (Swedish original) 

Bifogat finns en CD med låtarna. Förlagorna är spår 1-3. Bass F är spår 4 -
6, Bass I spår 7 -9 , Keyboard F spår 10 -12, Keyboard I spår 13 - 15, Guitar 
F spår 16 - 18, och Guitar I är spår 19 - 21. Jag berättar inte nu vad koderna 
F och I betyder. 

CD-skivan är mixad så att förlagan ligger i ena kanalen och informanternas 
spel i den andra. På så sätt kan man höra var informanterna befinner sig i 
låten. 

Vidare bifogas noter (lead sheets) t i l l de tre låtarna, samt plankningar av 
informanternas spel. (Parentetiskt är det förstås bra om du rättar 
eventuella fel som K A N ha smugit sig in. Det borde inte finnas något, 
men man vet ju aldrig... OBS att plankningarna I N T E är skrivna för att 
vara rytmiskt exakta. Eftersom det finns en hel del rytmisk tvekan valde 
jag att skriva ganska enkla notbilder.) 

Din uppgift är att lyssna på inspelningarna (och i mån av intresse titta på 
notbilden) och försöka få fram så mycket som möjligt av 

- VARFÖR, och PÅ VILKET SÄTT, saker spelas "rätt" eller "fel." Vad är 
det informanterna hör och inte hör? Alltså: 

- Vilka STRATEGIER använder informanterna? Hur tänker de, eller på 
vilket sätt gör de det de gör? 

Skriv ett kort stycke (en til l två sidor, ungefär, fast du bestämmer) om varje 
låt, där du går igenom ovanstående! 

Det bör påpekas att informanterna aldrig fick höra låtarna innan de skulle 
spela t i l l dem. Det enda de visste var en tonart: på den första låten 
berättade jag att "Den här låten går i G-dur", etc. Deras situation var på så 
sätt jämförbar med någon som vikarierar i ett coverband och får veta 
tonart, och sen gäller det att bara köra - men U T A N den hjälp som man i 
en sån situation kan få av medmusiker som visar ackord eller kanske t o m 
säger ackorden i förväg. 
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